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Dialectic is at the same time an art of examination; for neither is the art of examination of
the same nature as geometry, but it is an art which a man could possess even without any
scientific knowledge. ...the art of examination is not knowledge of any definite subject, and it
therefore follows that it deals with every subject; for all the arts employ also certain common
principles. Accordingly, everyone, including the unscientific, makes some kind of use of
dialectic and the art of examination; for all, up to a certain point, attempt to test those who
profess knowledge.
Aristotle On Sophistical Refutations, XI

INTRODUCTION
This thesis is a study of argumentation in situations of face-to-face spoken interaction. The
situations analyzed consist of a formal television debate, a semi-formal television interview,
and an informal conversational discussion. The investigation is based on an analysis of video
recordings of the three situations.
The formal television debate and television interview were broadcast in Swedish
television just prior to the national referendum on nuclear energy in March 1980. There were
three policy lines in the referendum; Line I, which was clearly for the use of nuclear energy,
Line III, which was clearly against nuclear energy, and Line II, which was somewhere in
between.
The television debate was the only televised face-to-face confrontation between the
policy lines during the referendum campaign. Prior to the television debate representatives
from each of the policy lines were interviewed by a team of television reporters. The
interview of the representatives for Line I has been selected for analysis in the thesis.
The conversational discussion was video-recorded in 1980 in connection with a
research project investigating cultural aspects of perspectives on natural resources (cf.
Allwood 1981) which was conducted at the Department of Linguistics at the University of
Göteborg. The discussion was held between non-specialist adolescents on the topic of the
possibility of combining nature and technology.
The three situations of argumentation constitute face-to-face interactive cases of what
I will refer to as everyday argumentation. Everyday argumentation refers to argumentation
concerning practical issues in law, politics, morals, economics, private and family affairs,
medicine, the arts and sciences, etc., in other words, all types of argumentation except strictly
theoretical logical or mathematical proofs or demonstrations.
The thesis is basically an attempt to answer the question of what people are doing in
face-to-face interactive argumentation based on an analysis of examples selected from the
three specific cases of the television debate, the television interview, and the conversational
discussion. The answer proposed is that face-to-face interactive argumentation can be viewed as a type of collective information processing activity involving vocal and nonvocal
information in search of a solution to a problem or an answer to a question. The problem
1

solving or answer seeking activity is carried out interactively according to the turn-taking
conditions that obtain for the different occasions of argumentation.
Overview of the Thesis
The thesis consists of two parts. Part one is devoted to a presentation of a general
theoretical model of interactive argumentation as collective information processing problem
solving. Chapter 1 contains an overview of the general theoretical background for the thesis.
The remaining chapters of part one contain a presentation of the particular information
processing system model for interactive argumentation which will be used for the analysis of
the empirical data in part two. A presentation of the information processing system model for
problem solving is found in chapter 2. Chapter 3 contains a description of high level action
plans in the problem solving that guide the search for a solution or an answer according to
certain heuristic methods that help to reduce the range of interesting possibilities that may be
profitably explored. Chapter 4 is devoted to explicating the logical and semantic operations
that are applied in the projection and evaluation of prospective solutions or answers in the
search activity. In chapter 5 it is shown how a solution of a problem or an answer to a
question may involve solving subsidiary problems or answering subsidiary questions. This
leads to the development of information in hierarchical recursively structured sets of logical
and semantic operations referred to as courses of development. Chapter 5 contains an indepth analysis of the internal hierarchical recursive structure of courses of development
which are effected by a combination of vocal and nonvocal means in interactive face-to-face
argumentation.
Part two is devoted to empirical studies of interactive argumentation that exemplify
and substantiate the theoretical claims in part one. Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the data
and the methodology used in the empirical studies. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 consist of studies of
selected examples from the television debate, the television interview, and the conversational
discussion, respectively. Chapter 10 closes the thesis with a discussion of the main
conclusions and findings and a comparison of the information processing problem solving
model with other current theories of spoken interaction and argumentation.
In this thesis I try to say something general but at the same time non-trivial about how
information is developed in interactive argumentation. The presentation and discussion of the
data in the thesis should be viewed as a part of a long-range project. The thesis constitutes
the first major attempt at presenting an account of how vocal and nonvocal information work
in combination in interactive argumentation. The account is primarily descriptive, although
some tentative explanatory hypotheses are offered for the descriptive categories and
generalizations.
The descriptive labels used are developed with an aim of creating good flexible and
general terms to describe the phenomena encountered in the study of argumentation. An
attempt has been made at retaining the common sense basis of the terms to as great an extent
as possible. This hopefully enhances their potential for explanation and understanding.
Basically the whole thesis is an attempt to account for an intuitively perceived
analogy between the functioning of an information processing system in terms of a recursive
problem solving procedure and the vocal and nonvocal activity in situations of face-to-face
interactive argumentation.
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CHAPTER ONE
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter contains a general overview of the theoretical foundations upon which the thesis
rests. The chapter begins with a presentation and discussion of models of argumentation that
have been proposed in the theoretical literature. This is followed by a presentation of the
basic assumptions of relevant models of spoken interaction that will be used as a basis for
comparison and discussion in the analysis of face-to-face interactive argumentation. The
chapter closes with a presentation of the basic assumptions of the information processing
framework adapted in the thesis and a discussion of previous studies of the relationship
between body movement and speech.
1.1 Models of Argumentation
Argumentation is a broad topic. It covers both written and spoken modes of communication
and has been the subject of interest and study in philosophy and rhetoric in both western and
eastern traditions since very early times. There are four basic types of models of
argumentation that have been proposed. These may be referred to as 1) demonstrative
argumentation, 2) non-demonstrative argumentation, 3) rhetorical argumentation, and 4) dialectical argumentation. These types of argumentation are related conceptually in terms of
types and subtypes as illustrated in figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1

Argumentation

Demonstrative

Non-demonstrative

Dialectical

Rhetorical

1.1.1 Demonstrative Argumentation
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In demonstrative argumentation grounds or evidence are presented to support the credibility
of some proposition or thesis. The ideal type of demonstrative argumentation is a logical
proof such as, for instance, an Aristotelian syllogism or a proof in Euclidean geometry. In the
case of ideal demonstrative argumentation, the grounds presented are self-evident truths
which lead to certain conclusions. The argumentation is usually cast in the form of a
conclusion which follows according to a set of inference rules logically from a set of
premisses (cf. Kleene 1967, Copi 1978). In a demonstrative argumentation if the conclusion
can be shown to be false then one or more of the premisses which logically imply the
conclusion must be false or the inference must be incorrect. Demonstrative logic has had and
still has an enormous prescriptive force in the analysis of and in the construction of
argumentations. The demonstrative proof has functioned as an ideal which can only be
realized approximately in other types of argumentation.
1.1.2 Non-demonstrative Argumentation
In non-demonstrative argumentation grounds or evidence are also presented to support the
credibility of some proposition or thesis. The argumentation is also usually cast in the form
of a conclusion which follows logically from a set of premisses. Now, however, the grounds
or premisses are not self-evident but merely plausible . Because the grounds are only
plausible the conclusions are also only plausible (cf. Polya 1968, Rescher 1976). In a nondemonstrative argumentation the conclusions are defeasible without contradicting the
premisses. This type of argumentation is found in many everyday settings.
1.1.3 Rhetorical Argumentation
Argumentation of a non-demonstrative type which is used by public speakers and lawyers
pleading cases in court has been described in treatises on rhetoric in the West from Aristotle
The Art of Rhetoric and the classical Romans [Cicero] Ad Herennium and Quintilianus
Institutio Oratoria down to the present day The New Rhetoric of Perelman and OlbrechtsTyteca (1969). Rhetorical argumentation has basically the character of a monologue held
before a listening audience. Because of its use in more or less elaborate forms in many
instances of everyday argumentation it will be discussed here in more detail than the
previous models of argumentation.
According to the psuedo-Cicero a complete rhetorical argumentation should consist
of five parts:
1) a proposition,
2) a reason,
3) a proof of the reason,
4) an embellishment,
5) a résumé.
The proposition sets forth what is intended to be proved. The reason establishes the
truth of the proposition. The proof of the reason corroborates, by means of additional
arguments, the presented reason. The embellishment is used to adorn and enrich the
argument after the proof has been established. The résumé is a brief conclusion which draws
together the parts of the argument ([Cicero] 1954: 107ff).
Recently, Toulmin (1964 & 1979) has proposed a model of non-demonstrative
argumentation which strongly resembles the classical rhetorical model. His model of
argumentation consists of five components;
4

1) a claim,
2) grounds,
3) a warrant,
4) backing,
5) qualifications or possible rebuttals.
The claim is the conclusion that we are seeking to establish. The grounds establish the
credibility of the claim. The warrant establishes the implication relationship between the
grounds and the claim. The backing in turn establishes the credibility of the warrant. The
qualifications refer to conditions that may be capable of rebutting the conclusion. Toulmin's
model incorporates elements of the dialectical models of argumentation (sec. 1.1.4), i.e. the
qualifications which anticipate possible rebuttals from an opponent.
In the East the classical Indian Logicof the Nyaya school (cf. Randle 1924) proposed
a model of argumentation to be employed in debates or 'inference for another' which is
similar to the western rhetorical argumentation. This model of argumentation, which is
referred to as a syllogism by western authors (cf. Bochenski 1956), consists of five basic
parts:
1) a proposition,
2) a reason,
3) an example,
4) an application,
5) a conclusion.
The proposition sets forth what is to be proved. The reason offers a causal
explanation for the proposition. The example contains a reference to a perceived concrete
instance of the causal relationship between the reason and the proposition. The application
says that the causal relationship referred to in the example applies to the causal relationship
between the reason and the proposition. The conclusion repeats the initial proposition that
was to be proved. For example:
1. Proposition (claim) 'that hill is on fire'
2. Reason 'because it is smoking'
3. Example 'as smoke and fire go together, on the hearth,
while non-smoke and non-fire go together, in the lake'
4. Application 'the hill is smoking, and not non-smoking'
5. Conclusion 'that hill is on fire'
The general movement in the syllogism is from a claim to a reason supporting this
claim which is backed up by reference to a general rule and an actual perceptual instance or
exemplification of the rule both in the positive and the negative. Once the example is cited
the movement in the syllogism is reversed in the application and the conclusion.
Of course, many of the steps in this syllogism are redundant not only the repetition of
the proposition in the conclusion, but also the citing of the negative rule and example in the
example and application steps. In India there have been, therefore, efforts to reduce and
refine this elaborate and redundant system (cf. Randle 1924 & Bochenski1956).
Bochenski (1956:498) considers this five step syllogism to be a rhetorical forerunner
of a strictly logical syllogism. He sees in the Indian syllogism basically the fixation of a
natural methodology of discussion or argumentation that conforms to the following basic
format.
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A: I claim P of S. 'Fire on the hill'
B: Yeah, how so?
A: Because M of S. 'Smoke on the hill'
B: So what?
A: Well, consider X which is M and P (a hearth where when there is fire there is
smoke) and Y which is neither M nor P (a lake where there is neither fire nor
smoke). Here we have a case of M in analogy with X and in contrast to Y therefore
we have P of S (smoke on the hill is analogous to smoke on the hearth and not like
water in the lake). Therefore there is fire on the hill.
The original formulation of the 'syllogism' contained no general rule or law in the
derivation of the conclusion but instead employed a rhetorical mode of argument where an
analogy between a specific example and the case in question is used to establish the
conclusion while discounting other analogies or possible counterexamples. As Bochenski
notes, it is not obvious what logical form this type of 'syllogistic' reasoning conforms to.
1.1.4 Dialectical Argumentation
The dialectical models of argumentation may contain elements of demonstrative, nondemonstrative, and rhetorical argumentation. Dialectical argumentation, as was the case with
non-demonstrative and rhetorical argumentation, is primarily concerned with plausibility and
not absolute certainty. In dialectical argumentation, grounds and evidence are given usually
by different persons in the form of a dialogue for and against a claim and/or a counterclaim
where the claim and counterclaim are conceived of as being mutually incompatible (they
cannot both be true). Dialectical argumentation is discussed at length in Aristotle's Topica
especially in Books V and VI where he gives rules and methods for testing propositions and
definitions. Later, in the Middle Ages, Abelard turned this pro and contra dialectical
argumentation into a general philosophical method (cf. Kneale & Kneale 1978: 202). Naess
(1971) has recently reintroduced pro and contra analysis into the study of argumentation.
Hintikka (1987) has proposed a model of argumentation as a knowledge seeking language
game that is based on the questioning methods found in Aristotle's Topica.
1.2 Argumentation as Problem Solving
In this thesis an attempt is made to place the study of face-to-face interactive argumentation
in a general information processing framework. Within the general information processing
framework, interactive argumentation is characterized as a special type of processing;
namely, problem solving or answer seeking processing (cf. Goldman 1986:126). This builds
upon a basic insight on the intimate relation between having a problem and having something
to discuss or argue about which is already contained in the opening passage in Aristotle's
Topica where he describes the purpose of the treatise as that of discovering "a method by
which we shall be able to reason from generally accepted opinions about any problem set
before us and shall ourselves, when sustaining an argument, avoid saying anything selfcontradictory".
The models of argumentation discussed above all have a basically prescriptive basis.
The model of argumentation as problem solving that is developed in this thesis is meant to be
primarily descriptive and explanatory and only secondarily (if at all) prescriptive.
The problem solving metaphor used in the thesis is only one of a number of
competing metaphors that can be used to characterize face-to-face interactive argumentation.
Face-to-face interactive argumentation can be seen alternately as 'searching for truth',
6

'fighting', 'playing games', or 'solving problems'. In actual fact each of these metaphors gives
only an adequate partial description of the total phenomenon of face-to-face interactive
argumentation. Any complete description or characterization of interactive argumentation
will contain elements from all of these and possibly other metaphors.
In this thesis the problem solving perspective is explored focussing on the powerful
problem solving strategy of recursive decomposition (cf. Polya 1957). The problem solving
perspective is taken to be a particularly rewarding way of viewing face-to-face interactive
argumentation for a number of reasons. Firstly, it comes close to the ideal of seeking the
truth while making a place for 'limited rationality' in everyday situations where people are
laboring under constraints of time and other resources and are often forced to make do with a
livable second best to the absolute and complete truth. Secondly, the problem solving
perspective captures the minimum of ethical and cognitive consideration that participants at
least give a pretence of aspiring to in order for the face-to-face interactive argumentation to
give the semblance of a viable social occasion.
In face-to-face interactive argumentation viewed as problem solving the participants
are seen to at least give the appearance of endeavoring to solve a common problem.
Otherwise, there is no ethical or rational (in the sense of 'cool self-interest') reason on the part
of others to award them ethical and cognitive consideration in return. Without at least the
pretence of reciporcity of ethical and cognitive consideration on the part of the participants
the social occasion would simply not come off.
Interactive argumentation can therefore be partially characterized as a type of
ongoing collective problem solving activity. In ongoing collective problem solving, a group
of persons communicate with each other with the common goal of finding a solution to a
problem situation, which may consist of either some perceived incompatibilities between
beliefs or opinions, or some conflict of interests. The problem situation gives rise to a sense
of irresolution or uncertainty. In interactive argumentation, persons work together, in at least
a weak sense, in search of ways of reducing the irresolution or uncertainty, i.e. to find a
solution to the problem situation. Weak cooperation is meant here to only mean the minimum
of ethical and cognitive consideration that is necessary for the interactive argumentation to
be a viable social occasion. It does not mean that the participants strive to obtain consensus.
In fact, one solution or answer that may result from the effort of trying to resolve a conflict of
views or interests is that there is no way of resolving this conflict by means of
argumentation. In this case the parties may simply agree to differ with a deeper insight into
why the views and interests are incompatible (cf. Hirsch 1986).
The study of problem solving has a long tradition in both experimental and more
introspective approaches to psychology. Problem solving has also been reflected upon by
mathematicians, scientists, puzzlers, game players, and persons dealing with the practical
affairs of life, down through the ages. More recently the study of problem solving has been
of central interest in cognitive psychology and especially within the branch of cognitive
science known as Artificial Intelligence (cf. sec. 2.2.2). Construing interactive argumentation
as a type of ongoing collective problem solving activity allows one to relate the study of
argumentation to this long tradition and to place interactive argumentation in a more general
information processing framework where both the vocal and nonvocal aspects of the
interactive argumentation can be dealt with within the same theoretical framework.
The theory of interactive argumentation presented in the thesis is meant basically to
give an abductive explanatory account of the type of face-to-face interactive argumentation
that is found in the empirical data from the three situations of argumentation of the television
debate, the television interview, and the conversational discussion. It is an open question
whether the problem solving approach accounts for all types of everyday face-to-face
interactive argumentation. As a matter of speculation, I would however hazard to say that I
suspect that underlying every proof or demonstration in mathematics and logic or piece of
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reasoning or argumentation in more practical affairs, such as, for instance a conflict of
interests, there is some puzzle, some doubt or uncertainty, some question that needs/needed
to be answered or problem that needs/needed to be solved. It is the puzzle or problem that
arouses our interest and challenges us to engage our efforts and fantasy in a search for a
resolution of the conflict or the doubt or uncertainty (see e.g. Smullyan 1982:9, Laudan
1976). It is also the problem which calls for a solution that gives focus and direction to the
argumentation, in a word, the problem provides the activity with a goal; namely, the solution.
This goal, in contrast to the highly abstract goal of obtaining the truth, can be specified more
concretely so as to allow the generation of behavior in its' pursuit and the assertation of the
success or failure of attempts at solving the problem.
In the problem solving perspective, there is a basic striving for certainty or
elimination of doubt. This is, I believe, what is at the heart of persuasion in the rhetorical
tradition and demonstration in the logical tradition. The problem solving perspective is,
however, on the one hand, more restrictive than the rhetorical tradition concentrating
primarily on the development of cognitive information. On the other hand, the methods used
to solve the problems are not as strict and exact as those found in logic. Basically the
methods used are suited to the nature of the problems that must be addressed. Because the
problems that have to be addressed in everyday argumentation are unrestricted, the methods
that may be used to solve them must be of the most general purpose nature. In everyday
argumentation where literally all conceivable problems must be dealt with, no conceivable
communicative resource, vocal and/or nonvocal may be ruled out in advance.
1.3 Relevant Models of Spoken Interaction
In this thesis, attention will be focused on argumentation in cases of face-to-face spoken
interaction under different conditions of turn-taking. Although the practice of face-to-face
interactive argumentation is probably one of the oldest activities that man has engaged in,
and according to some authors is his distinguishing characteristic, the empirical study of
face-to-face interactive argumentation is in its infancy. Instances of face-to-face interactive
argumentation have been documented in more or less accurate form in literary, historical, and
philosophical texts from the time of the early Greeks down to the present date. Most of these
argumentative dialogues have been in some sense dramatizations in order to better portray
the ideas to be illustrated or to characterize the persons participating in the dialogue or some
combination of both. The dialogues often had or still have some underlying pedagogical
purpose.
Several authors have commented on the emergent nature of the unrehearsed
formulation of arguments in ongoing spoken interaction based on their memories and general
observations (cf. Kleist (1810)/1964, Paul 1886, Furberg 1982, Linell 1983). There it is
often the case that a vague and perhaps ambiguous conception presents itself to the speaker
which is then formulated and reformulated either by the same speaker or by other speakers
until some point is reached where the idea seems to have taken a definite form. At this point
the idea expressed can be critically examined as to its plausibility, relevance, or coherence.
In classical rhetoric certain techniques, such as correction and refinement ([Cicero]
1954) were taught to would-be public speakers so that their speeches would appear more
natural and spontaneous.
"Correction retracts what has been said and replaces it with what seems more
suitable... . This figure makes an impression upon the hearer, for the idea when
expressed by an ordinary word seems feebly stated, but after the speaker's own
amendment it is made more striking by means of the more appropriate expression"
([Cicero] 1954:319)
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"Refining (expolitio) consists in dwelling on the same topic and yet seeming to say
something ever new. It is accomplished in two ways: by merely repeating the same
idea, or by descanting upon it...when we descant upon the same theme, we shall use
a great many variations. Indeed, after having expressed the theme simply, we can
subjoin the Reason, and then express the theme in another form, with or without the
Reasons; next we can present the Contrary; then a Comparison and an Example and
finally the Conclusion. A Refinement of this sort, which will consist of numerous
figures of diction and of thought, can therefore be exceedingly ornate...it is of these
types, then, that Refining consists. I have been led to discuss it at rather great length
because it not only gives force and distinction to the speech when we plead a cause,
but it is by far our most important means of training for skill in style. ([Cicero]
1954:365-375).
The reason why these techniques are so popular and effective, is, I believe, because
they so closely resemble the spontaneous formulation of an argument. They make the
speaker appear more natural and sincere. They also engage the listener(s) in a cooperative
effort to construct the argument together with the speaker.
Recently students of face-to-face interaction have been able to study protocols from
trials, hearings, committee meetings, interrogations, interviews, etc.. Some of these have
been based on audio recordings of the argumentation (cf. Altenberg 1984), others have been
based on written notes and memory of the occasion.
Until the advent of the audio tape recorder, the film camera, and the video recorder,
the study of interactive argumentation had been restricted to written documentations and
records of argumentation. Written documents are usually to a very high degree what might be
called product oriented. What gets written down is usually more or less the product or result
of the interactive argumentation rather than an accurate record of the process of the
argumentation. Usually we find out who said what, when, where but exactly how someone
said whatever he or she said is normally not described in any detail.
Although, as has been mentioned above, there have been normative attempts at
formulating rules of procedure for conducting dialectical interactive argumentation for
philosophical enquiries, e.g. Aristotle's Topica , and judicial investigations and interrogations
(cf. Du Cann 1980), it was not until it was possible to tape record, film or video record actual
instances of interactive argumentation that the process aspects of the argumentation have
been fully available for descriptive and explanatory analysis.
The audio recording techniques brought vocal aspects of the process of interactive
argumentation such as intonation, pauses, hesitations, interruptions, and overlaps to the
attention of analysts that usually had been left out of written documentations or only vaguely
represented. Video recording techniques have added yet another dimension to the study of
the process of interactive argumentation; namely, that of the nonvocal aspects, such as hand
gestures, gaze behavior, posture shifts, and facial expressions.
The study of interactive argumentation as recorded on video and audio tapes has
heightened the awareness on the part of analysts that interactive argumentation is very much
a cooperative enterprise. Even when parties are opposing each other in argumentation, they
are still in some sense cooperating in a common communicative effort, giving positive and
negative feedback to each other, taking turns, etc.
There are a number of models of face-to-face spoken interaction which have
attempted to characterize the ongoing process nature of the activity. Of these models three
will be discussed briefly here to provide a background and basis for comparison with the
information processing model used in the thesis. These models are; 1) the conversational
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analysis model (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson 1974 & 1978), 2) the language game model
(Severinson Eklundh 1986), and 3) the activity language model (Allwood 1984).
1.3.1 The Conversational Analysis Model
A classical question in sociology is how social order is established, maintained, and
transmitted in social action. Language as a type of social action has long been seen to play an
important role in the processes of establishing, maintaining, and transmitting social order. A
modern school of sociology founded by H. Garfinkel (cf. Garfinkel 1966) which bears the
name ethnomethodology sets out to study the methods that are used in everyday interactional
exchanges by members of a society in the ongoing construction and maintenance of a social
order. A group of ethnomethodologists headed by H. Sacks and E. Schegloff see some of the
most important methods employed by members of a society to consist of the mechanisms
which are used to structure everyday conversations. This branch of ethnomethodology is
commonly known as conversational analysis. The conversational analysis model focuses on
the study of turn-taking behavior which is exhibited in conversational spoken interaction.
The turn-taking mechanism or system for conversations is characterized by a set of rules with
ordered options which operate on a turn-by-turn basis. The turn-taking system is seen as a
local management system which allocates a crucial resource, the turn or control of the
'floor', among the participants in the conversation thus giving rise to sequences of turns at
talk. The turn-taking system is a local management system because it operates at the
transition points between the end of one turn and the beginning of the next with no global
plan which steers or governs the progress of the interaction. The interaction may in theory
lead anyway. The speakers are seen to be building the conversation in a piecemeal fashion
using surface-structural clues in each others' talk to organize the distribution of turns.
Research on conversations have revealed a number of organization units such as
adjacency pairs for two turn interaction sequences as, for instance, question-answer pairs,
insertion sequences (Schegloff 1972) in which, for instance, one question-answer pair is
embedded within another, or pre-sequences as when a speaker requests the right to ask a
question. Organizational units for the overall sequencing of turns in a conversation may
consist of opening and closing sections (Schegloff & Sacks 1973) where speakers utilize the
sequential location of their utterances in these sections to achieve various communicational
functions.
There are also a set of repair mechanisms for dealing with troubles in the ongoing
interaction. These repair mechanisms fall into two broad categories self-initiated versus
other-initiated repair, i.e. repair initiated without prompting and repair initiated only after
prompting by another, and self-repair and other-repair, i.e. repair done by the person who
is the source of the trouble and repair by some other participant (Schegloff, Jefferson &
Sacks 1977).
These mechanisms and organizational units are meant to account for the ability of
speakers to build their conversational exchanges in a step by step self-modifying selfregulating fashion.
1.3.2 A Language Game Model
The notion of a language game was first formulated by Wittgenstein (1971) to capture a basic
insight that the meaning of utterances must be seen in terms of the use of the utterances in the
activities in which they occur. The use of utterances is seen to be governed by rules in
analogy to moves in a game. This metaphor has been employed by a number of linguists and
philosophers of language (see e.g. Hintikka 1973, Allwood 1976, Carlson 1976 & 1983) in
the analysis of language use.
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In a recent study of computer mediated written interaction Severinson Eklundh
(1986) has formulated a language game model for spoken or written interaction. Severinson
Eklundh has taken Wittgenstein's basic insight and formulated a general model for ongoing
social interaction which makes use of language in an essential way. The central notion in the
model is that of a game. Sequences of utterances in dialogues are described in terms of
games and subgames. Dialogues are seen to consist of subgames on different levels, some of
which are free and constitute independent subdialogues. Spoken interaction in terms of
language games is characterized by the following essential properties.
1) Initiative: dialogues typically consist in sequences of initiatives and responses.
2) Intention: one can assume an intention on the part of the initiator of the game,
related to the shared knowledge of the goal of the game.
3) Reciprocity: the knowledge of the ongoing activity must be shared by
participants.
4) Responsibility: the initiator of the game takes on a respons–ibility to take an
interest in the others' contributions and see to it that the game is carried to an end.
5) Expectation: a dialogue process is accompanied by a dynamic set of
expectations, the participants are expected to act according to the rules.
6) Closure: the end of a (free) subgame defines a closure in the interaction.
According to the language game model, a dialogue is seen as consisting of
realizations of language games on various levels. For each act committed by one participant
in a game, the other participant(s) know what to do in turn. The actions within a game are
governed by specific rules, and the participants possess knowledge of those rules although
they may not be able to make them explicit (Severinson Eklundh 1986: 31).
1.3.3 The Activity Language Model
In a number of articles Allwood (cf. Allwood 1980 & 1984) has developed an alternative to
the language game model called the activity language model that also builds on
Wittgenstein's fundamental insight. There are a number of main features of the activity
language model; 1) linguistic interaction is seen as immersed in different human activities,
2) all activities can be analysed into a number of determining and determined parameters,
and 3) parameters can be distinguished as being of a global nature, i.e. applying to the
interaction as a whole, and of a local nature, i.e. applying only to a specific part of the
interaction, 4) parameters are distinguished as being collective, i.e. depending on several
simultaneously interacting individuals, and individual, i.e. depending on single individuals.
There are therefore four types of determining and four types of determined
parameters in an interaction, two global and two local in each case. These are specified
below.
I. Determining Parameters
1. Global-collective: which consists of the main function or purpose of the
activity, role configurations that are required in the activity, artefacts, i.e.
instruments or objects that are used in the activity, and the general physical
circumstances.
2. Global-individual: which consists of the stable social, psy–chological,
and biological or physical traits of an individual.
3. Local-collective: parameters that collectively determine the behavior of
participants at a specific point in the inter–action.
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4. Local-individual: properties of individual participants, e.g. moods,
attitudes, at a specific point in the interaction.
II. Determined Parameters
1. Global-collective: these parameters consist among other things of the
sequence of subactivities, the turn-taking regu–lations, and the routines of
giving or eliciting feedback.
2. Global-individual: these parameters consist of general aspects of
linguistic communication such as phonology, in–tonation, vocabulary, and
grammar, but also body commun–ication, e.g. facial expressions and manual
gestures.
3. Local-collective: the minimal local units are a pairing of sender and
receiver activity. Larger collective local units are constituted by the
subactivities required by a certain type of activity.
4. Local-individual: the individual aspects of linguistic communication as
they are manifested in specific utterance acts in which participants
incrementally make their contributions to the collectively created interaction.
Many of the aspects of the conversational analysis model and the language game
model are seen to be incorporated in this model of spoken interaction. There are also many
points of overlap to be found between this model and the model of face-to-face spoken
interaction as an information processing system for solving problems which is used in this
thesis. A discussion of the specific differences between the models is found in section 10.3.2.
1.3.4 The Information Processing System Model: Basic Assumptions
In this thesis face-to-face interactive argumentation is viewed as a type of information
processing system for solving problems or generating answers to questions. An information
processing system is seen as a system or network of processes. These processes are described
in terms of actions, events, and activities which consist of a variety of speech behavior and
body movements. Actions, events, and activities all have in common that they have
something to do with change or maintenance of state(s) or process(es) in the world (cf. von
Wright 1963, Nordenfeldt 1977).
Actions and events are usually distinguished by saying that actions are connected in
some intrinsic way with intentions of an agent (cf. Allwood 1976), whereas events are based
on causality and are not intentional. Actions in the stream of behavior do not, however, come
all in one piece in neat units but develop or evolve over time in a step by step fashion by
successive modifications of earlier behavior. The behavioral processes that go into
composing actions may be called activities. Activities can be seen as more elementary or
subsidiary parts of actions, picking up a hammer in relation to the intended action of driving
in a nail, for instance. Activities may be conceived of as more or less extended and more or
less intentionally executed processes which go into the composition of higher order actions
or action plans. An action plan may be conceived of as a system or network of optional
activities that will potentially lead to the securing of some goal or purpose. As an action plan
is executed decisions are taken in the network of optional activities at certain option points
that determine the further direction and progress of the activities of the agent, e.g. whether to
proceed as planned, try some other activity, or give up trying to attain the goal.
The higher order action or action plan is determined by the goal or purpose at which it
is directed. Actions seem to be essentially identified by their intended goal or purpose. This
becomes clear in the case of omissions or refraining from doing something, where there is no
overt activity or behavior that be identified with the action (cf. Davidson 1980). Actions are
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usually therefore more abstract or derived categories than observable activities and events.
We do not directly observe actions or action plans in the way we observe activities or events.
We can observe someone engaged in the activity of gathering wood without being able to
identify this activity with an action or action plan of an agent, such as building a fire.
In the analysis of spoken interaction, there is often a basic ambiguity between the
status of the exhibited speech behavior and body movements as actions, activities or events.
Whatever people do in face-to-face spoken interaction can be interpreted as a type of action
(intentional, purposeful, responsible) or as something that has an non-intentional causal
basis, or at least such a low degree of conscious intentionality as to be practically causal. For
instance, the omission of not speaking when spoken to may be seen as an action in which
case the omission is seen as intentional on the part of the person making the omission, e.g.
not speaking because not wanting to speak or intending not to speak, or as an event in which
case the omission is seen as non-intentional and causal, e.g. not speaking because not paying
attention, distracted, or unable to speak. Speech behavior and body movements do not
necessarily have the status of actions in order to have communicative function in spoken
interaction. Behavioral events or activities may have functions or serve purposes in the
communicative interaction without being necessarily performed for any specific purpose.
In this thesis, therefore, when behavioral processes are interpreted and described in
terms of events, activities, actions or action plans this is to be read as being basically
ambiguous as to whether or not there is an identifiable intention involved on the part of the
person executing the behavior. This is in line with a policy of ascribing as little intention and
responsibility to the participants as possible. This means that in everyday spoken interaction
the participants are not bearing the burden of responsibility and intentionality for their
actions and activities that would be ascribed to them according to the Severinson Eklundh's
Language Game Model or that might be read into their behavior if it were being interpreted
as dramatic action. This is particularly the case for most nonvocal gestures and many vocal
feedback signals which are usually executed out of conscious awareness by the participants.
This stance on the intentionality of the communicative activity is in conformity with a basic
tenet in general information theory which only uses the concept of event as a primitive (cf.
Khinchin 1957).
The information processing framework for the analysis of interactive argumentation
is further based on a number of fundamental assumptions adapted from general principles in
information theory, cybernetics, and the ecology of self-regulating systems (see e.g. Ashby
1957, Odum 1971, Bateson 1972, Kendon 1982). These assumptions can be formulated as
postulates as follows.
1) Activities of individuals in interaction function as events transmitting information
to themselves and other participants. This information is used by participants in the
planning and execution of activities or actions in the continuation of the ongoing
interaction.
2) Part of the information transmitted by the participants is used as feedback or
control information to regulate the ongoing inter–action with respect to orientation
toward the interaction goal(s).
3) The processing of information is organized on a number of levels simultaneously.
Activities or plans of action are executed incrementally on different levels of
hierarchical structure under guidance of the feedback information the participants
provide themselves and each other.
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4) The interactive information processing system is regulated with the aim of
maintaining a dynamic equilibrium or homoeostasis in the face of demands placed
on the system by events in a changing environment.
The collective problem solving perspective on interactive argumentation rests on a
fundamental assumption about the relation between mind or rational consciousness and
individual brains according to which mind or reason is not wholly or even essentially
something that resides or takes place within individual human brains. Rational consciousness
is as much a social achievement as a biological genetic inheritance. The social basis of
rationality has been stressed by philosophers such as Heidegger (1927), sociologists such as
Mead (1934), and psychologists such as Vygotsky (1978). Davidson (1982) echoes Aristotle
in claiming that rationality is only something that communicators have who command a
natural language.
Interactive argumentation between individuals in social situations is what might be
called a manifestation of mind or reason 'in action'. Internal actions or events in the
individual brains are correlated with external actions or events in the ongoing interactive
reasoning. Therefore an important part of the study of reasoning or mind at work in the
collective problem solving enterprise of interactive argumentation is the study of patterned
relationships between observable activities and events in terms of speech and body
movements exhibited by participants in the interaction.
The problem solving model allows for problems to be solved simultaneously on
different levels of hierarchical complexity. Problems on a high level of abstraction and
complexity are decomposed into problems on lower levels of abstraction and complexity in
the search for a solution. Therefore plans of action in the problem solving are executed on
differing levels where in order to obtain goals (solve problems) on higher levels various
subgoals (subproblems) must be attained (solved) (cf. Levelt 1981). Activities and events on
lower levels of abstraction and complexity are seen as parts of the execution of actions plans
on higher levels of abstraction. This provides a basis for the understanding of the concrete
realization of activities or events on local levels in terms of more global abstract action plans
(cf. Wilensky 1983).
Hobbs (1985) has proposed a method for the analysis of spoken discourse which
builds on this insight into the hierarchical nature of action plans realized in the discourse.
The individual utterances in spoken discourse are seen as realizations of abstract coherence
relations. Coherence relations are held to determine the local coherence between utterances
in discourse and may be recursively embedded within one another to produce complex
hierarchical structures. The coherence relation of exemplification, for instance, may be part
of the coherence relation elaboration which is in turn part of the coherence relation
explanation, etc. (cf. Hobbs 1985: 30).
Hobbs' coherence relations are identified by reference to which proposition(s) or
properties of entities or discourse referents that may be inferred from an utterance or a pair of
utterances. For instance, elaboration is found where the same proposition can be inferred
from the assertion of two statements.
In this thesis, I propose to view speech and body movements as concrete realizations
of abstract logical and semantic discourse operations which are akin to Hobbs' coherence
relations. My analysis is, however, more nominalistic and does not presuppose abstract
entities such as propositions. Discourse operations as they will be defined in chapter 4
operate on the information content of a combination of vocal and nonvocal expressions in
terms of their potential to either narrow down or widen the range of interpretations or
understandings in the interactive argumentation. Information functions, according to this
view, to constrain the possible interpretations or understandings where interpretations and
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understandings may consist of a combination of cognitive and non-cognitive factors in the
communication.
In the collective problem solving perspective on interactive argumentation the
directed problem solving activity is carried out in terms of discourse operations which
operate recursively to form units of higher orders of complexity referred to as courses of
development. Such courses of logical and semantic development are identified by both vocal
and nonvocal characteristics. Courses of development are shown to be natural basic segments
of the stream of problem solving activity in the interactive argumentation. Courses of
development may be realized by one speaker in one turn, different speakers within one turn,
and by different speakers in different turns.
The search for solutions to problems or for answers to questions is carried out
collectively and individually by the employment of the discourse operations which are
guided by a set of control factors. This division between basic processing operations and
control factors corresponds to the division of labor in an information processing system
between the operating system and the lower level processing operations of the system which
are supervised and coordinated by the operating system (cf. Appendix).
1.4 Spoken Interaction and Body Movement
A number of researchers and scholars ( e.g. Quintilianus 1921, Argyle 1967, Ekman and
Friesen 1969, Kendon 1972, Rosenfeld 1978) have investigated the relationship between
body movement, e.g. facial expressions, body shifts, head and hand movements, including
gaze behavior and the structure of the speech that is accompanied by these body movements
or gaze behavior. In his Institutio Oratoria Quintilianus devotes a large part of book XI to
the instruction of would-be public speakers in the use of gesture and body movements.
Among the earliest more recent empirical studies is an article by Scheflen (1964) in which he
claims that changes in the position of a speaker's head and eyes mark the end of a structural
unit at the next level higher than the syntactic sentence. This unit he calls a 'point' because it
corresponds roughly to making a point in a discussion.
He further distinguishes between a 'presentation' which is the totality of one person's
positions in a given interaction lasting several minutes to several hours and terminated by a
complete change in location and a 'position' which is a sequence of several points and
corresponds roughly to a point of view that an interactant may take in an interaction.
Scheflen analogously refers to 'points' as maneuvers which are stages in a program marked
by head-eye posture (movement) and 'positions' as tactics which are combinations of
maneuvers marked by total body posture (body shift).
He hypothesizes that there may be some relationship between the purpose or goal of a
speech activity and the type of posture observed in combination with it. "Explanations may
occur with one type of head position, interruption with another, interpretations with yet
another, and listening with a fourth. Or there may be different modes of relating
corresponding to each type of point." (Scheflen 1972(64):231) Although this hypothesis is
not substantiated in his article, his general claim is that "postural configurations have great
value in identifying the participants location in a flow of social events and the nature of their
relationships" or more specifically "postures (body movements and body shifts) indicate the
beginnings and endings of units of communicative behavior, the ways in which participants
are related to each other, and the steps in a program".
Beattie (1981) claims that speech and gaze behavior are related to what he refers to as
a cognitive cycle which are suprasentential speech units constituting semantic units in speech
and corresponding to 'ideas' in the speech text. Normally at the beginning of a cognitive
cycle speech is less fluent and direct eye-contact with the interlocutor less frequent than in
the middle or end of a cycle. He conjectures that "these cycles may act as important
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interactional units: the speaker may seek to avoid idea fragmentation, that is within-cycle
interruption (understood in the broadest sense to include all back-channel communications
other than attention signals) by inhibiting, where possible, turn-yielding and other listenerresponse cues during the cycles and displaying such cues, which should include gaze, at the
boundaries of such units" (Beattie 1981:301).
Although both authors point to a correlation between or adaptation of the nonvocal
form to the content and the purpose of the discourse, neither is very specific about the
internal structure of the suprasentential units to which the various body movements and
positions correspond.
Kendon (1972) contains an analysis of the coordination of speech and body
movement in a film of one speaker's turn at talk. The body movements were found to
correlate with hierarchically ordered speech units called locutions and locutions groups, as if
each unit of speech had its equivalent in body motion. There was a hierarchy of body
movements in conjunction with speech where the larger the speech unit, the greater the
difference in the form of movement and the body parts involved. Prior to each speech unit a
change in position of one or more body-parts was observed. The larger the speech unit that
corresponded to the speech-preparatory body movement, the more body parts there were that
were involved in this movement. Kendon claims that "it seems that the speech-accompanying
movement is produced along with the speech, as if the speech production process is
manifested in two forms of activity simultaneously: in the vocal organs and also in body
movement, particularly in movements of the hands and arms". A similar argument, although
from a more semantic point of view, on the relation between speech and body movements,
especially hand gestures, is found in McNeill (1985).
The role of body movements including gaze behavior in the regulation of the turntaking in spoken interaction has also been the object of recent empirical study, (see
Rosenfeld 1978, Knapp 1978). This research has demonstrated the use of head and eye
orientation and of gesticulation in the maintenance and change of speaker roles. It has also
been found that phonemic clause endings function as major occasions for the occurrence of
controlling body movements. Controlling body movements by listeners may occur either in
isolation or in conjunction with speech, where combinations of speech and body movement
have stronger or different effects than do speech or body movement in isolation.
The information processing perspective adopted in this thesis has been chosen
because it allows for a natural incorporation and integration of the speech and body
movements that appear in the process of interactive argumentation. The information
processing analysis of discourse as proposed by Hobbs (1985), which is strongly
semantically oriented, contains nothing about nonvocal aspects of spoken interaction. The
students of nonvocal aspects of spoken interaction have, on the other hand, had very little or
almost nothing in detail to say about the relationship between nonvocal expressions and the
semantics of the vocal expressions in the discourse. One of the major goals of this thesis is to
demonstrate how the study of vocal and nonvocal expressions can be integrated at the level
of discourse semantics and pragmatics.
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CHAPTER TWO
ARGUMENTATION AND INFORMATION PROCESSING
According to the problem solving perspective on face-to-face interactive argumentation,
people engage in argumentation in order to resolve uncertainty or doubt that arises when
pieces of information or interests are found to be incompatible or when an answer to a
question is called for. The goal of argumentation is, therefore, the solution of a problematic
information situation, or the answer to a question. Interactive argumentation can be viewed
as a type of information processing system in which information is generated and evaluated
in search of a solution to the problem or an answer to the question.
2.1 Information
The notion of information can be understood in a number of different ways. In one way of
viewing things information is ontologically the stuff the real world is made of whether
anyone knows or apprehends it or not (cf. Dretske 1981). In a strong epistemological sense
information is justified true belief or knowledge. In a weak epistemological sense
information is belief or other object of awareness whether supported by evidence or not.
In this thesis, information will be understood in a general sense to be whatever is
conveyed by an event or activity that contributes to a possible interpretation or understanding
in either the strong or the weak epistemological sense. Normatively and ideally, the aim of
argumentation should be the production of information in the strong epistemological sense.
Descriptively and realistically, participants in everyday argumentation must often make do
with information in the weak epistemological sense.
Interpretations or understandings used here to account for information are not
purely proposition-based but incorporate aesthetic and emotive elements as intrinsic and
integral components. In other words, although they may be formulated into words as any
interpretation or understanding should be capable of, they may not be capable of reduction to
propositions. This is in line with a conception of cognition which is being developed by
various modern philosophers (e.g Goodman 1984, Langer 1988).
Processing of information proceeds on different levels of granularity where units on
one level may be composed or decomposed into units on a higher or lower level of
organizational complexity (e.g Hobbs 1985, Aristotle 1929 (cf. Lear 1988)) depending on the
circumstances and the goals of the argumentation. At certain times an event or activity may
consist of only single words or parts of words, whereas at other times whole phrases,
sentences, or lines of reasoning may constitute a single complex event.
The notion of utterances as events has recently been reintroduced into semantic
theory by Barwise and Perry (1983) inspired by Dretske (1981) who in turn draws on
Information Theory (cf.Khinchin 1957). This view on the nature of the information value of
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spoken words and utterances is attractive because it promises to bring together vocal verbal
and nonvocal nonverbal information in one general theoretical framework. Basically, in
spoken language the borderline between vocal verbal events, e.g. words and utterances, and
nonvocal nonverbal events, e.g. gestures, is not as clear as is normally supposed from a
written language perspective.
The totality of all potentially problematic information available for processing on any
specific occasion of face-to-face interactive argumentation is referred to as the information
environment. An important part of the information environment for interactive
argumentation derives from the social relationships between interactants. What, for instance,
social role or class differences, if any, exist between the interactants and what rights and
obligations are entailed by the relationship. Part of this social information available to
interactants is the information that they exchange in order to organize the progress of the
interaction itself. This information enables the participants to coordinate and schedule their
activities, such as speaking and listening, so as to achieve a goal or an acceptable outcome
for the activity. This particular part of the social information can be called interactionmanagement information (Laver & Hutcheson 1972:12) or control information (cf.
Rosenfeld 1978). This information is transmitted by both vocal and nonvocal means and is
also available as preunderstanding to the participants in the situation.
Other sources of information are all the emotions and attitudes, either of an
interpersonal and/or a propositional nature, which are available to the interactants for
processing. This information interacts, naturally, with the other general types of information
as, for instance, when a person expresses his surprise about the expressed belief of a
coparticipant which he believes to be false, but in a way that takes the social relationship
between them into consideration. If the person expressing the surprise has a position of
authority or has a general reputation for solid judgements this fact might have a negative
effect on how the information will be dealt with in the further processing. There is also the
possibility of emotional information being processed in purely emotional processes or
sequences of emotional events, as for instance, when one person's grief calls forth another
person's sympathy or when one person's anger provokes anger in another.
2.2 Information Processing
In general, the concept of information processing can be understood to be some set of
operations or procedures that are applied to input or initial information and manipulate this
information toward the end of producing some output or terminal information. The
processing of information involves manipulation of information structures. During the
processing the information is restructured to form new information structures. In argumentation information is processed or developed by the generation and evaluation of information
structures in search of a solution to a problematic information situation. (For an explication
of some of the technical details of information processing see the appendix.)
2.2.1 Primary and Secondary Processing
Martindale (1981:297ff) makes a distinction between primary process reasoning and
secondary process reasoning. Primary process reasoning is characterized as associative,
undirected, and freely wandering, e.g. taking no account of time or logical contradiction.
Secondary process reasoning on the other hand, is characterized as purposeful, focused, and
oriented toward reality, following the laws of conventional logic. Whereas the units of primary process reasoning tend to be concrete images, the units of secondary process reasoning
tend to be abstract symbols. As concerns the affective dimension of reasoning, secondary
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process reasoning is rather neutral in contrast to primary process reasoning which is driven
by motives, emotions, and wishes.
This dichotomy of primary and secondary process reasoning is for sure too simplistic.
Elements of primary process reasoning are certainly to be found in secondary process
reasoning and vice versa. The differences between these two pure theoretical types is in
actual cases always a matter of degree (cf. Hirsch 1985a).
Important for the discussion of information processing and the types of reasoning that
are used in different situations of argumentation, is the fact that primary process reasoning is
less differentiating than secondary process reasoning. Primary process reasoning is
characterized by a blending or mixing of concepts that are conceived of as incompatible in
secondary processing reasoning, e.g. woman as fish. Secondary process reasoning is more
differentiating and more hierarchically structured (Werner 1948 : cited in Martindale 1981).
This means that in secondary process reasoning there is an attempt to relate information and
concepts in terms of hierarchical relationships.
Secondary process thought also includes evaluation of progress toward a goal. The
sequence of secondary process reasoning is governed by feedback regarding progress toward
a goal (Martindale 1981:308). The sequencing of primary process reasoning does not involve
such feedback or control.
In interactive argumentation the development of information will typically proceed in
two phases, a generation phase where some information is introduced, and an evaluation
phase where the information introduced is commented upon in relation to progress toward
the goal of resolving a problematic information situation or finding an answer to a question.
The emotions and wishes which characterize and guide primary process reasoning are
involved in both of these phases of the information processing, but are perhaps most
important as a motivating factor in the generation phase. As for instance when the
imagination is sparked to find novel solutions to a problem the solution of which has high
motivational value. In the evaluation phase they perhaps have mostly a function of focusing
and limiting critical attention. In general, if one is positive to someone or some line of
reasoning, one is less apt to be critical.
2.2.2 Problem Solving Processing and Production Systems
Problem solving as an activity and as an object of study has a long history (cf. Polya 1957).
More recently, problem solving has been the object of study in cognitive psychology (see
e.g. Simon 1979). There it has been characterized abstractly as a type of search activity
similar to search for a specified goal in a maze. More precisely, problem solving is defined as
a generative search in a problem space consisting of a potential maze or network of
information states for an information state which meets the solution specifications of the
problem. The problem solving activity consists of trying to discover a solution path in the
problem space. This activity can be divided into two basic processes; 1) generating paths
(sequences of information states) in the problem space, 2) evaluating paths that have been
generated to determine whether they meet the solution specifications or not.
In this heuristic search activity, information that is gathered in the search is used to
selectively guide the generation of further information states (or paths of information states).
Information flows from the evaluation process back to the generation process. This feedback
information provides more information about the information state(s) generated than whether
they succeed or fail to match the specification of the desired information state (the goal or
solution), e.g. why it/they fail, in what ways it/they fail. Using the evaluation information,
the generator produces a new information state aimed at a solution by modifying a state
produced previously in the search.
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A method, procedure, etc. is heuristic if it provides aid or direction in the solution of a
problem but is otherwise unjustified or incapable of legitimation. A heuristic is a 'rule of
thumb' that, given the limited capacity in terms of time and resources of the system and the
complexity of the problem, tries to deliver a solution if one is obtainable. It does not,
however, guarantee success. Heuristics is a type of educated guesswork.
If it can be shown that a method or procedure leads to a solution then this method is
said to be effective. If besides being effective, a method or procedure can be shown to use
less time and/or resources than other effective methods, then this method or procedure is said
to be most efficient. The combination of effectivity and effeciency of a method or procedure
is sometimes referred to as the heuristic power of the method or procedure.
Problem solving can therefore be characterized abstractly as consisting of the
following four components.
1. A problem space which consists of a network whose nodes are information
states.
2. A set of generation processes that take an information state as input and
produce a new information state as output (add a new node to the network).
3. A set of evaluation processes that compare an information state with the
specification of a solution state and that compare pairs of information states and
produce information about differences between them.
4. A set of control processes that select which generation or evaluation processes
to employ on the basis of the information contained in the information states.
Interactive argumentation is initiated when some problematic information situation or
a conflict of interests is encountered. The participants collaborate in generating and
evaluating information in a search for a solution of the problematic information situation or a
resolution of the conflict.
The information that is processed in the problem solving activity of interactive
argumentation consists of representations of the problem and solution(s) as well as actual
physical acts, e.g. turning dials, taking measurements, turning on/off machines, that are
aimed at solving the problem.
Production systems as conceived of in cognitive science (cf. Johnson-Laird 1988)
and artificial intelligence (cf. Nilsson 1982) are information processing systems designed to
solve various types of problems that would normally be said to demand intelligence. In such
systems there are three major components - a global database, a set of production rules, and a
control system. These correspond with the data or information to be processed, the processes
to be applied to the data, and the set of instructions which direct the processing.
The global database includes both the initial or input data to the system and the
terminal or output data. The information in the global database is of a descriptive nature and
consists of a description of the problem in terms of specific facts. This can be called
declarative information, in either the weak or the strong sense, about the problem. In the
strong sense the global database corresponds with Ryle's knowledge 'that' (Ryle 1949).
The set of production rules, in essence rewriting rules, contain the procedural
knowledge of the system. These include general information about how the declarative
information in the global database is to be manipulated or transformed. This corresponds, in
part, with Ryle's notion of knowledge 'how'. The other part of the knowledge 'how' of the
production system is contained in the control system which includes knowledge about the
processes, strategies, and structures used to coordinate the entire problem-solving process.
There are two major types of control strategies: 1) irrevocable, where an applicable rule is
selected and applied irrevocably without provision for reconsideration later, and 2) tentative,
where an applicable rule is selected (either arbitrarily or perhaps with some reason), the rule
is applied, but provision is made to return later to this point in the computation to apply some
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other rule (Nilsson 1982:21). The strategies found in the empirical studies of part two are
shown to vary between the basically irrevocable and the tentative.
The operation of production systems can be characterized as a search process in
which rules are tried until some sequence of them is found that produces a database
satisfying the termination condition (Nilsson 1982:21). This search process is basically a
generation process where various databases are produced in an attempt to satisfy the
termination condition. The search process consists therefore of two different phases; 1) a
projection phase consisting of generation processes where some part of a search-tree is
generated, and 2) an evaluation phase consisting of evaluation processes which compares
the structure that is generated to the description of the goal state to see if the termination
conditions are satisfied.
The possible configurations that can be generated by applying the production rules or
generation rules to the initial database can be referred to as the problem space for the
problem solving exercise. The solution, if one exists, to the problem is obtained by searching
through the problem space, i.e. generating tentative solutions which are evaluated and if
rejected trying some other alternative until the problem space is exhausted or until the
problem is solved. (For technical details on techniques of search used in actual data
processing systems see the appendix.)
The problem space for any nonelementary problem is usually very large. This means
that exhaustive search is often unrealistic in terms of time and resources. The search for a
solution can be facilitated by recourse to what is referred to as heuristic information or
certain skills which guide the search. The heuristic information restricts the exploration of
the problem space to certain 'promising' or 'interesting' branches of the complete search-tree.
It also allows for ordering searches according to some set of priorities. In this way exhaustive
search can hopefully be avoided. Chapter 3 is devoted to an account of the heuristic methods
that are used by participants in interactive argumentation to restrict the search space for the
problem or question confronting them. The use of these methods will be illustrated in the
analysis of the examples from the occasions of interactive argumentation in part two of the
thesis.
2.2.3 Relevance and Penetrance
Relevance is the property assigned to information and methods that bear on a problem
situation in such a way that they may possibly generate an acceptable solution. Relevance is
therefore a consideration concerning the effectiveness of a search method. Relevance can be
seen as the problem of where and how to search, i.e. which path of development is likely,
most likely to lead to success in solving the problem. The question of relevance can be
formulated in terms of problem solving as what operations will reduce the distance between
the initial problematic state of information and the goal state (Polya 1957 cited in JohnsonLaird 1988).
The relevance problem can be solved to differing degrees of success. A judgement of
irrelevance is equivalent to a judgement of unpromising or unlikely to lead to success, i.e. not
reducing the distance between the initial state and the goal state.
Within the information processing problem solving framework, the general notion of
relevance can be operationalized in terms of the penetrance (Nilsson 1982:91) of a generative
search method. The penetrance P, of a search is the extent to which the search has focused
toward a goal, rather than wandered off in irrelevant directions. If the generation processes
are so precise that the only nodes generated are those on a path toward the goal, P will attain
its maximum value of 1. Uninformed search is characterized by values of P much lower than
1. The penetrance value of a search depends on the difficulty of the problem being searched
as well as on the efficiency of the search method. A given search method might have a high
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penetrance value when the optimal solution path is short and a much lower one when it is
long.
2.3 Intrasubjective and Intersubjective Processing
Processing of information in interactive argumentation can be of two basic types intrasubjective and/or intersubjective. Intrasubjective processing refers to the processing of
information within the skins of the persons participating in the argumentation. Intersubjective
processing refers to the processing of information performed in cooperation by the persons in
the course of the spoken interaction. These two types of processing are not mutually
exclusive. Intrasubjective processing must play some role in intersubjective processing, and
intersubjective processing can sometimes be indistinguishable from intrasubjective
processing, i.e. talking while thinking.
An overall picture of the flow of information in the problem solving answer seeking
activity of the intersubjective information processing system of interactive argumentation is
given in figure 2.3.

Individual
Intrasubjective

Collective
Intersubjective

Collective
Intersubjective

Individual
Intrasubjective

Figure 2.3
The processing, i.e. the search for a solution or an answer, passes from the
intrasubjective system of the individual to the intersubjective system of the collective
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enterprise of interactive argumentation. In the intersubjective system the information in terms
of projected solutions or answers from the intrasubjective systems of the individuals are
processed, i.e. developed and evaluated. The result of this evaluation or processing flows
back into the intrasubjective systems of the individuals.
In analogy with an production system described above, the set of information held
collectively by the individuals before they begin the interactive argumentation constitute the
initial (given) global information at the initiation of the processing. The set of information
held collectively by the individuals at the termination of the interactive argumentation
constitute the terminal (new) global information at the completion of the processing.
Interactive argumentation is therefore conceived of as a type of collective problem
solving activity within the framework of an intersubjective information processing system.
An information processing system (intrasubjective or intersubjective) can be characterized
most abstractly as consisting of a set of operations that are applied to some initial
information to produce some terminal information. The set of operations consist of two basic
types; 1) basic processing operations or methods, and 2) operations that supervise or control
the basic processing operations. The supervising or controlling operations constitute a
subsystem of the information processing system referred to as the operating system.
2.3.1 Processing Operations or Methods
Methods are defined as actions or operations on varying levels of complexity that are
executed in the information processing system. On the lowest level of complexity we find
what will be called an Action or Basic Operation. An action or basic operation is the
simplest processing operation that can be applied to information in the information
processing system. An action or basic operation is a low level action plan or activity (cf. sec.
1.3.4) that is executed by participants in interactive argumentation. On the next higher level
of complexity we find what will be called a Tactic, i.e. a number of actions or basic
operations directed toward the accomplishment of a processing goal of the system. A tactic is
conceived of as a higher level action plan than an action or basic operation but is more local
or less long range in its' consequences than a strategy. A Strategy is the term reserved for a
combination of tactics and actions that are directed toward the accomplishment of the overall
processing goal or goals of the information processing system. A strategy is a high order
action plan that is realized by a combination of lower order action plans or activities.
In problem solving information processing the basic operations may be conceived of
as the simplest operations that may be applied to the initial information to generate some new
information structure in the search for a solution to the problem. A tactic is some more or
less complex combination of these basic operations. A strategy is a combination of tactics
and basic operations that generate a possible solution to the problem.
2.3.2 Control Factors of the Operating System
Control refers to the directing, regulating, and coordinating of production or other activities
in an attempt to achieve the goals or objectives of an enterprise or undertaking. In relatively
self-governing systems such as interactive argumentation control will be an aspect of many,
if not all, actions and operations. Control of interactive argumentation depends on a number
of control factors. These control factors have consequences or effects on different levels.
Certain of these effects are long-range or far-reaching and determine the overall outcome of
the interaction as a whole. Other effects are more short-ranged or limited and determine the
step by step development of the interaction. These aspects of the control factors will be
referred to as the global and local, respectively. All control factors have some degree of
global and local consequences or effects. The control factors are similar to the determining
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parameters in Allwood's (1984) activity language model of spoken interaction and contain
elements of Severinson Eklundh's (1986) language game model of dialogue.
Among the control factors for a system is the background Setting of the interaction
and the current Context in which the interaction takes place. Among the control factors are
also to be reckoned the Goal(s) of the interaction.and the established Roles of the
participants in the interaction.
The control component of background Setting is defined as the general cultural and
historical environment in which the interaction is embedded. This is the set of beliefs and
background assumptions that obtain for the participants in the interaction before the
argumentation begins.
The Context of the interaction is defined as the specific number and type of
participants (men, women, natives, foreigners, etc.) that take part in the interaction, along
with the actual physical environment (home, office, etc.) including furnishings and artefacts.
The Roles in interactive argumentation are most generally those of speaker and
listener. A role is defined as a set of rights and obligations that govern the behavior of the
participant occupying that particular role at any point in time in the interaction. These rights
and obligations limit the types of behaviors that may legally occur in the interaction and are
in accord with ethical norms governing social interaction in general.
The Goal(s) of the interaction are defined as the specification of a set of conditions or
properties that must obtain in a set of information in order for this information to be
considered the terminal information for the information processing. The goals act as a
constraining factor on the interaction providing orientation and direction. The goals of the
interaction also provide a perspective from which the progress and outcomes of the
interaction can be evaluated and corrective action initiated, if necessary. Judgement is passed
on partial results of the system as to whether or not these results are related to and/or
contribute to the accomplishment of the system goals. The goals of the interaction are
therefore the chief control component governing the operation of the interactive system.
Because there is not always one overriding goal for an occasion of spoken interaction, the
general direction of the interaction can be said to be determined by a complex of goals or
goal complex where the actions in the system are directed toward the accomplishment of
several of these goals simultaneously.
2.3.3 Turn-taking Conditions
In interactive argumentation scheduling and coordination of actions and operations are
governed primarily by the turn-taking conditions. The turn-taking conditions for an occasion
of interactive argumentation are, in effect, determined by a combination of the setting,
context, roles, and goals, that obtain for that occasion. The turn-taking conditions determine
how a crucial resource of the system; namely, speaking turns, are to be allocated and utilized.
The person that has the turn has control over the system and directs the processing for
the period of the turn. What gets done in such an intersubjective information processing
system is therefore highly dependent upon the allocation of the turn resource, i.e. which
processes (actions, tactics, strategies) get to be run on the system, when, and for how long.
Allocation of the turn is managed with an aim of insuring fairness, efficiency,
pleasure, creativity, etc.. These are, however, often incompatible demands. A system that is
highly fair and efficient is not necessarily the most pleasurable and vice versa. This makes
the solution of turn-taking problems difficult and interesting.
2.3.4 Turns, Roles, Rights and Obligations
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The state of being-in-turn in interactive argumentation is conceptually related to the control
factors of roles, rights, and obligations. There is an intuitive correlation between having the
turn and being in the speaker role and being out of turn and being in the listener role in
relationship to the spoken interaction. The notion of a turn in spoken interaction as a feeling
of a right and obligation to speak or make a contribution to the interaction is intuitively very
attractive. There are, however, a number of problems with this intuitive notion that reveal
themselves upon more careful analysis of what actually takes place in spoken interaction.
There are, for instance, problems of overlap - two speakers talking at the same time,
problems of nonvocal signals by a listener while another is speaking which are difficult to
judge as to their status as a turn in the traditional sense, and problems of vocal feedback
signals by a listener which in a sense do not constitute full-fledged turns when compared to
the contribution to the course of the interaction being made by some other participant.
Having the turn can be defined as having in relation to other participants in the
interaction the greatest right and obli–gation to contribute to and/or determine the
development of the course of interaction. The state of being-in-turn is therefore both a right
and an obligation.
There are a number of operations that can be carried out in interactive argumentation,
e.g. speaking, gesturing with the hands, face, or body, coughing, staring, listening. Although
there is, as was said before, an intuitive correlation between having the turn and speaking in
the system, this is not entirely unproblematic. We have speaking occurring out of turn as
when a listener gives feedback signals to the speaker and also not speaking while in turn as
when a speaker pauses or is interrupted.
Having the role of primary speaker or having the turn is therefore not coextensive
with making some vocal or nonvocal contribution in the course of the interaction. Having the
turn is a sufficient but not a necessary and sufficient condition for having the right and
obligation of making a vocal or nonvocal contribution. In other words, not having the turn
does not imply not having the right and obligation to make a contribution to the interaction,
i.e. speaking or gesturing can occur out of turn. Likewise, having the role of listener or being
out of turn in relation to the system is not coextensive with not speaking or gesturing. Not
having the turn is therefore a sufficient but not necessary and sufficient condition for having
the right and obligation of listening. This means that having the turn does not imply that the
primary speaker is not also sometimes a listener, i.e. listening (to another speaker) can occur
while in turn.
Accordingly, it is possible to have change of speaker occur within one and the same
turn, i.e. change of speaker is not necessarily the same as taking turns. Development of
information can therefore take place within one turn by one speaker, across speakers within
one turn (as when a listener/speaker gives only minimal feedback signals or repetitions
within another speaker's turn), or across turns by different speakers.
We therefore have the following correlations of speaking and listening and the turn
state; speaking in turn, not speaking in turn, listening in turn, listening out of turn, and
speaking out of turn. This shows that there is no simple relationship between the activity of
speaking and having the turn and listening and being out of turn.
Having the role of listener can be understood in terms of the interactive system as a
type of activity or behavior. Fulfilling the role of listener is usually accomplished by giving
feedback signals to the speaker at the appropriate times in the interaction to allow the
interaction to continue. Speaker and listener normally cooperate with each other in bearing
the responsibility for the development of the interaction.
The responsibility is, however, not equally shared by speaker and listener. The
speaker in his capacity of turn holder has, as was given in the definition of turn, the greatest
share of the burden of responsibility for contributing to and/or determining the development
in the course of the interaction. Both the speaker and the listener have certain privileges and
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responsibilities in relation to the interaction but they are not equal. They both have access,
although not equal, to the resources of the system.
The role of listener in the interactive system is in certain respects comparable to the
feedback loop of a self-guiding system where a small amount of the output of the system is
fed back into the system as input thereby contributing to the control and guidance of the
system. There will, however, be problems of distinguishing feedback behavior from behavior
that is to count as filling a turn. These problems will be especially acute in the study of the
conversational discussion but are already evidenced in the debate and the interview. There is
also the problem of signals being conveyed simultaneously in different channels, i.e. the
visual and the auditory, as when a listener shakes his/her head while another is speaking.
2.3.5 Turns and Control Actions
The complex reality of spoken interaction makes the intuitive and naive notion of turn
problematic. For this reason a concept is needed that allows for the 'turn' to be modified and
qualified in different ways and to be realized in different degrees according to the
circumstances of the interaction. Such a concept is that of control. The processing on the
interactive information processing system is guided in different ways and to different degrees
by various types of control actions (cf. Rosenfeld 1978).
The control of a system can be more or less mechanistic (predetermined), or organic
(non-predetermined), i.e. decided in advance and executed according to a scheme or rather
produced on-line during the ongoing progression of the interaction. The control actions can
also differ as to the range of their consequences. Some control actions are of a major or
global nature, whereas others are restricted to a minor or local level of development. The
major or global actions direct the development of the processing along new paths. Minor or
local control actions direct the development of the processing along a path that is already
being pursued. In interactive argumentation a major shift in topic would constitute a global
control action. Continued development of the same major topic would constitute local
control operations. Minor control actions directed to the guidance of the intersubjective
processing will be referred to as Interindividual Feedback following Allwood (1980) and
Allwood et.al.(1985).
There is, then, a scale of control actions which range from 'fully ratified turns' which
have major control consequences to minimal feedback actions with minor control
consequences. The types of control actions which occur in a certain case of argumentation
will depend on the type of situational context in which the argumentation takes place formal versus informal and the stages of development of the topics in the argumentation, i.e.
the stage of progress toward the goal of the interaction.
Because of the self-governing nature of interactive argumentation, all contributions to
the interaction will in certain respects have the character of control actions. In an interactive
system the control responsibility for the intersubjective system is shared, to some degree at
least, by all the participants in the system.
The intersubjective information processing system of interactive argumentation can
be viewed as a system of intrasubjective systems. Each of these processing systems has its
own control mechanisms and operations. Therefore, not all control actions that occur in the
intersubjective system are aimed solely at governing intersubjective processing. Certain
control actions found in spoken interaction are devoted to governing or facilitating
intrasubjective processing, as for instance, when a speaker looks away to gather his or her
thoughts in the course of a turn. These control actions also have intersubjective consequences
- usually this is also a signal that the speaker intends to continue and does not want to give up
the turn. These control actions directed primarily toward the facilitation of intrasubjective
processing will be referred to as Intraindividual Feedback following Allwood et.al. (1985).
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Although the term 'turn' will be used in the rest of the thesis, the reader should bear in
mind the problematic nature of the traditional and intuitive turn concept discussed above and
understand the concept of turn employed here as a control action that is not a clear cut on/off
affair but rather a phenomenon that differs in type and degree depending on the circumstances of the interaction.
2.4 Summary
Interactive argumentation is seen as a type of information processing activity where some
problematic information situation is trying to be resolved. Operations or procedures generate
information units and structures in a search for a solution to a problem or an answer to a
question. The processing may be characterized as being more or less differentiating
(secondary processing) or as being more or less insensitive to conceptual incompatibilities
(primary processing). This type of generative problem solving search activity can be
modelled in terms of a production system (sec. 2.2.2).
Generations that promise to lead to a solution or an answer are evaluated as relevant.
In interactive argumentation the search for a solution or an answer takes place
intersubjectively by a group of individuals in cooperation. The interactive processing is
governed globally by a variety of control factors. The control factors of goal(s), roles,
context, and background setting comprise the turn-taking conditions that obtain in the
situation. The turn-taking conditions determine whether the generation and evaluation of
projected solutions and answers may take place within one turn by one speaker or across
turns and speakers. The turn-taking conditions determine the communicative behavior, both
vocal and nonvocal, that participants have a right and/or obligation to execute in the roles of
speaker and listener.
Table 2.4 contains an overview of the different components of the model of
interactive argumentation viewed as a type of information processing system for solving
problems or generating answers to questions. This rather empty schema is filled with more
substantial theoretical and empirical content in the remaining chapters of the thesis.
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Table 2.4: Model of Interactive Argumentation as an Information
Processing System
Information Processing System
Operating System
Turn-taking conditions
Control Factors
Setting
Context
Goals
Roles
Processing Operations
Methods
Actions:
Basic Processing Operations
Control Actions
Tactics
Strategies
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CHAPTER THREE
ARGUMENTATION AND ARGUMENTS
The problem space for any non-trivial everyday argumentation is usually utterly beyond the
capabilities for exhaustive search. In order to narrow down or constrain the number of
interesting possibilities to be considered in the search for a solution, people strive for a
solution or an answer that meets a combination of justificational and explanatory criteria.
These criteria function as heuristic guidelines that are used in the search for a solution or an
answer. Candidate solutions and answers are subjected to an examination and comparison of
their qualifications, i.e. how well they meet the criteria. In this chapter a number of methods
are discussed that are employed by participants in interactive argumentation to narrow down
the range of interesting possible solutions. These methods are part of the strategic high level
action plans that participants in interactive argumentation employ in the attempt to achieve
the high level goal(s) of the argumentation.
3.1 Justification and Explanation
Most information or belief is based on a combination of justificational and explanatory
elements. Information that is introduced into argumentation is normally not only aimed at
justifying some solution or answer, but also at motivating and causing faith in the solution or
answer. Therefore, in many cases of argumentation, the arguments offered are ambiguous
between being a justification and/or an explanation.
The justificational and/or explanatory criteria concern questions such as:
What does this candidate solution or answer presuppose, theoretically or practically?
What follows theoretically or practically from this candidate solution or answer?
What theoretical or practical alternatives are there to this candidate solution or
answer?
What theoretical or practical analogies exist to this candidate?
What are the causal or perceptual bases of the candidate?
What authority recommends this candidate solution or answer?
How is the candidate solution or answer related to the personal background and
circumstances of the person(s) recommending it?
How is the candidate solution or answer related to feelings, emotions, and attitudes?
How is the candidate solution or answer related to fundamental values?
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What motives are connected with the candidate solution or answer?
Solutions or answers are sought that maximize the satisfaction of the criteria, that is,
as many criteria should be met as possible and each criterion should be met in the best
possible way. A good solution or answer is one that optimizes the justificational and/or
explanatory criteria. It should fit with what authorities say, have a strong perceptual base, be
in agreement with fundamental values, be associated with positive feelings and emotions, as
well as not presuppose or lead to anything that is theoretically or practically absurd, have no
strong competing alternatives, and only have theoretically or practically sound analogies.
The justificational and/or explanatory criteria are also applied negatively to eliminate
alternatives that do not fulfill the criteria.
This means that many different kinds of information are relevant in the search for a
solution to the problematic information situation or the answer to the question. In the
following line of argumentation by the representative for line I in the television debate on
atomic energy, atomic energy is portrayed as a reasonable solution to Sweden's energy
problem. Oil as a candidate solution to the problem of providing Sweden with energy is
shown to be a bad solution on a number of counts. Oil threatens a number of fundamental
values, e.g. national independence, the economy, health, and the environment, and is
therefore associated with negative feelings and emotions. These claims are backed up by an
appeal to a common perceptual base in the citing of the example of 'acid lakes and dying
fields'. The line of reasoning begins with an announcement of the motive or goal of phasing
out a dependency on oil and concludes with an answer to the question 'why use atomic
energy?'.
Example 3.1.1:
The speaker begins by announcing the motivation for the energy policy he is
recommending. (For transcription conventions see section 6.2.2)
PU: linje ett vill föra en energipolitik som strävar
line one wants to pursue an energy policy that strives
efter att så snabbt som möjlit avveckla oljeberoendet //
to phase out dependency on oil as soon as possible
He continues with an enumeration of problems that are attributed to the use of oil.
oljan hotar vårt nationella oberoende // vår ekonomi
oil threatens our national independence our economy
vår trygghet //
our security
In a contrastive conjunctive construction he then expands on the types of problems
attributed to the use of oil as a source of energy.
men oljan hotar också vår hälsa å vår miljö //
but oil also threatens our health and environment
sjöar å marker försuras å dör //
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lakes and fields are polluted and die
The speaker closes the line of argumentation with a conclusive conjunctive
construction.
därför vill vi använda kärnkraftverken
that is why we want to use the nuclear power plants
This 'därför' (that is why) is not strictly justificational or explanatory, but is a
combination of both. It is partly an explanation of the motivation of the solution and partly a
justification of the solution in the face of competing alternatives.
3.2 Arguments
The information that is generated in interactive argumentation in a heuristic search for a
solution to a problem or an answer to a question is called an argument. An argument may
consist of a projected solution and/or an evaluation of a projected solution. The projected
solutions and/or evaluations may be recursively embedded as substructures in higher level
projections or evaluations. An evaluation of a projected solution or a candidate answer is
effected by an examination of the justificational and explanatory qualifications of the
solution or the answer. The following are examples of methods that are used to examine and
compare the justificational and/or explanatory qualifications of potential solutions or
answers. It will become clear that the methods are not necessarily exclusive but are often
overlapping, for instance, the examination ofalternatives (sec. 3.3.3) and the examination of
analogs (sec. 3.3.4) can be used in conjunction with an examination and comparison of
consequences (sec. 3.3.2).
3.2.1 Examination of Antecedents:
Reliance on this method of examination assumes that the acceptability of the projected
solution or answer varies directly with the acceptability or credibility of the theoretical or
practical antecedents to the solution or answer. An example of this type of evaluation is taken
from a line of argumentation by a speaker in the television debate.
Example 3.2.1: RM Round IV of television debate.
ja eh // va ja tycker e konstit // de e inte att ni ska avveckla
yes uh what i think is strange that is not that you are going to
för de har vi fått veta // utan de konstia e // att ni inte avvecklar
phase out cause that we've already been told rather the strange thing
omedelbart om f riskerna e så utomordentlit stora mä kärnkraften
is really that you don't phase out immediately if the risks are so
som ni beskriver här i kväll å som ni har beskrivit på affischerna ute
extremely great with regard to nuclear energy as you are describing
i i landet under hela den här valkampanjen // OM de e livsfarlit å
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here tonight and as you have described on posters out in the country
som de gäller livet ja då ska man stänga utav omedelbart
during the election campaign IF it is lethal and if it is risking your
life well then they should be shut down immediately
In this argument the speaker is trying to show that there is something paradoxical in
the argumentation of the opposition in the debate. If the antecedent, 'nuclear energy is lethal'
were true then one should turn them off at once. But because the opposition does not
recommend putting an immediate stop to nuclear energy then nuclear energy is probably not
so dangerous as they claim assuming modus tollens and that the implication relation is valid.
3.2.2 Examination of Consequences:
Use of this method assumes that the acceptability of the projected solution or answer varies
directly with the acceptability or credibility of the theoretical or practical consequences of
the solution or answer.
An example of this type of evaluative reasoning is taken from the television debate.
Example 3.2.2: RM Round II of television debate
för de nionde vi får sämre tekniska lösningar för dom nya
in the ninth place we will have worse technical solutions for the
energislagen om vi tvingas till en SNABBavveckling utå
new sorts of energy if we are forced into a rapid phasing out of
kärnkraften
nuclear energy
In this argument the speaker is trying to show that a rapid phase out of nuclear energy
as an answer to the energy question in Sweden in the decade 1980 to 1990 will lead to
undesirable consequences and should therefore be rejected.
3.2.3 Examination of Alternatives:
When employing this method speakers are presupposing that the acceptability of the solution
or answer varies inversely with the acceptability or credibility of alternatives.
An example of this type of argumentation is taken from the television interview. The
speaker is arguing that nuclear energy is a better solution to the energy issue in Sweden than
is coal or oil, because the amount of wastes are less with nuclear energy.
Example 3.2.3: TG in television interview
allt e ju relativt va / relativt va // jämförelse med vad dess
everything is relative right relative to what comparison with what

motsvarande avfallsMÄNGD skulle bli om vi producerade samma
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the comparable AMOUNT of wastes would be if we produced the same
MÄNGD elektriciTET från ett koleldat eller ett oljeeldat kraftverk
AMOUNT of elecTRICity from a coal fired or an oil fired power plant
så e de fanTAStist LITE /
then it is fanTAStically LITTLE
3.2.4 Examination of Analogs:
When using the method of examination of analogs, the speaker is assuming that;
a) The acceptability of the solution or answer varies directly with the acceptability or
credibility of analogs.
b) The closer the analogy, the stronger the correlation in a), the more farfetched the
analogy, the weaker the correlation in a). An example of this type of reasoning is taken from
the television debate. The speaker is trying to show that a phasing out of nuclear energy is an
unreasonable energy policy by drawing an analogy to throwing the pension funds in the lake.
Example 3.2.4: RM Round II of television debate
de innebär // för de första // en väldi kapital förstöring //
that means in the first place a great waste of capital
där mång miljardinvesteringar skrotas // mä en kostnad på
where investments worth billions will be junked at a cost of
sjuttifem åtti miljarder totalt sett // de e som om vi skulle kasta
seventy-five eighty billion in all
that is as if we were to dump
halva apefonderna i sjön // utan att kunna använda dom
half the a p funds into the lake without being able to use them
3.2.5 Examination of Authorization
When using this method it is assumed that doubt or uncertainty can be reduced by appeal to
some authority.
An example of this method is taken from the television interview. The interviewer
BH is appealing to PU as an authority to obtain an answer to a question.
Example 3.2.5: BH and PU from the television interview
BH: du e också medlem i riksdan
you are also a member of parliament
PU:

(...)

PU: ja e också medlem i riksdan ååh
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i am also a member of parliament annn

BH: ge mej då ett klart svar // e turkiet ett stabilt land
give me a straight answer is turkey a stable country
som borde få ett civilt kärnkraftprogram // från ASEA
that should be allowed to have a nuclear energy program from ASEA
PU:

ja
i/yes

BH: atom till exempel
atomic for example
3.2.6 Examination of Background and Values
When using this method speakers are assuming that a candidate solution or answer is to be
judged according to its possible ideological or political background and how well it agrees
with fundamental values.
An example of this method is taken from the television debate. The speaker is
warning the audience about the danger of communist influence in the anti-nuclear energy
policy line.
Example 3.2.6: PU from the television debate
PU: de e många som har sagt i den här folkomröstningskampanjen //
there are many who have said in this referendum campaign
att ska vi klara av att avveckla kärnkraften på de sätt linje tre
that if we are to be able to phase out nuclear energy in the way that
förespråkar // så kommer vi att tvingas till ytterlit hårdhänta
line three proposes then we will be forced to take extremely heavy
centralistiska åtgärder // de e mot den bakgrunden lite synn att de
handed centralized measures it is in light of this fact a shame that
inte finns någon företrädare // för vänsterpartietkommunisterna här
there is not any representative of the communist party here at the
runt bordet ida //
table tonight

3.2.7 Examination of Personal Background and Feelings and Emotions
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When employing this method speakers assume that an appeal to personal circumstances will
influence the feelings and emotions of those who are to judge to be more positive to a
candidate solution or answer.
An example of this method is taken from the television debate. The speaker, a
representative for the anti-nuclear energy policy line, is trying to make the audience more
sympathetic to the proposed nuclear energy policy by trying to arouse their sympathy for the
proponents of this policy.

Example 3.2.7: UL from the television debate
UL: vi har inte kunnat bemöta dom // vi har inga pengar //
we have not been able to refute them we don't have any money
men denna manipulering // riktad mot en stor å bred folkopinion //
but this manipulation aimed at a large and wide public opinion
som vill avveckla kärnkraften // den // eh kämpar vi nu mot i
that wants to phase out nuclear energy this uh we are fighting
underläge
against now at a disadvantage
3.3 Method of Example and Counterexample
Examination is effected by a heuristic method of example and counterexample. Examples
enhance the acceptability or credibility of the projected solution or answer of some
antecedent, consequence, alternative, or analogy, etc.. Counterexamples detract from the
acceptability or credibility of the solution or answer or some antecedent, consequence,
alternative, or analog.
Example 3.3.1: Method of Example from the conversational discussion:
K: mm // om man t'sempel har en CYKEL mä sej //
uhm if you for example have a BIKE with you
då kombinerar man ju tekniken mä naturen va
then you combine technology with nature right
Example 3.3.2: Method of Counterexample from the conversation discussion:
K: a just de // definera ordet natur // alltså <laugh>
yeh that's right define the word nature then
S: natur är grönt ungefär
nature is green approximately
K: a just de // allt som e grönt // men å andra sidan svampar ä inte
that's right everything that is green but on the other hand
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gröna // näe de e dom inte
mushrooms aren't green no they are not
A projected solution may be accepted, rejected, or modified based on the results of
the examination of how well it fulfills the justificational and/or explanatory criteria.

3.4 Logic and Argumentation
The methods used to solve a problem or to answer a question depend on the nature of the
problem. If the problem can be given a formulation that calls for an exact solution, then exact
methods can be used to solve it. If the problem resists exact formulation or solution, then less
exact methods must be used.
In argumentation a line of reasoning is projected and then evaluated according to
heuristic justificational and explanatory criteria. Projection is defined as the generation of
information which aims at providing a solution to the problem or an answer to the question
or some support of a solution or answer. Evaluation is defined as the generation of
information which aims at providing either positive or negative evaluatory commentary to
the information provided in a projection. These operations of projecting and evaluating can
be carried out intraindividually or interindividually, i.e. by one and the same person, or by
different persons. Example 3.4.1 contains an example of projection and evaluation by one
speaker in one of his turns in the television debate.
Example 3.4.1 Projection and Evaluation: the Television Debate
The speaker initiates by quoting information that has been projected in support of
Line III's solution to the Swedish nuclear energy question; namely, a rapid phase out.
PU: ja håller mä ulla lindström om att kärvapenhoten e ett av dom
i agree with ulla lindström that the threat of nuclear weapons
stora hoten mot mänsklighetens framtid
is one of the great threats to mankind's future
Upon completion of the projection phase, the speaker initiates an evaluatory
commentary in the form of a complicating factor which makes the proposed solution look
less credible.
tyvärr är de hotet svårare att lösa // än att stänga av tolv stycken
however that threat is more difficult to solve than by closing
svenska kärnkraftsaggregat
down twelve swedish nuclear reactors
In spontaneous argumentation there is often a division of labor whereby one speaker
(sender) does more of the projecting and a second speaker (receiver) does more of the
evaluating which he/she shows by giving vocal and nonvocal feedback or by formulating this
evaluation vocally by taking a turn . Example 3.4.2 shows the projection and evaluation of
information distributed over speakers and turns in the conversational discussion.
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Example 3.4.2 Projection and Evaluation: the Conversational Discussion
Speaker S projects some information into the discussion in an attempt to give a
definition of the concept of nature.
S: natur är grönt ungefär
nature is green approximately
Speaker K self-selects at the termination of Speaker S's projection offering an critical
evaluation in terms of a counterexample to the definition given by S.
K: a just de //allt som e grönt // men å andra sidan svampar
yeh that's right everything that's green but on the other hand
ä inte gröna // näe de e dom inte
mushrooms aren't green no they are not
Evaluating seems to be easier to do in the role of listener or secondary speaker. In this
role a person can more easily assume a critical and reflective frame of mind, where the
results of the generation by the primary speaker can be compared and judged as to how well
they fulfill the goal specifications, i.e. obtaining a solution or an answer. The speaker who is
doing the projecting is in a more emotionally aroused state where the relationship between
the projections and the goal specifications is more difficult to reflect upon critically.
There are then, a variety of heuristic search strategies that range between two poles.
Naive search strategy
Projection Phase: Try Anything
Evaluation Phase: Apply standards to product of generation phase,i.e. compare with
goal specification.
Sophisticated search strategy
Projection Phase: Try anything that meets the standards that can be applied in the
evaluation phase.
Evaluation Phase: Show how the products of the generation phase meet the
standards, i.e. realize the goal.
In pursuing the sophisticated search strategy, the speaker plans the search strategy by
a careful analysis of the goal specification, i.e. what path is most likely to lead to an
acceptable result. This is similar to a method used in logic and mathematical problem solving
where the search for a proof or a solution begins with a careful analysis of the desired result
or goal (cf. Polya 1957).
Under the efficiency criteria, i.e. making the most efficient use of resources, a
heuristic search strategy is used to establish tentative credibility in a path of development.
Under the effectivity criteria, i.e. obtaining the set goals, the result gained by way of a
heuristic strategy is evaluated by an examination of how well it solves the problem or
answers the question.
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The heuristic methods yield credibility to tentative solutions or answers. These
solutions, in contrast to logical deductions, may, however, be rejected or modified on the
basis of new evidence at some later date. The results or solutions are therefore defeasible.
In contrast to logical deductions, search for a solution to a problematic information
situation in argumentation is constrained by the initial problem or question that needs to be
resolved. This avoids the problem of 'blind' deductions that could be infinite in number and
in length. Argumentation does not, therefore, consist in simply drawing conclusions blindly
from a set of premisses, but of seeking to find out what we want or need to know. Our wants
and needs are in turn determined by our interests. Argumentation is, therefore, not detached
from, but rather highly involved in human affairs.
Methods differ in 'heuristic power' or value depending on how reliable their results
are. This allows for a gradation of heuristic power for different methods of problem solving
in argumentation. Some methods have proven to be more effective than others and have been
commented upon and recommended to reasoners from early antiquity to modern times (cf.
Polya 1957).
The so-called logical fallacies discussed in textbooks on logic are considered, within
in this framework, to be methods of argumentation that have little or no heuristic power.
They deliver results that do not pass the test of evaluation according to the criterion of
effectivity. The candidate solutions or answers that are generated by these methods fail to
really solve the problem or answer the question. Fallacies are therefore basically ineffective
heuristic methods of argumentation.
Under this view, the same basic operations and mechanisms are at work in the
generation of ineffective argumentation as in the generation of effective argumentation. The
fallacies do not, therefore, constitute a separate class or type of argumentative operations, but
are based on the same basic operations as more effective methods of argumentation (cf.
Hintikka 1987).
Effectiveness of an argumentation depends ultimately upon the value of the results.
The better the results, in terms of strong epistemological information (cf. sec. 2.1), the more
effective the argumentation. Whether or not the results of a line of reasoning meet the
justificational and explanatory criteria always depends upon partial knowledge of how the
world happens to be at a particular moment viewed from a particular perspective. With a
change in this partial knowledge of how the world is, or a change in perspective by the
viewer, the effectiveness of an argument may be either reinforced, unaffected, or
undermined.
Whether an argumentation yields information in the strong epistemological sense or
not, therefore, depends upon circumstances that are largely beyond the control of the
person(s) presenting the arguments. Effectiveness in argumentation can, therefore, never be
reduced to a strictly codified foolproof method, but will always on some level of analysis be
a matter of talent, fantasy, and good luck (cf. Nagel 1979:24-38).
The norms of formal logic are similar to the norms of ethics. As it is doubtful that
human behavior is generated in accordance with principles that are strictly ethical, it is also
doubtful whether reasoning follows principles that are exclusively logical. The logical and
the ethical presuppose a type of objective total view in cases of reasoning and decision
making. This is an idealization based on a counterfactual assumption of the type 'what we
would do if we knew everything there was to know that pertains to this case of reasoning or
decision making'.
Practical everyday reasoning and decision making are however always done from
some subjective partial viewpoint(s) in the face of constraints of time and other resources and
with rather short range perspectives on rewards or results. The reasoning or decision making
has to produce some result that is good enough for the particular situation facing the reasoner
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or decision maker. This product does not have to (can not really) be good in all respects and
for all time.
Because of the complexity of the problem situation in cases of practical everyday
argumentation and the limits on resources in terms of time and human energy, and because of
the urgency of many of the problems, an approximate solution that is readily achievable is
often preferred to an exact solution that is either unattainable or not readily achievable (cf.
Hasel 1987). An approximation or a near miss is better than no projected solution at all. In
actual practical everyday cases of reasoning and decision making, perhaps 'approximately'
logical and ethical solutions are the best we can hope for.
The question as to the degree of effectiveness or ineffectiveness of a line of reasoning
is, therefore, not a question that can be decided by logic alone. The difference between
effective and ineffective reasoning lies in the content and the relevance of the arguments
rather than in their validity. Evaluation of reasoning as more or less effective is a matter to be
decided by experts within the different fields of endeavor or areas of interest. Effective
reasoning leaves less room for doubt or uncertainty than does ineffective reasoning, but it
takes a certain level of maturity and experience of the subject matter of the reasoning to
make this type of evaluation.
Viewing the relationship between logic and argumentation as something that is not
decided once and for all but has to be worked out in accordance with the circumstances of
particular cases, leaves open possibilities for further refinements of logical standards and
discoveries of so-called fallacies (cf. Fischer 1971). By examining effective argumentation
new logical standards may be developed. By examining ineffective argumentation new
fallacies may be identified.
3.5 Summary
The range of possible solutions or answers, or the search space, for problems in
everyday interactive argumentation is usually very large. A number of explanatory and/or
justificational criteria are used to evaluate various possibilities as more or less promising. An
argument in interactive argumentation consists of a projected solution or answer and/or an
examination of how well a solution or answer fulfills the criteria. The heuristic method of
example and counterexample is employed to either enhance or detract from the acceptability
or credibility of a solution or answer.
The methods used to solve a problem or answer a question depend on the nature of
the problem or the question. The heuristic methods used in interactive everyday
argumentation to solve problems of an inexact nature differ usually from more exact logical
methods of deduction used in logical proofs and demonstrations. Heuristic methods yield
tentative defeasible results that are constrained by the initial problem or question. Logical
deductive methods may be theoretically effective, but practically inefficient. The heuristic
methods may be efficient but may give rise to so-called fallacies. Effectiveness in
argumentation, the reduction of uncertainty of doubt, rests basically on the value of the
results, i.e. getting a satisfactory solution or answer. This judgement of effectiveness is a
matter to be decided by experts within different fields of endeavor or areas of interest.
Table 3.5 shows how the methods of examination of justificational and explanatory
criteria are related to the model of interactive argumentation as an information processing
system.
Table 3.5: Model of Interactive Argumentation as an Information
Processing System
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Information Processing System
Operating System
Turn-taking conditions:
Control factors
Setting
Context
Goals
Roles
Processing Operations:
Methods
Actions:
Basic Processing Operations
Control Actions
Tactics
Strategies:
Examination of justificational and explanatory criteria
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CHAPTER FOUR
DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION
In the problem solving perspective, the development of information in interactive
argumentation consists basically of the projection and evaluation of solutions to problems or
answers to questions. The projection and evaluation is carried out by means of a combination
of vocal and nonvocal expressions that contribute to possible interpretations and
understandings. The informativeness of these expressions is related to the semantic
properties of specificity and preciseness. In the development of information, expressions
either increase, decrease, or are neutral with respect to specificity or preciseness, or are
indefinite with respect to these properties.
In this chapter an account is given of how information is developed in interactive
argumentation in terms of concrete vocal and nonvocal expressions which are seen as the
realizations of abstract logical and semantic discourse operations which either make the
information more or less determinate, i.e. more or less specific and/or precise.
4.1 Expressions
The speech and gestures found in interactive argumentation are types of what I refer to as
expressions. An expression can be defined as follows.
An Expression is a notable movement of the body or part(s) of the
body that,
i) indicates,
ii) displays,
iii) signals,
and/or
iv) symbolizes some information (to an audience A in a
context C).
The definitions of these basic functions of expressive body movements are based on Allwood
1976.
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Indicate: to function as a source of information to an observer.
Display: a manipulatory action which is intended to make a receiver at least
apprehend or attend to certain information, through some manner of apprehension
like direct observation or inference.
Signal: a manipulatory action which is intended to make a receiver at least
apprehend a display of certain information, through direct perception, or inference.
Symbol: a behavioral feature or any other object which by convention is a
representative displayor of content.
Depending on the conscious degree of communicative purposefulness and/or
conventionality that can be ascribed to it, an expression may be seen as an indicator, display,
signal, or symbol of information. There is an implication relation between these types of
expressions whereby a display implies indication, signalling implies both display and
indication, and symbolizing implies signaling, display, and indication. For this reason these
types of expressions can be alternatively seen as function features of expressive body
movements rather than exclusive classes (cf. Figure 4.1.1).
Figure: 4.1.1
Type of Expression
Function
Feature

indicator

display

signal

symbol

indicate

+

+

+

+

display

-

+

+

+

signal

-

-

+

+

symbolize

-

-

-

+

The communicative functions of expressions therefore give rise to the following nonexclusive types of information.
1. Indicative information - information derived from an indicator.
2. Display information - information derived from a display.
3. Signal information - information derived from a signal.
4. Symbolic information - information derived from a symbol.
These types of information may be conceived of as a hierarchy of information types
where information in higher types includes and depends on information of lower types.
Therefore symbolic information which is the highest type will include information of all the
lower types to some degree.
Expressions can be further distinguished as to whether or not they involve the use of
the voice, i.e. vocal versus nonvocal expressions, and whether or not they involve the
production of sound, i.e. audio versus visual expressions (cf. Figure 4.1.2). Vocal
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expressions are those expressions produced by the speech organs, e.g. tongue, lips, vocal
cords, etc.. These involve all aspects of intonation, voice quality, stress, etc.. Nonvocal
expressions are those expressions that are produced by non-speech organs of the body, e.g.
arms, hands, fingers, head, torso, etc.. Vocal and nonvocal expressions may be used to
indicate, display, signal, or symbolize information.

Vocal and the nonvocal expressions differ basically as to their media of expression.
Vocal expressions are body movements that effect a modulation of the airstream, over time.
Nonvocal expressions are body movements that effect an organization and structuring of
light, heat, or pressure, over time. Both of these media have analogical and digital
representational properties. In interactive argumentation, these modes of expression work
together to develop information incrementally with the aim of constraining and delimiting
the range of possible interpretations or understandings.
There are two general aspects of expressions, namely, the verbal and the nonverbal.
The verbal or conceptual symbolic aspect of expressions concerns the possibility of
paraphrasing an expression in words. In general the verbal representative aspects of
expressions are those that can be captured within the conventional symbolic systems of
writing, e.g. spelling and punctuation. The nonverbal aspects are all those nonrepresentative
aspects of expressions which can not be paraphrased in words or captured within
conventional systems of writing.
Figure 4.1.2 contains an overview of the different types of expressions and their
possible verbal and nonverbal aspects as they might be found in interactive argumentation.
An example from the conversational discussion serves to illustrate how these
distinctions can be applied to the interrelated aspects of vocal and nonvocal information in an
expression.
Example: 4.1.1
In the conversational discussion (cf. Ex. 9.3.3) one speaker strikes his fists together
while speaking.
dom (behöver ju inte liksom) <slås ihop> <strike fists together
they don't need to sort of clash
above table>
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The symbolic verbal aspect of the information conveyed by this expression is contained in
the words 'slås ihop'(clash). Vocal nonverbal information is conveyed by his tone of voice
which is emotionally neutral with steady intonation and rapid articulation which indicates
and displays a sense of security and certainty. Nonvocal audible information is conveyed by
the popping sound make by the striking of the fists, which is an iconic representation, based
on a causal relationship, of the meaning of the verbal expression 'slås ihop'. Another part of
the iconic nonvocal representation is provided by the visual information conveyed by the
movement of the fists coming together. Indicating and displaying nonvocal information is
conveyed by the speaker's facial expression in conjunction with movements of the hands and
the movements of the speech organs.
Vocal verbal expressive movements are usually more strictly and systematically
conventionally bound to a particular information content than are nonvocal nonverbal
expressive movements. However, the two types of information often work together to
produce a more definite and determinate information content. As will be shown in the
examples in part two of the thesis, the more definite the content of the information, the more
likely it seems that this will be expressed by a combination of vocal verbal and symbolic
nonvocal means, usually hand movements.
There is then, in general, an incremental movement or development of information
from indicative to display and signal to symbolic. This can be seen as movement through the
information hierarchy. In the beginning the information tends to be more indicative and
nonrepresentational and becomes more symbolic and representational as the development
progresses. There is also a tendency in the termination of the development to return to more
indicative or display information. This gives rise to the impression that the development of
information is basically a cyclical process, going from indicative to display to signal to
symbolic information and then returning to indicative at the transition to a new cycle.
An example of the stepwise development of information by a combination of vocal
and nonvocal means is taken from the television interview.
Example 4.1.2: Television Interview Speaker TG
The development of information begins with a head nod as an acceptance of the
obligation to answer a question by the interviewer. This is followed by a vocal verbal
affirmation signal in combination with a body shift.
TG: <gesture> <ja>
yes

<head nod>
<body shift>

The first part of the answer is introduced by an explanatory conclusion construction
and is formulated in very general and potentially ambiguous terms.
eftersom de [avfall från kärnkraftverken] e lite /
because it [waste from nuclear power plants] is little
This first formulation is then refined both vocally and nonvocally by a more precise
verbal expression together with a symbolic hand gesture.
<volymsmässigt sett lite> /
little in terms of volume

<ball with hands +
eyebrow raise>
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The eyebrow raise is an interindividual feedback elicitor which the speaker uses to
check if his formulation has succeeded in delimiting the possible interpretations to an extent
that the other can be reasonably sure what he means. The stepwise development of
information in this example shows how speakers use a combination of vocal and nonvocal
means of expression to narrow down the potential understandings and/or interpretations of
their expressions.
This view on the development of information allows for use of such conventional
signs for affirmation and negation as head nods and head shakes respectively. An example of
a combination of vocal verbal and nonvocal affirmation is taken from the television
interview.
Example 4.1.3: Television Interview Speaker PU
PU: <precis> ja sätter stora frågetecken
precisely i put large question marks

<head nod>

te den typen av länder //
on that type of countries
A head shake (or other conventional sign for denial) in response to another's
expression of belief constitutes a signal that something is wrong with what the speaker is
saying. An example of a head shake functioning as a rejection is taken from the television
debate.
Example 4.1.4: Television Debate Speaker UL
A head shake by the listener causes the speaker to reformulate a claim.
UL: men å de har inte blandat in någonting //
but and there has not been anything mixed
i detta om pensionernas storlek
in this about the size of the pensions
som ju däremot äh <spelat
which however has played an important

<look at RM>

en stor roll // nu i<debatten>den
role now in the debate during the last

<head nod>

sista veckan> // och som också fanns
week
and that was also found
<me> i rune molins äh // uppräkning
in rune molins uh
listing of

<head turn>

utav de // ääh sociala värden<som va
the
uh social values that were

<RM shake head>

i farozonen> // om man äh inte hade
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in danger

if one uh did not have

ekonomi tillräcklit // nej ja äh säger
enough financial resources no i uh'm not
inte att du äh attackerade // dessa
saying that you uh were attacking these
pensioner // långt därifrån men du nämnde
pensions far from it but you mentioned
att // om vi skulle få en dåli <ekonomi>
that if the economy were to fail then

<head nod>

skulle pensionerna komma i // i eh //
pensions would be in
in uh
farozonen<de så>menade du
danger that's what you meant

<RM shake head>

The role that other nonvocal nonverbal signals for attitudes and emotions play in the
development or articulation of information in argumentation is a very complicated issue.
Expressions may incorporate aesthetic and emotive elements in the development of
information. For instance in the conversational discussion where the speaker is expressing a
vocal verbal negation, he is at the same time making a facial expression similar to that
expressing aversion or disgust.
Example 4.1.5: Conversational Discussion Speaker K
K: jaa // dom här kalhyggena dom <//>
yeh those clear-felled areas those

<mouth drawn down
turn in chair>

tycke ja inte om
i don't like
It is not clear how a reaction, for instance, of joy, anger, or disgust to an information
unit is to be counted. Such reactions do not directly effect the credibility of the information
in the same way that a head shake for denial does. Not even all head shakes are signs of
denial, for example a head shake as a sign of sympathy or understanding. They seem rather
to reveal something about the relation between the person and the belief expressed that is of a
causal or motivational nature.
If, for example, a person responds angrily to some claim made by another it might be
that he thinks the claim is so stupid or perhaps deceitful that it makes him angry. It might,
however, be the case that he considers the claim to be true but as threatening to his vital
interests, in which case his expression of anger is more of an attempt to causally influence
his opponent by intimidation, for instance, than an attempt to contradict the vocally
articulated verbal semantic information expressed in his opponent's claim.
Similar considerations apply to the attitudes and emotions expressed in the intonation
and voice quality and other bodily expressions used in the development of information (cf.
Bateson 1972, Watzlawik et.al. 1967) which may conflict with the verbalized message. They
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do, however, not necessarily contradict the verbal semantic information (Allwood: personal
communication). If someone says "You go out and have fun" with a note of sadness in the
voice and a generally depressed posture, this does not strictly count as a contradiction which
would be the case of saying "You go out and have fun and stay at home with me". The
speaker is revealing something about his or her emotional relationship to the fact that the
other is going to go out and have fun. This might be something that the speaker is not fully
consciously aware of. The expression however reveals a conflict between what the speaker
believes to be the rights he or she has of imposing on the other and the innermost desire and
wish of not being left alone.
If the editor of "Svenska Dagbladet" says in an angry tone of voice "Dagens Nyheter
is Sweden's largest daily newspaper!", this does not count as a repudiation of that fact but
rather, depending on the circumstances, as a display of his determination to change this fact,
an attempt to threaten or inspire his co-workers or employees to greater efforts, etc..
In response to such a complex message, the other has the option of addressing the
verbal semantic information, the attitude or emotion expressed, or both. In the last case we
might have the following exchange:
A: You go out and have fun
(in a sad tone of voice)
B: Thanks, I will - hope you enjoy the TV program
(in a cheerful tone of voice and a sympathetic facial expression)
Here B's reply addresses first the verbal semantic content of A's utterance and then
adds something aimed at showing some consideration or attention to the feelings evidenced
in A's tone of voice offering some placation for the fact that A will be left alone. In most
cases of everyday communicative exchanges, the attitudinal or emotional dimension of the
utterances are addressed in the vocal mode by tone of voice and intonation, and in the
nonvocal mode by facial expression, posture and distance, etc.. Because much of this vocal
and nonvocal communication takes place out of awareness it is more difficult to address
openly. The speakers (interactants) are influencing each other on a more or less subconscious
level where there are no readily available labels and concepts for the sort of thing they are
doing to each other.
Another difficult case is where emotional reactions can in some sense be reasons for
believing that something is the case. This happens, for instance, when a parent or an
authority gives a sign of anger or irritation and this is taken by the child as a reason for
believing that something is wrong with what the child is doing or has done, or when the
parent gives an emphatic sign of fear and this is taken by the child as a reason to believe that
something is dangerous. Also a display of joy may be taken by another to be a reason for
believing that something is good or rewarding. In such cases it seems that the belief is
supported by the relationship of trust in the better judgement of the parent or authority. That
there are, however, in principle, differences between justified belief and justified emotions
can be seen by examining the following lines of reasoning.
A has good reasons/every reason to be afraid of X.
But A is not afraid of X.
A is either foolhardy or brave.
A has good reasons/every reason to believe p.
But A does not believe p.
A is either stupid or crazy.
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Justified belief seems to be something that we can not resist in the same way that we can
resist justified emotions (cf. Williams 1973).
4.2 Discourse Operations
Expressions in argumentation can be seen as concrete realizations of abstract operations that
are applied to information in search of a solution to a problem or an answer to a question.
These operations are referred to here as discourse operations. Discourse operations constitute
means by which lines of argumentation can be generated in search of a solution or an answer.
These operations are similar to the production rules of a production system described in
chapter 2. They are, however, dissimilar to production rules in a strict sense, because no
attempt is made here to specify the exact conditions that must be met in order for the
operations to apply. There are basically two types of discourse operations, namely, logical
and semantic operations.
In the sections that follow it is not my ambition to give an exhaustive catalogue of
discourse operations that may be used in interactive argumentation. The operations
characterized and defined below are those which are used in the analysis of examples from
the television debate, the television interview, and the conversational discussion in part two
of the thesis. They are probably also among the most common.
4.2.1 Logical Operations
Because logical aspects of meaning are only a subset of the meaning(s) of an expression, the
logical operations, strictly speaking, constitute a subclass of semantic operations effected in
discourse. They will however be treated as a separate class of operations for the sake of
clarity and because of their basically syncategorematical nature as opposed to the basically
categorematical nature of the semantic operations presented in later sections.
Logical operations, in analogy with the logical connectives and operators of
propositional logic, consist of connecting operations that combine units of information into
'if...then' conditional constructions, 'and' or 'but' conjunctive constructions, 'or' disjunctive
constructions, and the negation operator 'not'. They also consist of complex conclusive
operations, e.g. 'because', 'therefore', etc., which have no ready counterpart in classical
propositional logic. The logical operations connect information units of equal grammatical
category, i.e. sentences with sentences, verb phrases with verb phrases, etc..
Logical operations are employed in both the projection and evaluation of information
in the generative search for solutions or answers in argumentation. They are used in the
projection phase to extend a path of development in the argumentation toward a solution. In
the evaluation phase they may either further the extension of the path of development or
block further progress along this path.
In the following, the logical operations found in the examples analysed in the
empirical studies of part two of the thesis are characterized and exemplified.
1. Conditional Construction: Some information (situation, circumstance) is
presented as a condition for some other information (situation, circumstance), where it may
be unclear whether this condition is either a necessary or sufficient condition or both.
Example 4.2.1.1: Interview Speaker CO
de e också helt klart att om linje ett å linje två vinner //
it is also perfectly clear that if line one and line two win
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så måste vi ändå spara energi i de här landet
then we still have to save energy in this country
2. Conjunction: Some information (situation, circumstance) is presented as
complementing some other information (situation, circumstance).
Example 4.2.1.2: Debate Speaker RM
sysselsättningen i de energitunga brancherna i pappers i järn
employment in the energy intensive branches in paper in iron
å stål // i kemiska å så vidare // HOTAS // genom dessa
and steel in chemical and so one is THREATENED by these
elprishöjningar // å de får också konsekvenser på sysselsättningen
increased electricity prices and that will have also effects on
i sörvissektorn på både den privata å offentlia
employment in the service sector both private and public
3. Disjunction: Some information (situation, circumstance) is presented as an
alternative to some other information (situation, circumstance).
Example 4.2.1.3: Discussion Speaker K
ja just de // anpassa naturen efter tekniken eller tvärtom
yeh that's it adapt nature to technology or the other way round
// vilket ä lättast ^
which is easiest
4. Negation: Some information (situation, circumstance) is presented that negates
some other information (situation, circumstance).
Example 4.2.1.4: Discussion Speaker K
å om vi inte skulle vart lika många va // då hade eh // de inte
and if we had not been so many right then there would not be
behövts så mycke
a need for so much
5. Conclusion: Some information (situation, circumstance) is presented as being
causally or conceptually derived from some other information (situation, circumstance)
which is presupposed to be true.
Example 4.2.1.5: Interview Speaker TG
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ja eftersom de e lite / volymsmässigt sett lite /
yes because it is little little in terms of volume
så kan man kosta på de en mycke dyrbar hantering
therefore one can afford to have a very expensive handling
utan att de blir stora kostnader för den sakens skull
without there being great costs for that reason
6. Complication: Some information (situation, circumstance) is presented as in some
sense constituting a complicating factor for some other information (situation, circumstance).
Example 4.2.1.6: Debate Speaker PU
ja håller mä ulla lindström om att kärnvapenhoten e ett
i agree with ulla lindström that the threat of nuclear weapons is
av dom stora hoten mot mänsklighetens framtid
one of the great threats to mankind's future
tyvärr är de hotet svårare att lösa // än att stänga av
however that threat is more difficult to solve than by closing
tolv stycken svenska kärnkraftsaggregat
twelve swedish nuclear reactors
7. Contrastive Conjunction: Some information (situation, circumstance) is
presented as conflicting with some other already available or presupposed information
(situation, circumstance). This is a more specific subclass of complication.
Example 4.2.1.7: Discussion Speakers S and K
S: natur är grönt ungefär
nature is green approximately
K: a just de // allt som e grönt // men å andra sidan svampar
that's right everything that's green but on the other hand
ä inte gröna // näe de e dom inte
mushrooms aren't green no they are not
4.2.2 Semantic Operations: Vocal Verbal
An important part of the development of information in argumentation consists in the
narrowing down or delimitation of meanings and intentions, or in widening the range of
possible interpretations at some point in the processing. This is accomplished by the
application of semantic operations. Semantic operations build information units of higher
order grammatical categories from information units of lower order grammatical categories,
i.e. sentences from noun phrases and verb phrases, prepositional phrases from noun phrases
and prepositions, noun phrases from nouns and adjectives and/or determiners, etc. They are
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also used to replace or refine already existing information units, as when a speaker corrects
himself or another speaker.
The terms or expressions used to develop information in an argumentation can be
quite varied. The class of terms or expressions relating to a particular subject matter are
referred to as a family of expressions. The content referred to by the family of expressions
will be called a field of content. If one takes, for instance, an expression such as 'risk' which
is used repeatedly in the argumentation on nuclear energy, one finds that this expression is
related to a number of other expressions which can function as near or distant synonyms or
analogues. The following are a selection of such expressions ranging from the formal to the
informal (slang) and figurative.
Danger, hazard, peril, threat, jeopardy, chance, contingency, gamble, accident,
probability, liability, play with fire, stick one's neck out, flirt with death, court
destruction, leave oneself wide open, go out on a limb, ask for it, put all one's
eggs in one basket.
These expressions can be used in the formulation of paraphrases of a semantic
content which deals in different ways with various aspects of a conceptual field having to do
with insecurity and unsafeness, on the one hand, and chance and probability on the other.
These two general classes of content are however not totally unrelated, but rather there is a
difference in accent or focus between them. One highlights negative aspects, whereas the
other is fairly neutral and may on occasion have positive associations. For example, the
possible profits to be gained might be associated with taking chances rather than the costs or
the possibility of incurring a loss.
That the term 'risk' can be used as synonymous with these different expressions is the
same as saying that 'risk' can have different but related meanings in different contexts of use.
This speaks for treating these related meanings of the term as a case of polysemy, rather than
homonymy. A clear case of homonymy for the term 'risk' (at least in English) is the sense of
'making a crackling or grating sound' (cf. Webster's Third New International 1976). The term
accident seems to stand on the borderline between these two general classes, it being
associated with chance and also with danger and loss.
The terminology of family of expressions and field of content is used here to deal
with a difficulty which exists when talking about expressions and meanings, namely that the
relationship is seldom one-to-one, but rather many-to-many within the same basic area of
subject matter. There is often an ambiguity in semantic discussions as to whether one is
talking about terms and expressions or meanings of terms and expressions. In fact, it is hard
to talk about the different meanings in a conceptual field of content without using the terms
and expressions that are related to this field. The terminology of families and fields allows
for a focusing on one or the other facet of the complex phenomenon of the expression content relationship.
Terms and expressions within a field of semantic content may be compared along two
fundamental scalar dimensions - that of Generality versus Specificity and that of Vagueness
verses Preciseness (cf. Naess 1953, 1971, Pinkal 1985). These two dimensions give rise to a
typology with four basic categories, where membership for any one instance of a use of an
expression is a matter of degree. One term or expression may vary according to these
dimensions depending on the context of use. Taking the term 'chance', for example, it might
be used in any of these senses given the appropriate context. There are, however, certain
more technical terms and expressions that are more or less restricted to precise or specific
meanings. This can be illustrated in diagram 4.2.2
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The dimension of generality versus specificity concerns a number of relationships
between the concepts or objects denoted by the expressions. An expression A is more general
than an expression B (where A and B may be replicas), if the class of concepts or objects
denoted by B are included or incorporated in some way, either categorically, causally,
functionally, spatially, etc., in the class of concepts or objects denoted by A. The relationship
between A and B is therefore in the clearest cases a question of hyponomy. If the expressions
'Risks of nuclear energy' and 'Risks of nuclear energy to health' are compared, for instance,
there is a move from a more general expression involving risks to a more specific expression
naming a type of risk. The dimension of vagueness verses preciseness concerns the degree to
which two expressions can be compared as to the clarity and certainty with which they can
be applied to a particular concept or object or set of concepts or objects. If an expression A is
more vague than an expression B, then there will be a wider range of interpretations or
applications for A than for B. The more vague an expression, the more possibilities of
problematic cases of agreement as to the correct application of the expression. There will
also be a greater range of possibilities of non-literal or figurative extensions for the
expression A than for expression B. If the expressions 'risk' and 'jeopardy' are compared, for
example, the latter is more precise (at least when used in a legal context) than is the former.
The expressions A and B may be the 'same' term which appears in different syntactic
or pragmatic contexts as, for instance, the term 'accident' as used alone and when it appears
in a construct such as 'reactor accident'. This would be a move from a more general and
vague expression to one that is more specific and precise. A move in the opposite direction
might be the use of the term 'risker' (risks) in an excerpt from a speech from the television
debate.
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Example 4.2.2.5 PU
vi måste alltså jämföra kärnkraftens risker mä dom risker
we have to therefore compare nuclear energy's risks with the risks
som skulle komma att drabba oss om vi avvecklade dom
that would beset us if we phased out the
kä tolv kärnkraftsaggregat som vi antingen har eller håller
nuc twelve nuclear reactors that we either have or are
på att bygga
building
It is unclear whether the types of things referred to by the speaker really are so similar
as to warrant the use of the same term in both cases - atomic pollution as opposed to
economic difficulties. Because of the vagueness of the term 'risk' the term can be used to
cover a range of phenomena that are difficult to characterize as sharing a coherent set of
common properties.
The more general and vague the use of a term, the less exclusive and restricted is the
term and therefore less information is conveyed by the expression. This is basically due to
the inverse relationship between the intension (conceptual complexity) of an expression and
the extension (the class of phenomena that the expression can refer to). The greater the
intension the less things that can be referred to by the expression, and vice versa. In other
words, the less intension that an expression possesses the less likely there is a chance of
falsifying the expression. It may refer to everything in general, but nothing in particular.
How general or specific and vague or precise a term or expression is depends on the
starting point for the comparison. If, for instance, the discussion has a starting point of
'natural resources' then 'forest' will be a vague but more specific term in this instance,
whereas if the starting point is 'forest' then 'trees' might be a more specific yet vague term. In
which case 'forest' would be called general and vague.
The development of information toward the more specific and/or precise will be
referred to as determination. The determination process of narrowing down the subject
matter of discussion can be reversed. This means that the content is broadened by making it
more vague or general. In contrast to specification, i.e. going from a class to a member of a
class, in a case of generalization one goes from the member to the class in a process which
might be called classification. In the case of going from a precise to a more vague
expression, which might be called vaguification or vaguifying of the content, one removes
the restrictions placed on the expression by the precisification.
The tendency toward vagueness and generality can be seen as a movement from a
more differentiated or discriminated content for the expression to a more undifferentiated or
indiscriminate content. This allows the expressions to be used for metaphoric extension in
expressing a "vague and confused but primal perception of identity which subsequent
processes of discrimination transform into a clear assertion of an identity or common element
(or relation) which the two different things possess" (Cohen 1944:83). These general and
vague, potentially metaphoric, expressions seem to be more related to primary processing (cf.
sec. 2.2.1) and possess an emotional power that more precise and specific expressions lack.
This means that the reasoning which employs expressions in their general and vague
senses will show a greater tendency toward being associative rather than hierarchic,
undifferentiated rather than differentiated, and emotionally rather than cognitively oriented.
These vague and general expressions constitute genuine problems in argumentation because
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they allow so many interpretations, leaving the door wide open for potential
misunderstandings. However, they also allow for the development of semantic information in
argumentation to progress on a level where more substantial and fine-grained semantic
content can be developed or filled in later. In fact, the initial stages of the generation phase of
the development of information is probably most likely to be characterized by a more
emotionally aroused state on the part of the speaker (cf. sec. 2.2.1 & sec. 3.4).
It is also possible for expressions to be more or less equivalent as to the dimensions of
specificity and preciseness. In such cases the expressions are paraphrases of each other.
There are also cases in the development of information in argumentation where there is some
elaboration of information which is not accounted for solely in relation to, or are
indeterminate in relation to the dimensions of specificity or preciseness. In these cases the
expressions will be said to be elaborations.
In part two of the thesis examples are given which illustrate how the narrowing down
or widening of the content or the subject matter of the discourse is effected incrementally
under different conditions of turn-taking. There will be a recurring shift from a primary
processing type of reasoning to a more secondary processing type of reasoning, or vice versa
depending on the purpose of the speaker(s), in the development of the argumentation.
The semantic operations of paraphrase, generalization, specification, precisification,
vaguification, elaboration, and exemplification are defined below. These operations are in
analogy with the logical operations conceived of as processing activities with input and
output conditions. They are applied to some expression or information unit to derive different
or new expressions or information units. The definitions are given in terms of how these
expressions or information units are related to each other by way of a semantic operation.
Definitions:
1. Paraphrase: Where A and B are verbal expressions in a given
context C;
B is a Paraphrase of A iff
B expresses the meaning of expression A on more or less the
same level of specificity and/or preciseness, where B may be
a repetition of A.
Example 4.2.2.6: Interview
CO: de e också helt klart att om linje ett å linje två vinner //
it is also perfectly clear that if line one and line two win
så måste vi ändå spara energi i de här landet
then we still have to save energy in this country
BH: mm
mm
CO: de e allså inte fråga om slöseri att vi kan sitta här
it is therefore not a question of splurging that we can sit here
å äh tycka att nu e allt bra // vi måste ändå allså dra åt
and think that now everything is fine we still have to tighten our
svångremmen när de gäller energi
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belts concerning energy
A = måste vi ändå spara energi i de här landet
we still have to save energy in this country
B = vi måste ändå allså dra åt svångremmen när de gäller energi
we still have to tighten our belts concerning energy
2. Generalization: Where A and B are verbal expressions in a
given context C;
B is a Generalization of A or Ai ,...An iff
B denotes a class of entities or phenomena that include the
class of entities or phenomena denoted by expression A
or the classes of entities or phenomena denoted by the
expressions Ai ,...An .
Example 4.2.2.7: Discussion
K: just de // ängar å blommor <laugh> // de kan också va natur
that's right meadows and flowers
they can also be nature
A = ängar;
meadows

A = blommor
flowers

B = natur
nature
3. Specification: Where A and B are verbal expressions in a given
context C;
B or Bi ,...Bn is a Specification of A iff
B denotes a class of entities or phenomena, or
Bi ,...Bn denote classes of entities or phenomena that are
included in the class of entities or phenomena denoted by A.
Example 4.2.2.8: Discussion
K: ja just de // de finns två sorter av natur då alltså //
yeh that's right there are two kinds of nature then
orörd natur och styrd natur
untouched nature and governed nature
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A = två sorter av natur
two sorts of nature
B = orörd natur;
untouched nature

B = styrd natur
governed nature

4. Precisification: Where A and B are verbal expressions in a
given context C;
B is a Precisification of A iff
B is more clearly decidable in its application and
non-application to any given entity or phenomenon
within a domain than is A.
Example 4.2.2.9: Discussion
J: natur få se // allt som va på jorden innan människan
nature let's see everything that was on the earth before man
kom hit å så <laugh>
got here and so
A = natur
nature
B = allt som va på jorden innan människan kom hit
everything that was on the earth before man got here
5. Vaguification: Where A and B are verbal expressions in a given
context C;
B is a Vaguification of A iff
B is less clearly decidable in its application and
non-application to any given entity or phenomenon
within a domain than is A.
Example 4.2.2.10: Interview
å en miljondels GRAM plutonium eller nånting sånt
and a millionth of a GRAM of plutonium or something like that
A = en miljondels gram plutonium
a millionth of a gram of plutonium
B = nånting sånt
something like that
Generalization constitutes an expansion of the denotation of an expression.
Specification constitutes a restriction of the denotation of an expression. Precision is seen as
a property that enhances decidibility as to the application and non-application of an
expression. Vagueness detracts from the decidibility as to the application and nonapplication of an expression.
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Other semantic operations that are used in the analysis of the interactive
argumentation are elaboration and exemplification. These are defined as follows.
6. Elaboration: Where A and B are verbal expressions in a given
context C;
B is an Elaboration of A iff
B supports and develops to a greater degree of detail the
information conveyed by A, where this information is not
exhaustively characterizable in terms of the dimensions of
specificity and/or preciseness.
Example 4.2.2.12: Interview
CO: ja dom // dom går ju ut så att säja dom räcker inte <laugh>
yes they they run out so to speak they won't last
rent tekniskt räcker dom allså inte längre
purely technically they won't last any longer
A = dom går ju ut
they run out
B = dom räcker inte
they won't last
B´= rent tekniskt räcker dom allså inte längre
purely technically they won't last any longer
7. Exemplification: Where A and B are verbal expressions in a
given context C;
B is an Exemplification of A iff
B mentions a concrete example or case that falls under the
general class of instances mentioned in A.
Example 4.2.2.13: Discussion
K: teknik de kan ju va ett litet eh m u u vattenhjul //
technology that can be a little eh m w w waterwheel
gjort av trä som ligger å porlar i en bäck // å ger energi
made of wood that stands turning in a stream to give energy
A = teknik
technology
B = ett litet vattenhjul ...
a little waterwheel ...
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Exemplification is basically a limiting subcase of the operation of specification.
Elaboration can be seen as the most general of the semantic operations because it is the
weakest form of adding information that contributes to the set of possible interpretations or
understandings.
Relating the conceptual structure of a field of content to the problem solving
perspective of chapter one, the construction or generation of an argument will partly consist
of a vertical movement from the general to the specific or the specific to the general or a
horizontal movement from the general to the general or from the specific to the specific. This
means that the exploration of the field of content in search of concepts for the construction of
an argument can be conceived of as a traversal procedure operating on the field of content.
The development of the argument can, therefore, be modelled in terms of different traversal
orders on a structure of the field of content (cf. Knuth 1973:315).
The semantic operations as defined above are seen to not be in all cases exclusive
operations but may occur in combination in the development of information in
argumentation. Because elaboration is the most general operation all other operations will
necessarily involve elaboration. Exemplification as a subcase of specification will also
involve specification. Vaguification and generalization may occur in combination, as well as
precisification and generalization. Specification may occur in combination with vaguification
or precisification. Figure 4.2.2 below illustrates the relationships between the semantic
operations. The solid lines constitute entailment relations whereas the dotted lines constitute
possible combinations of operations.

The semantic operations may also occur in combination with the logical operations. It
is therefore possible to have disjunctive generalization operations, precisifying
generalizations, vaguifying generalizations, etc.
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Disjunctive Generalization:
Example 4.2.2.14 Disjunctive Generalization:
Debate Speaker UL
i sverige eller utomlands
in sweden or anywhere else
Precisifying Generalization
Example 4.2.2.15 Precisifying generalization:
Discussion Speakers S and K
S: natur är grönt ungefär
nature is green approximately
K: ja just de // allt som e grönt //
yeh that's right everything that's green
The development of information by means of the semantic and logical discourse
operations which constrain the range of possible interpretations or understandings can be
said to be incrementally augmenting the intentional-depth (Naess 1971, Allwood 1976) of
the participants concerning the subject matter under discussion or the problem or question
which is the focus of attention.
4.2.3 Semantic Operations: Nonvocal
Ekman and Friesen (1969) have proposed a typology of nonvocal body movements used in
human communication that consist of the following five basic categories. In comparison with
the typology of information given in section 4.1 which is based on the criteria of degree of
conscious awareness and intentionality and conventionality, the typology below is based on a
mixture of criteria involving conscious awareness and intentionality and conventionality in
combination with Pierce's (1955) categories of icon, index, and symbol.
1. Emblems: those nonvocal acts which have a direct verbal translation, or dictionary
definition, usually consisting of a word or two, or perhaps a phrase. These body movements
can either, repeat, substitute for, or contradict the concomitant vocal behavior. Emblems
usually constitute an intentional, deliberate effort to communicate some information. They
are either arbitrarily or non-arbitrarily coded.
2. Illustrators: those nonvocal acts directly tied to or accompanying speech, serving
to illustrate what is being said vocally. Illustrators can repeat, substitute for, contradict, or
augment information provided vocally. There are various subcategories of illustrators.
a) Batons - movements which time out, accent or emphasize a particular word
or phrase, 'beat the tempo of mental locomotion'.
b) Ideographs - movements which sketch a path or direction of thought,
'tracing the itinerary of a logical journey'.
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c) Deictic movements - pointing to a present object or person.
d) Spatial movements - depicting a spatial relationship.
e) Kinetographs - movements which depict a bodily action.
f) Pictographs - movements which draw a picture of their referent.
3. Affect Displays: facial expressions of primary emotions, such as, happiness,
surprise, fear, sadness, anger, disgust, interest. Affect displays can repeat, qualify or
contradict a vocally stated affect, or be a separate, unrelated channel of communication.
4. Regulators: acts which maintain and regulate the back-and-forth nature of
speaking and listening between two or more interactants. They carry no message content in
themselves, but convey information necessary to the pacing of the conversation.
5. Adaptors: habitual, unintentional adaptive efforts to cope with drives, emotions,
relationships or settings. There are various subcategories of adaptors.
a) Self-adaptors - especially hand-to-face.
b) Alter-directed adaptors - movements learned in early interpersonal
contacts.
c) Object - adaptors - movements learned in performance of some
instrumental task.
This taxonomy gives the impression that body movements can be classified as
belonging to one of these exclusive categories. However it is easy to show that these are not
mutually exclusive categories. In certain cases, it is difficult, if not impossible, to draw a
non-arbitrary line between, for instance, emblems and ideographic illustrators, baton
illustrators and regulators, or affect displays, adaptors, and emblems. This is due to the fact
that body movements found in human interaction are fulfilling a number of functions
simultaneously. For this reason a feature analysis is better suited to depict the potentially
multifunctional nature of the body movements. On this account one and the same body
movement can be regulative and illustrative at the same time. A body movement may also
shift in function from one instant to the next in interaction, being, for instance, an illustrator
one moment and a regulator the next.
Depending on the degree of communicative intention that can be ascribed to the
sender or projected by a sender, indicative, display, signal, and/or symbolic information may
be derived by a receiver from these five general types of nonvocal body movements. There is
no need or possibility to suppose neat and exclusive categories for body movements in
interaction. Instead, a body movement can be characterized by a set of function features
which may be operative simultaneously.
In the discussion of the nonvocal body movements found in the different situations of
interactive argumentation in part two, the terminology of emblems, illustrators, affect
displays, and adaptors will be used for the sake of convenience with the understanding that
these labels in no way restrict a body movement to one single function or disallow the
possibility of cross-classification. The category of regulators is replaced by the control
terminology of chapter 1, i.e. interindividual and intraindividual feedback or control actions
(sec. 2.3.5).
Over and above the functions of management and control of interaction and
production/generation of speech, nonvocal expressions may have quite definite semantic
information content. One way of accounting for the semantic information potential in
nonvocal expressions has been proposed earlier in Hirsch (1983) in connection with a cross60

cultural study of emblematic gestures. The basic intuition was that there is a complex but not
unsystematic relationship between emblematic gestures and semantic information content.
It was conjectured that the gestures were related to content in analogy to the earlier
discussion of verbal expressions, where families of expressions are related to fields of
content. According to this conjecture, families of nonvocal expressions are related to fields
of information content. The nonvocal expressions share a set of gestalt properties to differing
degrees, with no one property necessarily being common to all. A complex of these gestalt
properties is related to a certain general field of information content (cf. Hirsch 1985). This
allows for variation in the set of expressions related to a particular field of content, and also
for a variety of information content being assigned to one single nonvocal expression.
Similar contents can be expressed by different gestures and different contents can be
expressed by the same gesture.
For instance, the expressions 'head shake', 'wagging of index finger', or 'wave of the
hand', etc. share the following gestalt properties to different degrees.
More unsteady than steady
More dynamic than static
More interrupted than continuous
There are also certain structural analogies that obtain between the expressions. The
index finger which is wagged back and forth can be seen as an analog of the line of gaze
which is moved back and forth in a head shake.

This family of expressions can be related to a general field of content consisting of
negation, rejection, denial, refusal, disagreement, disapproval, disbelief, etc..
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On the other hand, one expression may have a number of more or less distantly
related information contents. The gesture 'thumb and index finger ring' (Fig. 4.2.3.2) can be
used to symbolize 'money', 'excellence', or 'sex' depending on the cultural environment and
the situational context.

These potential contents of this expression can be conceived of as positions in a space
of information potential where movement in this space is effected by extension or restriction
of the potential to give more specific contents.
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Extension of content can be achieved by the basic symbolic operations of
generalization, abstraction, or analogy. Restriction can be achieved by the symbolic
operations of specification, exemplification, or illustration.
The idea is, then, that an indeterminate information potential related to the gestalt of
an expression becomes more determinate and definite as the result of basic symbolic
operations working in combination with the conditions of the situational context and the
surrounding vocal and nonvocal context of the expression.
If this conjecture is correct, the semantic information potential of vocal and nonvocal
expression can be dealt with within one theoretical framework by the same set of basic
information processing operations.
4.3 Summary
Information is developed incrementally both vocally and nonvocally in interactive
argumentation with the aim of delimiting the range of possible interpretations or
understandings. Vocal and nonvocal expressions are used in different functions to give rise to
different types of information - indicative, display, signal, and/or symbolic. Verbal aspects of
information are those aspects that can be captured in words and writing systems. The vocal
and nonvocal expressions can be seen as concrete physical manifestations of abstract logical
and/or semantic discourse operations that generate information in argumentation in search of
a solution to a problem or an answer to a question. Logical discourse operations are
connectives that combine units of information into conditional, conjunctive, disjunctive, or
conclusive constructions. Determinative semantic operations replace or refine information
units that may range from individual words, phrases, or whole sentences. The application of
the semantic operations of specification, precisification, etc. can be conceived of as a
generative search of a field of semantic content by means of a family of expressions. A
combination of vocal and nonvocal expressions is often used in this search.
Table 4.3 (next page) gives a summary overview of the relationship of the vocal and
nonvocal discourse operations to the model of interactive argumentation as an information
processing system.
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Table 4.3: Model of Interactive Argumentation as an Information
Processing System
Information Processing System
Operating System
Turn-taking conditions
Control Factors
Setting
Context
Goals
Roles
Processing Operations
Methods
Actions:
Basic Processing Operations
Vocal & nonvocal semantic and logical discourse
operations
Control Actions
Tactics:
Strategies:
Examination of justificational & explanatory criteria;
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CHAPTER FIVE
COURSES OF DEVELOPMENT
A powerful strategy that is employed in many different problem solving situations is
a type of recursive decomposition or 'divide and conquer' strategy where a difficult problem
is broken down into lesser problems that are similar in structure to the original problem but
are hopefully easier to solve (Wickelgren 1974, Roberts 1986). This leads to problems that
have to be solved on different levels. Solving a problem on a higher level entails having
solved a problem or a number of problems on a lower level.
Being able to pursue the high level action plan strategies of examining and comparing
the justificational and explanatory qualifications of prospective solutions or answers may
involve the generation of information in argumentation in terms of solutions to problems on
lower levels. In other words, the overall reduction of uncertainty as to the solution of a
problem or the answer to a question depends on a reduction of uncertainty on lower levels of
complexity. On a very basic level, this concerns the reduction of uncertainty as to possible
interpretations of intended meanings and intentions. This delimitation of meanings and
intentions is effected in an incremental manner under different turn-taking conditions by the
realization of information in vocal and nonvocal expressions which constrain the range of
possible interpretations.
An argument was defined in chapter 3 as information that is generated in the
projection and evaluation of information in search of a solution to a problematic information
situation. An argumentation consists basically of the projection and evaluation of paths of
information or lines of development in the total possibilities of the search space of the
problem. In interactive argumentation these paths or lines of development are generated
incrementally by means of vocal and nonvocal expressions under different conditions of
turn-taking.
Each such path of development deals primarily with one major theme or subject
matter which is presented as relevant to the solution of the initial problem situation. The
development of information is effected by one or a series of logical and/or semantic
discourse operations. A typical processing strategy employed is that of recursive
decomposition where the development of a theme is broken down into the development of
subthemes. An argument is therefore identifiable as a consecutive series of developments, by
means of logical and/or semantic operations, of themes and subthemes that deal with the
same major subject matter.
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5.1 Thematic Development
A theme is the main subject matter that is developed in the presentation of an
argument. The problematic information situation which is trying to be resolved is referred to
as the issue. For instance, in example 4.1.2 the theme of the argument is the amount of
wastes from the nuclear power plants (see also ex. 8.2.6) whereas the issue for the
argumentation is the question or problem of whether or not Sweden should continue to use
nuclear energy.
Any piece of information can be a theme or an issue in relationship to the
argumentation. What is a theme on one level of structure can be an issue on another level of
structure. In other words, the theme of any argument may become problematic, i.e. an issue
to be resolved. An argument that aims at resolving an issue, may itself create other problems
that need to be solved. Any argument may be called into question.
5.2 Course of Development
Studies of discourse (cf. Brown & Yule 1983 and Coulthard 1977) have revealed a
variety of different structures of content in both written and spoken language. Schegloff
(1972) discusses a type of question - answer structure in conversations which he refers to as
insertion sequences. In such insertion sequences an initial question is met by a further
question. The second question is answered whereupon the first question is answered. These
sequences exhibit therefore the following form.
A: Qi
B: Qii
A: Aii
B: Ai
For example:
A: Want to go to a movie tonight?
B: What's playing?
A: Some Charlie Chaplin film.
B: Sure I'd love to.
Such insertion sequences can be expanded to consist of several levels of questions
and answers, moving either in a depth-first or a breadth-first fashion (cf. Appendix).
For example:
Depth-first development:
A: Want to go to a movie tonight? Qi
B: What's playing?
A: Does it matter?
B: No, I guess not.
A: It's some Charlie Chaplin film.
B: Sure I'd love to.
Ai

Qii
Qiii
Aiii
Aii

The depth-first nature of the development is illustrated in figure 5.2.1.
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Breadth-first development:
A: Want to go to a movie tonight? Qi
B: What's playing?
A: Some Charlie Chaplin film.
B: You inviting?
A: Sure.
B: Sure I'd love to.
Ai

Qii
Aii
Qiii
Aiii

The breadth-first nature of this development is illustrated in figure 5.2.2.

The important point to note about these structures is the way the development of the
interactive discourse takes place in a piece-meal fashion, where partial developments are
matched against other partial developments to give an overall pattern of development.
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Bengt Altenberg (1984) in a study of causal explanations in the London-Lund
Corpus found that speakers in casual conversation exhibit a tendency to begin a causal
explanation with a preliminary reason couched in very general terms which is then
subsequently specified by more precise reasons in 'serial' or 'interlocking' sequences. This
'serial' way of reasoning can also conclude with a reference back to its starting-point. He also
notes that speakers use a recurrent strategy in which they start an explanation with an
account of the background in narrative terms and close by drawing relevant conclusions.
The type of phenomenon described in these studies can be characterized as a course
of development of the information content of a topic or theme in the spoken interaction.
Intuitively and vaguely, a course of development corresponds to whatever logical or
semantic development of information that takes place between a shift in theme in a discourse.
More precisely a course of development (COD) is defined as follows.
A Course of Development must at least
1) apply a single logical or semantic discourse operation,
and may at most
2) develop a single theme in the argumentation
A course of development is basically a process where some unit of information is
operated upon by a discourse operation which applies some further information to produce a
single higher order unit. This is illustrated in diagram 5.2.1 in analogy to tree diagrams for
expressions in formal logic.

If a course of development is short and/or simple, and if it is accompanied by a
nonvocal body movement, then this body movement will most likely be a hand gesture. A
simple course of development of information consists of the application of at least one of the
logical or semantic discourse operations. An example of a simple course of development is
taken from the television interview.
Example 5.2.1 Interview
EM: där vill du <dra en gräns alltså ^ >/
there you want to draw a line then
vid <bridern>
at the breeder
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<lean forward
push with open right
hand palm out>
<horizontal sweep
with right hand>

The course of development consists of the execution of the semantic operation of
precisification. The course of development is seen to consist of two parts or phases. One part
where some information is introduced which is perhaps in need of some precision or
specification in order to narrow down the possible interpretations. The other part consists of
a development of the information in the first part which constrains the meaning of the
expression in the introduction.
The development of information in terms of discourse operations is illustrated in
diagram 5.2.2.

According to the definition, a course of development may be embedded within
another course of development. The recursive embedding of courses of development is
exactly the type of structures one would expect to find in a problem solving search activity
where a large problem is decomposed into smaller subproblems in a search for the solution.
The higher order goal of solving the overall problem is recursively decomposed into lower
order goals of solving a set of subproblems. This gives rise to hierarchical recursive
structures of courses of development which may range from the broad and deep to the narrow
and shallow depending on the complexity of the courses of development.
A course of development may or may not be confined to one turn by one speaker. The
term course of development refers, therefore, to segments of activity in argumentation that
may range from the relatively simple to the relatively complex, depending on the turn-taking
conditions of the situation and the argumentation skills of the participants.
A course of development typically consists of two phases of development (cf.
Diagram 5.2.2). These phases are referred to as the introduction and interpretation phases
of the course of development and are analogous to the projection and evaluation phases of
the processing activity of a production system presented in chapter 2 (cf. sec. 2.2.2).
These concepts are defined as follows.
Introduction: an expression or expressions that introduce
subject matter or information into an argumentation.
Interpretation: an expression or expressions that give
explanatory or evaluative commentary in terms of semantic
or logical operations on subject matter or information
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presented in an introduction or an interpretation in relation to
the goal of finding a solution to a problem or an answer to a
question.
There may be a number of subcourses within a higher level course of development.
This means that there may be several layers of introductions and interpretations within a
course of development. A course of development which consists of the development of more
than one theme is referred to as a complex course of development.
Besides the recursive hierarchical structure in a course of development, a course of
development also consists of three stages of linear development: the initiation stage, the
mediation stage, and the termination stage.
The introduction phase of a course of development consists of the information that
is developed on the left branch of the respective course of development. The interpretation
phase consists of the information that is developed on the right branch of the respective
course of development. Usually the terms introduction phase and interpretation phase will
refer to the introduction phase and interpretation phase of the highest order course of
development in the hierarchical structure of courses of development.
A course of development is also characterized by a typical development of
information in the nonvocal nonverbal expressions in the initiation, mediation, and
termination stages of the course of development. Typically a complex course of development
begins with a movement of the torso or some avoidance behavior or both. In the mediation
stage head nods for emphasis and feedback elicitation together with illustrative and symbolic
hand gestures may occur. In the termination stage, a course of development typically
contains either some illustrative, emphatic, or symbolic hand gesture or a movement of the
torso and/or avoidance behavior, or some combination of all of these.
Figure 5.2.3 illustrates schematically how the recursive hierarchical structure of a
course of development in terms of introduction and interpretation phases is related to the
linear structure in terms of stages of development.

The typical development of vocal verbal and nonvocal nonverbal information in a
complex course of development is illustrated in the following example of a course of
development by a speaker in the television debate.
Example: 5.2.2 Complex Course of Development
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The speaker initiates the course of development by look away behavior and shifting
posture. He then continues by addressing a representative from the opposing side in the
debate.
<<//>får ja sen te ulla
may i then say to ulla

<look down>
<body shift>

lindström säja<<<sigh>>>//
lindström

<body shift>
<lean on right elbow>

He then introduces a theme for development by means of a subordinating
construction completing the construction initiated above. (Numbers in parentheses demarcate
analytic units in the course of development.)
(1)

att de e><klart man kan skaffa
that it's clear that you can create

<look to left>

hur mycke jobb som helst //
as many jobs as you like
The course of development continues with an interpretative elaboration on this theme
presented in the form of a conditional operation. The presentation of specific examples in the
vocal expressions is accompanied by illustrativehand gestures.
(2)

<om man river ner kärnkraftverken>
if you tear down the reactors

<strike down with
left hand>

(3)

// å ska bygga nya torvkraftverk
and start to build new peat power plants

(4)

å kolkraftverk //
and coal power plants

(5)

å bryta torv
and break peat

(6)

å så vidare //
and so on

At this point, the speaker returns to the initial theme under development with a
conclusion operation.
(7)

så e de klart man skaffar en massa jobb //
then it's clear that you can create a lot of jobs

The speaker then initiates a subcourse of development which is parallel to the one just
given both vocally and nonvocally.
(8)

vi kan st... <riva ner alla
we can st tear down all

<horizontal chop with
left hand>
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våra bostäder>
our houses
(9)

å börja bygga nytt igen
and start to build new ones

This subcourse of development is closed by a return to the initial theme with a
conjunction operation and an elaborative paraphrase.
(10)

å skaffa en förskräckli massa nya jobb //
and create an awful lot of new jobs

The closing of the whole course of development is initiated with a complicating
commentary in the form of a contrastive conjunction operation and a shift of posture.
(11)

<men de ger ju inte<nå nya
but that doesn't provide any new

<sit upright>
<hand gesture
both hands>

resurser>>ute i samhället
resources out in society
The final vocal expression in the course of development makes a summarizing
comment on the information presented in this course of development.
(12)

de e ju DE som e ert><stora problem
it is really THAT that is your big problem

<look down>

<//>>

<body shift>

The course of development is terminated nonvocally by a body shift which can be
seen as a transition signal opening the presentation of a new argument in terms of a high
level course of development. The development of information in this example in terms of a
partially hierarchical recursive structure of the analytic units in this complex course of
development according to logical and semantic discourse operations is illustrated in diagram
5.2.3. Each branch in the structure constitutes a simple subcourse of development within the
overall complex course of development.
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A complex course of development may contain a number of subcourses of
development in either a depth-first manner or breadth-first manner or some combination of
both. This can give rise to very elaborate and complex patterns in the development of the
argumentation. How many levels of such subcourses of development or processing are
possible is a question that can only be answered by further psycholinguistic research. Simon
(1974) (cited in Martindale 1981:136) found, for instance, that he could use short-term
memory to recall seven one- or two-syllable words, six three-syllable words, four meaningful
two-word phrases, and three meaningful longer phrases, e.g. 'All's fair in love and war'.
A course of development consisting of the two phases of introduction and
interpretation is a process concept in the information processing system of argumentation.
The product of a course of development is referred to as a path of development. The paths of
development that have been blocked or found not to lead to a solution or answer can be
conceived of as closed paths of a search or an inquiry. Open paths, those paths of
development that have not been shown to fail to give a solution or answer can be conceived
of as potential solutions or answers.
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The analysis of the relationships between the different expressions in the complex
course of development in terms of logical and semantic discourse operations does not, of
course, completely and exhaustively account for all the relevance and coherence
relationships that obtain between these expressions. There are more strands in the 'thread of
discourse' that connect these expressions than those that can be accounted for in terms of
logical and semantic discourse operations. The analysis in terms of discourse operations
highlight those relationships that account for the essential character of this discourse as
argumentation and not some other type of discourse, for instance, narrative.
5.3 Course of Development and Body Movements
From the discussion of the courses of development of a theme and the findings of
authors such as Scheflen (1964), Kendon (1972), and Beattie (1981) (sec. 1.6) one would
naturally assume that there is some correlation between different phases or levels in a course
of development and the various body movements exhibited by the speakers on the video
recordings. From the description of a process of thematic development as a stepwise
movement from an introduction phase where information is presented that is in need of
elaboration or development in an interpretation phase, a natural conjecture would be that the
body signals found in the beginning of a course of development would tend to be more
indefinite non-specific global movements of the whole body, resembling what Morris (1977)
refers to as intention movements or displacement movements. The movements found in the
middle or end of a course of development would tend to be more definite or directed
movements of particular parts of the body with more specific content, what Ekman and
Friesen (1969) refer to as emblems - head nods or shakes as signs of affirmation or negation,
or hand gestures used either as illustrators or for emphasis, etc..
For each occasion of argumentation a speaker probably has a certain set of body
postures and movements which go together with the development of the argumentation as a
whole. In some cases, it may also happen that a speaker has a repertoire of body postures and
movements which he or she exhibits across most if not all situations and occasions. It is
evident from the study of the debate, interview and discussion to come that the speakers have
a certain basic body posture for the occasion which they deviate from for short periods, but
which they return to after these brief deviations.
In the present study the term 'course of development' is used to cover whatever is
done vocally and/or nonvocally toward the development of a theme in an argumentation
either within a single turn by one speaker or across a series of turns by the same speaker or a
number of different speakers. A course of development corresponds roughly to Scheflen's
'point' or Beattie's 'idea' being a relatively localized series of events in the overall activity of
the argumentation as a whole, but is, in contrast to these concepts, potentially inter-turn. A
course of development is identified by vocal and nonvocal expressive characteristics.
5.4 Information and Body Movements: A Conjecture
The discussion above is in line with a conjecture as to how information is
communicated by body movements. In general, movements of large and heavy parts of the
body, because of their large scale gestalt features, demarcate more global or large-grain
aspects of the development of information in the argumentation. Movements of small and
light parts of the body, because of their greater potential for precision, discriminate more
restricted and fine-grained aspects of the development of information.
In general, too, movements of small and light parts of the body are more flexible, can
be repeated more often, and are dependent on movements or positionings of more inflexible
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large and heavy parts of the body. This means that precision movements are embedded in
less precision movements.
Therefore, it is normally the case that the most fine-grained aspects of the information
developed under a course of development in the interactive argumentation are expressed
vocally, the tongue and jaw being one of the most flexible parts of the body effecting the
modulation of a multidimensional plastic medium, the airstream. Speech (the vocally realized
verbal information) according to this view normally constitutes the most conventionalized
and therefore most cognitively differentiated expressions that occur in interactive
argumentation.
Although the distinction between vocal and nonvocal expressions is not categorical
but rather a matter of degree, at least from a semantic point of view, the nonvocal
expressions are in general more dependent on the situational context for their interpretation
and usually have less strictly conventional cognitive semantic content (excepting emblematic
gestures) than the vocal verbal expressions. They also bear the largest share of the
information load concerning propositional attitudes, interpersonal attitudes or social
information, and interaction management information.
5.5 Types of Courses of Development
There are two basic types of courses of development - the analytic and the synthetic.
In the analytic type, there is, in the first phase, a movement from a general and/or vague
formulation of a claim to more specific and/or precise substantiation of the claim in terms of
evidence, examples, illustrations, etc. In the second phase, the movement toward specificness
and/or preciseness is reversed and the course of development rounds off with a return to the
general and/or vague initial formulation. This means that the course of development ends
basically where it began. The first phase may, of course, also consist of a specific and/or
precise formulation with a movement toward the general and/or vague in the second phase.
This would be the synthetic alternative to the analytic development of the first type.
In the introduction phase a number of 'facts', beliefs, or claims are introduced into the
argumentation. This phase, in the analytic case, usually ends with the citing of a concrete
specific example, illustration, or quotation of an authority. The development of the theme can
also be toward the more general and/or vague. This would be a basically synthetic movement
of subsuming the specific or particular under the general or what Kant calls 'reflective'
judgement (Kant 1790:xxvi). In many cases the development ends or reaches a turning point
when some generalization or high-order value concept has been related to a specific concrete
situation. In the synthetic case a generalization is made based on the specific facts introduced
in the beginning of the course of development. In the interpretation phase a number of
judgements, comments, or evaluations are made on the findings or the facts, the
generalizations that have been presented in the introduction phase. This leads to a good deal
of repetition in the interpretation phase of the terms and expressions used in the introduction
phase.
The following is an example of analytic development in a complex course of
development by a speaker in the television debate.

Example 5.5.1: Analytic Development
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The speaker initiates this complex course of development with a reference back to a
previous statement about the risks of nuclear energy. This initial statement is accompanied
by feedback eliciting head nods. The speaker looks down to consult his notes.
PU: <som sagt kärnkraften är inte
as was said nuclear energy is not

<head nods>

<riskfri>>//
risk-free

<look down>

He then continues with a contrastive conjunction operation which compares nuclear
energy with other sources of energy. This comparison can also be seen as constituting a
precisification of exactly how risk-free nuclear energy is supposed to be.
men den e<i jämförelse>mä
but it is in comparison with

<head nod>

<an>dra <en><energikällor
other sources of energy

<head cock>
<head nod>
<look down>

ändå den säk>raste vi har //
still the safest we have
At this point the speaker initiates a subcourse of development introducing a new
theme in the argumentation beginning with a conjunction operation.
å forskningen gör<kärn>kraften
and research makes nuclear energy

<head nod>

ännu säkrare //
even safer
The theme of this subcourse of development 'the safety of nuclear energy' is
elaborated on in a further subcourse of development where a specific type of danger with
nuclear energy, namely a meltdown, is introduced. The initiation of this subcourse of
development is accompanied by a lean forward.
<under den här kampanjen>har
during this campaign

<lean forward +
head cock>

vi fått<uppleva>// hur
we have seen how

<pull head back>

<talande>bevis har påpekat //
telling evidence has pointed out

<pull head back>

att den<stora reaktorolycka>
that the major reactor accident

<head nod>

som<så>dominerat linje tres
that has dominated line three's

<head turn>
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kampanj
campaign
The speaker then comments upon this theme by means of a negation operation in the
closing phase of this subcourse of development.
<helt enkelt inte är möjlig> //
simply is not possible

<head nods>

At this point, the speaker returns to the theme of the first subcourse of development,
using a conjunctive conclusion operation.
å de<e bra>// för de innebär //
and that is good because that means

<head nod>

att kärn<kraften>kan göras ännu
that nuclear energy can be made even

<look down>

säkrare<än vad>vi från<<början>
safer than we from the beginning

<head turn>
<head nod>
<look down>
<look down>

faktisk räk>nade med<att den
had actually reckoned that it
skulle vara>//
would be

Having closed this first subcourse of development, the speaker returns to the theme of
the initial course of development 'the risks of nuclear energy in comparison with other
sources of energy' initiating a conclusion operation. The closing phase of the initial higher
order course of development is accompanied by a lean back.
<vi mås<te alltså>jämföra
we have to therefore compare

<lean back>
<look down>

kärnkraftens><risker>mä<dom
nuclear energy's risks with the

<head cock>
<lean forward>

risker>som <sku>lle komma att
risks that would

<head nod>

drabba oss om vi<avvecklade>
beset us if we phased out

<head nod>

dom kä tolv kärnkrafts<aggregat>
the nuc twelve nuclear reactors

<slight head turn>

som vi<antingen har>eller håller
that we either have or are

<head turn>
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på att bygga //
building
What we see here then, is a decomposition of a complex high level course of
development into lower level subsidiary courses of development where subsidiary themes are
developed. The results of the development in these subsidiary courses of development are
then integrated to deliver a result for the overall complex higher level course of development.
Example 5.5.2: Synthetic Development
This example taken from the television debate illustrates how the processing search
for a solution or answer may start from a very specific instance or concrete example and
move in a synthetic or bottom-up manner toward a higher order covering principle or value.
The course of development closes with a return to the initial concrete example which
is then seen to have a much greater intentional-depth than it had initially. The course of
development is presented by PU in the television debate. The speaker initiates the course of
development by addressing the addressee by full proper name.
PU: ulla lindström
ulla lindström
He then continues with a statement of concrete fact accompanied by head nods as
feedback elicitors in the introduction phase of the complex high level course of development
which he is initiating.
ja har också en <grabb hemma> //
i also have a boy at home

<head nods>

This theme is then elaborated on by filling in specific descriptive detail accompanied
by head movements in a subcourse of development .
han e<två år gammal> //
he is two years old

<head twist + nod>

han står<förmodligen> just nu
he is probably standing right now

<head nods>

å bankar på<teverutan>å säjer
beating on the tv screen saying

<head jab>

<pappa pappa>//
daddy daddy

<head nods>

Following this elaborative exemplification of the situation at home, the speaker
begins to reveal the value concepts that are associated with the citing of the concrete example
in the interpretation phase of this first subcourse of development.
<du kan väl ändå inte>
you can't really mean to

<head shake>
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<anklaga>// både<mej>å min fru
accuse both me and my wife

<head jerk back>
<head jab>

för att vara<mot livet>
of being against life

<head shake>

<hans framtid>//
his future

<head toss back>

The negative vocal expressions 'du kan väl ändå inte' (you can't really mean to) and
'mot livet' (against life) are accompanied by supporting nonvocal headshakes. The head toss
back at the end of this stage of development marks the introduction of a new subcourse of
development in which the speaker elaborates on the theme of 'saying yes or no to life'.
de e på nåt<sätt nånting>
it is somehow something

<head turn + shake>

man blir så trött på i den här
one gets so tired of in this
<folkomröstningsdebatten>
referendum debate

<fold hands>

This general and vague expression is then elaborated on in a subordinate construction
accompanied by symbolic head gestures of affirmation and rejection.
att de finns<dom som e goda>//
that there are those who are good

<head twist>

dom som säjer<ja till livet>å<dom
those who say yes to life and those

<head nod>
<head shake>

som säjer>nej till kärnkraften //
that say no to nuclear energy
The development continues with an introduction of a further subcourse of
development by means of a conjunction operation where more specific details are offered on
'those who say yes to nuclear energy'.
och<sen e de alla>vi som e<onda>
and then there is all of us who are
evil

<head shake>
<head jab>

At this point, the speaker is interrupted by UL with rejective vocal and nonvocal
expressions.
UL: näe näe // <näe näe>
no no
no no

<head turn +
right hand wave>
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PU continues with a specification of the expression 'alla vi som e onda'(all we who
are evil) with an explanation of why they are evil. This closes off this subcourse of
development.
PU: vi som som på nå sätt har
we who somehow have
har äh förbrutit oss
have uh betrayed
The speech at this point of conflict between the speakers is noticeably less fluent than
in the previous parts of the course of development. At this point UL again interrupts with a
negation in the space between the above phrase and the continuation in a prepositional
phrase.
UL: de e du inte
that you are not
PU: mot kommande generationer //
coming generations
Here the speaker initiates the interpretation phase of the initial overall complex high
level course of development by giving an explanation of why line I wants to use nuclear
energy. This phase gives an interpretation and integration of the value concepts 'life' and
'coming generations' mentioned in the introduction phase of the overall complex course of
development.
när<VI>vill använda våra kärnkraftverk
<head nod>
when WE want to use our nuclear reactors
så<Ä de därför att den kommande
it IS in order that the coming

<right index point +
shake>

generationen>// ska<få>en drägli
generations
should have a bearable

<gesture stab>

framtid //
future
The speaker then initiates further elaboration with a subordinate construction.
att<VI><inte till DOM ska lämna
that WE do not leave THEM

<gesture stab>
<repeat gesture
stabs>

över en energisituation i världen>
with an energy situation in the world
som inte bara bär<frö><ti nya
that not only generates new

<gesture stab>
<repeat gesture stabs>
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konflikter om knappa oljeresurser>//
conflicts over the scarce oil resources
The speaker continues with a contrastive conjunction operation which gives more
specific detail to the expression 'conflicts over scarce oil resources'.
<utan som faktist är öppna sår
but that actually are open wounds

<repeat gesture stabs>

och öppna krig om den olja som
and open wars over the oil that
alla vill ha>//
all want to have
The gesture shakes and stabs with the right index occur on almost every accented
syllable. There is a crescendo in the nonvocal expressions which ends at 'som alla vill
ha'(that all want to have).
The speaker begins the interpretation phase of the overall course of development by a
return to the value concepts and the initial concrete example, bringing everything together in
one integrated whole. This is accomplished by vocal verbal repetition in parallel
constructions.
<<de e>ulla lindström att ta
that ulla lindström is taking

<repeat gesture stabs>
<head nod>

ansvar för den kommande
responsibility for the coming
generationen>// de e att tänka
generations
that is thinking
på grabben som står där hemma //
about the boy standing there at home
The final expression returns to the speaker and his feelings and emotions based on his
obligations as a parent, which is now seen to be the significance of the concrete example
introduced in the beginning of the course of development. The reference by the speaker to
himself is accompanied by a deictic nonvocal expression.
de e därför<JAG<som förälder>>//
that is why I as a parent

<point to self
with thumb>
<gesture shake>

blir<både><lessen och upprörd>//
become both sad and upset

<head nod>
<hand gesture shake>

när<brevet ti föräldrarna
when the letter to parents

<hand gesture shakes>

undertecknat av er två damp ner
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signed by you two dropped into
i brevlådan><//>
the letter box

<body shift>

The entire complex high level course of development is terminated by a body shift
which signals a transition to a new course of development.
This long and complex course of development demonstrates the typical vocal verbal
and nonvocal nonverbal characteristics of a course of development as a natural unit of
processing activity in argumentation. In the overall introduction phase of the COD, which
ends just after the point where PU has been interrupted by UL 'vi som på nåt sätt har har äh
förbrutit oss...mot kommande generationer' (we who have somehow betrayed coming
generations), the speaker PU has been using various types of head movements together with
the vocal verbal development of information in terms of logical and semantic discourse
operations. At the initiation of the overall interpretation phase of the COD, the speaker
begins to employ hand gestures <right index point> with repeated stabs and a deictic gesture
<point to self with thumb>. The whole COD is punctuated by a body shift. This type of
development from less precision movements of the head and torso towards more precision
movements of the hands together with an increasing determination of the logical and
semantic content of the vocal verbal information with an corresponding increase in
intentional-depth is the distinguishing mark of a course of development. If a course of
development is short and simple, such as for example in UL's interruption and if the vocal
verbal expression is accompanied by a nonvocal nonverbal body movement, then this will
tend to be a hand gesture.
5.6 Summary and Discussion
Information may be generated in interactive argumentation in search of a solution or
an answer in terms of courses of development. A course of development consists of the
application of one or more logical and/or semantic discourse operations in the development
of some subject matter or theme in the argumentation. The application of the discourse
operations takes place typically in a recursive decompositional manner where more complex
courses of development are broken down into several simple courses of development. A
course of development consists of two phases; 1) an introduction phase where some
information is introduced into the argumentation, and 2) an interpretation phase where some
evaluatory or explanatory commentary is given to the information in the first phase.
Information presented in terms of courses of development represent paths or parts of paths of
development in the total search space for the problem. A course of development is identified
as a natural segment of the generation of information in interactive argumentation by a
combination of vocal and nonvocal characteristics. Vocally and verbally there is usually a
development of information in a synthetic (bottom-up, specific to general) or analytic (topdown, general to specific) manner. Nonvocally there is usually a correlation of more definite
and precise body movements with more specific and precise vocal verbal expressions.
Predecessors to the stepwise development of information in terms of courses of
development in interactive argumentation can be found in western rhetorical and eastern
logical models of argumentation (cf. sec. 1.1.3). These models focus on two basic aspects of
a course of development, 1) the stepwise refinement or elaboration of information, and 2) the
use of examples.
This stepwise refinement and correction of the semantic content in the presentation of
an argument resembles the rhetorical figures of correction and refinement (cf. sec. 1.1.3) and
proceeds normally within the framework of a course of development of a theme as has been
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demonstrated in the present chapter. This type of development will be further exemplified in
the empirical studies of part two of the thesis. Depending on the turn-taking conditions there
may be a return in the closing stages in a course of development to the theme that was
introduced initially. The return to the initial theme in the final phase of the course of
development resembles the first and last parts of the 'complete and perfect argument' of the
rhetorical syllogism in the western tradition (sec. 1.1.3).
The structure of an argument beginning with a claim that is repeated in the
termination resembles a mathematical demonstration (cf. sec. 1.1.1) or the mori geometrico
form of argumentation employed, for example, by Spinoza in his 'Ethics' (1979). A course of
development differs basically from these rhetorical and mathematical models in that the
initial claim is usually not only given more support but is also given a more definite
interpretation during the course of development. There is therefore more a sense of progress
in a course of development than a mere return to an initial claim.
The development of information in a course of development as described above also
resembles in certain respects the Indian Syllogism (cf. sec. 1.1.3). Although there are
differences between the Indian Syllogism and the development of a theme in a course of
development, they both have the concrete example as the crux of the developmental
movement from a proposition or claim (a projected solution or answer) to the confirmation of
this claim. Both also begin with an announcement of the goal or purpose which the
argumentation that is to follow is aimed at achieving, i.e. the claim or proposition to be
supported or developed. Both seem also to be basically aimed at reducing uncertainty about
alternative interpretations, which is a fundamental goal of argumentation.
According to western logical and scientific tradition, an example is rather weak
evidence toward the confirmation of a claim. The real strength of examples lies in their use
as counterexamples to test general claims. However, if an example is chosen that fits the
description in the general claim, then we want to lend credibility to the information or belief.
It may also point out in which direction we should seek further relevant information. If the
example is an 'extreme case' (Polya 1957:192) like, for instance, a whale as a case of a
mammal, or a kiwi as a case of a bird, then if the general claim is confirmed even here, the
support for the general claim will be strong, because the prospect of refutation was initially
promising.
There is also something about a concrete example that is psychologically more salient
and comprehensible than a general abstract rule. Several authors, (e.g. Wilkins 1928, Wason
& Johnson-Laird 1972) have shown that formal syllogistic and logical reasoning is much
more effective if the subject matter or content of the syllogisms or reasoning problems is
familiar and concrete as opposed to unfamiliar or abstract. Besides, if the example can be
taken to be a typical or representative instance of a general class of objects, processes, or
events, then the citing of an example is simply a psychologically more realistic application of
an abstract logical generalization. Insistence on examples keeps the reasoning from
becoming purely hypothetical and reveals a bias towards psychological and epistemological
realism.
An appeal to a concrete example may also be seen as a pre-philosophical attempt to
solve the problem of vagueness in ordinary language. The example is introduced as a type of
standard which by referring to common experience between the communicators gives the
interpretation of the expressions in the argumentation a definite content (cf. Tondl 1981).
Much of the effort expended by the participants goes into finding good examples that will
illustrate their general points. It seems that they are pursuing a general strategy of explicitly
working out the definite content of the expressions by successive refinements or
elaborations. There is a shifting from more primary type processing which is indefinite and
indeterminate and not clearly goal directed to more secondary type processing with is more
definite and goal oriented.
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The intimate relationship between speech and gesture in the articulation of meanings
and intentions in spoken language has been pointed out by a number of researchers (cf. sec.
1.4). What is demonstrated in the examples from the different situations of interactive
argumentation in this thesis is how the vocal and nonvocal expressions work together to
reduce the range of possible interpretations or understandings in courses of development
according to a recursive decompositional problem solving strategy. The vocal and nonvocal
expressions develop the total logical and semantic information by means of abstract
discourse operations. A speaker is revealing his meanings and intentions incrementally both
vocally and nonvocally to others, and in certain cases also discovering it himself. As the
presentation of an argument progresses from the uncertain and indefinite to the more certain
and definite the speech and gesture become more representational and illustrative.
Table 5.6 contains a partially elaborated version of the model of interactive
argumentation as a type of information processing system.
Table 5.6: Model of Interactive Argumentation as an Information
Processing System
Information Processing System
Operating system
Turn-taking conditions:
Control Factors
Setting
Context
Goals
Roles
Processing Operations
Methods
Actions:
Basic Processing Operations
Vocal and Nonvocal Semantic and Logical Discourse
Operations
Control Actions
Tactics:
Simple & Complex, Analytic & Synthetic Courses of
Development
Strategies:
Examination of Justificational & Explanatory criteria;
Recursive decompositional problem solving
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CHAPTER SIX
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
In interactive argumentation, information is developed in an incremental or stepwise fashion
under different turn-taking conditions in search of a solution to a problematic information
situation or an answer to a question. Part two of the thesis is devoted to case studies of
interactive argumentation under the varying conditions of turn-taking of a television debate,
a television interview, and a conversational discussion. Examples are given and discussed
that illustrate the interrelatedness of vocal and nonvocal information in the incremental
development of information in search of a solution or an answer under the different turntaking conditions.
6.1 Turn-taking and Development of Information
There are in general four types of problems that must be solved as concerns turntaking. These are; 1) to get or take (accept) the turn, 2) to keep or hold the turn, 3) to fill or
utilize the turn, and 4) to give up and/or assign the turn (cf. Allwood & Abelar 1984). In
cases where the semantic development takes place within the span of one turn of an
individual speaker, the speaker will have to solve all four problems. In other cases, where the
semantic development is more of a collective enterprise and a course of development is
distributed over a number of turns and speakers, the problems facing a speaker may reduce to
simply filling or utilizing the turn. We will see in the examination of examples from the
television debate, television interview, and conversational discussion, how these different
turn-taking tasks are accomplished by both vocal and nonvocal means. The speech and
gesturing we find in the examples is therefore in most cases multifunctional. Each expression
is aimed not only at presenting information in terms of arguments but also at keeping the
interactive system going, i.e. defining the roles of the participants and what is to be expected
and/or demanded of them at each stage of the interaction. We will also see how different
vocal and nonvocal means are used to mark the phases and levels of courses of development
either within a turn or across turns and speakers.
6.1.1 Mechanistic Turn-taking: The Television Debate
The television debate is a case of what I will call strictly mechanistic or rigid turn-taking. In
this case the order of the turns is predetermined by lot in relation to the argumentative
interaction. Each participant is alloted a specific amount of time for making contributions to
the argumentation which is distributed over the turns assigned to him or her. As the order of
turns is predetermined, the participants are, in principle, assured of getting the turn and
holding the turn. The problem of assigning the turn is also, in principle, trivial - next speaker
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being predetermined by lot. There is a chairman for assigning turns and restoring order if
confusion or a disturbance should arise in the interaction. In this type of turn-taking order
there is only one major problem facing the participants, namely that of how to fill the turn.
Given the fact that each speaker is guaranteed a specific amount of speaking time, one might
expect to find relatively complex courses of development within the span of a turn. The
speakers are well-prepared and have reflected on the issue beforehand. The development of
the argumentation might be expected to proceed more or less analytically.
6.1.2 Non-mechanistic Turn-taking: The Television Interview
The television interview is a case of what I will call non-mechanistic or semi-organic turntaking. In this situation the turns are not predetermined. However, there are certain
preestablished roles for the participants where certain participants have greater privileges as
concerns initiative in the interaction, e.g. they have the right and obligation of assigning and
interrupting turns.
Under this type of turn-taking conditions, the turns are negotiable to a certain degree
which means that who will get next turn is not predetermined. Also how long one gets to
keep the turn is not predetermined. The vocal and nonvocal argumentative behavior we
observe in such a system must therefore solve all of the different problems listed above.
There is however an asymmetrical power relationship between the participants in the
argumentation due to the preestablished role configuration which allows certain parties to
regulate the turn and to intervene to restore order in case of confusion. This system leaves
different problems to be solved by the participants according to their roles in the interaction.
Those with more initiative have to solve all four problems of getting, keeping, filling and
yielding or assigning the turn. Those with less power or initiative have basically the
following problems to solve - to get the turn, to keep the turn, and to utilize the turn.
In this type of turn-taking order there will be fewer complex courses of development
per turn with the possibility of interruption and feedback both positive and negative. The
completion of a course of development will be more of a collective cooperative enterprise
than it was in the case of the television debate. Because the interviewees do not know in
advance what questions are going to be asked of them, and because there is the possibility of
their being interrupted and confronted directly with a counterargument the development of
the argumentation is predicted to proceed in a more synthetic fashion than was the case in the
debate.
6.1.3 Organic Turn-taking: The Conversational Discussion
The conversational discussion is a case of what I will call organic turn-taking. In this
situation the turns are more or less completely non-predetermined. There is also no clear
preestablished asymmetrical power relationship between the participants. In this case all of
the participants have the responsibility of solving all four problems of turn-taking. Because
there is no predetermined order or length of turns and no center of power to appeal to in
cases of confusion or conflict, the turn-taking in this setting is highly negotiable. The
solutions to the turn-taking problems must be solved on-line and with a high degree of
creativity. In this type of turn-taking order there will be a minimum of complex courses of
development per turn. What one expects to find is rather one course of development being
distributed over several turns and speakers. The development of the argumentation should
proceed in a much more synthetic fashion than was the case in any of the previous types of
turn-taking orders.
These different types of turn-taking orders are basically different answers to the
question of how the rights and responsibilities for the development of information in the
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argumentation are to be distributed among a set of participants in situations of argumentation
with varying aims and goals. No one turn-taking order can serve all purposes, although
perhaps the same purpose can be served by a variety of turn-taking orders to varying degrees
of efficiency and effectiveness.
6.2 Methodology
Methodology concerns the goodness of fit between theory and data. How, on the one hand, a
theory is derived from the data, and how, on the other hand, the theory adequately accounts
for the data. The methodology that was pursued in the investigation of the argumentation
found in the debate, interview, and conversational discussion is basically that used in
naturalistic studies and consists of the following elements.
1) Observation, comparison, and selection of data
2) In-depth examination of a limited amount of data
3) Classification and systematization of the data
4) Descriptive statistics of correlations
5) Generalizations based on the statistics
6) Conjectured explanatory hypotheses
These activities are not carried out in any particular order but are rather interleaved
into each other, being carried out more or less in parallel. The chapters that follow contain
detailed discussion of examples of argumentation found under the different conditions of
turn-taking of the debate, interview, and conversational discussion. The examples are
selected on the basis of their power to illustrate the interrelated vocal and nonvocal
development of information in terms of semantic and logical operations within courses of
development in the different situations. Therefore, the claims to be made later about the
relationship between the vocal and nonvocal means employed to produce a course of
development in the argumentation are based on detailed analyses of illustrative examples.
Statistics are presented which show the patterns of correlation between vocal and nonvocal
expressions in these examples.
The methodology of analysis pursued in the empirical studies is basically a
combination of an axiomatic conceptual approach with an empirical statistical approach.
6.2.1 Selection of Data
One of the most important methodological decisions that must be made is that concerning the
selection of data. Selection of data takes place in a number of stages during a study.
First, there is the selection of the general type of phenomenon that is to be examined.
Secondly, there is the selection of data which a video recording of some occasion of spoken
interaction entails. Thirdly, of the recorded material, certain segments are given special
attention and are selected as being illustrative of certain theoretically interesting aspects of
the data in general.
Examples are chosen to illustrate the aspects of argumentation that can be captured in
the information processing approach. More specifically they are chosen as illustrations of the
types of methods, and operations that are employed in the search of a solution to an
information problem or an answer to a question. They are also chosen to illustrate the
relationship between vocal and nonvocal aspects of the development of information in
interactive argumentation.
Development of the theory has taken place in confrontation with the data. This is
basically a cyclical process where a certain theoretical framework is tested on the data and
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when found to be inadequate, is revised and expanded to incorporate the problematic data.
The presentation found in this thesis is basically a report on the current state of this
potentially endless process. The fragments taken from the debate, interview, and
conversational discussion are, therefore, selected because they were deemed intuitively to be
good examples that illustrate how information is developed by vocal and nonvocal means
within the framework of an information processing problem solving perspective. The
theoretical framework brought to the study of the data by myself is part of my scientific and
philosophical training and the general theoretical technological and scientific climate of the
times. The data selected do not in any naive sense simply confirm the theory. Rather the data
reveal points in the theoretical framework that are strong and points where the framework
needs to be supplemented and complemented in various ways (cf. sec. 2.3.5, sec. 10.3).
6.2.2 Presentation of the Data
The data of interactive argumentation from the television debate, television interview, and
conversational discussion is presented here in terms of written transcriptions of selected
fragments of the total data. The written transcriptions do not in most cases do justice to the
wealth of information that is available to the viewer/listener in the original video recorded
data. For the examples presented, an attempt has been made to give an as exhaustive and
accurate description of the nonvocal expressions as possible.
The transcriptions of fragments of the total data from the video recordings of the three
occasions are presented and used as the basis for an analysis of the development of
information both vocally and nonvocally in terms of discourse operations within courses of
development of differing degrees of complexity in relationship to the different turn-taking
conditions. Some of the fragments appear both as separate examples and as parts of other
examples. This leads to some repetition of examples, but makes the embeddedness of the
'recursive-like' procedure of problem solving in argumentation more apparent. The
transcriptions are also used as the basis for summarizing descriptive statistics (see sec. 6.2.4).
The vocal verbal expressions are transcribed in a modified Swedish orthography. This
means that certain expressions will appear in reduced forms in many cases. This is in
conformity with colloquial Swedish usage. Some of the most frequent 'reductions' are the
following:
'och' and 'att' = 'å', 'är' = 'e', 'det' = 'de'
A typical spoken Swedish variant 'dom' of the third person plural pronoun in
subjective form 'de' and objective form 'dem' appears in the transcripts.
Many of the examples consist of transcription text interleaved with analytic
commentary text. In these examples the transcription is to be read as if it were continuous. In
other words, there is no pause or interruption in the transcription at the point where the
analytic commentary begins unless it is specifically represented in the transcription by a
pause sign or stated explicitly in the analytical text.
The nonvocal expressions are described in more or less everyday terms. The
matching or overlapping vocal expressions to the nonvocal expressions are enclosed in
corner brackets, <...>. Where necessary, the brackets are numbered in the order in which they
occur in the transcript and given along with the description of the body movement which
they denote in the right hand column of the transcript.
RM: för de<nionde>vi får sämre<tekniska>
in the ninth place we will have worse
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<strike with
right index>
<head nod>

lösningar för dom nya<energislagen>
technical solutions for the new sorts of
energy

<strike down with
right hand>

Embedding of body movements is marked by embedding of corner brackets as
follows.
<<va> relativt <va>>
right relative to what

<eyebrow raise>
<head shake>
<head nod>

In other words, the outermost right bracket matches the outermost left bracket.
Overlap of body movements is marked by indexing the brackets in the following
manner.
<en <väldi> kapital>förstöring
a great waste of capital

<strike down
with right index>
<look right>

The sequencing of speakers in longer examples is shown by assigning a number to the
speaker each time his initials appear in the transcript for the example.
TG6: men de e klart att de e ett <problem>
but it is clear that it is a problem

<head nod>

EM6: de e ett oerhört
it is a terrible
The voice quality of the speaker has not been described in the transcripts. The
intonation of the speaker is given by a small arrow pointing upward following an expression
ending in rising intonation and, where deemed necessary, an arrow pointing downward
following an expression ending in falling intonation.
The symbols for pauses, i.e. / for short pauses, and // for longer pauses, are only a
rough approximation of a perceivable period of silence. Simultaneous starts or overlaps of
speakers is marked by a vertical line between the places where the overlap or simultaneous
start occurs.
EM: men de e ett oerhört
but it is a terrible
TG:

för att bli <skadad>
to be harmed

<eyebrow raise>

False starts by a speaker is notated by some fragment of a word or syllable.
vi kan st... riva ner
we can st tear down
Unless specifically noted change of speaker is effected without pause or overlap.
The vocal expressions of laughter, sighs, coughs, etc. are entered in the transcript and
are contained in corner brackets as follows.
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en liten skogsstig // <laugh>
a little path
Body movements that occur in the interaction that are not accompanied by speech by
the person executing the movement are entered in the transcription as follows.
en liten skogsstig // <laugh> <gesture>
a little path

<head nod>

This means that the gesture which follows the laughter is to be interpreted as a head nod.
Contrastive stress is signaled by the use of CAPITAL letters.
avfallet från KOL eller OLJA
wastes from COAL or OIL
Stretches of vocal verbal expressions that are difficult to interpret with a high degree
of certainty are set in normal parentheses.
å styra naturen (vill säga)
to govern nature (so to speak)
Stretches where there is some vocal expression which has been impossible to interpret
are marked as a series of dots within normal parentheses, as follows.
na dom har liksom dom måste (...)
well they have they must sort of
Notes of clarification to better identify referents to anaphorical expressions in the
examples in order to increase the intelligibility for the reader are contained in square
brackets. These are not something said by the participants themselves on the video
recording!
eftersom de [avfall från kärnkraftverken] e lite
because it [waste from the nuclear power plants] is little
The English translations of the examples are found in italics under the Swedish
original. An attempt has been made to keep the syntax and semantics of the English gloss as
close as possible to the Swedish original. This at times makes the English translation sound a
bit strained, but preservation of certain details of the original such as repairs, hesitation
signals, and feedback signals was deemed to be more important than fluency in the English
gloss. This way of translating also allows the reader to more easily orient himself in the
Swedish original.
Although this is not the place for a lengthy discussion of problems of translating
spoken Swedish into spoken English, a few comments are in order about what might be
missing from the English gloss and why. Certain aspects of the Swedish original are
sometimes impossible to capture in the written English gloss. For instance, the expressions
'väl' and 'ju' and certain feedback elicitors such as 'va' and 'då' sometimes have no ready
equivalent in English. The information contained in these expressions, when not expressible
in the form of question tags or other set phrases such as 'you know', is likely be signalled in
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English by tone of voice, intonation, or other nonvocal means such as head cocks, palm
flashes, or eyebrow raises (or some combination of all these).
Another problem is that of finding the appropriate stylistic levels and sociolinguistic
registers in English to match those found in the Swedish originals as concerns speakers of
different ages and sexes with different social and political backgrounds in the different
situations. A concrete example of this problem is found in the translation of the Swedish
expression 'man' which is sometimes rendered as 'one' and at other times as 'you' or even as
'we' depending on the style and register of the speaker(s) in the Swedish original. In the
debate 'one' is, in general, probably the most appropriate equivalent. In the interview 'one'
may vary with 'you' depending on the circumstances and the speaker. In the conversation it is
almost always 'you' or 'we' but rarely 'one', this being inappropriate for informal spoken
interaction between adolescent speakers of English.
6.2.3 Operationalization
Ideally operationalization of analytic units makes the identification of these units a matter of
mechanical routine. Less than ideally an operationalization provides the analyst with a
informal guide to the identification of analytic units. Perfect operationalization is usually
only possible in terms of some sort of abstract artificial units that are highly idealized away
from concrete empirical data. To obtain high quality operationalizations the analyst usually
has either, to make a type of stipulative decision, usually of a normative character, to deal
only with certain abstract and theoretical entities, for instance, abstract sentences as opposed
to utterances or other vocal expressions, or to use only empirically observable quantifiable
characteristics of the data, such as for instance, overlaps or simultaneous speech for the
identification of interruptions.
The analysis of interactive argumentation into courses of development is based
originally on rough intuitive judgements of structural and procedural similarity on the part of
the analyst between segments in the stream of behavior in the interactive argumentation from
the three situations. These intuitive judgements are then refined and checked by the use of
the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic criteria discussed in section 6.2.4 below. Ultimately
and ideally, the analyst attempts to give logical and semantic operation labels to the different
segments of the course of development which would confirm or justify the basic intuitions.
6.2.4 Description: Identification and Coding Procedure
The development of information in interactive argumentation takes place basically in terms
of the projection and evaluation of alternative solutions to a problem or answers to a question
according to a set of justificational and explanatory criteria. The functions of introduction
and development of information by logical and semantic operations give rise to a ranking of
the criteria used to identify and codify the fragments from the data from the three situations
of interactive argumentation in terms of courses of development. Thematic relevance based
on a combination of logical and semantic discourse operations is given highest priority.
Surface syntactic criteria may overlap with and reinforce logical and semantic relevance but
are not essential in themselves for the identification of courses or subcourses of development.
Of lowest priority is the introduction of some new thematic information into the
argumentation.
The fragments are ordered as to whether or not they represent simple or complex
courses of development (COD's) and how these are related to speakers and turns, i.e. one
speaker - one turn (S=T), different speakers - one turn (Ss/T), different speakers - different
turns (Ss/Ts). There are no analyses of cases of the development of information by one
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speaker in different turns (S/Ts) except where this is a subcase of development across
speakers and turns (Ss/Ts).
The introduction and interpretation phases of the courses of development are
identified along with the semantic and logical operations which occur within the courses of
development. The examples are presented in terms of courses of development which may be
recursively embedded in each other. Where possible the examples are also described as to
how they exemplify an examination and/or comparison of justificational and explanatory
criteria.
The coding procedure followed in the presentation of the data in the examples is
therefore carried out basically as follows:
1) a high level or complex course of development is identified on an intuitive basis
using a combination of reference to the transcriptions and viewings of the video tapes, for
instance, as the introduction of a new theme which is then developed in a related set of
semantic and/or logical operations by a combination of vocal verbal and nonvocal nonverbal
means of expression.
Vocal verbal expressions that are used in the identification of high level courses of
development may fulfill any or a combination of any of the following syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic criteria.
Surface syntactic criteria:
a) they end more or less where they began, i.e. the opening expressions and
the closing expressions may be very similar if not identical.
b) they refer to some previous theme or contribution by self or another
participant in the argumentation, 'as was said nuclear energy is not risk-free', 'I
agree that nuclear weapons are one of the greatest threats to the future of
mankind'.
Semantic criteria:
a) they introduce some hitherto unmentioned subject matter into the
argumentation which is in need of some development in order to establish its
relevance to the progress of the argumentation up to that point, e.g. 'even the
archipelago is nature', 'I also have a boy at home'.
Pragmatic criteria:
a) they are directed to more global aspects of the interaction as a whole, e.g. 'I
would like to start by asking', 'in the first place', 'what I think about nature'.
b) they fulfill an identifiable strategic or tactical function as a unit in the
progress of the interactive argumentation (and are treated as such by
participants), e.g. constitute projections or evaluations.
Vocal nonverbal expressions that occur together with expressions that fulfill the
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic criteria above and that fulfill any or a combination of any
of the following criteria are used to identify higher level courses of development.
a) extended hesitations
b) deep inhaling
Nonvocal nonverbal expressions that cooccur with expressions that fulfill the
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic criteria above and that fulfill any or a combination of any
of the following criteria are used to identify higher level courses of development.
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a) major shifts of the torso or the whole body
b) long pauses
c) extended self-touch or grooming
d) extended gaze avoidance
2) once a high level course of development has been identified, it is then analysed
into lower level or less complex courses of development which constitute subsidiary
introductory and interpretative phases of the high level course of development. The
following syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic or rhetorical criteria of vocal verbal
expressions are used to identify subcourses of development.
Surface syntactic criteria:
a) anaphoric and deictic pronominals, e.g. 'here', 'there', 'that'.
b) subordinating and coordinating conjunctions, e.g. 'that', 'which', 'who',
'when', 'and', 'or'.
c) repetitions of thematic expressions
Semantic criteria:
a) some semantic operation, e.g. specification, generalization, exemplification,
applied to a thematic expression.
b) some logical operation, e.g. drawing a conclusion
Pragmatic criteria:
a) the subcourse fulfills an identifiable strategic or tactical function as a unit in
the progress of the interactive argumentation (and is treated as such by
participants), e.g. constitutes an example or counterexample.
The subcourses of development are identified by any or a combination of any vocal
nonverbal expressions that cooccur with expressions that fulfill the syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic criteria and that fall under the following descriptions.
a) short hesitations
b) short inhaling
The subcourses of development are identified by any or a combination of any
nonvocal nonverbal expressions that cooccur with expressions that fulfill the syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic criteria and that fall under the following descriptions.
a) illustrative or emphatic hand gestures
b) head movements
c) short gaze avoidance
d) short pauses
The analysis of the examples into phases (cf. sec 5.2) and logical and/or semantic
operations (cf. sec 4.2) within courses of development is given primarily in terms of a
running commentary to segments of the examples and secondarily in the form of diagrams.
The running commentary attempts to capture the dynamics of the incremental development
of information in the interactive argumentation. The diagrams portray the relationships
between the products of the development.
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The fragments are analysed, where possible, according to the characteristics of the
method of examination and the logical or semantic discourse operations that are applied both
vocally and nonvocally in the presentation of an argument.
The logical and semantic discourse operations are identified by informal tests that
rely on the definitions given in chapter 4 (cf. sec. 4.2) as follows.
1) If an expression resembling a logical connective conjoins two expressions
equivalent to sentences or statements, then this is termed a logical operation and is
labeled according to the following criteria.
a) if the sentences or statements are conjoined by 'om...så' (if...then) where the
information in one sentence is presented as a condition for the information in
the other sentence, then the operation is labeled a conditional.
b) if the sentences or statements are conjoined by the expressions 'å' (and) or
'och' (and) where the information in one sentence is presented as
complementing the information in the other sentence, then the operation is
labeled a conjunction.
c) if the sentences or statements are conjoined by the expression 'men' (but)
where the information in one sentence is presented as in contrast to the
information in the other sentence, then the operation is labeled a contrastive
conjunction.
d) if the sentences or statements are conjoined by the expression 'eller' (or)
and the information in one sentence is presented as an alternative to the
information in the other sentence, then the operation is labeled a disjunction.
d) if the sentences or statements are conjoined by the expressions
'eftersom...så' (because...therefore), 'därför' (therefore), or 'då' (then) where the
information presented in one sentence is presented as being causally or
conceptually derived from the information in the other sentence, then the
operation is labeled a conclusion.
e) if the sentences or statements are conjoined by an expression such as 'tyvärr'
(however) where the information presented in one sentence constitutes a
complicating factor for the information presented in the previous sentence,
then the operation is labeled a complication.
2) If two expressions A and B, consisting of sentences or statements or parts of
sentences or statements, e.g. phrases and words, where B may contain A as a part
are related in the following manner then the relationship is identified as a semantic
operation.
a) if B expresses the meaning of A, or B is a repetition of A, then the semantic
operation is labeled a paraphrase.
b) if the class of entities or phenomena denoted by B include the class of
entities or phenomena denoted by A, then the semantic operation is labeled a
generalization.
c) if the class of entities or phenomena denoted by B is included in the class of
entities or phenomena denoted by A, then the semantic operation is labeled a
specification.
d) if the expression B mentions a concrete example or case that falls under the
general class of instances mentioned in A, then the semantic operation is
labeled an exemplification.
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e) if the expression B is more clearly decidable in its application and nonapplication to any given entity or phenomenon within a domain than the
expression A, then the semantic operation is labeled a precisification.
f) if the expression B is less clearly decidable in its application or nonapplication to any given entity or phenomenon within a domain than is A, then
the semantic operation is labeled a vaguification.
g) if the expression B supports and develops to a greater degree of detail the
information conveyed by A, then the semantic operation is labeled an
elaboration.
Because of the possibility of overlap between the semantic operations and because the
logical operations also have semantic dimensions (cf. sec. 4..2), a combination of these tests
may succeed for the identification of an expression as an operation in the development of
information in the argumentation. In such cases, the development of information is described
either in terms of a combination of discourse operations or in terms of that operation which
appears to be focussed upon in relation to other operations that are being realized
simultaneously.
The test for elaboration always succeeds, in combination with tests for other
operations and in case of failure of tests for other operations, and can therefore be seen as a
general purpose operation synonymous with development of thematic relevant information in
argumentation.
6.2.5 Reliability
Because the tests that are employed in the identification of courses of development and
logical and semantic discourse operations are of a basically informal nature, it is not
guaranteed that two independent analysts will agree as to how an argumentation may be
analysed in terms of courses of development or which discourse operations are involved.
Intersubjective reliability might be better guaranteed if the analysts had undergone
similar training in the application of the concepts used in the analysis. Another possibility is
for a team of analysts to work together making the analysis checking each others'
transcriptions and codings of the data (cf. Scherer & Ekman 1985, Hobbs 1985). However,
after extensive training analysts may still find difficulty coming to a final agreement, even on
the level of phonetic transcription! Because the analytic concepts used in this thesis are
basically of an interpretative character the degree of reliability that can be expected in the
analysis of argumentation in terms of courses of development is less than may be expected in
analyses based on more strictly formal quantitative criteria. This problem is pervasive in all
semantic analysis. Because meaning or purpose is not given to the observer as something that
can be mechanically measured and quantified analysts must work much harder to reach an
agreement about what something means or what is meant by a speech expression or a body
movement, especially when the characterization is meant to be descriptive rather than
prescriptive.
6.2.6 Representation and Interpretation
The methodology employed in the analysis of the argumentation in the different situations is
basically one of in-depth interpretative analysis of selected illustrative examples. The
interpretation aims at showing how the presentation and evaluation of arguments proceeds in
terms of courses of development. This means that the operationalization of the concept of
interactive argumentation as a generative search for a solution to a problem or an answer to a
question in terms of courses of development and the logical and semantic discourse
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operations presented in part one constitute a baseline for the interpretation. The concepts of
course of development and discourse operations have been worked out in order to provide
interpretative analytical tools that can be used in giving reliable interpretations, i.e. providing
an intersubjective basis for the analysis of the development of information in interactive
argumentation.
The vocabulary for analysis of argumentation that is proposed here may provide a
basis for criticism of argumentation (see e.g. Rolf 1984, Savigny 1976). This criticism will
differ however from the traditional logical criticism of argumentation. Using the analytical
concepts of course of development, discourse operations, etc. provides an interpretative
critique of argumentation which resembles more literary and linguistic methods of discourse
analysis.
The presentation and analysis of examples is in line with a principle of providing the
reader with as much direct familiarity with the data as possible within the limits set by the
form of presentation required for a scientific thesis. The detailed in-depth analysis of selected
examples hopefully provides the reader with knowledge and insight which is only possible
through direct acquaintance with the data. Descriptive statistics of the correlations between
speech and body movements evidenced in the examples are found in the final sections of
chapters 7, 8, and 9 and are discussed in chapter 10. The descriptive statistics are restricted to
the examples that are presented in the thesis. This means that they are not strictly
representative of the argumentation on the whole in the three situations. They show the
general tendencies in the examples and are not used inferentially to test a hypothesis. The
statistics are used mainly to summarize the observed similarities in the examples presented in
a more systematic and compact form and to confirm the consistency of the judgements of the
analyst.
On a deep and theoretically relevant level of analysis, the criterion of reliability in the
judgements given on the fragments is primarily intrasubjective consistency on the part of the
researcher, where in the best case the researcher's judgements are more or less constant over
different occasions of examining the same data. In other words, the investigator sees the
same thing(s) upon different occasions of viewing the data. On more superficial levels a
certain degree of intersubjective validity has been achieved. The transcripts for the debate,
interview, and discussion have been checked by a native speaker of Swedish. The
transcriptions of examples presented in the thesis have also been checked by a second native
speaker of Swedish along with groups of native speakers of Swedish at seminars and
conferences. The translations have been checked by a professional translator from Swedish
to English.
The interpretation of the expressions is basically some sort of educated guesswork.
Some of these guesses are, however, more well motivated than others. The interpretation of
the relationships between the vocal expressions in terms of semantic and logical operations
in the discourse is more objective and well motivated than the interpretation of particular
isolated nonvocal expressions. Other aspects of the nonvocal body movements are, however,
more objective, for instance, the interpretation of the relationship between the vocal and
certain of the nonvocal expressions, especially body shifts, which are based on the recurrence
of patterned relationships. It is perhaps also worth mentioning in this context that usually the
interpretation of the nonvocal body movements is much more trustworthy if the analyst has
recourse to the original video recording instead of relying solely on a transcribed version of
the interaction. For this reason in my own analyses I have relied heavily on the video
recordings referring to the written transcriptions only as a second best alternative.
Other interpretations of how the vocal and nonvocal are related, or what semantic
content, communicative or informative function, a certain nonvocal expression are more
problematic and less well motivated. Much of the problem lies in the fact that these nonvocal
expressions are not strictly conventionalized, but also in the fact that the nonvocal
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expressions are, in most cases, irreducibly multifunctional. In other words, the gestures can
rarely, if ever, be ascribed a sole type of communicative function. A shake of the head may
be a sign of negation but also a sign of involvement, or a device to give emphasis, etc..
As is basically the case with all expressions, both vocal and nonvocal, the more
information one already has, the more information one will be able to derive from an
expression (cf. Dretske 1981). In the case of vocal expressions there is, however, in most
cases a sort of bottom-line of interpretations set by conventions, which is lacking in the case
of many nonvocal expressions. In isolation these nonvocal expressions are open to many
different interpretations depending on the perspective and background of the interpreter. This
openness makes these nonvocal expressions potentially less informative cognitively.
However, in combination with vocal and other nonvocal expressions, nonvocal expressions
can be highly informative in a given context of use.
In the following chapters I refrain from in-depth interpretations of single nonvocal
expressions. The discussion will instead focus on the patterning of types of vocal and
nonvocal expressions over courses of development, either within a turn by the same or
different speakers, or across speakers and turns.
The characterization or interpretation of the rights and obligations that apply to the
participants in their roles within the framework of the turn-taking conditions in the activities
to be examined in the chapters that follow is meant primarily to be explanatory and not
necessarily normative. In other words, if the participants were following some such norms as
these, then much, if not all, of the observable interaction would be accounted for.
The examples that are discussed in detail are meant to be representative of recurring
patterns in the data of the debate, the interview, and the conversational discussion. The
examples are also meant to be more or less representative for the speakers in the different
situations. The question of whether or not these examples are also representative of the type
of recurring patterns to be found in television debates, television interviews, or
conversational discussions, in general, or of these types of speakers in these situations, can
only be answered by the examination of a wider range of data than is available at the present.
The present thesis can be conceived of as a preliminary study of interpretative
analytical concepts that may be used in more heavily statistically oriented studies. The
statistical correlations are only meaningful if there is some clear underlying conceptual
framework within which empirical entities may be measured and compared.
6.3 Summary
Table 6.3 summarizes the different components of interactive argumentation in the
television debate, television interview, and conversational discussion viewed as types of
information processing systems. The different parameters of this diagram will be specified in
the following chapters. In the final chapter the three situations of argumentation will be
compared as information processing systems according to the different values that are found
for each of the parameters. The same set of methods or basic processing operations are
employed to different degrees and with different degrees of efficiency and effectiveness
under the varying conditions of turn-taking in the debate, the interview and the
conversational discussion.

Table 6.3: Model of Interactive Argumentation as an Information
Processing System
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Information Processing Systems
Operating Systems
Turn-taking Conditions
Mechanistic Turn-taking
Control Factors for the Television Debate
Non-mechanistic Turn-taking
Control Factors for the Television Interview
Organic Turn-taking
Control Factors for the Conversational Discussion
Processing Operations
Methods
Actions:
Basic Processing Operations:
Vocal & Nonvocal Discourse Operations
Control Actions:
Interindividual & Intraindividual Feedback Signals
Tactics:
Simple & Complex Analytic & Synthetic Courses of
Development within turns by speakers, across speakers within
turns, across speakers and turns
Strategies:
Examination of justificational & explanatory criteria;
Recursive decompositional problem solving
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MECHANISTIC TURN-TAKING: THE TELEVISION DEBATE
Under mechanistic turn-taking conditions, the presentation and evaluation of information in
search of a solution to an information problem or an answer to a question may proceed in
courses of development of varying degrees of complexity within the confines of one turn by
one speaker. This chapter is a case study of the argumentation under the turn-taking
conditions of a formal television debate. The turn-taking conditions can be generally
characterized as mechanistic or almost completely predetermined. The discussion focuses on
the stepwise presentation of arguments in terms of courses of development and how these
courses of development are effected by vocal as well as nonvocal means under these turntaking conditions. It is shown that the structure of the problem solving activity, i.e.
decomposition into subsidiary or auxiliary problems and recombination for an integrated
result, is reflected in the speech and body movements of the speakers.
7.1 Control Factors
The incremental presentation of arguments in interactive argumentation is determined by the
control factors in operation in the situation. This section contains a discussion of the major
control factors (sec. 2.3.2) which can be said to be operating in the television debate.
7.1.1 Description of the situation
In the last days of the period before the referendum on nuclear energy in Sweden held March
23, 1980, the representatives of the three lines met in a televised debate. This was the only
direct confrontation of the representatives in a televised debate. The representatives for the
three lines were as follows:
Line I:
Line II:
Line III:

Per Unckel (MP for the Conservative Party)
Rune Molin (Functionary for the Labor Union)
Lennart Daléus (Functionary of the Academics
National Organization)
Ulla Lindström (Former MP for the Social Democratic
Party)

The master of ceremonies was Lars Orup a well-known news
broadcaster.
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The representatives were seated at an oblong table with Per Unckel and Rune Molin
to the left on the screen and Lennart Daléus and Ulla Lindström to the right. Lars Orup was
seated midscreen directly facing the audience between Rune Molin and Lennart Daléus. This
spatial arrangement with Line I and II together on one side of the table opposing Line III
probably reflects the fact that both Line I and Line II were pro-nuclear energy in comparison
to Line III. These two lines both being basically pro-nuclear energy is probably the reason
for Line III being allowed to have two representatives in the debate.
Each line was backed up by a team of advisors which were seated behind and to the
sides at a level a few steps below the central debating table. The principle actors are therefore
highlighted by a difference in level and placed in the center of the stage. The figure 7.1.1
illustrates the seating arrangements of the various participants in the debate.

The advisors and the debators of the various lines were able to communicate with
each other by passing notes to each other while the other debators were speaking. This is
however rarely shown on the screen. The camera focuses almost entirely on the activities at
the main debating table. For the most part the cameras showed only one debator at a time,
namely the debator who was speaking, i.e. had the turn.
The audience to the debate consisted entirely of home viewers - there was no studio
audience. The interaction between the debators and the audience was therefore of a very
indirect nature. The only feedback that the audience was to give the debators would come a
few days later at the voting box.
The general atmosphere of the debate can be characterized as serious and formal. The
debators were dressed in suits and ties for the men and a formal dress for Ulla Lindström.
Rune Molin and Ulla Lindström wore glasses, which made direct eye-contact with the
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camera (viewing audience) more difficult for them than for Per Unckel and Lennart Daléus.
There were no alcoholic beverages displayed on the debating table as one might find in
television productions of a similar nature in West Germany or Austria. The debators made
extensive use of notes during the opening speeches and have therefore a number of pages of
paper in front of them on the table. Ordering papers is also an activity which the
representatives carry out while listening.
7.1.2 Goals of the activity
The goals of the activity of the debate can be characterized on different levels of abstraction.
On the most abstract level the goal of the activity is that which one would find in any kind of
competitive interaction - to gain or sustain an advantage or at least to avoid sustaining a
disadvantage. On less abstract levels there is the primary goal of the activity which is to
influence the television audience to vote for or against the nuclear energy program currently
(as of 1980) in effect in Sweden. This primary goal is pursued by a strategy of trying to show
that one energy policy is more compatible with the values and beliefs presumably held by the
viewing audience than competing alternative policies. This general strategy gives rise to
secondary and more immediate goals at particular points in the activity to present arguments
that consist of a presentation and/or an evaluation of solutions or answers to the nuclear
energy issue in Sweden (as of 1980).
The fact that the debate takes place before a home-viewing audience gives rise to a
number of complications as concerns the listeners in the debate, especially in relationship to
the goal of the activity. There are two clearly distinguishable audiences - the one being in the
immediate social situation, the other consisting of the nonparticipating home hearer-viewers.
The existence of these two audiences or groups of ratified hearer-viewers has an influence on
the activity of the debate both as concerns the vocal as well as the nonvocal aspects.
Because there are more than just two speaker-listeners participating in the debate,
there are various ways and degrees in which the different listeners can be engaged in the
activity with relation to a particular debator in the act of speaking. Some parts of what is said
in the debate is addressed directly to the home-viewers, for example, the opening and closing
speeches of the debate. Other parts are directed to the other participants while other parts are
directed to the home hearer-viewers but by way of addressing the studio coparticipants or are
aimed at the coparticipants by way of addressing the home hearer-viewers.
The interaction possibilities presented by the non-canonical speaker- hearer (listener)
constellation of the debate in comparison to the canonical (cf. Goffman 1979) speaker-hearer
constellation are very complex and give rise to a number of tactical maneuvers in the course
of the debate. The speakers can make use of the fact that there is a home audience to the
debate as a strategic resource that is not available in the conversational discussion. A good
example of this use of the home audience is Per Unckel's warning of the threat of
communism latent in Line III's energy policy (Ex. 2.2.6). These remarks are only of full
effect if presented before an audience, especially an audience where the majority are
probably not communists themselves. If name-calling is to have its intended effect it is best
done in front of a third party. It is in such a constellation of speaker and hearers that the
threat to face and the embarrassment to the addressee are the greatest.
The regulations governing the scheduling of the speakers in operation for the debate
give rise to a structure in the argumentation where the claims and questions raised by a
speaker are met or answered only indirectly by another speaker. Such long range references
to past events in the debate give the speakers the opportunity to misconstrue or misrepresent
what the previous speaker said relying on the speech that has come since that time to have
made the memory of what the speaker actually said at least weak if not having obliterated it
entirely.
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Given the overall primary goal of the activity, of influencing the voting behavior of
the home television audience by presenting a solution or answer to the nuclear energy
question, the basic problem to be solved as concerns the turn-taking in this social occasion is
therefore how to schedule the speakers so that they each get a relatively equal share of access
to the home hearer-viewers and to avoid the possibility of all speakers addressing the home
audience at the same time while making the situation livable for the debators actually
coparticipating in the debate.
7.1.3 Roles
There are two types of roles for the participants in the activity - a representative role and a
chairman role. Each role is characterized by its own particular set of rights and obligations.
What is conceived of as a right by one participant may be conceived of as an
obligation by another. There is a basic ambiguity between rights and obligations which
allows for a relativity of perspective in the interpretation of what is to be seen as a right or
privilege and what is to count as an obligation or a duty. Depending on perspective or
personality, the same act may appear to be a right for one person while appearing to be an
obligation or duty for another. Despite this difficulty, the rights and obligations which obtain
for the participants in the debate may be characterized generally as follows.
For the representative role we have the following set of rights.
a) To voice opinions and arguments for one's own side in the debate and
against the other side in the debate.
b) To use any means not inconsiderate according to the obligations below to
accomplish the primary goal of the activity.
The obligations for the representative role are basically as
follows:
a) to follow the rules of order and the chairman's directions
b) to treat opponents with consideration - ethically, cognitively, emotionally,
and aesthetically
c) to be loyal to the beliefs and values of the constituency which they
represent.
The obligations under b) are of a different nature than those under a). The distinction
is sometimes referred to as the difference between positive technical or conventional law and
natural law, or between legality and legitimacy. The obligations under b) have more the
character of natural law, whereas the obligations under a) have more the character of positive
technical or conventional law. There is no necessary conflict between these two types of
laws, and as concerns the obligations above, the obligations under a) are a specific subset of
the obligations under b).
There is a complex relationship between the priorities of the value concepts
mentioned in b) which varies according to the circumstances of the situation and the
participants goals and needs. This means that the consideration given is relative to many
factors and can also be employed strategically as a move in the interaction (cf. Ex. 4.2.1.6).
In the case of the chairman all the rights can also be construed as obligations. This is
due to the basic control and monitoring functions of the chairman role in this activity. The
chairman role entails the following set of rights and obligations.
Rights and Obligations of Chairman:
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a) to initiate and terminate the activity
b) to interrupt and restore order
c) to make corrections and amendments
d) to delegate the turn to next speaker
e) to take the turn from present speaker.
This characterization of the rights and obligations connected with the various roles in
the activity are primarily of a descriptive nature, that is this is what we find the participants
in these roles actually doing or at least not violating in the course of the activity. Whether
these rights and obligations exhaust the rules and regulations which obtain for the activity in
a normative sense is an open question. Whatever the exhaustive normative set of rules and
regulations is it must at least be compatible with or permit the subset of rights and
obligations listed above. This characterization is also declaratively rather than procedurally
oriented in contrast to the formulations of the turn-taking mechanism found in the literature
on conversational analysis (cf. Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson 1974).
7.1.4 Turn-taking Conditions
Based on the control factors above that are operating in the television debate, the turn-taking
conditions for the activity can be given the following characterization.
a) Each speaker is allowed at least one turn.
b) The number of turns alloted to the speakers (representatives) is very
nearly equal (as equal as possible).
c) The turn-taking order is fixed (determined by lot) in advance.
d) Each speaker is alloted a specific amount of speaking time to be
distributed across his or her turns at talk during the debate. (LO attempts to
balance the speaking time for the pro's and con's towards the end of the
debate.)
A check of which speaker followed which reveals the fact that Rune Molin was never
followed by Per Unckel or vice versa. In other words, a strict order of pro and con was
maintained throughout the debate. The pros had the floor 21 times and the cons had the floor
20 times. Per Unckel both began the debate and had the final word. No speaker was allowed
to follow him/herself as speaker after next as is the case in the interview and the
conversational discussion to be studied later.
Lars Orup, the chairman, regulated the assignment of speakership or the turn. The
order of the opening speeches was, according to Orup, determined by drawing lots before the
debate started. To be given the floor (the turn) after the opening round of speeches, a
representative had to be recognized by Orup. This Orup did by addressing the next speaker
by full name.
The debate can be divided into rounds which consist of a pass through the speaker or
turn order. The order of the opening round of speeches was maintained throughout the debate
and was as follows:
Per Unckel - Lennart Daléus - Rune Molin - Ulla Lindström
This means that the debators knew who was to be next speaker at any particular point
in the debate. A representative did not know, however, exactly when his or her turn would
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come up and the representative could not legally take the turn without being recognized by
Orup, the chairman.
The type of scheduling of the order of turns in operation in the debate is known in the
technical literature for operating systems (cf Appendix) as a special type of first-in-first-out
scheduling, namely round robin scheduling. In round robin scheduling of the turns the
processes are dispatched first-in-first-out (as in a queue) but are given a limited amount of
processing time called a time-slice or a quantum. If a process (present speaker) does not
complete before the time-slice expires the process is preempted, the processor (the turn) is
taken from the process (present speaker) given to the next waiting process (next speaker)
(Deitel 1984:255).
In the television debate under study it is not definitely clear whether there is a specific
time quantum alloted to a speaker for each turn or whether the speaker has a total time
quantum to be distributed over the turns or whether neither of these alternatives is the case,
i.e. it being the prerogative of the chairman to determine speaking time in a turn based on the
amount of time left in the program time. It is clear, however, that whatever principle applies
the chairman has both the right and the obligation to interrupt a speaker who has exhausted
the total time quantum for speaking. This occurs once in the debate towards the end where
Lars Orup interrupts Ulla Lindström in her turn.
Whether the individual time quantum was to be interpreted distributively (i.e. turn for
turn) or collectively (i.e. all turns taken together), this meant that Line III had nearly as much
speaking time (55.31 min) as Lines I and II together (59.30 min). This was grounds for a
complaint by Rune Molin during the debate that he had only half as much speaking time as
his opponents in Line III. Considering that Lines I and II were both pro-nuclear energy and
Line III con-nuclear energy, this arrangement gives a nearly equitable distribution of
speaking time to the pros and cons in the debate.
Table 7.1.4.1 below contains the turn length for each speaker according to round during the
debate.
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Table 7.1.4.1 Turn length per Speaker and Round
Speaker:

PU

LD

RM

UL

Round: I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

4.00
2.57
3.33
3.15
2.92
2.40
3.10
2.40
3.23
0.40
1.57

3.42
3.20
2.37
2.38
2.40
2.75
2.75
3.52
2.23
0.45

3.40
3.77
1.97
3.25
2.23
3.92
3.60
3.52
3.25
1.33

2.67
4.02
3.45
2.33
4.48
3.25
3.30
2.12
2.80
1.42

Total:
X min:

29.07
2.90

25.47
2.55

30.23
3.00

29.84
2.98

Total speaking times for the lines and sides:
Line I:
Line II:
Line III:

29.07 PU
30.23 RM
55.31 LD + UL

Pro: 59.30
Con: 55.31

Due to the mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the television debate there are very
few instances of interruptions and simultaneous speech during the speakers' turns in the
debate. Examples 7.1.4.1 and 7.1.4.2 below are two of the rare instances in the debate where
speakers give immediate interindividual feedback characteristic of more non-mechanistic
turn-taking. These instances occur when the representative for line I asks to borrow a
measuring stick from a representative for line III, and when a representative for line III
corrects the representative for line II in one of his turns.
Example 7.1.4.1 Non-Mechanistic Turn-taking: the Debate
PU: ja vet inte om ja s kunna <få låna> den
i don't know if i could borrow that

<point with right
index>

där tumstocken som // du använde som
measuring stick that you used as an
illustration kan jag få göra de
illustration may i do that
LD: <ja äh <clear throat> du får
yes uh
you may

<hand measuring
stick to PU>

PU:

<take measuring
from LD>

<för att tala om
to tell about

vad de här egen
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what this real
LD: du får veckla upp den får veckla upp
you have to unfold it have to unfold
den själv
it yourself

PU: <vad de här egentligen går ut på>
what this really is about

<open measuring
stick>

Example 7.1.4.2: Non-Mechanistic Turn-taking: the Debate
RM: ja men de e ju äh dom ekonomiska
yes but that is well uh all the economic
expertisen e överens om att de e de minsta
experts are agreed that that is the least
de kommer å å kosta och eh
that it is going to cost and uh
UL: <du sa fyra hundra tusen så du de va ett
you said four hundred thousand so that

<point with pen
toward RM>

en felsägning> av dej å
was a mistake by you and
RM:

<ja förlåt>
yes sorry

<body shift>

UL: därför så // uppfattade ja de så
that's how i understood it
RM: då me ja <men då ska vi
then but yes but then we
UL:

<head nods>

ha
aa

RM: klara ut det FYRA TUSEN MILJONER
will clear it up FOUR THOUSAND MILLION
UL:

ja
aa

a
a

a
a

RM: men men de e de som vi får hundra
but but that is what we get one hundred
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UL:

a
a

RM: tusen daghemsplatser fö blann annat>
thousand day care places for among other things
In example 7.1.4.2 the listener UL seems to checking off each word from the speaker
against some preconceived notion of what the speaker should be saying.
These examples reveal a complexity of turn-taking which is less mechanistic than is
the case in the rest of the television debate. We find debators speaking simultaneously and
we find the speech to be less structured in traditional grammatical terms than is the case
under the more strictly mechanistic turn-taking conditions which obtain for the debate in
general. We also see how sensitive the speech production of one speaker is to the feedback
that comes from another speaker-listener in a dialogue, especially in cases such as example
7.1.4.2 with UL and RM where the listener is monitoring the speech of the speaker very
closely.
Examples 7.1.4.1 and 7.1.4.2 give a taste of something that will be even more obvious
in the study of the television interview and the conversational discussion, namely, that the
accomplishment of an entry or contribution to the ongoing problem solving or answer
seeking in the argumentative activity is in large measure a cooperative achievement.
7.2 Turn-taking and Courses of Development
Because there is a pre-determined order of speakers in the debate, the participants can speak
practically without interruption in their turn. (There was only one case of the chairman taking
the turn from a speaker.) The speakers can therefore produce elaborate presentations and
evaluations of solutions and answers to the nuclear energy issue in Sweden. In the formal
debate the complexity of the reasoning can be fully as complex as that which could be found
in a written text or at least in a prepared speech or lecture. This gives the presentations of
arguments in the debate the character of monologues
The normal case in the television debate is for a turn to consist of a number of courses
of development. Each of these courses of development are initiated by a number of means or
methods either vocal (cf. Stubbs 1983 & Brown & Yule 1983) or nonvocal (cf. Scheflen
1964 & Beattie 1981), but usually some combination of both. This section contains a close
study of selected examples of courses of development exhibited by the speakers in the debate
together with an analysis of the argumentation methods employed in each particular course
of development.
The examples are meant to illustrate the incremental development of information both
vocally and nonvocally in terms of courses of development by speakers under the turn-taking
conditions of the television debate. Arguments are presented and evaluated in search of a
solution to the problem of which nuclear energy policy is best for Sweden under the decade
1980 to 1990. Under the mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the television debate where
speakers are relatively secure in their turns, the presentations and evaluations of prospective
solutions take place within the limits of the individual speakers' turns in terms of more or less
complex courses of development. Speakers are therefore able to realize very high level action
plans (cf. sec. 1.3.4) both within their individual turns and distributed across their turns in the
debate as a whole.
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The development of information follows a method of recursive decomposition of a
complex problem into a number of more simple subproblems. After the subproblems have
been dealt with there is a return to the initial problem in the terminating stages of the course
of development. This gives rise to an impression of movement into a course of development
which terminates with the solution to the lower level problems. After the subproblems have
been solved, there is a movement out of the course of development with a return to the initial
overriding problem that was presented in the introduction phase of the course of
development usually in the form of some interpretative or evaluatory commentary on the
information presented in the introduction phase.
Vocally and verbally the movement through a course of development is effected by
the various logical and/or semantic discourse operations, of conclusion, conjunction,
elaboration, specification, etc.. There is a general movement in the courses of development
from general and/or vague introductory expressions to more specific and/or precise interpretative expressions.
Concerning the nonvocal development of information, it will be seen that the
examples from the debate illustrate the typical characteristics of courses of development as
explained in chapter 5. In the introduction phase of the course of development where the
speaker is presenting the subproblems there is a tendency for the nonvocal expressions to
consist mostly of non-directed global body movements and deictic gestures that place the
course of development in the general flow of events in the interaction. More illustrative
symbolic or emphatic directed nonvocal expressions, e.g. hand gestures, are found when
solutions to the problems, usually in the form of specifications or exemplifications are being
given.
The fragments from the debate exhibited below exemplify the execution of action
plans consisting of courses of development of differing degrees of complexity within turns
by speakers in the debate. The examples are presented in the order of increasing complexity
ranging from the relatively short and simple to the relatively long and complex.
Example 7.2.1 RM Round II
This course of development constitutes one of the shortest courses of development in
the debate. The course of development is executed as part of a higher level action plan that
the speaker is pursuing within one turn which consists of twelve lower level action plans
realized as less complex courses of development. The speaker is examining the consequences
of adapting Line III's energy policy employing the method of counterexample in an attempt
to block acceptance of this solution. The course of development begins with a claim that
describes a consequence of the proposed solution to the nuclear energy question by Line III.
The initiation of the course of development is accompanied by nonvocal gaze avoidance
behavior and a strike with the right index. Such look away behavior has been found to be
typical for initial stages of turn-taking (Argyle 1967). The striking gesture with the right
index is a gesture used to mark this course of development as one in a series of courses of
development in this speaker's turn.
<för de<nionde>vi får sämre<tekniska>
in the ninth place we will have worse

<look down>
<strike with
right index>
<head nod>

lösningar för dom nya><energislagen>
technical solutions for the new types
of energy

<look at UL>
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At the termination of the introduction phase of the course of development, the speaker
looks at UL, a representative for Line III. The interpretation phase of development contains a
statement of the condition or antecedent to the state of affairs described in the introduction
phase. This is effected by a conditional operation. At the initiation of the interpretation
phase, the speaker again looks down then up again at UL.
<om vi><tvingas><till en
if we are forced into a

<look down>
<look at UL>
<look down>
<strike down with
right hand>

<SNABBavveckling> utå
rapid phase out of
kärnkraften>
nuclear energy

Toward the end of the interpretation phase, the speaker strikes down with the right
hand while giving contrastive stress to the term he uses to designate the nuclear energy
strategy proposed by Line III. The final part of this interpretation phase is also accompanied
by look away behavior. This can be seen as a transition signal in preparation for the initiation
of the next course of development in the speaker's turn.
The two processing phases of the course of development result in the production of
one conditional statement. The transition between the phases is marked vocally and verbally
by the conditional conjunction. The interpretation phase of the course of development
contains an example of the use of an illustrative and emphatic hand gesture together with the
presentation of the central expression in that phase.
The introduction phase of the example is characterized by nonillustrative head
movements and a deictic hand gesture that mark this course of development in the overall
course of events within the speaker's turn.
Example 7.2.2 RM Round II
This example is a more complex subcourse of development in the overall action plan
of the speaker mentioned in example 7.2.1. In this course of development the speaker is
again examining consequences of Line III's proposal using the method of counterexample.
The speaker initiates this course of development by announcing its place as number three in a
series of arguments being presented in his turn. The initiation is accompanied by look away
behavior.
<för det tredje>//
in the third place

<look down>

The speaker continues by looking at the addressee UL and initiating the introduction
phase of the complex course of development naming the theme for development.
<sysselsättningen>
employment

<look at UL>

He then initiates a subcourse of development where he first makes a specification of
the type of employment, accompanied by look away behavior.
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<i de energitunga brancherna
in the energy intensive branches

<look down>

This is followed by an exemplification of industries that will be affected,
accompanied by a sweep with the right hand which terminates the subcourse of development.
<i pappers>i järn å stål //
in paper in iron and steel

<sweep with right hand>

i kemiska å så vidare //>
in chemical and so on
The speaker rounds off the introduction phase of the course of development with an
elaboration in the form of a predication on the theme of employment. In the initiation of this
closing, the speaker looks at the addressee and nods his head while giving contrastive stress
to the key expression in the predicate. The head nod can, besides being an emphasis marker,
also be seen as a type of interindividual feedback elicitor directed to the addressee even
though the turn-taking conditions discourage feedback giving.
<<HOTAS>>// genom dessa
are threatened by these

<look at UL>
<head nod>

elprishöjningar //
increases in electricity prices
The speaker initiates the interpretation phase of the course of development with a
conjunction operation.
å de får<också<konsekvenser>
and that will also have effects

<look at UL>
<strike with right index>

This is followed by a specification of analogous consequences for employment in
other areas.
på sysselsättningen<i sörvisektorn>>
on employment in the service sector

<pulse with right index>

The speaker looks at the addressee and strikes with the right index at the points where
the key expressions 'konsekvenser' (consequences) and 'sörvisektorn' (service sector) are
introduced. This can be seen as as a signal used to 'point out something to the addressee'. The
speaker closes this interpretation phase of the overall complex course of development with a
specification of the types of service sectors he intended.
<på både den privata å offentlia>
both private and public

<look down>

The look away behavior is again a transitory or preparatory body movement for
initiation of the next complex course of development.
In this example we notice the use of an illustrative hand gesture together with an
exemplification operation toward the middle of the initial introduction phase of the course of
development. The initiation of the interpretative or commentative phase of development is
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marked by a pause followed by an anaphoric reference back to the development in the
introduction phase of the course of development. The specification operation in the
interpretation phase is also accompanied by a hand gesture.
Example 7.2.3 UL Round IX
Within the mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the debate, speakers are relatively
secure in their turns. They are able to pursue high level action plans which consist of the
execution of complex courses of development within these secure turns. This example
illustrates the leeway that is allowed speakers in the formulation of their arguments under the
turn-taking conditions of the debate. The speaker speaks less fluently than the speaker in
previous examples. The speaker is allowed to hesitate and engage in word searches without
risking loss of the turn to another speaker. This gives the speaker greater freedom of
expression but also places a greater burden of responsibility on the individual speakers in the
debate than will be the case in the television interview and the conversational discussion,
where speakers interrupt each other but also help each other out when difficulties of
expression are encountered. Because the development of information is taking place within
secure turns in complex courses of development according to high level action plans,
speakers rely very little on interindividual feedback from their addressees to control the
progress of their presentations.
This example also illustrates once again the use of movements of the torso in the
beginning of a course of development. Hand gestures appear later in the introduction phase
of the course of development together with a repetition after a hesitation and at the end of a
word search. The closing of the introduction phase is also accompanied by hand gestures.
The interpretation phase of the course of development is initiated by a anaphoric reference
back to the information presented in the introduction phase and terminated by specification
and generalization operations accompanied by hand gestures.
This course of development is presented by a representative for Line III in the debate.
The speaker is examining an antecedent to Line I and II's proposal using the method of
example. The course of development can be seen as an explanation of why Lines I and II do
not want reprocessing of nuclear wastes in Sweden or anywhere else.
The speaker initiates the complex high level course of development with a type of
vocal interindividual feedback giver and a body movement. The speaker addresses the
addressee with a personal pronoun 'you' instead of his proper name (RM).
<ja>du säger att
yes you say that

<get settled>

At the continuation after the subordinate clause marker, the speaker leans forward
initiating a subcourse of development.
<ni vill inte använda uran>//
you don't want to use uranium

<lean forward>

At this point, the speaker initiates a comparison but hesitates and repeats.
mer än äh än äh.
more than uh uh
The speaker then repeats the previous clause accompanied by a right hand gesture.
This use of gesture in connection with hesitations and problems of formulation may have a
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compensatory function or at least a complementing function. When problems of formulation
are encountered the speaker employs additional nonvocal means of expression or reverts
entirely to the more primitive nonvocal forms of expression.
<ni vill inte använda uran>
you don't want to use uranium

<right hand open
palm down>

The speaker follows this repetition with a conclusion operation and a hand gesture.
<så att den skulle kunna>
so that it could

<right hand open
palm up>

This is followed by repetition in connection with a word search.
an ku öh //
cou uh
The speaker then continues with the main predicate of the clause that has been
initiated with 'så att' (so that) accompanied by a head nod and a hand gesture.
<alstra>
produce

<head nod +
pulse hand gesture>

The speaker then hesitates again,
äh
uh
before continuing with the object of the predicate accompanied by a head nod.
som <plutonium>
like plutonium

<head nod>

The speaker then makes an attitude report which may also function as a feedback
eliciting comment and inhales before continuing.
så uppfatta ja de <inhale>
that's how i understood it
In the continuation, the speaker makes an exemplification of the types of things that
can be done with plutonium thereby rounding off the initial subcourse of development which
constitutes the introduction phase of the overall complex course of development. The key
expressions 'framställa' (produce) and 'kärnvapen' (nuclear weapons) are accompanied by
pulses with the right hand which serve to highlight and emphasize these vocal expressions.
som skulle behövas för att
that would be needed to
<framställa>äh <kärnvapen>

<pulse with right hand
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produce uh uh nuclear weapons

open vertical>
<pulse with right hand
open vertical>

till exempel
for example
The speaker initiates the interpretation phase of the course of development by an
explanatory conclusion operation followed by the mention of the motive for not wanting to
use uranium.
de e därför ni inte vill ha upparbetning
that is why you don't want reprocessing
This is followed by an elaboration consisting of a specification of where the
reprocessing is supposed to take place.
i<sverige>
in sweden

<pulse with right hand
open vertical>

Followed by a disjunctive generalization that terminates the whole complex course of
development.
eller <utomlands>
or abroad

<pulse with right hand
open vertical>

Both of the key expressions 'sverige' (Sweden) and 'utomlands' (abroad) are
accompanied by pulses with the right hand. Here the hand gestures may be seen as
highlighting the vocal expressions and at the same time serving as a type of illustrative
deictic gesture which enumerates or marks the two parts of the disjunction in the vocal
expression
Example 7.2.4 RM Round II
This example illustrates how an abstract general and vague theme 'waste of capital' is
successively narrowed down and made more specific and concrete in a course of
development within a high order action plan in a turn by a speaker in the debate (cf. Ex.
7.2.1). The gaze behavior moves from nondirected toward the addressee to directed toward
the addressee. The gesturing is seen to highlight the key expressions and in the case of the
expression 'totalt sett' (on the whole) the gesture functions as a type of iconic paraphrase of
the semantic content of the verbal expression.
The speaker is beginning an enumeration of points that speak against the solution to
the energy problem proposed by Line III. The speaker is examining the consequences of Line
III's proposal using the method of counterexample. The complex course of development is
initiated by look away behavior and an announcement of the theme of the development. The
articulation of the theme is accompanied by striking gestures with the right index together
with a shifting of gaze.
de innebär // <för de första>//
that means in the first place

<look down>

<en<väldi>kapital><förstöring>

<strike down
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a great waste of capital

with right index>
<look right>
<look down>

The speaker continues with an elaboration which consists of a specification of the
theme of 'kapitalföstöring' (waste of capital) accompanied by a shaking of the right index and
a shift of gaze.
<//<där mång><miljardinvesteringar
where investments worth billions will

<look right>
<shaking right
index>
<look down>

skrotas>>//
be junked
This expression is then further specified by a concrete naming of the amount that is
going to the 'junked', accompanied by shifts of gaze.
mä en<kostnad><på sjuttifem>
at a cost of seventy-five

<look to left>
<look down>

<åtti miljarder>
eighty billion

<look to right>

The elaboration is closed by a sweeping hand gesture and a sweeping verbal
generalization.
<<totalt sett>>//
in total

<look down>
<sweep with right hand>

The speaker initiates the interpretation phase of the course of development by
drawing an analogy. The speaker looks at the addressee (representative for Line III) during
this interpretation phase of the course of development. The key expressions are accompanied
by striking gestures with the right index.
<de e som om vi skulle
that is as if we were to

<look to UL>

kasta<halva apefonderna i
dump half of the ap fonds into

<strike with right index>

sjön>// <utan att kunna
the lake without being able

<strike with right index>

använda>dom>
to use them
In non-mechanistic or organic turn-taking conditions RM's prolonged gaze at UL
during the execution of the interpretation phase of this course of development would be a
strong signal delegating UL as next speaker.
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Example 7.2.5 RM Round IV
Due to the turn-taking conditions of the debate speakers can employ complex
rhetorical tactics within their turns. In the following example the speaker presents the
audience or addressees with a puzzle or paradox which is then elaborated on in an attempt to
show that Line III's nuclear energy policy is somehow inconsistent or inconsequent. This
type of tactic, putting the addressee(s) in a state of suspense or uncertainty by presenting a
puzzle or some statement which is in need of elaboration to be comprehensible, may also be
used in more non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions to secure the turn for a speaker so that a
complex high order action plan may be executed.
This example illustrates the coordination of speech and body movements in the
development of information from the very general and vague to the more specific and
precise. The shift from avoidance and intention movements of the whole body in the
beginning to feedback eliciting eyebrow movements and emphatic head nods towards the
middle ending in an illustrative hand gesture and a body shift is paralleled by a development
from a very general and vague initial vocal verbal expression to a specific and precise
terminal vocal verbal expression.
In this complex course of development the speaker is examining the antecedents of
Line III's proposal using the method of counterexample. The speaker initiates with a type of
affirmative feedback giver followed by a hesitation indicator and a pause. This initiation is
accompanied by look away behavior and a body shift.
<ja<eh //
yes uh

<look down>
<body shift>

The speaker then gives a very vague formulation of a theme to be developed.
va ja tycker e konstit //
what i think is strange
At this stage in the development it is almost impossible to foresee how the speaker
intends to continue. We know only something about his attitude toward something, but it is
unclear what. In the continuation the speaker initiates a subcourse of development where he
narrows down the range of meanings and intentions by eliminating a possible theme for
development with an explanatory statement. We are told what is not going to be the theme
for development.
de e>inte att ni ska avveckla för>
that is not that you are going to phase out
<<de har vi fått veta// >
cause that we've already been told

<look to left>
<lean on right elbow>

The speaker then comes to the theme he actually intends to elaborate on.
<utan de konstia e // att ni inte>
rather the strange thing is really that

<look down>

<avvecklar<omedelbart>
you don't phase out immediately

<look to left>
<head nod>
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After announcing the theme that is to be developed, the speaker initiates a further
subcourse of development where he begins to elaborate on the theme by introducing specific
details. This is done in a complex conditional operation.
om f riskerna e så utomordentlit
if d the risks are so extraordinarily
stora mä kärnkraften som ni beskriver
great with nuclear energy as you describe
här i kväll
here tonight
This part of the complex conditional is then developed further by a conjunction
operation.
<å som ni har beskrivit på
and as you have described on

<eyebrow raise>

affischerna ute i i landet under
posters out in the country during
hela den här valkampanjen //
the whole election campaign
This conjunctive expression which rounds off the subcourses of development
constituting the introduction phase of the overall complex course of development is
accompanied by an eyebrow raise which is a type of interindividual feedback elicitor
directed to the addressees 'ni' (you) to his left. Notice the mistaken term 'valkampanjen'
(election campaign) instead of 'folkomröstningskampanjen' (national referendum) which is
more exact but also much longer and less common. The interpretation phase of the course of
development is initiated by a paraphrase of the complex conditional construction above. The
speaker begins with contrastive stress and head nods.
<OM de e livsfarlit>å om de gäller
IF it is lethal and if it is risking your

<head nods>

livet>>
life
This is followed by the conclusion of the conditional construction where the speaker
moves the torso and makes a sweep with the right hand at the most specific and concrete
expression in the entire course of development.
<ja då ska man<stänga utav>>
yes then they should be shut down

<lean back>
<sweep with right
hand>
<lean forward>
<body shift>

<omedelbart><//>
immediately
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The overall complex course of development is closed by a body shift which is a
terminating signal and a transition signal for the initiation of the next complex course of
development.
Example 7.2.6 UL Round IV
The turn-taking conditions of the debate allow speakers to accomplish the realization
of very complex courses of development within their individual turns. This example
illustrates the complexity that the presentation of an argument may achieve under the turntaking conditions of the debate. The example again illustrates the leeway that is allowed
speakers under these turn-taking conditions. A speaker may hesitate often, and make repairs
and reformulations without risking loss of the turn. In this example the speaker is examining
the antecedents of the pro-nuclear energy proposal using the method of counterexample.
The course of development is both initiated and terminated nonvocally by movements
ofthe torso. The speaker initiates vocally with repetitions, hesitations, and corrections.
<ja ja måste <säja att>>äh äh ditt
i/yes i must say that uh uh your

<body shift>
<lean forward>

äh din uppfattning att äh äh a a
uh your conception that uh uh eh
själva arbetet e // bundet öh så
employment is tied uh so
bundet vid äh elpriset //
tied to uh the price of electricity
At this point, the speaker has succeeded in introducing the theme of the course of
development 'din [RM's] uppfattning att själva arbetet är så bundet vid elpriset' (your [RM's]
conception that employment is so tied to the price of electricity). The speaker then continues
initiating a subcourse of development with an explanatory elaboration.
är en äh en äh de måste bero på du
is a uh a uh it must be because you
inte känner TILL //
don't KNOW
Now the speaker introduces a subtheme for development.
att elpriserna är politik //
that the prices of electricity are political
This subtheme is developed in a new explanatory elaboration.
att hela taxesättningen när de gäller //
that the whole regulation of prices
elkraften kan göras på ett sådant sätt //
for electricity can be made in such a way
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att den // äh //<nyanseras>efter
that it uh is sensitive to the electricity

<slight lean
forward>

industriernas elbehov //
needs of industry
At this point the speaker introduces an exemplification on the new subtheme of
'nyansering efter industriernas elbehov' (sensitivity to the electricity needs of industry).
äh de många utav dom som // ööh de stora
uh there are many of them that uuh there are
energitunga öhm brancher som du äh nu
large energy intensive branches that uh you
nämnde ett exempel på i ortviken // öh har
mentioned an example of in ortviken uh have
ju tillgång till egna äh vattenkraft //
access to their own uh hydroelectric power
Here the speaker makes a corrective generalization and relates the example to the
theme under development.
äh egna vattenfall som dom // äh kan få
uh their own waterfalls that they uh can get
stora inkomster på å också<får
large profits from and also get

<lower head>

stora inkomster på>//
large profits from

The speaker then gives further exemplifications that contribute to the elaboration on
the subtheme.
äh dom äh // dom äh äh //<till exempel
uh they uh they uh uh for example

<slight lean
forward>

i kopparberg>// domnarvet //
in kopparberg domnarvet
kvarnsveden //
kvarnsveden
These examples are commented upon ending in a citing of a precise amount of profit
that can be made from the industrial hydroelectric power plants.
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där ni i tvåan har gjort separata studier //
where you in line two have made separate studies
kan på eh sådan egen vattenkraft få
can uh make profits from their own hydroelectric
inkomster på över tvåhundrafemtio miljoner
power of over two hundred and fifty million
kronor //
crowns
After having developed the subtheme of 'nyansering efter industriarnas elbehov'
(sensitivity to the needs of industry) to this point of concrete precise detail within a complex
subcourse of development within the introduction phase of the overall complex high level
course of development, the speaker initiates the close of the overall complex course of
development by beginning to integrate this result with higher level themes.
men ni tar er för // när ni ska klaga
but you exaggerate when you start to complain
över dessa industriers<brist på
about these industries' lack of

<draw head back>

möjliheter>att klara en el äh prishöjning
possibilities of coping with a rise in prices
<ni tar er>för // att äh äh räkna upp
you exaggerate when uh uh adding up

<draw head back>

elpriserna och äh <matcha dom>mot
the electricity prices and uh comparing them

<slight lean
forward>

lönekostnaderna på s arbetskraften //
with the cost of wages for manpower
With a conjunction operation the speaker continues to elaborate and comment on the
initial theme of the overall complex course of development which is now understood to be
much more problematic than was the case before the course of development was initiated.
<och öh liksom<inhale>>
and uh well

<lean back>

<ni menade att de va denna arbetskraft
you meant that it was this manpower

<slight rocking
back & forth>

som skulle // äh stå te förfogande //
that should uh be ready to
för att äh mm betala ääh när industrien
uh mm pay uuh when industry
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inte äh kan klara produktionen //
could not produce
The speaker terminates this long and complex course of development with repetitions,
hesitations, and corrections together with a movement of the torso.
med med äh el de elpriser som e>// <<inhale>>
with with uh el the existing prices of electricity

<lean back>

The examples that have been analysed above illustrate the incremental development
of information both vocally and nonvocally by speakers in the television debate. The
presentations and evaluations of prospective solutions to the problem of which nuclear
energy policy is best for Sweden during the decade 1980 to 1990 follows a method of
recursive decomposition of a complex problem into a number of more simple subproblems.
This type of problem solving activity takes place within the limits of the individual speakers'
turns in terms of courses of development. When the subproblems have been dealt with there
is a return to the initial overriding problem in the terminating stages of the course of
development. This gives rise to an impression of movement into a course of development
which terminates with the solution to the lower level problems. After the subproblems have
been solved, there is a movement out of the course of development where an integrated
solution is presented to the initial problem. This is similar to the operation of a recursive
problem solving procedure in information processing systems (cf. Appendix).
7.3 Course of Development and Body Movement
Table 7.3.1 contains an overview of the types and frequency of occurrence of nonvocal
nonverbal expressions in relation to the initiation, mediation, and termination stages of the
courses of development in the examples presented from the debate in chapters 5 and 7.
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Table 7.3.1 Stage of Course of Development and Body Movements
Initiation:
Head Movements:
1 <head nods>; 1 <head twist & nod>
Eye Movements:
6 <look down>
Body Movements:
4 <body shift>; 1 <lean forward>; 1 <lean on right elbow>
1 <get settled>
Hand Movements:
2 <strike down with right index>
Mediation:
Head Movements:
16 <head nod>; 4 <headshake>; 4 <toss head back>;
3 <head jab>; 2 <head turn>; 2 <draw head back>;
1 <lower head>; 1 <head cock>; 1 <head jerk back>
1 <head twist>; 1 <head turn + shake>
Eye Movements:
7 <look down>; 3 <look left/right>; 1 <look to addressee>
1 <eyebrow raise>;
Body Movements:
1 <lean on right elbow>; 1 <sit upright>; 1 <slight rocking
back & forth>; 1 <lean back>; 1 <slight lean forward>
Body and Head Movements:
1 <lean forward + head cock>
Hand Movements:
2 <sweep with right hand>; 1 <strike with right index>;
1 <right hand open palm down>; 1 <right hand open palm
up>; 1 <pulse with right hand open vertical>; 1 <shaking right
index>; 1 <strike down with left hand>; 1 <horizontal chop
with left hand>; 1 <hand gesture both hands>;
1 <foldhands>;1 <right index point shake>; 1 <gesture stab>; 1 <repeat
gesture stabs>

Termination:
Head Movements:
3 <head nod>; 2 <head turn>; 1 <head cock>
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Eye Movements:
4 <look down>;
Body Movements:
3 <body shift>; 2 <lean back>; 2 <lean forward>
Hand Movements:
2 <hand gesture shake>; 1 <strike down with right hand>;
1 <pulse with right hand open vertical>; 1 <strike with right
index>; 1 <sweep with right hand>; 1 <point to self with
thumb>; 1 <thumb gesture shake>
Table 7.3.1 shows that the initiation stage of a course of development is characterized
by movements of the torso or avoidance behavior (look down). Hand gestures occur either
medially or terminally except where they are deictic gestures pointing out the placing of the
course of development in the larger course of events in the speaker's turn. The termination
stage is also characterized by avoidance behavior (look down) and movements of the torso.
Hand gestures that occur terminally are more illustrative and symbolic than the hand gestures
that occur initially. The mediation stage is characterized by a variety of hand, head, and
facial expressions which either are used for illustration or emphasis or as feedback elicitors.
These findings are in conformity with Kendon's (1972) hypothesis about the correspondence
between the hierarchical structure of speech behavior and a hierarchy of body movements,
where larger units of body movement are related to the larger units of speech and the smaller
units of body movement are related to smaller speech units. The detailed analyses of the
examples in section 7.2 where the body movements are related to the presentation of
arguments in terms of course of development further show that this relationship is not only of
a syntactic nature but is also of a semantic nature. This supports the hypothesis formulated in
section 5.4 as to how information is communicated by body movements. There it was
conjectured that, in general, more fine-grained and precise aspects of information are
conveyed vocally and nonvocally by movements of lighter and more flexible parts of the
body, whereas more global or large scale aspects of the information are conveyed vocally
and nonvocally by movements of larger, heavier, and less flexible body parts. This
relationship between the speech and body movement also conforms with the argument in
section 4.1 to the fact that there appears to be a cyclical incremental development of information from indicative information to display and signal information to symbolic information
within a course of development.
7.4 Expressions: Functions and Multifunctionality
This section contains a discussion of the functions of certain expressions that have more
direct and obvious control consequences for the development of argumentation than other
expressions found in the examples taken from the television debate. The discussion in section
7.4.1 focuses on the functions of two nonvocal expressions that in some instances can convey
symbolic information, namely, the head nod for an affirmation or acceptance, and the
headshake for a denial or rejection. These nonvocal signals can have a direct and major effect
on the progress of the argumentation because of their power to block development along a
path of information, in the case of a negative headshake, or, in the case of an affirmative
head nod, to keep a path of development open. Other expressions that have a major influence
on the progression of the ongoing argumentation are the control actions of feedback eliciting
and giving expressions. Section 7.4.2 deals with the feedback eliciting and giving functions
of vocal and nonvocal expressions in the examples from the debate. As has been pointed out
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before (sec. 4.2.3) these expressions are often fulfilling a number of functions
simultaneously. The function category to which an expression is assigned below is therefore
to be understood as the (probably) most primary function that the expression has in the given
context.
7.4.1 Head Nod/s and Headshake/s: Functions
Table 7.4.1.1 shows the functions of head nod/s expressions from the examples from the
debate. The accompanying vocal expression is given in the righthand column of the table.
Table 7.4.1.1: Head Nod/s Expressions Functions
Functions

Example

Vocalization

Interindividual
Feedback elicitor

Ex. 5.5.1

<som sagt kärnkraften är inte
riskfri>
<i jämförelse>
<helt enkelt inte är möjlig>
å de <e bra>
ja har också en <grabb
hemma>

Ex. 5.5.2
Affirmation

Ex. 5.5.2

<ja till livet>
<de e> ulla lindström

Emphasis

Ex. 5.5.1

Ex. 7.2.5

<kärn>kraften
<stora reaktorolycka>
från <början>
<sku>lle
<avvecklade>
<formodligen>
<pappa pappa>
när <VI> vill använda
<tekniska>
<HOTAS>
<alstra>
<plutonium>
<OM de e livsfarlit>

Ex. 5.5.1

andra <en>energikällor

Ex. 5.5.2
Ex. 7.2.1
Ex. 7.2.2
Ex. 7.2.3

Hesitation/
Intraindividual
Processing

The interpretation of the functions of these nonvocal expressions is largely based on
an integrated interpretation of the global and local vocal verbal context and the nonvocal
expression. For example the head nods in example 5.5.1 in connection with the vocal verbal
expressions;
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men den e <i jämförelse> mä
but it is in comparison to

<head nod>

<an>dra <en> <energikällor
other sources of energy

<head cock>
<head nod>

ändå den säk>raste vi har
still the safest we have

<look down>

are interpreted as in the first case as a type of interindividual feedback elicitor directed to the
background knowledge that the speaker supposedly shares with his listeners and in the
second case as a type of hesitation signal in the speaker's intraindividual processing which is
followed by the proper vocal verbal expression 'energikällor' (sources of energy). This
example shows how the basically indeterminate meaning potential of the nonvocal
expressions are constrained and made more definite and determinate in combination with
other vocal and nonvocal factors in the global or local information environment.
Table 7.4.1.2 contains the functions of the headshake/s expression in the examples
from the television debate.
Table 7.4.1.2: Headshake/s Expressions: Functions
Functions
Signalling negative
attitude

Symbolic display
of negative attitude

Example

Vocalization

Ex. 5.5.2

<du kan väl ändå inte>
<mot livet>
på nåt <sätt nånting>
<sen e de alla>
<näe näe>

Ex. 5.5.2

<dom som säjer> nej

As was the case with the head nod/s expression, the interpretation of the headshake/s
expression is based on an integrated interpretation of information from the larger vocal
verbal and nonvocal nonverbal context of the expression. For instance, the headshake in the
vocal verbal context:
de e på nåt <sätt nånting> man blir så trött
it is somehow something one gets so tired

<headshake>

på i den här <folkomröstningsdebatten>
of in this referendum debate

<fold hands>

is given a more determinate interpretation based on the vocal verbal information 'man blir så
trött på...' which follows. This vocal verbal expression 'one gets so tired of' gives a better clue
as to how the headshake is to be interpreted in this context, namely, as a negative attitude
signal.
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The symbolic display use of the headshake (Ex. 5.5.2) is a way of in a sense making a
nonvocal quotation. This type of 'mentioning' of nonvocal expressions is only used in the
debate and is probably meant to give heightened dramatic and rhetorical effect.
7.4.2 Feedback: Interindividual and Intraindividual
In general, cases of interindividual feedback givers or elicitors are rarely found in the debate.
This is due to the mechanistic turn-taking conditions which obtain in this situation of
argumentation where the progress of the interactive argumentation is governed primarily by
the globally oriented control factors (especially the goal of providing equal opportunity of
addressing the viewing audience) and only marginally by the control actions of the
participants on more local levels (giving immediate relevant pro or contra information as the
occasion arises). The type of interindividual feedback behavior found in example 4.1.3 where
RM shakes his head while UL is speaking, and in example 5.5.2 where UL interrupts PU
with a negative vocal verbal expression and a head shake and hand wave are very rare in the
debate.
Interindividual feedback behavior of the type that will be more frequent under the less
mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the interview and the conversational discussion are
found in only two places in the debate, once in connection with a request directed by PU to
LD for the loan of a measuring stick (Example 7.1.4.1), and once in connection with a
corrective interruption of RM by UL (Example 7.1.4. 2).
Table 7.4.2.1 Interindividual Feedback Elicitors
Example & Speaker

Nonvocal

Ex. 7.2.1
Ex. 7.2.3
Ex. 7.2.5

head nod

RM
UL
RM

Vocal
så uppfatta ja de

eyebrow raise

Table 7.4.2.2 Interindividual Feedback Givers
Example & Speaker

Nonvocal

Ex. 4.1.4
Ex. 7.1.4.1

RM
LD

headshake/s

Ex. 7.1.4.2
Ex. 7.2.3
Ex. 7.2.5

UL
UL
RM

Vocal
ja äh
clear throat
ha, ja, a
ja
ja

Under the turn-taking conditions of the television debate there is room for much
intraindividual feedback activity without the speaker risking loss of the turn, see example
7.2.3. However, the speakers appear to be well prepared for the debate so that intraindividual
feedback expressions both vocal and nonvocal are relatively rare in the debate. A possible
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case of nonvocal intraindividual feedback is given in example 7.4.1 where RM makes an
adaptor gesture of taking off and then putting on his glasses while speaking in round VI of
the debate. This gesture may also have the function or allowing him to have more direct eye
contact with the audience making him appear more sincere.
Example 7.4.2: Intraindividual Feedback: the Debate
RM: // de e verklien <inte så ja upplever
that is really not how i experience

<take off glasses>

äh VERKLIHETEN> // vi har en HÅRD strid
uh REALITY
we have a HARD struggle
för närvarande mä arbetsgivarföreningen
at present with the employers' union
<i alla frågor> //
on all points

<put on glasses>

7.5 Summary
In this chapter it has been shown how the presentation and evaluation of arguments in
search of a solution to a problematic information situation or an answer to a question is
effected in terms of courses of development under the turn-taking conditions of a formal
television debate. There is a chairman who delegates speakers for their turns and in general
regulates the interaction. The order of turns for the speakers has been determined in advance
for the interaction. Under these turn-taking conditions, speakers are able to present and
evaluate arguments in courses of development that range from the relatively short and simple
to the very long and complex within the limits of an single turn. The projection and
evaluation of information in the argumentation takes place in complex hierarchical
recursively structured discourse operations in courses of development within turns by
speakers.
There is little risk of the speakers' being interrupted in their turns so there is room for
repetitions, corrections, and hesitations in the presentation of sometimes very elaborate lines
of argumentation. There are few instances of purely interindividual feedback elicitors and/or
givers in the debate, although there are traces of this type of activity which will become more
frequent under the non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the television interview and the
organic turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion.
The examples from the television debate that have been analysed in this chapter
illustrate how in many cases a presentation or evaluation of a argument is initiated by
semantically indeterminate vocal and nonvocal expressions that are successively given more
determinate and definite logical and semantic content as the course of development
progresses. The initial stages of a course of development are marked by some type of posture
shift or other intention movement or a gesture that signals how the course of development is
related to previous events in the interaction. Symbolic and iconic illustrative gestures are
reserved for later stages in the development where more specific or precise detail is being
presented and/or emphasized or highlighted (cf. sec 5.4).
Table 7.5 summarizes the turn-taking conditions and the processing methods
characteristic of the debate in relationship to the model of interactive argumentation as a type
of information processing system.
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Table 7.5: The Interactive Argumentation in the Television Debate
as an Information Processing System
Information Processing System
Operating System
Turn-taking conditions
Mechanistic Turn-taking
Control factors:
Setting: National Referendum on Nuclear Energy in Sweden
Context: Television debate broadcast nationwide
Goals: Influencing voting behavior of viewing audience
Roles: Established roles of Chairman, Representative,
(viewing audience)
Processing Operations
Methods
Actions:
Vocal & nonvocal discourse operations consisting of logical and semantic
operations of which elaboration, specification, and exemplification are the
most common with generalization, precisification, vaguification, and
paraphrase occurring less frequently in the examples presented. All of the
semantic operations in the examples from the debate occur medially in high
level COD's except for vaguification which occurs once initially.
Of the logical operations conjunction and conclusion are most common in
the examples presented followed by conditional and contrastive conjunction.
None of the logical operations occurs initially in a high level COD.
Interindividual & Intraindividual feedback
Interindividual feedback:
Very rare under the turn-taking conditions of the debate.
Intraindividual feedback:
There is room for extended intraindividual feedback in terms of
hesitations and adaptive gestures within turns by speakers in the
debate.

Tactics:
Speakers normally formulate their arguments in terms of several high level
COD's within one turn where these high level COD's have a tendency to be
more analytic than synthetic in character (sec. 5.5)
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Strategies:
Speakers seek to eliminate or support alternative solutions to the initial
overall problem by the examination of the alternatives according to a
combination of justificational and explanatory criteria.
The strategy of recursive decompositional problem solving is employed by
speakers within turns to deliver solutions or answers to high level problems or
questions.
The strategies are carried out in terms of the execution of high level long
range action plans by speakers within turns and by speakers within their turns
across the span of the entire debate.
According to table 7.5, the argumentation in the debate can be seen to be progressing
according to control decisions and actions that are oriented to overall or global aspects of the
interaction, such as guaranteeing equal access to the viewing audience. The contributions of
the speakers are not interleaved into each other to any extent as can be seen by the infrequent
initial occurrence of discourse operations in the high level courses of development. This
gives the debate the character of consisting of interwoven rhetorical monologues rather than
a dialogue. Information is being projected and evaluated on a very high level of granularity
(sec 2.1). In most cases the evaluation does not occur immediately as the occasion arises in
the ongoing interaction but is deferred until the appropriate speaker or representative of a
nuclear energy ideology is delegated the turn.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
NON-MECHANISTIC TURN-TAKING: THE TELEVISION INTERVIEW
Under non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions, the projection and evaluation of information
in search of a solution to a problematic information situation or an answer to a question may
proceed in courses of development that are less complex and that are distributed over a
number of speakers and turns. This chapter is a case study of argumentation under the turntaking conditions of a television interview. The turn-taking conditions can be generally
characterized as more organic or less predetermined than the debate of chapter 6. Although
there is much more freedom and discretion allowed the participants in the interview as
concerns the turn-taking, there is a basically asymmetric power relationship which obtains
between the participants depending on their roles as interviewers or interviewees. Under
these turn-taking conditions the projection and evaluation of solutions and answers can also
be effected by differing styles of interviewing.
8.1 Control Factors
The incremental development of information in the television interview is determined by a
number of control factors. This section contains a description of the major control factors
operating in the interview.
8.1.1 Description of the Situation
The interview under study is one of a series of interviews which was held during the final
stages of the referendum campaign on nuclear energy in Sweden in March 1980. There were
three policy lines (sec. 6.1.1) represented in the referendum. Each policy line was invited to
participate in a television interview which consisted of a showing of a film which was
prepared for this occasion by the respective policy line and an interview of a selected group
of representatives from the policy line by a pair of television reporters.
The first part of the television program consisted of the showing of the film which
characterized the policy line of the representatives being interviewed. The second part of the
interview consisted of an examination of what had been claimed by the line in the film and
the policy line in general. The television program lasted about one hour. The interview part
of the program lasted about 45 minutes.
Each line was represented by three persons, one woman and two men. Most of these
persons were well-known figures on the Swedish political and social scene. The
representatives in the interview with the policy line known as Line I, the pro-nuclear energy
alternative, from which excerpts will be studied in the present chapter consisted of Christina
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Odenberg (a woman priest), Tor Ragnar Gerholm (a professor in theoretical physics), and Per
Unckel (a conservative member of parliament).
The reporters that conducted the interviews were in all three cases Eva Marling and
Bo Holmström. The interviews were carried out before a home audience and a pair of experts
who were present in the studio. The experts were conferred with from time to time during the
course of the interview by the reporters for their judgement of certain claims made by the
representatives. The experts consisted of Lennart Hjalmarsson (an economist) and Bo
Karlson (a physicist).
The physical arrangement for the interview is illustrated in figure 8.1.1.

The representatives and the reporters were seated in armchairs (fold-up type) directly
facing each other. The experts were seated behind a desk similar to those used in Swedish
news broadcasts at a slight distance away and to the side of the representatives and reporters.
The reporters had notepads and notebooks to refer to during the interview. The
experts were also obviously prepared for many of the questions that were directed to them by
the reporters as their answers were often read up from a paper. It is probable that the
reporters had had a chance to view the film presented by the policy line in advance in order
to prepare their questions and confer with the experts before the interview.
8.1.2 Goals of the Activity
The goals of the participants in the interview are dependent on the role specifications of
interviewer and interviewee (and marginally of expert). The interviewers have as a primary
aim to examine and evaluate the interviewees' proposed solution to the nuclear energy issue
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in Sweden, supposedly in the interest of the home audience for whom the program has been
arranged and broadcasted. The interviewees have as a primary and publicly recognizable
objective to answer questions and defend their proposed solution and in general make a
favorable showing for the policy line in this examination situation. The interviewees also
have as an aim to utilize this opportunity to address the home audience with their respective
policy line propaganda.
There is thus a basic conflict of goals in the interview. The interviewees aim at
presenting and defending a proposed solution, whereas the interviewers aim at testing and
evaluating the solution proposed by the interviewees.
8.1.3 Roles
Judging from the observable interaction in the interview, the prima facie rights and
obligations of the role holders in the interview can be characterized as follows:
In general both interviewers and interviewees have the following rights and
obligations:
a) the right to use any means not inconsiderate according to the obligations
to accomplish the primary goal(s) of the activity
b) the obligation to treat each other with consideration - ethically,
cognitively, emotionally, and aesthetically.
In particular the interviewer(s) and interviewee(s) have the following rights
and obligations:
An interviewer has the right and obligation of asking questions,
demanding specification of claims, and offering evaluations of the arguments
of an interviewee.
An interviewee has the right and obligation of answering questions,
providing specifications and attempting to show how the proposed solution
really resolves the issue in the best possible way.
The specification of the roles makes it plain that there is in principle a basically
asymmetrical power relationship that obtains between the roles of interviewer and
interviewee. This power relationship places more of the rights and obligations for the
development and outcome of the interaction in the hands of the interviewers.
This asymmetrical power relationship holds only in principle and as will be seen later
in the analysis of the excerpts from the interview, the interviewee has at least the right to take
the initiative as concerns the development of the interaction for certain stretches by selfselecting for the turn.
8.1.4 Turn-taking Conditions
The asymmetrical power relationship between the interviewer and the interviewee(s) gives
rise to the following turn-taking conditions obtaining (in principle) during the interview.
1) An interviewer has the right and obligation to select self as next speaker if
no next speaker has self-selected, i.e if no one else speaks it is up to an
interviewer to speak.
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2) An interviewer has the right and obligation to select an interviewee (or an
expert) as next speaker, i.e. interviewees and experts do not nominate each
other as next speaker.
3) An interviewee has the obligation to take next turn as speaker upon being
selected by an interviewer
4) An interviewee has the right but not the obligation to self-select for the
turn.
5) An interviewer has the right to ignore initiatives from an interviewee.
6) An interviewer has the right and sometimes the obligation to preempt the
turn of an interviewee, i.e. interviewers have the right and sometimes the
obligation of interrupting an interviewee.
Given these turn-taking conditions and the objectives and interests of the interviewers
and interviewees which are not always congruent, we can expect many more problems
concerning the four basic tasks of getting, holding, filling and giving up the turn. A turn for
an interviewee does not occur automatically as in the formal debate and a turn for an
interviewer might have to be taken at the cost of interrupting an interviewee. Holding the
turn, both for interviewer and interviewee, will be more problematic given the possibility of
interruption or preemption. The argumentation in the turn will be sensitive to the fact that the
speaker is not guaranteed a specific time quantum in turn but must reckon with being
interrupted with questions or counterarguments before completion of the turn. Giving (up),
i.e. relinquishing or passing on, the turn is the least problematic of the cases, at least for the
interviewees. If an interviewee relinquishes the turn, the turn automatically goes to an
interviewer. The interviewees have no responsibility upon completion to delegate a next
speaker.
8.2 Turn-taking and Courses of Development
In the television debate of chapter 7, due to the mechanistic turn-taking conditions, speakers
were able to pursue and accomplish high level action plans (cf. sec. 1.3.4) in terms of
complex courses of development within the limits of one turn at talk. In comparison to the
television debate, the television interview contains many more cases of interruption, overlap,
and competition for the turn. Under the more organic or less mechanistic conditions of turntaking of the television interview, the question to be investigated is how action plans of
speakers are realized vocally and nonvocally in terms of courses of development within or
across turns by the same speaker or different speakers. Under these non-mechanistic turntaking conditions, realization of action plans is carried out on lower levels within and across
turns by speakers than was the case in the debate. The incremental realization of action plans
is also more sensitive to and dependent upon control actions in terms of interindividual
feedback signals between the participants in the interview than was the case in the debate.
This section contains a presentation and discussion of the relationship between
courses of development and the turn-taking conditions which obtain for the television
interview. The presentation consists of an analysis of selected examples of the realization of
courses of development of differing degrees of complexity within and across turns by
speakers in the television interview . The examples below are characterized as to whether or
not courses of development (COD's) are realized by one speaker within one turn (S=T),
across speakers and turns (Ss/Ts), or across speakers within one turn (Ss/T).

Example 8.2.1 COD S=T
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In the non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the interview a speaker can not be
absolutely sure of retaining the turn long enough to be able to execute a high level action
plan within the limits of one turn. This insecurity may lead speakers to present their
contributions in a repetitive form similar to the rhetorical argumentation of sec. 1.1.3. An
action plan to be realized in terms of a course of development may be initiated by the
announcement of a claim which is then developed or elaborated on in subsequent subcourses
of development. The overall course of development and the action plan being pursued in the
turn is terminated by a return to the initial claim integrating it with information that has been
presented in the subcourses of development. This type of development within the span of one
turn by one speaker is not peculiar to the interview but resembles the type of development
which characterized the television debate (cf. Ex. 4.5.1). Now, however, the repetitive
structure is marking a high order course of development as a complete turn unit rather than a
subcourse of development within a turn which may contain a number of high level courses of
development.
This example from the interview illustrates a type of repetitive development which
can be used in the presentation of an argument. The argument is presented as an answer by
an interviewee CO to the question by the interviewer EM as to whether it is a lie that Line I
intends to phase out nuclear energy. The development in this example can be seen as being
addressed to an examination of the energy policy proposed by Line I in relation to the
fundamental values of honesty and truthfulness.
The speaker initiates by relating back to the interviewer's formulation and announcing
an explanation that is to follow. This is accompanied by a feedback eliciting head nod.
CO: de e inte lögn för de e de
it is not a lie because that is what
<folkomröstningen>handlar om //
the referendum is all about

<head nod>

The speaker continues with an elaboration on this theme by giving a more specific
reformulation of the theme within a subcourse of development.
ska vi ha använda dom<beslutade>//
should we use the reactors already

<head lean>

reaktorer //<under den tid>som
decided on during the time that

<both hands open
drawn down>

dom ekonomist å teknist kan tjäna
they can serve economically and technically
Here the speaker initiates a repetition of her initial phrase 'de e de (folkomröstningen
handlar om)', but switches to a continuation of the elaboration of the theme of the subcourse
of development 'använda dom beslutade reaktorer' (use the reactors already decided on) by
means of a disjunction operation.

de e<de>ha äh<eller ska vi inte>

<head nod>
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that is what ha uh or should we not

<right hand
sweep right>

göra de
do it
The interpretation phase of the overall course of development is initiated by a
repetition in the form of a conjunction operation.
å de e de // folkomröstningen handlar om
and that is what the referendum is all about
This is followed by a further conclusive conjunction operation where a paraphrase of
Line I's proposed solution to the nuclear energy question is presented.
å vi säjer<använd dom>//
and we say use them

<head nod>

under den här tiden
during this time
This final vocal expression is accompanied by a nonvocal feedback eliciting head nod
which also gives emphasis to the key expression 'använd dom' (use them) in the termination
of the course of development.
Example 8.2.2: COD Ss/T
The repetitive form of development exhibited in example 8.2.1 may also be realized
by paraphrases instead of simple repetitions by a speaker in a turn. This example illustrates a
form of development similar to that seen in example 8.2.1. Now, however, the development
is taking place within one turn but across speakers, i.e. one speaker has relatively greater
responsibility and obligation for the development although another participant also appears
as a speaker. The paraphrase of the initial claim in the course of development in the
termination helps to demarcate the development of information as the realization of an action
plan by the first speaker within one turn although a change of speaker occurs during this
realization. The interindividual feedback signal of the second speaker can also be seen to
occur at a type of decision point where development along the same line may either be
pursued further or abandoned depending on the reaction from the other speaker. Because the
feedback is at least not negative the first speaker continues with the realization of subsequent
parts of the overall course of development.
The argumentation in this example can be seen as addressed to an examination of the
consequences of the alternative energy policies. The accompanying hand gestures are seen to
correspond to the development of information in terms of hierarchically structured courses of
development in the vocal expressions. The hand gestures occur in connection with a
specification operation as part of the interpretation phase of the overall course of
development in the speaker's turn. The speaker initiates the introduction phase with a
subordinating conditional operation.
CO: de e också helt klart att om
it is also perfectly clear that if
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linje ett å linje två vinner //
line one and line two win
så måste vi ändå spara energi
then we still have to save energy
i de här landet
in this country
At this point BH gives a minimal interindividual feedback signal.
BH: mm
mm
CO then initiates the interpretation phase of the course of development by elaborating
on the theme of saving energy with more specific and concrete detail. This vocal verbal
information is accompanied by nonvocal illustrative hand gestures.
CO: de e allså <inte fråga om slöseri>
it is therefore not a question of splurging

<head nods>

<att vi kan sitta> här å äh
that we can sit here and uh

<both hands palms
open and up>

tycka att nu e allt bra //
think that now everything is fine
The course of development is terminated by a conclusion operation. The speaker
brings the hands together and finally folds them simultaneously with the articulation of the
terminal vocal expression.
vi måste <ändå allså dra åt
we still have to tighten our

<bring hands
together>

svångremmen> när de gäller <energi>
belts concerning energy

<folding hands>

Example 8.2.3: COD Ss/T
The non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the interview allow speakers to
compete for the turn. When a speaker initiates an action plan there is no guarantee that this
action plan will be seen through to completion. Speakers must reckon with attempts at
interruption and be able to defend their right to the turn in the face of claims to the turn made
by other speakers.
In this example a simple course of development is executed under competitive turntaking conditions. Because the initial speaker in the example succeeds in defending his right
to the turn he can be said to have the relatively greater responsibility and obligation for the
development of the information during this stretch of interaction in the interview. The
development in this example can be seen as part of a high level action plan being pursued by
the interviewer which is addressed to an examination of the possible consequences of Line I's
energy policy in relation to fundamental political and ethical principles and values.
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Speaker BH initiates with the mention of a nuclear power plant in a contrastive
conjunction operation accompanied by a body shift and followed by an intraindividual
feedback hesitation indicator.
BH: <nä men barsebäck ligger då>eh
no but barsebäck is sitting there then uh

<body shift>

In the continuation, the expression 'ligger' (sitting) is specified with a prepositional
construction accompanied by sweeping hand gestures.
med <tre stora städer runtomkring>
with three large cities around it

<left hand sweep
back & forth>

At this point the speaker initiates a subcourse of development where he names a
specific example of a city and signals a continued elaboration.
köpenhamn // dessutom
copenhagen besides
Simultaneously speaker PU is initiating a series of syllables which are ambiguous
between 'yes' and 'I'. This attempted interruption can be seen as coming just at the borderline
between the introductory initiation and interpretation mediation phases in BH's overall
course of development.
PU:

ja
ja
ja
i/yes i/yes i/yes

BH continues with a repetition of an indefinite article signalling his intention of
completing the subordinate clause he initiated before the attempted interruption thereby
reinstating his claim to the turn
BH: en en //
a a
but switches to another gender after an intraindividual feedback pause. He completes the
subcourse of development with a generalization operation.
ett ANNAT lands huvudstad
another country's capital
The contrastive attributive 'another' is given contrastive stress. Here the speaker
begins to close the overall course of development by addressing PU and nominating him as
next speaker while executing an exemplification operation. This is accompanied by a
pointing gesture with papers that are held in the speaker's hand.
<skulle per unckel>kunna lägga ett //
would per unckel be willing to place one
kärnkraftverk till så som barsebäck
more nuclear reactor like barsebäck
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<point with
papers>

The argumentation in this course of development can be seen as an attempt by BH to
question or problematize the proposed solution to nuclear energy issue presented by the
representatives for Line I (pro nuclear energy).
Example 8.2.4 COD Ss/Ts
Under the non-mechanistic turn-taking of the interview, execution of action plans by
speakers progresses on lower levels of complexity than was the case in the television debate.
Control of the progress of the interaction is carried out by the speakers on more local levels
either within turns or across turns in the interview. This example illustrates one of the
simplest cases of a course of development distributed over speakers and turns in the
television interview. One speaker is seeking confirmation from another speaker to be able to
complete a high level action plan that he has been pursuing over a number of previous turns.
The argumentation in this example can be seen to be addressed to an examination of the
possible consequences of analogies to Line I's energy policy.
The development takes place in parallel in the vocal and the nonvocal expressions of
the speakers across the turns and constitutes a case of what might be called mirroring (see
Knapp 1982:196ff). The first speaker initiates with a contrastive conjunction operation
accompanied by feedback eliciting head nods and rising intonation.
BH: <men man kan göra bomber utav det som
but one can make bombs of what comes

<head nods>

kommer ur civila kärnreaktorer ^>
out of civilian nuclear reactors
To close the course of development, the initial phrase is repeated by the next speaker
with accompanying feedback giving head nods and falling intonation and a confirming vocal
expression.
TG: <man kan göra bomber av det som kommer
one can make bombs of what comes out

<head nods>

ur civila kärnreaktorer ja>
of civilian nuclear reactors yes
This simple course of development can be seen as an effort on the part of the
interviewer to establish a complication in connection with the use of civilian nuclear energy.
Example 8.2.5 COD Ss/Ts
Because speakers are sometimes competing for the turn in the interview, a speaker
may, by being interrupted, be placed under an obligation to deal with the information that has
been introduced by the other speaker in the interruption. Under these turn-taking conditions
the modification of the execution of an action plan may take place at the level of a single
semantic discourse operation as opposed to the level of whole courses of development or
turns consisting of several courses of development as is the case under the turn-taking
conditions of the television debate.
This example illustrates the execution of a simple course of development under more
competitive turn-taking conditions across speakers and turns. The development in this
example can be seen as addressed to an examination of the fundamental value of social
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responsibility in relation to the energy policy proposed by Line I. Speaker TG initiates with a
contrastive conjunction operation.
TG: ja men de e ju inte vi som ska göra
yes but it is not we who are going to do
de [avveckla kärnkraften] till å börja med
it [phase out nuclear energy] in the first place
This is countered by an interpretative specification by speaker BH accompanied by a
feedback eliciting head nod.
BH: <du vill helst inte>
you would rather not

<head nod>

Speaker TG then develops the initial theme of 'inte vi' (not we) in the face of BH's
interpretative specification. He paraphrases the initial formulation and then makes a
precisification accompanied by an emphatic gesture with the right hand.
TG: de e inte vi som ska göra detta
it is not we who are going to do it
utan de e<i så fall>sveriges
but it is in any case sweden's

<open right hand
chop on arm of
chair>

regering å riksda som beslutar
government and parliament that decide
om detta
on this
The examples that follow ( Examples 8.2.6 & 8.2.7) consist of longer stretches of the
interview that are devoted to combinations of presentations and evaluations of arguments
across speakers and turns. These examples are intended to give the reader more of a feel for
how the argumentation develops in the interview in terms of courses of development across
speakers and turns under differing strategies of interviewing. The strategy of interviewing in
example 8.2.6 will be seen to allow development in the argumentation to progress in a
manner that resembles the television debate, i.e. in terms of more or less complex courses of
development within the turns by the individual speakers. Speakers are able to pursue and
complete rather high level action plans in their respective turns. The argumentation under the
strategy of interviewing exhibited in example 8.2.7 will be seen to progress in a much more
piecemeal manner in less complex courses of development where the contributions of
speakers are interleaved into one another. Under this interviewing strategy the action plans of
the speakers become more negotiable and are managed interactively across speakers and
turns.
Example 8.2.6 COD's Ss/Ts
In this example of argumentation from the interview, the problem to be solved or the
issue (cf. sec. 5.1) to be resolved can be characterized as that of determining whether nuclear
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wastes are to be considered easy to handle. Nuclear wastes, therefore, constitutes the theme
(cf. sec. 5.1) at this point in the argumentation.
An attempt is made to resolve the issue by application of the methods of examination
and the logical and semantic discourse operations. When a solution or answer has been
determined, the solution of higher order problems within the argumentation can be pursued
further. To obtain a solution or answer subsidiary information must be examined. This is
done by applying the methods and operations, etc. recursively to the subsidiary information
until some more determinate result is obtained. This may entail making a theme problematic,
i.e. converting it into a new issue for discussion. The subsidiary information examined
constitutes antecedents to the information at issue, namely, whether or not the wastes of
nuclear energy are so small that they can be dealt with easily.
In this part of the interview (the opening), the turn goes first to EM who in her
capacity of interviewer introduces a question directed to the interviewees (the policy line
representatives). She introduces the question by first referring back to the film (sec. 8.1.1)
that has just been shown to the home viewing audience.
EM1: <å de va alltså linje etts
and that was then line one's

<look at home audience>

egen presentationsfilm>//<inhale>
own presentation film
She then begins to formulate the question by quoting an authority who has been
interviewed in the film.
<ja skulle vilja börja me å fråga
i would like to start by asking

<turn, look at reps.,lean
forward>

docent ebbelin sovolovski sa>
docent ebbelin sovolovski said
<i den här filmen>att
in this film that

<look down at paper>

At the subordinating conjunction the speaker hesitates momentarily before initiating a
subcourse of development consisting of an introduction of some factual information and a
contrastive conjunction operation.
äh <avfallet e visserligen>
uh the wastes are of course

<look at reps>

<farlit från kärnkraftsverken men
dangerous from nuclear reactors but

<look at paper>

de e så><lite så de e lätthanterlit //
they are so little that they are easy
to handle

<look at reps>

The speaker then returns to the question in the overriding course of development in
her turn completing the formulation of the question and rounding off this course of
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development within the limits of one turn. The speaker directs the question to the
representatives that are present in the interview.
står ni fast vi de>
do you still think so
The question presented by EM can be seen as an initiation of an examination of an
antecedent for Line I's nuclear energy policy, namely, that 'nuclear wastes are easy to deal
with'.
TG self-selects (or accepts) for next turn. Probably in his capacity of professor in
theoretical physics he feels that the question, calling for a justification of a claim by another
physicist, is more his responsibility than that of his fellow representatives PU and CO. Notice
that the question was not addressed to a specific interviewee but rather to the interviewees as
a group. This is in contrast to questions we will see later which are directed to specific
participants.
TG initiates with a nonvocal interindividual feedback giver delegating himself as next
speaker. This is followed by an affirmative vocal feedback expression and a nonvocal
posture shift.
TG1: <gesture><ja> eftersom de e lite/
yes because it is little

<head nod>
<shift posture>

After introducing the main claim in the form of a conclusion operation formulated in
rather vague and potentially ambiguous terms, the speaker makes a verbal precisification
accompanied by a nonvocal illustrative hand gesture.
<volymsmässigt sett lite>/
little in terms of volume

<ball with hands +
eyebrow raise>

The speaker continues with a conclusion operation in a subcourse of development
accompanied by symbolic hand and head gestures.
så kan man<kosta på de> en mycke
one can afford to have a very

<cover motion
with hand>

dyrbar<hantering>utan att de blir
expensive handling without there being

<head turn +
shake>

stora kostnader för den sakens skull <inhale>
great costs for that reason
At this point the speaker initiates another subcourse of development in his turn with a
conjunction operation. In this part of the overall course of development within his turn the
speaker makes a comparative examination of the alternative sources of energy as he sees
them. The alternatives are highlighted by contrastive stress and emphatic nonvocal head
gestures.
å det gör alltså de e ett hanTERlit
and that makes it a PROBlem that's easy to
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proBLEM i jämförelse me de problem
HANdle in comparison with the problems
som uppstår om man ska hantera avfallet
that arise if one is going to handle wastes
från<KOL>eller <OLJA>//
from COAL or OIL

<head nod>
<head nod>

After having introduced the subtheme of a comparison of alternative sources of
energy and specifying the alternatives, the speaker closes this subcourse of development with
a specification operation in the form of a relative construction.
som <ju e> fråga om hundratusentals
which is a question of hundreds of thousands

<head shake>

ton
of tons
The speaker then integrates the result of this subcourse of development with the
initial theme of the course of development introduced by EM's question by means of a
conjunctive conclusion operation.
å som ju alltså <inte kan utsättas>
and that therefore cannot be subjected

<lean back>

för <sådan><hantering>
to such handling

<shoulder shrugg>
<head nod>

The termination of the course of development in speaker TG's turn is marked by
movements of the torso and falling intonation. The turn is punctuated by an interindividual
feedback eliciting head nod. At this point with no pause and no overlap, EM self-selects with
a demand for further specification of the concept of 'easy to handle'. EM initiates with the
introduction of a theme to be developed in the form of a contrastive conjunction operation. In
EM's turn the camera is on TG so that we are able to observe his listener behavior while EM
is speaking.
EM2: <men de här e inte heller så helt
but this is not so little

<TG look at EM>

lite
either
She then continues with a specification of the amount of wastes that will have to be
dealt with.
de e alltså tretti ton per reaktor å år
it is then thirty tons per reactor and year
The speaker then enters a subcourse of development where she makes a
precisification of exactly how much waste is involved.
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å de blir har vi räknat ut en kub två
and that makes we have figured out a cube
gånger två gånger två meter <inhale>
two times two times two meters
å> <de ska man> då multi
and that must be then multi

<TG smile +
look at BH>

<multiplicera me tolv kärnkraftverk
multiplied by twelve nuclear reactors

<TG look at EM>

å tjufem reaktorår
and twenty-five reactor years
The result of this subcourse of development is then related by way of a paraphrase of
her original question to the theme of development.
e de fortfarande så lite så de e lätthanterlit>
is it still so little so as to be easy to handle
In about the middle of EM's expression 'lätthanterlit' (easy to handle), TG self-selects
with an evaluation of the argument by EM. The speaker initiates with a repetition of a
sweeping generalization accompanied by vocal and nonvocal interindividual feedback
elicitors.
TG2: <allt e ju relativt> <<va >/
everything is relative right

<eyes closed>
<eyebrow raise>

relativt <va>>//
relative to what

<head shake>
<head nod>

The speaker then begins to elaborate narrowing down and relating this opening
statement to his previous comparison of the wastes of nuclear energy with the wastes from
coal and oil in a subcourse of development.
jämförelse <med> vad dess
comparison with what the

<head back>

motsvarande avfallsMÄNGD skulle
comparable amount of wastes would
bli om vi producerade samma MÄNGD
be if we produced the same AMOUNT
elektrici<TET> från ett koleldat
of elecTRIcity from a coal fired

<tense arms>

eller ett <oljeeldat> kraftverk
or an oil fired power plant

<tense arms>
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The speaker closes the overall course of development and his turn with a conclusion
operation returning to the theme of development in EM's original question. The turn is
punctuated with a emphatic head nod that is also a type of interindividual feedback elicitor.
så e de fan<TAStist> <LITE> /
then it is fanTAStically LITTLE

<head forward>
<head nod>

<gesture>

<shift gaze to BH>

After a short silence EM again self-selects introducing a further complication to be
considered. This theme for development is initiated with a contrastive conjunction operation.
The introduction of the new theme is accompanied by a movement of the torso.
EM3: men här finns ändå en en <artskillnad>
but here there is still a difference in kind

<lean forward>

This theme is then elaborated on in a subcourse of development by means of a specification
operation.
de här avfallet innehåller radioaktiva
these wastes contain radioactive
produkter <inhale>
products
The speaker continues in the subcourse of development with an exemplification
operation.
man pratar mest om plutonium
one talks mostly about plutonium
The theme of plutonium is then elaborated on in the interpretation phase of this
subcourse of development by means of a conjunction operation and a vaguifying disjunction
operation.
å en <miljondels><GRAM>
and a millionth of a GRAM

<head cock>
<head nod>

plutonium eller nånting sånt
of plutonium or something like that
kan döda en mänska
can kill a human being
The subcourse is closed with a conjunctive generalization.
å ett halvt kilo skulle <teoretiskt>
and a half kilogram could theoretically
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<head forward>

kunna döda hela jordens befolkning <inhale>
kill the whole world's population
When EM inhales TG makes an attempt to self-select but EM continues in her turn
with a repetition of her previous question rounding off the overall course of development
within her turn.
TG3: ja såna
yes such
EM4: <fortfarande lätthanterlit>
still easy to handle

<head turn +
close eyes>

At this point TG self-selects beginning his turn with an inhalation and a confirmation
of his belief in the truth of his prior claim that the wastes from nuclear power plants are easy
to deal with inspite of their lethal nature. He initiates with the general claim he wants to
make.
TG4: <inhale> ja fortfarande lätthanterlit
yes still easy to handle
This general claim is then elaborated on in a subcourse of development accompanied
by a symbolic nonvocal head gesture.
såna där // kalKYLer om hur mycke
such calcuLAtions on how much
som skulle kunna döda jordens befolkning
would be needed to kill the world's population
<de e dom e ju rätt meningslösa>
it is they are really meaningless

<head shake>

The first part of the subcourse of development is then given explanatory interpretation
in a new subcourse of development that is initiated with a conclusion operation and a vocal
interindividual feedback elicitor.
för de e ju frågan om hur de fördelas va
because it is really a question of how it is
distributed right
The speaker then begins to elaborate on the theme of this subcourse of development
with an exemplification.
man kan inte tänka sej att man kan
one cannot imagine that one could
fördela de här plutoniet på ett sådant
distribute this plutonium in such a
sätt att alla <människor får precis så

<eyebrow raise>
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way that all humans would get just
<mycke> som dom<behöver>> <inhale>
as much as they need

<hand gesture>
<head lean>

At the point where TG inhales, EM attempts to self-select with a contrastive
conjunction operation but TG continues in the turn and completes his subcourse of
development accompanied by a feedback elicitor.
EM5: men de e ett oerhört
but it is a terrible
TG5:

för att bli <skadad>
to be harmed

<eyebrow raise>

At the completion point of TG's statement EM makes another attempt at selfselection. However TG continues in the turn. This gives rise to a short stretch of
simultaneous speech in connection with the competition for the turn. TG attempts to initiate
with a contrastive conjunction operation.
TG6: men de e klart att de e de e
but it is clear that it is
ett <problem>
a problem

<head nod>

EM6: de e ett oerhört
it is a terrible
TG wins this competition for the turn. In his continuation he takes what he anticipates
to be EM's point of contention (which she never got to express fully) as the theme for his
course of development, namely, that the problem of nuclear wastes is solved.
TG7: visst e de de de e ett stort problem
of course it it it is a great problem
After introducing and naming the theme, TG begins to elaborate on this theme in a
subcourse of development initiated by a conjunction operation and accompanied terminally
by feedback eliciting and emphatic head nods.
å de har satsats mera pengar på
and more money has been invested
detta i sverige än ja tror någon
in sweden than i think anywhere
annanstans i världen för att visa att
else in the world to show that this
detta <problem> går att <lösa>
problem can be solved

<head turn>
<head nod>
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The subcourse of development is closed with a conjunction operation which also
closes the overriding course of development.
å vi har lyckats <BEVISA> att de
and we have succeeded in PROVing that

<head nod>

<går> att <LÖSA> <gesture>
it can be SOLVED

<head nod>
<head nod>
<head back +
eyebrow raise>

The course of development and the turn are terminated by emphatic and feedback
eliciting head nods plus an eyebrow raise.
At this point there is a lull in the interaction. In the continuation, BH self-selects with
a question which he addresses to PU. This question introduces a new overriding issue for
development. The issue that was introduced by EM in her original question can therefore be
seen to be completely developed or exhausted for the moment. The tentative result of the
development of the issue of whether or not nuclear wastes are easily dealt with would appear
to be that the examination of the antecedents has not produced complicating evidence.
To summarize and discuss the argumentation and interaction in this example of the
interview the following points can be noted. As concerns getting and giving (up) the turn,
after the initial exchange where TG self-selects, it is fairly certain that when EM reacts to his
confirmation or answer, that he will have an opportunity to comment or react to EM. This
sets up a chain of rights and obligations that holds between these two speakers for a certain
period of the interaction. This chain is broken at a point where TG has been able to make
good his claim in the face of EM's criticisms and questions. EM seems to have exhausted her
arsenal of counterarguments in relation to this particular issue and therefore refrains from
self-selecting at the completion of TG's last turn.
As concerns holding and filling the turn, although there are brief periods of overlap or
interruption in connection with attempts at self-selection both speakers are basically able to
hold their turn long enough to be able to fill the turn with what they want to say. The
interviewer gives the interviewee the privilege of speaking almost without interruption and,
as can be witnessed from the last interchange, gives the interviewee the right of way in
situations of conflict for the turn. The interviewer also gives no vocal interindividual
feedback signals within the turns by the interviewee. The interviewer is monitoring the
contribution of the interviewer on a relatively high level of hierarchical structure in the
argumentation, i.e. by taking a turn and making a counterclaim or counterargument usually in
complex courses of development. The pacing of the interaction is slow and the speakers can
hold the turn for enough time to be able to develop rather complex arguments within the
turns. This they do generally in well-formed statements or complete sentences bordering on
the written language norm.
As concerns the nonvocal aspects of the interaction the following can be noted. TG
maintains eye contact with EM throughout most of his speaking time. This gives an
impression that he is quite confident of what he is saying. His intonation and tempo of speech
add to this general air of security and confidence. His gesturing is controlled. We do not, for
instance, encounter any hand gestures in combination with word searches.
EM maintains eye contact with TG during most of her speaking time although there is
one turn at talk when she is not on camera. She holds a notepad in her hands which restricts
the possibilities of gesturing with the hands.
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The only breaches in the attention and consideration devoted to a speaker by a
listener or a listener by a speaker occur in EM's turn when she is off camera. There TG as
listener smiles and shifts his gaze to BH. This comes at a point where EM is going through a
mathematical calculation of how much nuclear wastes will be created by the power plants
during a period of 25 years.
The amount of eye contact, attention and consideration which can be observed
between these two participants serve, in a sense, to lock them together for this stretch of the
interview. For this exchange of information the speakers constitute a dyad that is
encapsulated in relationship to the other participants in the setting. When this exchange is
terminated, the dyad is also dissolved. The special rights and obligations which obtained
between these two particular speakers are cancelled. At this point the floor is open for the
introduction of a new theme or issue and the establishment of a new dyadic relationship for
the next part of the interview.
In the argumentation in this example, TG is basically trying to show that although
atomic wastes are dangerous they are still easy to deal with, by claiming that they constitute
a relatively small amount in comparison to wastes from the alternatives of coal and oil and
can therefore be dealt with by expensive but effective means. His argument looks therefore
like the following:
If P: atomic wastes constitute a relatively small amount in comparison to
wastes from coal and oil,
then Q: they can be dealt with by expensive but effective
means.
If Q: atomic wastes can be dealt with by expensive but effective means,
then R: even thought they are dangerous they can be easily dealt with.
This line of reasoning constitutes a chain of implications. The chain can be broken if
any of the links can be refuted. In her second turn, EM attempts to show that atomic wastes
do not constitute such a small amount that they can be easily dealt with and having failed in
this attempt, she then backtracks (cf. Appendix) and shifts in her third turn to the claim that
the amount is not the only relevant factor to consider - plutonium being so lethal. The
rationale behind this strategy of argumentation of the interviewer seems to be as follows.
If a person is trying to support Q by means of P and P implies
Q, then this support can be destroyed if one of the two cases
can be shown to hold:
i) if the opponent can show that P is false, then either Q
or not Q validly follows.
ii) if the opponent can show that P implies Q is false,
then P and not Q validly follows.
i) means that if P (the premiss(es)/antecedent(s) of the argument), in this case, P1 that
the wastes from nuclear energy are small in relation to the wastes from oil and coal, and P2
that the amount of wastes is the only relevant consideration in comparing the wastes of
nuclear energy to the wastes of oil and coal, can be shown to be false then the negation of the
conclusion is just as valid as the conclusion. In other words, if Q, that the wastes of nuclear
energy are easy to deal with, is true, as the proponent wants to show, then it must be so in
virtue of a different set of premisses P than the one that has been offered.
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ii) means that if the implication relation between P and Q can be shown not to hold,
then the negation of Q, that the wastes of nuclear energy are not easy to deal with, can be
derived inspite of the fact that P is true.
These attempts by the interviewer to problematize the antecedents to the claim made
by an expert interviewed in the film that has been shown to the viewing audience, seem at
this point in the interactive argumentation to have failed to have any effect. This part of the
solution to the energy question in Sweden proposed by Line I seems to have survived the
examination by the interviewer.

The basic scenario in this long and complex course of development across speakers
and turns is schematically as follows.
EM: presents question to TG
TG: answers question
EM: challenges TG's answer with a counterargument
TG: meets the challenge
EM: challenges a presupposition of TG's argument
TG: meets the challenge
This type of development may be conceptualized in terms of a generative search as
progress along a path where the challenges constitute attempts to block further development
along this path. This is illustrated above in figure 8.2.1.
Example 8.2.7 COD's Ss/Ts
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In the example that follows we are able to observe a number of interesting contrasts
in the styles of interviewing and the development of the argumentation under more
competitive (aggressive) conditions of turn-taking.
Whereas EM talks at length in turn and gives the interviewee lots of leeway, BH uses
a different strategy. He talks briefly and bruskly and gives the interviewee little leeway. The
interviewee has less chance of taking the initiative to make a speech in favor of the policy
line as was the case in Example 8.2.6. The development of the argumentation takes place in
smaller steps at a lower level of detail or granularity (cf. sec. 2.1) across the turns and
speakers than was the case in the previous example and in general in the debate in chapter 7.
After EM's examination of Line I's proposal as concerns the nuclear wastes, BH
opens a new path of development in the examination of this proposal. BH tries to show that
the use of nuclear energy is not compatible with being able to take social and political
responsibility for what will happen with the nuclear wastes. PU attempts to show that the use
of energy is compatible with being able to take social and political responsibility. Later,
speaker TG attempts to show that the problem formulation needs revision or modification
and attempts to disqualify BH's counterexamples as unreasonable.
Initially the turn is taken by BH in his capacity of interviewer where he introduces a
new theme related to the issue of nuclear wastes, namely, whether or not one can promise
that Sweden will have a stable society during the period that the nuclear wastes will have to
be monitored and taken care of. BH initiates with a vague reference to some previous
statement by Line I accompanied by movements of the torso.
BH1: umhum ja har hört er <flera
uhhuh i have heard you say several

<shift posture +
lean forward>

gånger säja>att<när man kommer>
times that when we've moved twenty-five

<lean back>

<tjufem år framåt> i tiden
years forward in time

<thrust with
both hands>

After introducing the theme of twenty-five years in the future, BH initiates an
elaboration on this theme by means of a conclusion operation accompanied by emphatic
illustrative hand gestures.

då finns de ingen som kan <lova riktit
then there is no one who can promise

<palms open>

vad man ska <göra>
what they will do

<strike with
open palms>

This is followed by a subcourse of development consisting of an explanatory
conclusion operation and an emphatic illustrative hand gesture.
för de e så långt fram i <tiden>
because it is so far ahead in time

<strike with
open palms>

BH closes the overall course of development and his turn by addressing a question
based on the information developed in the preceding parts of the course of development,
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relating this information to the issue of nuclear wastes. The head nods accompanying the
terminal vocal expressions can be seen as interindividual feedback elicitors and as pointing
gestures delegating PU as next speaker.
// gäller de <avfallet också>
does this apply to the wastes also

<head nod>

<per unckel>
per unckel

<head nod>

PU is thereby placed under the obligation of reacting to the question and has the right
of choosing an appropriate way of dealing with the question. He starts to speak with no pause
and no overlap at the completion of BH's turn. PU initiates with a reference to a previous
statement by TG (Ex. 8.2.6) and then introduces the theme he intends to develop.
PU1: vi har som tor ragnar gerholm
we have as tor ragnar gerholm
påpekade under // dom <senaste
pointed out in recent years

<eyebrow raise>

åren> nu funnit <en metod> //
now found a method

<head nod>

He begins to elaborate on this theme 'en metod' (a method) in a subcourse of
development with a specification in the form of a relative construction.
som<ger>en<betryggande><säkerhet
that gives a satisfactory safety

<head nod>
<head nod>
<eyebrow raise>
<head twist>

för //<hanteringen>av dessa
for the handling of these
avfalls >
waste-

In the middle of PU's expression 'dessa avfalls-'(these waste-) BH self-selects with a
conclusion operation interrupting PU. BH probably interrupts just at this point because PU
has given just enough information for BH to be able to make an evaluative comment. In other
words, PU has just finished an introduction phase of a course of development when BH takes
the opportunity to come in with an evaluative interpretation phase consisting of a
specification in terms of a conclusion operation.
BH2: så nu kan ni lova vad man kan göra om tjufem år då /
so now you can promise what one can do in twenty-five
years then
We see at this point in the interview the possibility of a participant giving immediate
evaluative examination of information provided by another. This type of direct evaluative
commentary is normally not possible under the turn-taking conditions of the television
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debate in chapter 7. This means that in the interview, information can be examined on a
lower level of granularity than was the case in the television debate.
PU self-selects at the termination of BH's interruption with a reintroduction of the
theme, answering BH's question by means of a paraphrase operation and an emphatic head
movement.
PU2: ja vi vet ida att vi har <en metod>/
yes we know today we have a method

<head nod>

He then continues by initiating a subcourse of development with an elaboration that
consists of a negation operation. At this point he presents the listeners with a type of paradox
thereby increasing the suspense.
vi tror <inte att den här metoden
we don't believe that this method

<head shake>

<faktiskt> kommer att <användas>
will actually be used because

<head nod>
<smile>

This is followed by an explanatory conclusion operation which closes the subcourse
of development and resolves the apparent paradox.
därför om <tjufem år> har vi en
because in twenty-five years we'll have

<eyebrow raise>

ÄNNU <BÄTtre> metod /
an EVen BETter method

<head nod>

PU then continues with an elaboration on a possible complication by means of a
contrastive conjunction operation in a further subcourse of development.
men även om det <osannolika>
but even if the improbable

<head nod>

skulle inträffa
should happen
The theme of this new subcourse of development is then specified in a subordinating
construction accompanied by feedback eliciting head and hand movements. Here PU is again
increasing suspense in his listeners, this time by introducing a problem.
att <forskningen>plötslit
that research suddenly

<head shake>

<skulle stanna>
would stop

<hands out
palms open>

At this point he initiates the closing of the subcourse of development with a
conclusion operation accompanied by repeated emphatic and feedback eliciting head
movements where he provides a solution to the problem he had just introduced. Notice that
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the stress falls on the repetition of the expression he used in his first turn in this example.
This expression also mentions explicitly the major value concept 'safety' which is implicitly
at issue in this part of the interview.
så vet vi att idag har vi en metod
then we know that today we have a method
som <GER beTRYGGande SÄKerhet>
that GIVES satisFACtory SAFEty

<head nods>

<inhale>
BH: (...)
At the point where PU inhales two syllable bursts are audible from BH. This is
probably an attempt by BH to self-select. The emphatic repetition (see PU's previous turn) is
probably taken as a clue by BH that PU has completed his turn. At this point PU has again
completed an introduction phase of a course of development. This would be an appropriate
place for BH to make an evaluative comment.
However, PU continues in turn completing and augmenting his previous overall
course of development with a conjunction operation relating back to the question that was
introduced by BH about being able to take responsibility for the future. PU is able to give
interpretative commentary on the information he has introduced himself. In this
interpretation phase of the course of development the key expressions are accompanied by
emphatic hand gestures.
PU3: å de är för <min del>
and that is for me

<head shake>

<ett villkor> för att ja
a condition that i would

<strike with hand>

<överhuvudtagit> ska ta
even consider to dare

<strike with hand>

<våga ta ansvaret> att
take the responsibility to

<strike with hand>

<rekommendera> att vi ska
recommend that we should

<strike with hand>

använda våra kärnkraftsverk
use our nuclear reactors
At the completion of PU's overall course of development and turn BH self-selects
without overlap or pause. BH initiates with a contrastive conjunction operation introducing a
further possible complicating issue accompanied by an illustrative hand gesture.
BH4: men inte bara de kan du
but not only that can you
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<här å nu lova att vi har
here and now promise that we'll have

<shake indexthumb open
ring>

ett stabilt samhälle om ska
a stable society in let us
vi säga sjutti år eller hundra år>
say seventy years or one hundred years
This is followed by PU self-selecting for next turn. PU initiates an overall course of
development with a paraphrase of BH's previous expression.
PU4: ja de e klart att / <laugh> att
yes it is clear
that
<om sjutti hundra år> //
in seventy hundred years

<fold hands>

PU continues with a vaguification in a conclusion operation.
så så kan <naturlit> mycke ha
then then naturally much can have

<flex folded
hands>

intä ha hunnit <inträffa> /
take have taken place

<strike with
folded hands>

At the point of pause in PU's turn BH gives a short feedback signal.
BH5: mm
mm
PU continues in turn with the interpretative phase of his course of development. He
initiates with a contrastive conjunction operation striking repeatedly with folded hands as if
to in a sense 'drive home' the point he is trying to make.
PU5: men de <VIKtiga> e att vi
but the imPORtant thing is that we

<strike with folded
hands>

<HAR> den <tekNIK> som
HAVE the techNOLogy that is

<strike with folded
hands>
<strike with folded
hands>
<strike with folded
hands>
<strike with folded
hands>
<head shake>
<eyebrow raise>

<beHÖVS> / för att kunna
NEEDed in order to be able to
<hanTERa> de <avfall> som
HANDle the waste that
vi <vet att vi då har>
we know that we'll have then
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At this point of completion of PU's course of development BH self-selects
introducing another possible complication. BH initiates by simply introducing two themes in
terms of two noun phrases.
BH6: inga terroristgrupper inga
no terrorist groups no

(off camera)

galna diktatorer //
crazy dictators
After introducing these themes BH begins to provide an explanation in terms of an
elaboration that relates these expressions to the overall theme 'responsibility for nuclear
wastes' which is under discussion at this point in the interview.
för de här för gör produceras hela
because this cause makes is produced
tiden i kärnkraft // verken // å de
all the time in the nuclear reactors and it
måste vaktas då i // hundratals
must be monitored for hundreds
tusentals år /
thousands of years
This turn by BH is interesting for a number of reasons. First it begins with a simple
list of two noun phrases followed by a noticeable pause with no surface syntactic clues as to
how it fits in with what PU is saying. There is, for instance, no contrastive linking expression
such as 'men' (but). Secondly, in the continuation BH seems to be searching for the proper
expression while talking "för de här för gör produceras..." (because this cause makes is
produced).
It is as if BH took the turn before he knew what he was going to say in the turn or that
he meant his first two expressions (the two NP's) to suffice as counterexamples or
counterarguments to what PU was claiming. BH seems to be following an interview strategy
of pressuring the interviewee. This is already noticeable in the feedback signal that he gives
shortly before self-selecting. This feedback signal can also be interpreted as a signal to PU
that he is being monitored very closely and that BH is ready and waiting to self-select at the
next best occasion.
PU is caught off guard and tries to self-select towards the end of BH's statement with
a repetition of an initiating expression.
PU6: <vi måst vi må>
we mus we mu

<twist folded
hands>

However, BH continues in his turn with a demand for an answer to his question
returning to the theme of a promise which he introduced to initiate interaction with PU.
BH7: kan ni lova här
can you promise here
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At this point in the interaction TG self-selects in answer to BH's question, placing
himself under the obligation of dealing with the question and relieving PU of his duty. TG
also hereby exercises the right to examine and evaluate the suppositions that the question
rests upon. TG initiates with an expression that questions the possibility of being able to
make such a promise. This question is followed by an answer formulated with the help of
feedback elicitors 'ju' (really) and 'naturlit' (naturally).
TG1: vem skulle kunna lova någonting
who would be able to promise anything
sånt / det finns ju ingen <möjlihet>
like that there is really no possibility

<head turn>

naturlit
naturally
The speaker then initiates a subcourse of development reintroducing and elaborating
on previous themes by means of a contrastive conjunction operation accompanied by
feedback elicitors.
men skulle vi ha ett samhälle om äh
but if we were to have a society in eh
tjugo eller tretti år av <den art som
twenty or thirty years of the kind that

<head nod +
eyebrow raise>

du skisserat>
you described
The introduction of this theme is followed by a conclusion operation and an
elaboration which closes this subcourse of development.
så tror ja vårt <avfallsproblem>
then i believe our problems with wastes

<head tilt>

med den här hanteringen av radioaktiva
with the handling of radioactive
// avfallet e nog de mindre av våra
wastes is probably the least of our
<problem>
problems

<head nod>

TG then initiates a further subcourse of development by means of a conditional
operation where he exemplifies the vague theme of the previous subcourse of development.
om vi har <terroristgrupper>
if we have terrorist groups

<head nod>

å <diktatorer> i de här landet

<head nod>
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and dictators in this country
He then closes this course of development with a conclusion operation accompanied
by symbolic and feedback eliciting nonvocal expressions.
så tror ja vi har allvarligare
then i believe we have more serious
<bekymmer> än hur vi ska hantera
worries than how we should handle

<head shake>

det här <radioaktivavfallet>
this radioactive waste

<head back +
eyebrow flash +
head shake>

TG terminates his turn by commenting upon the obligation he feels to make this
contribution to the discussion. This is accompanied by feedback eliciting head movements
and a nonvocal labial gesture signalling the termination of the turn.
de får ja <lov> att säga
that i must say

<head shake>

<gesture> <gesture>

<head nod>
<tight lips>

TG's turn ends with a short period of silence where we find him gesturing with the
head and making a facial expression. His final expression in his turn can perhaps be seen as
an attempt by him to mark his speech as being in some sense out of order. He has broken role
as an interviewee and taken the initiative himself. BH self-selects as next speaker with an
attempted rebuttal.
BH8: men om man inte kan lova
but if you can not promise
At this point in BH's turn TG inhales. When BH continues we find TG repeating BH's
expression before BH has completed his turn. This gives rise to a short stretch of
simultaneous speech.
BH9: man ska ändå fortsätta att
you should still continue to
producera dessa
produce these
TG then repeats BH initial expression while BH completes.
TG2: ja men om man inte <kan lova>
yes but if you can not promise
BH10: livsfarliga saker
lethal things
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<head turn>

It is not quite clear what purpose this repetition serves in this context, but it could
perhaps be hypothesized that TG repeats the phrase in an attempt to for one thing get clear
for himself what the other is actually saying by repeating it himself and for the other
preparing a counterargument during the time which such a repetition provides. By repeating
he is giving the previous speaker feedback to show that he has at least received his message
and is at the same time providing himself with an instant of reflection time for formulation of
his reaction to what the previous speaker has said. Another function of such a repetition is to
explicitly name the subject matter or that part of the previous speaker's speech which one
wants to focus on in the continuation.
TG then self-selects at the completion of BH's expression. He begins his turn by
reintroducing his earlier comparative examination of the consequences of alternatives to
nuclear energy. He builds his comparison on the adjective 'livsfarlig' (lethal) which BH has
just used even though it is not clear semantically how such a comparison is to be interpreted.
TG3: ja dom e inte livsfarligare än
yes they are not more lethal than
de avfall som kommer från eh de
the waste that comes from uh those
dom <koleldade> å och <oljeeldade>
those coal fired and and oil fired

<head nod>
<head nod>

kraftverken <har ja ju försökt
power plants i have tried

<head twist>

bevisa> /
to prove
This vague and general claim is then elaborated on by the introduction of more
specific details in a subcourse of development.
det blir mycke <mindre avfall>
there will be very much less waste

<head nod>

å vi har möjlihet att hantera
and we are able to
de bättre /
handle it better
This subcourse of development and the turn is closed by a parallel elaborative
specification accompanied by a feedback eliciting head nod.
de tar dessutom så småningom slut
besides it will run out eventually
vilket de andra <aldrig gör>
which the others will never do

<head nod>
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At the completion point of TG's turn both BH and EM give short feedback signals.
These signals can be interpreted as merely showing that they have noted what has been said,
but not that they necessarily agree with TG.
BH11: mm
mm
EM1: mm <inhale>
mm
The interview continues with EM self-selecting for next turn introducing a new issue
into the argumentation.
The argumentation in this example has the basic overall form of a destructive
refutation. The claim or the thesis to be refuted is that one should use nuclear energy. This
claim is related to being able to deal with the wastes from the nuclear power plants which in
turn is related to the question of being able to promise that Sweden will have a stable society
for the period of time that the wastes will have to be taken care of. This can be seen as a
chain of implications where promising is a necessary condition for being able to claim that
the problem of the nuclear wastes has been solved and the solution to the problem of wastes
is a necessary condition for the proposal to use nuclear energy. The original claim (proposal)
is refuted if any of these necessary conditions can be shown to be unfulfilled.
Viewed within this underlying framework, the different expressions by BH take on a
significance that is not obvious from their surface form. On a cognitive level BH tries to
show that these conditions can not be fulfilled and therefore that the proposal for using
nuclear energy is refuted. PU seems to be arguing that one can/should recommend nuclear
energy if and only if one can guarantee safety and that there is a guarantee for safety so
therefore one can/should recommend nuclear energy.
TG's contributions to the argumentation can be seen to be aimed at contradicting the
implication that being able to make a promise about the future stability of Swedish society is
a necessary condition for being able to propose nuclear energy as a source of power. TG's
argument can be cast as a type of reductio ad absurdum which has the following form:
If R (being able to promise a future stable society) is impossible, then Q
implies R is also unreasonable because Q (recommending nuclear
energy) would then be impossible. However, on the contrary Q is
possible (and preferable for a number of reasons). Therefore, it is not the
case that Q implies R and hence Q and not R or simply Q.
The interchanges in the examples in this section reveal a number of interesting points
about the influence of the interaction situation (the turn-taking conditions) and the interactive
argumentation strategies on the structure of the speech. Speakers are able to self-select before
the present speaker in turn has relinquished the turn. This places a burden on the speaker in
turn to get what he has to say said quickly or if this is not possible to structure his speech so
that he will not be interrupted. Or if he is interrupted that his main point will have been
mentioned. This is visible in PU's second turn after having just been interrupted by BH.
There PU begins by mentioning the most important part of his answer first and comes with
qualifications and complicating circumstances later. Also when interrupting, a speaker tries
to get the important point in quickly and then come with a motivation or a justification. For
instance, BH in his second and sixth turns in the sequence above.
We also see speakers relying on the listener to be able to relate what is being said to
the purpose of the argumentation although it is not immediately clear from what the speaker
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says how this is to be effected. A case in point is BH's statement in Examples 8.2.6.2 "men
om man inte kan lova man ska ändå fortsätta att producera dessa livsfarliga saker" (but if you
can not promise you should still continue to produce these lethal things). Although this is
presumably meant to be a rebuttal to TG's claim it is not made explicit what question is being
expressed.
The participants can be said to be following a strategy of giving the speaker the
benefit of the doubt and assuming that there is more to what he or she says than what is
actually said. This is especially visible in how BH's sixth turn, where he interrupts PU with
the mention of terrorist groups and crazy dictators, is dealt with by the representative. The
listener imputes a number of suppressed or unexpressed premisses to the argument of the
speaker in order to integrate it with the information that is already available.
The considerations above would lead one to expect a tendency in a situation where
there is a possibility of interruption, for a speaker to structure his argument so that he
mentions his main point or conclusion first and provides his reasoning (if at all) for this point
or conclusion later. Instead of a structure resembling if P, then Q
and P
therefore Q
we would expect to find structures such as -

Q because P,
and P implies Q,
therefore Q.
Where either P or Q or the implication relations may not be explicitly mentioned. For
instance, when PU in his second turn says 'we have a method' and then develops this, he is
relying on the listener being able to fill in the missing conclusion in the following argument
scheme.
(Q: we can take care of the nuclear wastes
because)
P: we have a method
(P implies Q
therefore
Q: we can take care of the nuclear wastes)
In certain cases the speech does not have to be well-formed grammatically to be able
to serve the purpose of argumentation. BH in one of his turns above simply names a number
of necessary conditions for being able to promise a stable society in twenty-five years' time.
He relies on the addressee to relate these expressions to their function in the argumentation.
It is only after he realizes after a short silence that this is not the case, that he gives
interpretative comments which relate these expressions to the general theme under
development.
On a more psycho-social level of the argumentation, BH appears to be pursuing a
strategy of utilizing the possibility of interrupting a speaker in turn to break his line of
reasoning or to catch him off guard, i.e. with no ready reply. This type of strategy is
especially powerful when employed in the presence of a third party. The embarrassment and
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threat to face caused by not being able to reply to a question or challenge although not
strictly relevant to the supporting or refuting of a claim can place one party at a
psychological disadvantage which indirectly can lead to at least hindering the work of
finding arguments for and against a claim. The focus of the interaction and of the attention of
the interactants becomes the individuals and the relationships between the individuals
participating in the interaction rather than arguments for and against the claim under examination. (cf. Goffman 1979 & Schopenhauer 1983).
By self-selecting in another speaker's turn one places the speaker under the
obligations created by the interruption (if the speaker in turn recognizes or is forced to
recognize the interruption). Interruptions can then be used by a party in the interaction to
control or steer the interaction. By, in a sense, throwing information into another speaker's
course of development a speaker may cause the development to take a different path than
was anticipated by the first speaker. This right or privilege is held in principle by the
interviewers in this situation. They do not however exercise exclusive access to the right of
interruption as is seen by PU's attempt to interrupt BH toward the end of this example.
A further point to be noted is that speakers build on the phrases and expressions used
by the previous speaker or speakers. A case of this occurs when TG uses BH's expression
'livsfarliga' (lethal) in the comparative form 'livsfarligare' (more lethal) in the immediately
following turn. Another case occurs at the same place in that example. There we find TG
simply repeating BH's expression 'men om man inte kan lova' (but if you cannot promise).
As concerns the nonvocal aspects of the interaction in this example from the
interview, the general impression given by BH is that he uses more of a combination of
nonvocal and vocal means to effect his aims in the interaction than is the case with EM who
seems to be more restrained nonvocally. BH's use of more nonvocal means to achieve his
ends at least gives one the impression that his interlocutors are also prompted to use more
nonvocal signals especially gestures. The pacing and tempo of the interaction is also much
quicker when BH is doing the interviewing.
If one compares the styles and strategies employed by the two interviewers in these
last two examples (8.2.6 & 8.2.7), one can say that EM appears to be more oriented toward a
mechanistic turn-taking order. This is evidenced by the leeway she allows the interviewee
and especially the lack of her use of vocal interindividual feedback givers while the
interviewee is speaking. In her interviewing, EM seems to be oriented toward using vocal
verbal means that approximate the written language norm. BH on the other hand appears to
be more oriented toward an organic turn-taking order and a preference for employing
nonvocal as well as vocal means to achieve his ends with no particular bias toward a written
language norm. He also monitors the interviewee with vocal and nonvocal interindividual
feedback signals at low levels of hierarchical structure in the argumentation. EM's style of
interviewing would seem to be conducive to a more or less peaceful or nonaggressive
relationship between the participants characterized by stability and security. BH's rough and
ready style would seem to be conducive to more aggressive relationships characterized by a
higher degree of instability and insecurity.
8.3 Course of Development and Body Movement
This section contains a discussion of the characteristic types of body movements that are
related to the various stages in the processing of information in search of a solution of a
problem or an answer to a question in terms of courses of development in the examples from
the television interview. Table 8.3.1 shows the types and frequencies of occurrence of
nonvocal nonverbal expressions in relation to the initiation, mediation, and termination
stages of the courses of development in the examples presented from the interview in this
chapter and chapter 5.
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Table 8.3.1: Stage of Course of Development and Body Movements
Initiation:
Head Movements:
4 <head nods>; 1 <headshake>; 1 <head turn>
Body Movements:
1 <body shift>; 1 <shift posture>; 1 <lean forward>;
1 <shift posture + lean forward>; 1 <lean back>;
Eye Movements:
1 <eyes closed>; 1 <eyebrow raise>; 1 <look at home audience>
Body and Eye Movements:
1 <turn, look at reps, lean forward>
Body and Hand Movements:
1 <lean forward push with open right hand palm out>

Mediation:
Head Movements:
11 <head nod>; 5 <headshake>; 2 <head twist>;2 <head lean>;
2 <head turn>; 1 <head turn>;1 <head turn + shake>;
1 <head back>; 1 <head cock>; 1 <head forward>; 1 <head tilt>;
Eye Movements:
5 <eyebrow raise>; 1 <look down at paper>; 1 <look at reps>
Head and Eye Movements
1 <head back + eyebrow flash + headshake>
Hand and Eye Movements:
1 <ball with hands + eyebrow raise>
Hand Movements:
1 <both hands open drawn down>; 1 <right hand sweep right>;
1 <both hands palms open and up>; 1 <bring hands together>;
1 <left hand sweep back & forth>; 1 <open right hand chop on
arm of chair>; 1 <cover motion with hand>; 1 <hand gestures>;
1 <thrust with both hands>; 1 <palms open>; 1 <strike with
open palms>; 1 <hands out palms open>; 1 <strike with hand>;
1 <shake index-thumb open ring>; 1 <fold hands>; 1 <flex
folded hands>;1 <strike with folded hands>; 1 <twist folded
hands>;
Termination:
Head Movements:
6 <head nod>; 1 <head forward>;
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Eye Movements:
1 <look at reps>; 1 <eyebrow raise>;
Head and Eye Movements:
1 <head turn + close eyes>; 1 <head back + eyebrow raise>
Body Movements:
1 <lean back>; 1 <shoulder shrugg>;
Hand Movements:
1 <folding hands>; 1 <point with papers>; 1 <strike with hand>
Lip Movements:
1 <tight lips>
Table 8.3.1 shows that the initiation stage of a course of development is characterized
by movements of the torso, movements of the head and eyes, and movements of the torso and
eyes. Hand movements occur almost exclusively in the mediation stage of a course of
development. The nonvocal nonverbal expressions found in the termination stage are similar
to those found in the initiation stage except for a few more hand gestures and one instance of
'tight lips' at the end of a course of development.
8.4 Expressions: Functions and Multifunctionality
Of all the expressions that could be potentially of interest in the analysis of the interaction in
the television interview, two types of expressions that have important control consequences
for the progress of the interactive argumentation are singled out for special attention and
analysis.
This section contains a discussion of the functions of the nonvocal expressions of
head nod/s and headshake/s and a discussion of vocal and nonvocal interindividual and
intraindividual feedback in the examples from the television interview. The head nod/s and
headshake/s expressions are important in argumentation because they can have the function
of signalling acceptance or rejection of information, i.e. they promote or inhibit progress
along paths of development within the argumentation. As will be seen below, they may,
however, have other functions. Under the non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the
interview where action plans of speakers are more negotiable and realized on a more local
level of control, speakers are seen to give more vocal and nonvocal feedback expressions that
link their contributions into courses of development that may stretch over several turns and
speakers (cf. example 8.2.7).
8.4.1 Head nod/s and Headshake/s: Functions
Table 8.4.1.1 contains an overview of the functions of the head nod/s expressions from the
examples from the television interview. The accompanying vocal expression is given in the
righthand column of the table.
Most of these head nods are not overt signals for affirmation or acceptance of
information. Rather, as is the case with nonvocal nonverbal expressions in general, an
indeterminate vague and general functional and meaning potential which is associated with a
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family of nonvocal expressions, for instance 'head nods', is made more definite and
determinate as to function and content in combination with the cooccurring vocalized information.
In example 8.2.7, for instance, where TG self-selects into the dyadic interaction
between BH and PU he uses a head nod and eyebrow raise together with the following vocal
verbal expression:
men skulle vi ha ett samhälle om äh
but if we were to have a society in eh
tjugo eller tretti år av <den art som du
twenty or thirty years of the kind that you

<head nod +
eyebrow raise>

skisserat>
sketched
In this example, the head nod can be seen as a type of deictic gesture together with
the vocal verbal anaphoric reference as well as a feedback elicitor. The final interpretation of
the vocal verbal expression 'du' (you) is in turn dependent on the direction of the pointing
head nod. This example shows how both the vocal verbal and nonvocal nonverbal
information is integrated in courses of development to narrow down the range of potential
understandings and/or interpretations.
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Table 8.4.1.1 Head Nod/s: Functions and Vocal Context
Function:

Example & Speaker Vocalization

Interindividual
Feedback Elicitor

Ex. 8.2.1 CO
Ex. 8.2.4 BH
Ex. 8.2.5 BH
Ex. 8.2.6 TG2
Ex. 8.2.6 TG2
Ex. 8.2.6 TG6
Ex. 8.2.6 TG7
Ex. 8.2.7 BH1
Ex. 8.2.7 PU2
Ex. 8.2.7 TG3

å vi säger <använd dom>
<men man kan göra bomber...>
<du vill helst inte>
relativt <va>
<LITE>
<problem>
<lösa> <BEVISA>....<LÖSA>
<avfallet också> <per unckel>
<GER beTRYGGande
SÄKerhet>
<aldrig gör>

Interindividual
Feedback Giver

Ex. 3.1.3 PU
Ex. 8.2.4 TG

<precis>
<man kan göra bomber...>

Emphasis

Ex. 8.2.1 CO
Ex. 8.2.2 CO
Ex. 8.2.6 PU1

de e <de>
<inte fråga om slöseri>
<en metod> som <ger>
<betryggande> säkerhet
<KOL>...<OLJA>
<LITE>
<GRAM>
<BEVISA>...<LÖSA>
<faktiskt>...det <osannolika>
<GER...beTRYGgande
SÄKerhet>
<den art som du skisserat>...
<problem>...<terroristgrupper>
...<diktatorer>
<koleldade>...<oljaeldade>...
<mindre avfall>

Ex. 8.2.6 TG1
Ex. 8.2.6. TG2
Ex. 8.2.6 EM3
Ex. 8.2.6 TG7
Ex. 8.2.7 PU2
Ex. 8.2.7 PU2
Ex. 8.2.7 TG1
Ex. 8.2.7 TG3

Table 8.4.1.2 contains the functions of the headshake/s expression in the examples
from the television interview.
Almost all of these headshakes occur medially in a course of development. One of the
headshakes occurs almost at the termination of a course of development (Ex. 8.2.6) where
TG is saying 'de får ja lov att säga' (that I must say).
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Table 8.4.1.2 Head Shake/s: Function and Vocal Context
Function:

Example & Speaker Vocalization

Signalling
negative
attitude

Ex. 8.2.6 TG1
Ex. 8.2.6 PU5
Ex. 8.2.6 TG1
Ex. 8.2.6 TG1
Ex. 8.2.6 TG1

<va relativt va>
det <avfall> som vi
allvarligare <bekymmer>
<radioaktivavfallet>
<lov at säga>

Cooccurring Ex. 8.2.6 PU2
with negation

<vi tror inte att den här
metoden>

Preceding
negation

Ex. 8.2.6 TG1
Ex. 8.2.6 TG1

en mycke dyrbar <hantering>
som <ju e>

Negative
synonymy

Ex. 8.2.7 PU2

att <forskningen> plötslit

Concerning the function category of negative synonymy the following can be said.
Negative synonymy is meant to account for the possibility of a negative synonymous
expression being used nonvocally together with a corresponding positive vocalization. For
instance, the vocalization 'att forskningen plötslit skulle stanna' (that research should
suddenly stop) can be seen as cooccurring with the equivalent negative nonvocal expression
which could be glossed approximately as 'inte fortsätta' (not continue).
In general the functions of the headshakes can be said to be in line with the discussion
in sec. 4.2.3. The headshakes constitute a family of nonvocal expressions that have a vague
and general function and meaning potential that can be used to fulfill a variety of
communicative and semantic functions ranging from signalling engagement to signalling
negative synonymy simultaneously with a positive vocalization.
An example of the integration of vocal verbal and nonvocal nonverbal information to
achieve a more determinate meaning for a headshake expression can be seen in TG's first
turn in example 8.2.6.
så kan man <kosta på de en> mycke
then one can afford to have very

<cover motion with
hand>

dyrbar <hantering> utan att de blir
expensive handling without there being

<head turn + shake>

stora kostnader för den sakens skull
great costs for that reason
In this example the head turn and shake expression which is highly indeterminate in
its meaning or intended interpretation is seen as a negative attitude signal upon the
appearance of the constrastive subordinating conjunction 'utan att' (without).
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8.4.2 Feedback: Interindividual and Intraindividual
Due to the non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the television interview which is more
self-regulating than the television debate, we expect to find more and a greater variety of
interindividual feedback signals in the interview than in the debate. Tables 8.4.2.1 and
8.4.2.2 below contain the instances of interindividual feedback found in the examples from
the television interview.
Table 8.4.2.1 Interindividual Feedback Elicitors
Example & Speaker
Ex. 8.2.1
Ex. 8.2.4
Ex. 8.2.5
Ex. 8.2.6

Nonvocal

CO
BH
BH
TG1
TG2

head nod/s
head nod/s
head nod/s
head nod/s
eyebrow raise va
head nod/s

TG3
TG5
TG7
Ex. 8.2.7

Vocal
rising intonation

va
eyebrow raise
head nod/s
eyebrow raise
head nod/s
head shake
head nod/s
eyebrow raise
head nod/s
eyebrow flash

BH1
PU2
TG1
TG3

ju, naturlit

Table 8.4.2.2 Interindividual Feedback Givers
Example & Speaker
Ex. 8.2.4
Ex. 8.2.6

Nonvocal

TG
TG1

head nod/s
head nod

Vocal
ja

In contrast to the television debate, where speakers are able to pause, hesitate, correct,
and reformulate within their rather secure turns, the turn-taking conditions of the television
interview leave little leeway for such intraindividual feedback activity. One of the rare
instances of intraindividual feedback is found in example 8.2.3 where speaker BH is making
a vocal intraindividual feedback signal 'eh'.
BH: <nä men barsebäck ligger då> eh
no but barsebäck is sitting there uh
med tre stora städer runtomkring
with three big cities around it
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<body shift>

Judging from the relative frequencies of nonvocal and vocal feedback elicitors found
in table 8.4.2.1, feedback elicitation in the interview is mainly managed nonvocally. This will
be seen to contrast with the characteristic tendencies for feedback giving and elicitation
found under the organic turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion. Perhaps the
antagonistic role configuration of the interview makes the use of vocal feedback elicitors too
obvious, they would sound too familiar and confidential or obligating. They may also make
the speaker appear too inconfident. For these reasons less obvious and less obligating
nonvocal means may have been preferred by the participants.
8.5 Summary
The discussion of examples in this chapter has shown how an argument may be
presented in terms of courses of development under the turn-taking conditions of a television
interview. In this situation there is a basically asymmetrical power relation which holds
between the interviewers and the interviewees, where the interviewers have relatively more
power or initiative and responsibility for the progress of the interview. Under these
conditions a speaker, usually an interviewee, is more liable to be interrupted than was the
case in the television debate in chapter 7. In the interview, an argument may be presented in
a course of development within the limits of one turn by one speaker or across speakers and
turns.
Under a less competitive interviewing style (Ex. 8.2.6), the presentation and
evaluation of arguments is seen to resemble the development in the television debate, being
carried out in relatively complex courses of development by speakers in their respective turns
in a more or less orderly fashion. Under this interviewing style, the projection and evaluation
of information in the argumentation takes place in hierarchical recursively structured
discourse operations in courses of development within turns by speakers in more or less the
same manner as found in less complex courses of development in the television debate.
Under more competitive interviewing (Ex. 8.2.7), the presentation and evaluation of
arguments is seen to take place in a much more interactive manner in less complex courses of
development by speakers in turn and across turns in a less orderly fashion. There speakers
draw conclusions from what another speaker is saying or offers counter-evidence
intermedially in another speaker's turn. Under this interviewing style, the projection and
evaluation of information takes place in courses of development which consist of less
hierarchical recursively structured discourse operations within turns by speakers.
The vocal and nonvocal expressions are seen to have a patterned relationship where
less representational and illustrative body movements are used in the initial stages of a course
of development and more representational and illustrative body movements occur medially
or terminally together with more definite semantic content. The examples also reveal a
higher frequency of vocal and nonvocal interindividual feedback givers and elicitors than
were found in the examples from the television debate.
A division of labor based on the roles of interviewer and interviewee obtain in the
interview. Interviewers attempt to make solutions and answers provided by the interviewees
problematic. The interviewees attempt to defend their proposed solutions and answers. The
interviewers employ a type of examination strategy resembling backtracking (cf. Appendix).
When one attempt at problematizing a proposed solution or answer with counterevidence or
counterexamples has failed, the interviewers shift to another line of examination to explore
the possibilities there. The interviewees try to close or block these paths of development
which are potential counterarguments to their proposal.
Table 8.5 summarizes the turn-taking conditions and the processing methods that
characterize the argumentation in the television interview in relationship to the model of
interactive argumentation as an information processing system.
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Table 8.5: The Interactive Argumentation in the Television Interview
as an Information Processing System
Information Processing System
Operating System
Turn-taking conditions
Non-mechanistic turn-taking
Control Factors:
Setting: National Referendum on Nuclear Energy in Sweden
Context: Television Interview broadcast nationwide
Goals:
1) Evaluation of Energy Policy,
2) Presentation of Energy Policy
Roles: Interviewer, Interviewee, (viewing audience)
Processing Operations
Methods
Actions:
Vocal & nonvocal logical and semantic discourse operations where the
semantic operations of elaboration and specification are the most common in
the examples presented. Nearly all the semantic operations occur medially (a
part of some subcourse of development within the turns by speakers in the
interview). The logical operations of conclusion and contrastive conjunction
are the most common in the examples presented. The conclusion operation
occurs most often turn medially whereas contrastive conjunction occurs more
frequently turn initially.
Interindividual & Intraindividual Feedback
Interindividual feedback:
More frequent than in the debate. There is a preference for
nonvocal feedback elicitors.
Intraindividual feedback:
There is not much tolerance for extended intraindividual feedback
under the turn-taking conditions of the interview.
Tactics:
Speakers make contributions to the interview in terms of
the following:
Simple COD's (S=T), Complex COD's (S=T),
Complex COD's (Ss/Ts).
The development proceeds in a more analytic fashion either within turns or
across turns under less competitive interviewing styles.
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The development proceeds in a more synthetic fashion either within turns
or across turns under more competitive and aggressive interviewing styles.
Strategies:
Interviewers seek to present problems and questions to the interviewees
and examine their proposed solutions or answers according to justificational
and explanatory criteria.
Interviewees seek to propose and defend solutions or answers to the
problems and questions of the interviewers.
Interviewers employ a strategy resembling backtracking in their attempts to
confront interviewees with problems or questions.
A recursive decompositional problem solving strategy is used within turns
or across turns by speakers to present proposed answers or solutions or for the
presentation of problems and questions.
The strategies are carried out in terms of the coordination of action plans on
lower medium range levels by speakers in turns and across speakers and turns
over longer or shorter spans of the interview.
From table 8.5 the argumentation in the interview can be seen to be progressing
according to control decisions and actions on a much more local level than was the case in
the television debate. This is seen in the frequency of the logical and semantic discourse
operations in the initial stages of the turns and the increased interindividual feedback
behavior. The television interview has much the character of a dialectical dialogue in which
the interviewers are examining the representatives about their proposed nuclear energy
policy. Information may be examined and made problematical at much lower levels of
granularity (sec. 2.1) and immediately as the occasion arises in the ongoing interactive
argumentation than was the case in the television debate.
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CHAPTER NINE
ORGANIC TURN-TAKING: THE CONVERSATIONAL DISCUSSION
Under organic turn-taking, there is no chairman or asymmetrical role relationships that might
lead to more predetermined, regulated, less negotiable, turn-taking. The search for a solution
to a problem or an answer to a question is carried out in terms of courses of development that
may stretch over several turns and speakers. The presentation and evaluation of projected
solutions or answers, can take place cooperatively with speakers sharing the responsibility
for the development of information. Development of information, i.e. presentations and
evaluations of proposed solutions or answers, may occur at practically all levels of
granularity. The examples presented from this situation of argumentation show that the same
basic characteristics of the development of vocal and nonvocal information in terms of
courses of development are operative under these more flexible turn-taking conditions.
9.1 Control Factors
In this section a characterization is given of the major control factors operating in the
development of the argumentation in the conversational discussion.
9.1.1 Description of the Situation
The conversational discussion was recorded in connection with a research project 'Natural
resources from a cultural perspective' where a number of in-depth interviews and
unrehearsed conversational discussions were video recorded. See Allwood (1981) and
Ericsson (1983) for details on the research strategy and the interviewing techniques. The
conversational discussion was the first of a series of tasks that the subjects were asked to
participate in.
The task presented to the participants in the discussion was that of discussing the
possibility of harmony or compatibility between nature and technology. After the question
for discussion was presented to the subjects they were left to discuss the issue for a period of
thirty minutes without interference or interruption by the researchers.
The physical setting for the discussion consisted of a medium sized classroom located
in a building from the beginning of the twentieth century. This means that although there is a
blackboard on one wall of the room the general atmosphere of the locality is rather more
'homey' than is the case in a normal modern classroom.
The participants are seated at a square table in the middle of the room. The seating
arrangement is depicted in figure 9.1.1.
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The conversation was recorded by a single stationary video camera with a single
stationary microphone located on the table between the participants. No participant was
singled out as having more responsibility for the conduction of the conversation than others.
There was no instruction as to what type of result was expected of the participants, e.g. they
were not instructed to try to establish or achieve a consensus of opinion on the issue to be
discussed.
9.1.2 Goals of the Activity
The goals of the activity of the conversational discussion can be formulated generally as
follows.
1) To inform others and possibly oneself about the solutions or answers that
are conceivable with respect to a certain issue or question.
2) To evaluate or test projected solutions or answers expressed by others or
oneself with respect to a certain issue or question.
On a more specific level of description the realization of these general goals will
involve the application of logical or semantic operations plus a variety of maneuvers, such as
giving examples and counterexamples, testing for consistency, demanding and giving
specifications, etc..
9.1.3 Roles
The roles of the participants in the conversation can be characterized as follows.
There are no preestablished role specifications for the participants in the
conversation. Any asymmetries in the power relation between the participants
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are due to factors which lie outside the discussion. All participants are in principle equal with respect to the discussion situation.
This characterization does, of course, not do justice to the de facto differences in
expressive style or skill that exist between the participants. However, from a stand point of
the norms obtaining in the situation, the participants are in a symmetrical power relationship.
The rights and obligations that apply to the participants in the conversational
discussion may be formulated as follows.
Rights: To use any means not inconsiderate according to the
obligations to accomplish the goal(s) of the activity.
Obligations: To treat other participants with consideration ethically, cognitively, emotionally, and aesthetically.
9.1.4 Turn-taking Conditions
In accordance with the specifications of the control factors of the situational context, the
goals of the activity, and the roles given above, the following turn-taking conditions hold for
the discussion. At any turn transition point;
1) a participant has the right and sometimes the obligation to select self as
next speaker if no other participant has self-selected,
2) a participant has the right to select any other participant as next speaker,
3) a participant has the right and the obligation to take next turn upon being
selected by self or other as next speaker,
4) if two or more participants self-select simultaneously the turn is delegated
according to the following principles:
a) first speaker has primary claim to the turn in case no other participant is
continuing in a previous turn,
b) if there is no clear first speaker and no other speaker is continuing, the
turn goes to the speaker who can best make good his/her claim to the turn.
In general a participant has the right and the obligation to self-select at any
appropriate point in the discussion. What is deemed appropriate at any specific point in the
discussion will depend on the development of the course of the activity at that time. The
notion of appropriateness will become more substantial when the examples of interchanges
in the conversation are examined in detail below. Roughly the appropriateness of a
contribution to the conversation will depend on a combination of semantic and pragmatic
considerations which obtain at any relevant point of transition, for instance, demanding or
giving a specification, suggesting an example, making a generalization, drawing a
conclusion, or giving evaluatory commentary.
The formulation above relies on the abstract concepts of rights and obligations and is
basically more declarative in nature than is the more procedurally oriented formulation of the
conversation turn-taking system as postulated by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974). The
formulation given above accounts for the same exhibited conversational behavior but gives
more credit to the participants as free moral agents than the formulation by Sacks, Schegloff,
and Jefferson.
9.2 Turn-taking and Courses of Development
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Given the organic and negotiable turn-taking in the conversational discussion, an interesting
question is how and to what extent the courses of development are realized over a number of
speakers within a single turn or across a number of turns. In this situation, where there is no
predetermined order of turns or asymmetrical power relationship, coordination of the action
plans of the participants is dealt with on a low level of hierarchical structure in the
development of the argumentation. The argumentation proceeds in an even more piecemeal
fashion than that found in example 8.2.7 with control actions applying at more local levels in
the development of the interaction.
What counts as a single turn as opposed to different turns is based on whether the
initiative changes hands during the exchange or whether it remains with one speaker during
the course of development. In other words, the giving of minimal interindividual feedback
signals of a supportive nature by one participant while another participant is in the progress
of developing an argument, although functioning as control actions in the interactive
development of the argumentation, will not count as cases of taking a full-fledged turn (cf.
sec. 2.3.5).
In general, and as will be seen in the examples that follow, more simple courses of
development coinciding with individual turns are found in the conversational discussion than
in the television debate or television interview. Speakers express themselves more briefly in
their turns effecting complex courses of development interactively. The initiative and
responsibility for the development of the argumentation therefore changes hands at a much
greater pace and is shared to a much greater degree than is the case in the debate and most of
the interview. This means that the development of the argumentation normally occurs in
courses of development that stretch over a number of speakers and turns.
In the following, examples will be given of the different types of courses of
development as they are related to the turn-taking found in the conversational discussion.
These may, in principle, be either simple or complex courses of development and may be
executed by one speaker within one turn, across speakers within one turn, or across speakers
and turns. The examples are ordered according to their complexity and are identified as to the
semantic and/or logical discourse operations and as to the type of course of development they
represent, i.e. whether simple or complex, by one speaker in one turn (S = T), across
speakers in one turn (Ss/T), or across speakers and turns (Ss/Ts).
Example 9.2.1 COD Ss/T
Under the turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion, one speaker may
execute a relatively simple action plan which is monitored closely at each option point by
another speaker. Speakers also actively seek out reactions in terms of interindividual
feedback givers from others at these option points in the execution of an action plan in order
to continue.
This example illustrates the typical progression of the development of the
argumentation across speakers within a turn in the conversational discussion. Here the
relative nature of the concept of turn becomes obvious (cf. sec. 2.3.4). One speaker has the
main responsibility and obligation for the development of information but other speakers
actively participate in the development by way of interindividual feedback givers. Speaker K
initiates with a formulation of a problem or question accompanied by a turn in his chair and
avoidance behavior.
K1: <va ja tycker om NATUR <laugh>
what i think about NATURE
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<turn in chair+
face down+hide

face>
Another speaker gives minimal supportive vocal feedback at the end of K's utterance.
S1: aa
uh
K continues with a conjunction operation.
K2: å TEKNIK> //
and techNOLogy
After the pause, the interpretation phase of the course of development in this turn by
K is initiated in terms of an elaboration ending in a vocal feedback elicitor.
de e lite svårt å förena va
they are a little hard to reconcile aren't they
S responds with another minimal supportive vocal feedback giver.
S2: a
ah
Whereupon K continues and closes the course of development with an expression that adds
emphasis vocally to his previous expression.
K3: de verkligen
really
This relatively simple course of development in K's turn is devoted to the
announcement and formulation of the issue that will be discussed in the conversation.
Example 9.2.2 COD Ss/T
The development of the argumentation in the conversational discussion may have
more the character of freely associating primary processing (cf. sec. 2.2.1) than was the case
in the television debate or the television interview where speakers were more well prepared
and had reflected intensively on the issue under discussion for extended periods prior to the
actual occasion of argumentation. Speakers in the conversational discussion may associate to
some concrete or conceptual object and then weave this association into the general
development of the argumentation. They do this relying heavily on the feedback signals
coming from other speakers at the option points in the realization of their action plans.
This example illustrates the development of information both vocally and nonvocally
beginning with a movement from a specific concrete phenomenon by speaker K. This is a
very short version of the synthetic type of development which was presented in example
4.5.2. The initial mention of a specific concrete example is followed by a vocal feedback
elicitor accompanied by a sweeping gesture with the left hand.

K1: <skogsstigar> va <laugh> //

<left hand sweep
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paths in the woods right

left at wrist>

The speaker then subsumes this specific concrete example by means of a
generalization operation accompanied by a feedback eliciting hand gesture.
ja de <e ju även ingrepp> i
yeh even those are an infringement on

<hand gesture
palm open>

naturen
nature
This is acknowledged by speaker S with a minimal confirming feedback giver.
S1: ja
yeh
At this point the speaker K repeats his initial specific expression as a signal for the
closing of the course of development. This is followed by a nonvocal feedback elicitor.
K2: en liten skogsstig // <laugh> <gesture>
a little path in the woods

<head nod>

The problem to be solved on this level of development in the discussion is that of
finding specific instances of 'ingrepp i naturen' (infringements on nature). The result of this
search will be used on higher levels of the argumentation to pursue higher order goals, e.g. to
find a resolution to the issue of whether nature and technology are compatible, or not.
Example 9.2.3 COD Ss/Ts
Under organic turn-taking conditions action plans may be executed in cooperation by
speakers across turns in the argumentation. At an option point of one speaker another speaker
takes over the initiative and continues and completes the development.
This example illustrates the development of information in a course of development
by means of logical and/or semantic discourse operations across speakers and turns in the
discussion. This type of development resembles that exhibited in example 7.2.7 where a
speaker draws a conclusion in the interpretation phase of the course of development from
information that has been presented in the introduction phase by another speaker. This type
of development reveals the strong cooperative nature of the interactive argumentation in the
conversational discussion as opposed to the relatively weaker cooperation in the television
debate and the television interview.
The development of the argumentation is seen again to be rather associative in nature
proceeding in a more or less bottom up synthetic fashion. Speaker K initiates with look away
behavior followed by specification of the general theme 'teknik' (technology).
K1: <gesture> teknik de kan ju va ett litet
technology that can be a little
eh m u u vattenhjul //
eh m w w waterwheel
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<look away>

He continues with further elaborative specifications accompanied by look away
behavior.
gjort av trä som ligger å porlar i<en bäck>//
made of wood that stands gurgling in a stream

<look away>

K continues with a conjunction operation which constitutes a further elaboration on
the theme of 'vattenhjul' (waterwheel)
å ger energi
to give energy
Speaker J offers a minimal recognition signal.
J1: (a)
(ah )
After a short pause, speaker S initiates the interpretation phase of this course of
development across speakers and turns with a conclusion operation and a tensing of the
body.
S1: //<då kan man ju säja att de
then you could say that they

<tense body>

harmoniserar de harmoniserar> till
harmonize they harmonize to a
// viss GRAD //
certain EXTENT
Speaker S continues with an elaboration on the theme 'till viss grad' (to a certain
extent) with an exemplification, closing the overall course of development across speakers
and turns.
ända tills man kommer ner till //
till you come down to
s säja ruhrområdet därnere
let let's say the ruhr area down there
In this example the speakers are considering possible solutions to the question of
compatibility between nature and technology. They find that there is some possibility of
compatibility at least within certain limits.
9.3 Projective and Evaluative Development
The development of information in terms of courses of development across speakers
and turns can be divided into two broad classes, projective development and evaluative
development (cf. sec. 4.2). Projective development is basically information that opens a new
path or keeps an old path of development open. Evaluative development may either keep an
old path open or block or close development along a path. In this section a close examination
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will be made of examples of fragments from the conversational discussion consisting of a
number of courses of development across speakers and turns.
Example 9.3.1 Projective Development
In this course of development the problem addressed is that of finding some instances
of compatibility between nature and technology. The development progresses in a basically
synthetic manner from an association to a concrete object to a higher order generalization
with the next to the last speaker in the sequence making a summarizing interpretation of the
information introduced by previous speakers. Once again the speakers are cooperating in the
execution of a single action plan distributed over speakers and turns. The development is
basically projective, i.e. progress along this path appears to be promising or hopeful.
Speaker K initiates with the mention of a specific concrete example.
K1: mm // om man t`sempel har en
mm if you for example have a
CYKEL mä sej //
BIKE with you
This introduction of the theme of the development is followed by a conclusive
conjunction operation accompanied by hand gestures and terminating with a vocal feedback
elicitor.
då<kombinerar man ju tekniken>
then you combine technology

<hands open
palms up drawn
apart>
<circle gesture
right index>

mä<naturen>va
with nature right
Speaker J gives a minimal vocal feedback signal.
J1: mm
mm

Speaker K then offers a vocal feedback elicitor prompting speaker J to initiate.
K2: eller hur
isn't that right
J2: ja // om de e så dom menar a
yeh if that is what they mean eh
At this point, speaker K again resumes the initiative for the development continuing
with a further conclusive conjunction operation accompanied by a sweeping hand gesture
followed by a vocal feedback elicitor.

K3: <å då se man ju mer av naturen>va
and then you see more of nature right
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<right sweep
palm down>

Speaker S takes this opportunity to make a type of summarizing interpretation which
initiates the closing of the course of development. Speaker S terminates with a feedback
elicitor.
S1: harmoniserar varandra ganska fint va <laugh>
they harmonize pretty well with each other
right
The feedback elicitor by S prompts K, who initiated the theme for this course of
development, to an affirming termination in contrastive stress.
K4: JAA
YEES
Example 9.3.2 Projective Development
The introduction phase of this course of development is a typical case of the
development of a line of reasoning during the act of expressing the argument unrehearsed.
This emergent nature of spontaneous speech has been pointed out previously by a number of
authors (cf. Kleist (1810)/1964, Paul 1886, Linell 1983, Furberg 1982) (cf. sec. 1.5). A vague
and perhaps ambiguous conception presents itself to the speaker which is then formulated
and reformulated either by the same speaker or by other speakers until some point is reached
where the idea seems to have taken a definite form. At this point the idea expressed can be
critically examined as to its plausibility, relevance, or coherence.
In the introduction phase the speakers are cooperatively constructing an argument or
proposition by giving various possible formulations which narrow down an indefinite idea
which is expressed in the initiation of the course of development. Control and monitoring of
the execution of speakers action plan is seen to take place on a very low level of structural
complexity. After the course of development has been initiated by one speaker the line of
development is taken up by another speaker and brought to completion. This type of
development resembles the analytic development in example 5.5.1. The development of
information begins with a vague and general statement by speaker J which is elaborated on in
successive specifications with help from speakers K and S.
J1: <tekniken e väl ett sätt fö människan
technology is really a way for man
å styra naturen (vill säja)>
to govern nature (that is to say)
K1: mm
mm
J2: påverka den å mästra den de ha ju ökat
influence it and master it this has increased
hela tiden å de öka ju mer å mer // vår
all the time and is increasing more and more
förmåga att liksom //
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<right hand
to mouth>

our ability to well
K2: ja
yeh
J3: behärska
command
S1: bemäs bemästra
conq conquer
J4: <bemästra naturkrafterna>å så här
conquer the natural elements and such
<tygla dom><laugh>
harness them

<right hand to
left elbow +
look at S>
<look up>

At this point speaker J gives a very concrete exemplification of his initially vague and
general theme.
jaa vi ska<göra dom te vårt lydiga>
yeeh we are going to make them into obedient

<look down>

redskap (eller)
tools (or)
Speaker K then initiates the interpretation phase of the course of development
introducing some potentially complicating information.
K3: <laugh><ja egentlien e la // vi naturens
yeh really it is we who are nature's

<look down>

redskap //
tools
This information is given a contrastive elaboration which partially eliminates the
complication. The key vocal expression is accompanied by an illustrative hand gesture.
de e bara de att vi // försöker>//
it is just that we try to
<övervinna den><laugh>
overcome it

<both hands spread
palms down>

Speaker J expresses his consent.
J5: aa
aah
Speaker K then continues to elaborate and fill in more details rounding off the course
of development. He is supported in this effort by speakers S and J.
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K4: skulle ja tro //<vi ha la lyckats>
i think
we have succeeded

<look down>

S2: <laugh>
K5: te stor del åtminstone
to a large extent at least
J6: mm <gesture>
mm

<right index to
glasses>

This type of interactive corrective development also resembles the rhetorical
technique of correction (cf. sec. 1.5) which was said to make an impression upon the hearer
because the replacement of an ordinary word by a more appropriate expression made the idea
seem more striking. This type of development does not occur across speakers and turns in the
television debate, partly because of the antagonistic roles of the participants and partly
because the turn-taking conditions inhibit such cooperative interactive development. In the
television interview the basically antagonistic roles of the interviewers and the interviewees
inhibit such development although the turn-taking conditions would in principle allow for it.
Example 9.3.3 Projective Development
This example also shows the ability of the speakers to develop an argumentation
without expressing much semantic content in the initial stages. The speaker(s) keeps the
development of the argumentation going by a combination of vocal and nonvocal means
while searching for an expression of the idea or notion that is alluded to in the vague and
indefinite opening phrases. This type of processing is once again more primary processing
oriented. This example also clearly demonstrates how information is developed
incrementally across speakers and turns by means of vocal verbal and nonvocal nonverbal
expressions to reduce the range of possible interpretations or understandings.
Speaker J initiates with a negative contrastive conjunction operation making a vocal
and nonvocal reference to some previous disjunctive proposition. The hand gesture at the
pause signals that something more is to come. The hand gestures together with the vocal
verbal expression of a disjunction is a type of illustration of the two parts of a disjunction.
J1: <inhale> nej men ja tycker ändå på
no but i think that still in
nåt sätt att man <//> man kan inte
some way that you you can't

<left hand down,
open palm down>

<säga de> ena eller <de andra>
say the one or the other

<strike with left
hand>
<strike with left
hand>

He then elaborates on this theme with a further contrastive conjunction operation
accompanied by hand gestures that signal a continuation and illustrate the conjunction.
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utan dom <ä>//<natur å teknik>
rather they are nature and technology
(dom e la)<oli> dom ä alltså
(they are) diff they are then

<fingertips on
table>
<brush with hand>
<hand from table>

olika på olika / plan liksom
different on different levels sort of
He gives an interpretive elaboration on the initial theme.
naturen finns där alltid (liksom)
nature is always there sort of
Speaker K then initiates elaborative development on the theme of 'teknik'
(technology) ending with a vocal feedback elicitor and an illustrative hand gesture.
K1: tekniken har kommit <AV naturen>
technology has come FROM nature

<draw back
left hand>

va
right
Speaker J again initiates with rather diffuse expressions and indicating or displaying
hand movements. These initial expressions are then successively refined, culminating in a
concrete exemplification accompanied by an illustrative hand gesture.
J2: ja (ja) liksom menar de men den <//>
yeh (yeh) well i mean that with the

<hand movement
under table>

K2: <mm^>
mm

<lean head
forward
toward J, raise
eyebrows>

J3: (dom)dom(behöver ju inte liksom)
(they) they (don't need to well)

<slås ihop>
clash

<strike fists
together above
table>

J continues with a further precisification of his intended meaning accompanied by
illustrative hand gestures.
så om vi säger men sen <naturen ä här å
so if we say but then nature is here and
tekniken ä där liksom> (...)
technology is there sort of
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<open palms ,
down, one hand
above the other>

Speaker K offers a possible elaborative interpretation of J's expression accompanied
also by an illustrative hand gesture.
K3: <ligger på samma plan>
they are on the same level

<open left hand
sweep at wrist>

J4: na dom har liksom dom måste (...)
uh they uh well they must
existera båda två liksom
exist both of them sort of
K4: <hm>
hm

<head movement
from side to side>

Speaker J then initiates a conditional operation accompanied by an adaptive
intraindividual feedback gesture, but is interrupted by speaker S who executes a conclusion
operation terminating with posture shifts and a self-touch adaptive gesture.
J5: om vi säger<tekniken e
if we say technology is

<stroke hair with
left hand,lean
back, turn to S>

vårt sätt att utnyttja>
our way of exploiting
S1: just ju justera naturen // med ännu
reg re regulate nature with even
mera teknik <<laugh>> <gesture>
more technology

<lean toward J,
body shift look
at K>
<hands on knee,
stretch arms and
shoulder>

At this point speaker K contributes a summarizing disjunction operation which closes
the course of development accompanied by avoidance behavior and hand gestures.
K5: ja just de // anpassa <naturen
yeh that's it adapt nature

<turn chair away
from J+S hand
gestures,turn
chair back>

efter>tekniken eller tvärtom
to technology or the other way round

The termination of the course of development is accompanied by avoidance behavior
and feedback eliciting facial expressions and hand gestures.
<//>vilket ä <lättast> ^
which is easiest

<raise eyebrows,
hand gesture>
<raise eyebrows,
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hand gesture>
Example 9.3.4 Projective and Evaluative Development
The development of argumentation by a speaker in the conversational discussion is
very sensitive to feedback from other speakers. In this example we see a speaker actively
eliciting feedback from another speaker and using this feedback information at option points
in his action plan to determine the further development of his argumentation. The development begins in a projective mode but shifts to an evaluative mode toward the end, i.e. the
path of information looks strongly promising in the beginning but turns out to be rather
weak. This example is an extended and analytic version of the type of development seen in
Example 9.3.1. In that example, the development moved synthetically from a specific
concrete example, a bicycle, and ended in a generalization about the compatibility between
nature and technology. The development in this example begins with a vague and general
concept which is developed and elaborated on by the citing of concrete examples.
The initial statement of the theme to be developed is accompanied by look away
behavior and a nonvocal feedback elicitor.
K1: <även natur>de e ju skärgården<också>
even nature that is the archipelago too

<look away>
<eyebrow
raise>

Speaker S responds with positive vocal feedback givers.
S2: mm javisst naturlitvis
mm sure naturally
Speaker K then continues with a generalization and a formulation of the goal of the
search in the form of a conjunctive conclusion operation. This is accompanied by avoidance
behavior and a nonvocal illustrative hand gesture.
K2: ja // och då kan man ju<naturlitvis
yeh and then you can of course

<turn in chair>

kombinera><teknik å natur>
combine technology and nature

<hands open
palms down>

At this point speaker S expresses some uncertainty with a feedback elicitor.
S2: jasså
oh yeh
Speaker K responds to this elicitor by opening a subcourse of development where he
continues to elaborate on the theme by introducing a concrete example of technology in the
archipelago. The subcourse of development is initiated by means of a conclusion operation.
The introduction of the concrete example is accompanied by an illustrative hand gesture.
K3: för om man tänker på //<en segelbåt>
cause if you think of a sailboat

<hands open
palms in>

de e ju teknikens<under>va // nästan

<hands spreading>
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that is a wonder of technology right almost
This general formulation is then given a very concrete exemplification accompanied
by vocal and nonvocal iconic expressions.
// och eh // när man ser en<segelbåt
and uh when you see a sailboat

<right hand sweep
right to left>

sss glida> fram över eh vattnet
sss gliding along on the water
Speaker S continues the development with a generalization from this specific
example by K.
S3: mm de den de smälter in där liksom (ja)
mm it that it melts in there sort of (yeh)
K agrees with this generalization and accompanies the key expression in his
paraphrase with an illustrative hand gesture.
K4: just de de<smälter in>
that's right it melts in

<hands open
palms out push>

Speaker S then formulates a general conclusive summary rounding off the subcourse
of development.
S4: ingen skärgård utan segelbåt
no archipelago without a sailboat
Speaker K begins the termination of the overall course of development by initiating
an interpretation paraphrasing S's conclusion in a sweeping generalization. The hand gesture
can be seen as a type of nonvocal feedback elicitor.
K5: nä jus de de finns<väl ingen som eeh ha
no right there isn't anyone who uh uh
tänk kan tänka sej>bohuslän utan //
imag can imagine bohuslän without

<opening hands>

BÅTAR va //
BOATS right
There is however some uncertainty remaining as to the unrestricted truth of this
generalization.
men ja förstår int<ja vet inte>
but i don't understand i don't know

<opening hands>

He then addresses a question to speaker J accompanied by a pointing gesture.
eeh // eh //<du kan inte tänka dej

<right hand point
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uuh

uh

you can't imagine

to J>

de heller va>
that either can you
Speaker J gives an evaluation of the general conjecture that speakers K and S have
succeeded in formulating, blocking or at least making progress along this path of
development appear less promising.
J1: de går alldeles utmärkt tycker ja
it is real easy when i think
i å för sej
about it
Speaker K terminates the course of development with laughter and a self-touch
adaptive gesture followed by a vocal verbal ironic affirmation.
K6:<<laugh>>// ja ja
yeh yeh

<hand to back
of neck>

Example 9.3.5 Projective and Evaluative Development
In the execution of an action plan if an option is taken that later proves to be
unproductive or unrewarding then a speaker may retreat to some previous option point and
proceed from there in the hope of finding success along this new path. In the following
fragment from the discussion the tentative control strategy of backtracking (cf. Appendix) is
employed by the participants. This example shows the participants returning to a previous
decision point in the development of the argumentation after having seen that the path being
pursued is not promising.
In this course of development, the speakers are addressing the problem of trying to
find an answer to the question of how to constrain the possible interpretations of the
expression 'nature'.
Speaker K initiates with a question about the appropriateness of applying the class
term 'nature' to a specific concrete type of forest. The initiation is accompanied by typical
look away behavior.
K1: <gesture> men eh planterad skog kan
but uh planted forest can you

<turn away+look
down>

de kallas natur
call that nature
Speaker S then suggests that 'nature' must be defined before K's question can be dealt
with properly. This opens a subcourse of development where a definition of 'nature' is
sought.
S1: <laugh> kanse(ska)börja me å definera
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maybe start by defining
ordet natur
the word nature
K2: a just de // definera ordet natur //
that's right define the word nature
<alltså> <laugh>
then

<look away>

Speaker S offers a solution to the problem in the form of a precisification which is
ambiguous between a partial and a total identity. Speaker K agrees and generalizes making a
precisification toward total identity.
S2: natur är grönt ungefär
nature is green approximately
K3: a just de // <allt som e grönt> //
that's right everything that's green

<head nods>

Speaker K then introduces a counterexample to this generalization in the form of a
contrastive conjunction operation.
men å andra sidan svampar ä inte gröna //
but on the other hand mushrooms aren't green
näe de e dom inte
no they are not
This counterexample can be said to block development along this path. At this point
speaker J returns to the question that initiated the development thereby opening a new path of
development in a further subcourse of development.
J1: <natur få se> // <allt som va på
nature let's see everything that was on

<look down
+ away>
<look down>

jorden>innan människan kom hit å så
the earth before man came here and such
<laugh>
This proposed definition which is presented in the form of a precisification is
accepted by S.
S3: ja så definerar vi naturen tycker ja
yeh that's how we define nature i think
This attempt is however also countered by K with a complicating contrastive conjunction
operation followed by a sweeping hand gesture.
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K4: a just de // men människan tillhör
that's right but man belongs to
naturen <gesture>
nature

<both hands sweep
back & forth>

Speaker J then elaborates on the theme of man belonging to nature to make it include
all that man has produced.
J2: människan (å allting som har kommit) fram
man (and everything that has come) out of
He is assisted by speaker K.
K5: ööh ääh // <ja // tekniken>
uuh uuh yeh technology

<turn+look away>

Speaker J then completes his statement.
J3: (får vi ta å)tänka på va vi me vår teknik
(we must) think of what we have done with our
ha gjort då
technology then
This complication can be seen as blocking continued development along this path.
This type of backtracking development is depicted in diagram 9.3.5.
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9.4 Course of Development and Body Movement
This section contains a discussion of the characteristic types of body movements that are
related to the various stages of the courses of development in the examples from the
conversational discussion. Table 9.4.1 exhibits the types and frequencies of occurrence of
nonvocal nonverbal expressions in relation to the initiation, mediation, and termination
stages of the courses of development.
Table 9.4.1 Stage of Course of Development and Body Movements
Initiation:
Eye Movements:
2 <look away>; 1 <eyebrow raise>
Body and Eye Movements:
1 <turn in chair + face down + hide face>; 1 <turn away +
look down>
Hand Movements:
1 <left hand sweep left at wrist>; 1 <left hand down open
palm down>;
Hand to Body Movements:
1 <right hand to mouth>; 1 <stroke hair with left hand +
lean back + turn to addressee>
Mediation:
Head Movements:
1.<head nods>; 1 <head movement from side to side>
Eye Movements:
3 <look down>; 2 <look away>; 1 <look down + away>;
1 <look up>;
Head and Eye Movements:
1 <lean head forward toward addressee + raise eyebrows>
Body Movements:
1 <turn in chair>
Body and Eye Movements:
1 <turn + look away>
Hand Movements:
3 <both hands spread palms down>; 2 <opening hands>
1 <hand gesture palm open>;1 <hands open palms up dawn
apart>; 1 <circle gesture right index>; 1 <right sweep palm
down>; 1 <strike with left hand>;1 <fingertips on table>;
1 <brush with hand>; 1 <hand from table>; 1 <draw back left
hand>; 1 <hand movement under table>; 1 <strike fists
together above table>; 1 <open palms down, one hand above
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the other>; 1 <open left hand sweep at wrist>; 1 <hands open
palms in>; 1 <hands spreading>;1 <right hand sweep right to
left>; 1 <hands open palms out push>; 1 <right hand point to
addressee>
Hand and Eye Movements:
1 <right hand to left elbow + look at addressee>
Termination:
Hand and Eye Movements:
1 <raise eyebrows + hand gesture>
Hand to Body Movements:
1 <right index to glasses>; 1 <hands on knee, stretch arms &
shoulders>; 1 <hand to back of neck>
Body and Eye Movements:
1 <lean toward addressee + body shift + look at other
addressee>
Body and Hand Movements:
1 <turn chair away from addressee + hand gestures +
turn chair back>
Table 9.4.1 shows that the initiation stage of a course of development in the
conversational discussion is characterized by avoidance behavior of both the eyes and the
torso or some type of adaptive self-touch movement. The mediation stage is characterized by
a variety of head and/or eye movements and especially hand movements. The termination
stage is similar to the initiation stage consisting of movements of the torso in combination
with movements of the eyes and hands.
The results shown in table 9.4.1 are very similar to those that have been obtained in
the study of the television debate and the television interview in chapters 7 and 8,
respectively.
9.5 Expressions: Functions and Multifunctionality
This section contains a discussion of the functions of certain expressions found in the
examples from the conversational discussion presented in this chapter. As has been pointed
out before, these expressions are often fulfilling a number of functions simultaneously, and
therefore the function category to which an expression is assigned is to be understood as the
primary function that the expression has in the given context.
The discussion in section 9.5.1 focuses of the functions of the head nod/s and
headshake/s expressions in the examples from the conversational discussion. Section 9.5.2
deals with the feedback eliciting and giving functions of vocal and nonvocal expressions in
the examples.
9.5.1 Head Nod/s and Headshake/s: Functions
Table 9.5.1 below shows the functions of the head nod/s expressions in the examples from
the discussion and the accompanying vocal verbal expressions.
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Table 9.5.1.1 Head Nod/s Expressions: Functions
Function

Example & Speaker Vocalization

Interindividual
Feedback Elicitor

Ex. 9.2.2 K2

<no vocalization>

Affirmation

Ex. 9.3.5 K3

a just de // <allt som e grönt>

There are no instances of headshakes in the examples from the conversational
discussion that have been presented above. An instance of a headshake functioning as a
denial occurs in the following example from the discussion when a listener shakes his head
while another person is speaking (cf. Ex. 4.1.4).
S: de ing de inga logiska resonemang mot
that's no that's no logical argument against
K: inte <//> ja men öh den här nya datorn
no
yeh but uh this new computer

<S headshake>

som har byggts med dator datorers hjälp
that was built with the help of computers
S: <<a ja vet inte>>
uh i don't know

<lean back+
hand wave>
<whisper>

This example also contains another conventional expression for denial or rejection,
namely, the hand wave. This occurs in conjunction with a vocal verbal expression of a
negation in a whisper.
As will be seen in the next section, the conversational discussion is characterized by
vocal feedback givers to a much higher degree than either the television debate or the
television interview. The more covert or less obligating nonvocal means of eliciting and
conveying consent or dissent are therefore less exploited than in the other situations.
9.5.2 Feedback: Interindividual and Intraindividual
Under the turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion the ongoing activity of
interactive argumentation is even more self-regulating than was the case in the television
interview. For this reason one would expect to find at least the same amount and type of
interindividual feedback signals as in the interview. Tables 9.5.2.1 and 9.5.2.2 below contain
the instances of interindividual feedback in the examples from the conversational discussion.
Table 9.5.2.1 Interindividual Feedback Elicitors
Example & Speaker

Nonvocal
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Vocal

Ex. 9.2.1
Ex. 9.2.2

K2
K1

Ex. 9.3.1

K1
K2
K3
S1
K1
K5

Ex. 9.3.3
Ex. 9.3.4

K1
S2
K5

va
hand gesture va
head nod/s
va
eller hur
va
va
va
eyebrow raise
hand gesture
eyebrow raise
jaaså
opening hands va

Table 9.5.2.2 Interindividual Feedback Givers
Example & Speaker
Ex. 9.2.1
Ex. 9.2.2
Ex. 9.3.1
Ex. 9.3.2

Ex. 9.3.3
Ex. 9.3.4

Ex. 9.3.5

Nonvocal

S1
S2
S1
J1
J2
K4
K1
K2
J5
J6
K2
S1

Vocal
aa
a
ja
mm
ja
JAA
mm
ja
aa
mm
eyebrow raise mm^
mm javisst
naturlitvis
just de
nä jus de
ja ja
a just de
a just de
ja
a just de

K4
K5
K6
K2
K3
S3
K4

In comparison to the television interview, the conversational discussion is
characterized by a greater variety and frequency of interindividual feedback givers. There is
also a much greater relative frequency of vocal feedback givers and elicitors in the
conversational discussion than in the television interview. In the discussion the participants
are more openly obligating and willing to express their lack of confidence or insecurity. This
fits well with an interpretation of the conversation discussion as strongly cooperative and
non-antagonistic.
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The turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion seem to be even less
tolerant of intraindividual feedback than the turn-taking conditions of the television
interview. Any indication of hesitation or uncertainty in formulation can be a point of
transition between speakers and/or turns. One instance of intraindividual feedback occurs in
example 9.3.3 where speaker J strokes his hair accompanyed by a torso movement while
speaking. Notice that he is then interrupted by speaker S.
J: om vi säger <tekniken e vårt sätt
if we say technology is our way

<stroke hair with left
left hand, lean back,
turn to S>

att utnyttja>
to use
S: just ju justera naturen // med
adj adjust nature with
ännu mera teknik <<laugh>> <gesture>
even more technology

<lean toward J, body
shift, look at K>
<hands on knee, stretch
arms and shoulder>

9.6 Summary
The examples presented above show that information in the interactive argumentation of the
interview is being processed across speakers and turns on a lower level of structural
complexity than was the case in the television debate and the television interview. Due to the
more organic or flexible turn-taking conditions of the interview a speaker may be interrupted
and information may be made the problematic issue of the argumentation on much lower
levels of granularity than was the case in the other two situations of argumentation. Speakers
can perform operations, either projectively or evaluatively, on information from another
speaker that is contained in single words or parts of words (Ex. 9.3.2). The information units
produced in the discussion are open for processing at practically any level of granularity. In
comparison with the television debate and the television interview, the projection and
evaluation of information in the argumentation of the conversational discussion takes place
in much less hierarchical recursively structured discourse operations within turns by speakers
and across turns by speakers.
The processing evidenced in the examples presented in this chapter can be seen as
being aimed at trying to resolve an issue that can be formulated as follows:
'Are nature and technology compatible?'
The development of the argumentation proceeds in a more associative type of primary
processing (cf. sec. 2.2.1) than was the case in the television debate or interview. The
semantic and logical operations are applied to information to generate paths of development
that either provide support for or eliminate certain prospective solutions to the problem or
answers to the question. Potentially supportive evidence is evaluated and possibly rejected on
the basis of counterevidence thus closing or terminating the generation or search along that
particular path of development. A path of development may, however, be reopened by the
introduction of counterevidence to the counterevidence. This means that the closing of a path
of development is only tentative.
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On a global level in the discussion the development of information consists of all the
presentations and evaluations of arguments that are related to the most general issue or
alternative issues in the discussion. The type of confirming and refuting activity described
above can be applied recursively to arguments related to a sub-issue, so that the same type of
hierarchical generative search activity is possible on lower or more local levels of
development of information in the discussion.
A rough overview of some of the partial argumentation related to the general overall
issue formulated above that are produced in the courses of development is found in figure
9.6.

Each of the subjects on the open and closed paths of development in the
argumentation structure are the themes of more or less elaborate courses of development in
the discussion.
In general, the correlation between the vocal and the nonvocal expressions in the
realization of a course of development in the conversational discussion followed the patterns
found in the debate and the interview. Illustrative hand gestures occur together with more
local semantic or logical operations in simple or subsidiary courses of development, whereas
body shifts, and leaning forward or backward, or self-touch adaptive movements occur with
more global maneuvers signaling the initiation or termination of complex courses of
development.
Table 9.6 summarizes the turn-taking conditions and the processing methods which
characterized the argumentation in the conversational discussion in relationship to the model
of interactive argumentation as an information processing system.
Table 9.6: The Interactive Argumentation in the Conversational
Discussion as an Information Processing System
Information Processing System
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Operating System
Turn-taking conditions
Organic Turn-taking
Control Factors
Setting: Project on Natural Resources
Context: Studio recorded discussion
Goals: Explore possibilities of combining nature and
technology
Roles: No preestablished Roles
Processing Operations
Methods:
Actions:
Vocal & nonvocal logical and semantic discourse operations which occur
both initially and medially within turns by speakers. Elaboration,
specification, and exemplification are the most common semantic operations
found in the examples presented from the conversational discussion.
Conclusion is the most common logical operation occurring initially as well as
medially within turns by speakers.
Interindividual & Intraindividual Feedback
Interindividual feedback:
Much more frequent than in the television debate and more
frequent than in the television interview. The feedback elicitors
and givers tend to be vocal in contrast to the television interview.
Intraindividual feedback:
Less tolerance for in-turn intraindividual feedback in comparison
to the television interview.
Tactics:
Speakers make their contributions to the conversational discussion in terms
of the following:
Simple COD's (S=T), Simple COD's (Ss/T),
Complex COD's (Ss/Ts)
Speakers alternate between more analytic and more synthetic
forms of development within the COD's.
Strategies:
Speakers project and evaluate alternative solutions or answers to problems
or questions according to a combination of justificational and explanatory
criteria.
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Speakers employ recursive decompositional problem solving strategies and
backtracking in their search for solutions or answers.
The strategies are carried out by the coordination of action plans on very
low short range levels by speakers in turn, across speakers in turns, and across
speakers and turns.

According to table 9.6, the argumentation in the conversational discussion can be
seen to be progressing according to control decisions and actions on an even lower level than
was the case in the television interview. This is seen in the relative frequency of semantic
operations in the initial stages of the turns by speakers in the discussion. The COD's are now
being realized across speakers within one turn or across turns and speakers to a much greater
degree than was the case in the television interview. The conversational discussion has the
character of an associative explorative dialogue with certain aspects of dialectics and
examination. In the organic turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion information may be examined and made problematical at lower levels of granularity and immediately
as the occasion arises in the ongoing interactive argumentation to a greater extent than was
the case in the television interview, especially under a less competitive interviewing style.
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CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, PERSPECTIVES
This final chapter consists of an account of the general conclusions that can be drawn from
the studies in the thesis and a discussion of these conclusions in relation to other theories and
models of spoken interaction in general and argumentation in particular (cf. Chapter 1). The
chapter closes with suggestions for further research.
10.1 Conclusions
Because of the abductive explanatory form of the argument in the thesis, many of the
hypothetical claims made in the presentation of the theoretical model of interactive
argumentation as a type of information processing system for problem solving will appear
here in the form of conclusions. In other words, the empirical studies in part two of the thesis
are seen to substantiate the theoretical hypothetical model.
The major general conclusions of the thesis based on the analyses of the interactive
argumentation under the different turn-taking conditions of the television debate, the
television interview, and the conversational discussion can be summarized as follows.
1) Interactive argumentation can be characterized as a type of collective problem
solving activity where solutions to a problem or an answer to a question is sought. The
search for a solution or an answer takes place in an information processing system where
prospective solutions or answers are generated and evaluated in accordance with recursively
structured action plans that are being pursued or executed by speakers under the different
turn-taking conditions. Many different types of information, cognitive, emotive,
interpersonal, and interaction management information are relevant to the conduct of the
interactive search.
2) The search activity is seen to progress along paths of development where
information is introduced and interpreted as to its potential relevance to finding a solution to
the problem or an answer to the question. The activity of introducing and interpreting
information can be broken down into units of vocal and nonvocal expressive behavior called
courses of development. In a course of development information is developed incrementally
both vocally and nonvocally in search of some result relevant to the overall solution or
answer.
3) Action plans realized in terms of courses of development may vary in degree of
recursive hierarchical structure from the very simple to the very complex depending on the
turn-taking conditions and the skill and knowledge of the speakers. Action plans on higher
orders of abstraction are realized by activities on lower levels of abstraction in terms of
simple courses of development which consist of the application of at least one logical and/or
semantic discourse operation in a recursive manner to comprise complex courses of
development consisting of several layers of hierarchical structure (cf. sec. 5.2). There are two
basic types of courses of development depending on whether the development of information
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proceeds analytically (top-down) from the general and/or vague to the specific and/or precise
or synthetically (bottom-up) from the specific and/or precise to the general and/or vague.
4) On the lowest levels of abstraction in the pursuit or execution of action plans
speakers use a combination of vocal and nonvocal expressions to delimit the range of
possible interpretations or understandings in an incremental manner according to the turntaking conditions that obtain for the argumentation. These expressions can be seen as
concrete realizations of abstract logical and/or semantic operations that are applied to
information at different stages of processing to produce more logically and semantically
elaborated and determinate information. Under the mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the
television debate, this delimitation is accomplished by speakers within their respective turns.
Under the the non-mechanistic turn-taking conditions of the television interview, the
delimitation is accomplished, depending on the interviewing strategy of the interviewers,
either within the respective turns by speakers, or across speakers and turns. Under the
organic turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion, the delimitation is
accomplished mainly across speakers and turns (cf. sec. 10.2). Under organic turn-taking
conditions the problem solving search exhibits less hierarchical recursive structure within
turns by speakers than under the more mechanistic turn-taking conditions.
5) The processing of information in the search activity may be either more associative
and non-goal oriented, as is the case in the conversational discussion, or more hierarchical
and goal oriented, as is the case in the television debate and the television interview. As the
turn-taking conditions become more organic the argumentation becomes less strictly
hierarchically structured. Instead of totally recursive hierarchical structures which may be
found in more mechanistic turn-taking conditions, organic turn-taking conditions lead to
more partially recursive hierarchical structures.
6) The search activity in the collective problem solving activity is governed by the
control factors of background setting, current context, goals, and roles which constitute the
turn-taking conditions that obtain in the different situations of argumentation. The type of
turn-taking conditions that are in operation for a situation of interactive argumentation
govern the coordination of the action plans being pursued or executed by the speakers in the
argumentation, i.e. whether the development of information in search of a solution or an
answer takes place within one turn by one speaker or whether it may be distributed over
different speakers and turns. The turn-taking conditions help to govern the distribution of the
speaker role among the participants and determine the vocal and nonvocal behavior that they
have a right and/or obligation to execute in this role (cf. sec. 10.2).
7) The search for a solution to a problem or an answer to a question is guided by a
number of justificational and explanatory criteria that are applied to prospective solutions or
answers to narrow down the range of interesting possibilities. Candidate solutions or answers
are subjected to an examination of how well they meet a combination of these criteria. These
criteria serve as general purpose heuristic guidelines in the search for an acceptable solution
or answer. In contrast to logical deductions, these heuristic search methods yield tentative
defeasible results that are highly constrained by the initial problem to the solved or question
to be answered.
8) In the collective information processing problem solving in
interactive argumentation vocal and nonvocal information is integrated in a search for the
solution to the problem. Table 10.1 below shows the distribution of types of nonvocal
expressions in relation to the initiation, mediation, and termination stages of courses of
development (simple and complex) (cf. sec. 5.2) in the examples from the television debate,
television interview, and conversational discussion. The nonvocal expressions included in
table 10.1 are those that are deemed to be most instrumental in the development of semantic
information in the argumentation and in fulfillment of the pragmatic functions of controlling
the progress of the ongoing interaction. Occurrences of nonvocal expressions in connection
with simple courses of development are reckoned as medial. Occurrences are designated
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according to the examples in which they occur and in certain cases according to speaker
within the example. An entry in the table signifies an occurrence of a certain type of
nonvocal expression in a respective stage of a course of development. An entry may in some
cases represent a number of repetitions of the same type of nonvocal expression. The
statistics are meant to be purely descriptive and apply only to the examples that have been
analysed in the previous chapters. They show the general tendencies in the examples in a
systematic and compact form but are not used inferentially to test a hypothesis (cf. sec.
6.2.4).
Table 10.2.1
Nonvocal Expressions in Relation to Stages of Courses of Development in the Examples from the
Three Occasions of Face-to-face Interactive Argumentation:
Body Shift: N = 22
Initiation: f = 12/22
Examples:
5.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.5, 7.2.6, 8.2.3, 8.2.6 EM1, 8.2.6 TG1,
8.2.6 EM3, 8.2.7 BH1, 9.2.1, 9.3.5 K1, 9.3.5 J1
Mediation: f = 2/22
Examples:
7.2.6, 9.3.4 K2
Termination: f = 8/22
Examples:
5.2.2, 5.5.2, 7.2.5, 7.2.6, 8.2.6 TG1, 9.3.3 S1, 9.3.3 K5, 9.3.5 K2
Self-touch: N = 5
Initiation: f = 1/5
Examples:
9.3.2 J1
Mediation: f = 1/5
Examples:
9.3.3 J5
Termination: f = 3/5
Examples:
9.3.6 J6, 9.3.3 S1, 9.3.4 K6
Avoidance: N = 19
Initiation: f = 8/19
Examples:
5.2.2, 5.5.1, 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.4, 7.2.5, 9.2.3, 9.3.4 K1
Mediation: f = 6/19
Examples:
5.5.1, 7.2.4, 8.2.6 EM1, 9.2.3, 9.3.2 J4
Termination: f = 5/19
Examples:
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5.2.2, 5.5.1, 7.2.1, 8.2.6 TG2, 9.3.2 K4
Eyebrow raise: N = 13
Initiation: f = 2/13
Examples:
8.2.6 TG2, 8.2.7 PU1
Mediation: f = 5/13
Examples:
7.2.5, 8.2.6 TG1, 8.2.7 PU2, 8.2.7 TG1, 9.3.3 K2
Termination: f = 6/13
Examples:
8.2.6 TG5, 8.2.6 TG7, 8.2.7 PU1, 8.2.7 PU5, 9.3.3 PU5, 9.3.3 K3,
9.3.4 K1
Hand Gestures: N = 45
Initiation: f = 3/45
Examples:
7.2.1, 7.2.4, 9.2.2
Mediation: f = 29/45
Examples:
5.2.2, 5.2.2, 5.5.2, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.4, 8.2.1,, 8.2.2, 8.2.3, 8.2.5,
8.2.6 TG1, 8.2.7 BH1, 8.2.7 PU2, 8.2.7 PU3, 8.2.7 BH4, 8.2.7 PU4,
8.2.7 PU6, 9.2.2, 9.3.1, 9.3.2 J4, 9.3.2 K3, 9.3.3 J1, 9.3.3 K1,
9.3.3 J3, 9.3.3 K3, 9.3.4 K2, 9.3.4 K3, 9.3.4 K4, 9.3.5 K5
Termination: f = 13/45
Examples:
5.2.2, 5.5.2,7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.5, 8.2.2, 8.2.3, 8.2.7 PU3,
8.2.7 PU5, 9.3.3 K5, 9.3.4 K5, 9.3.5 K4
Head Gestures: N = 45
Initiation: f = 7/45
Examples:
4.1.3, 5.5.1, 5.5.2, 8.2.1, 8.2.6 TG6, 8.2.7 PU2, 8.2.7 TG1
Mediation: f = 25/45
Examples:
4.1.4, 5.5.1, 5.5.2, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.5, 7.2.6, 8.2.1, 8.2.2, 8.2.4,
8.2.5, 8.2.6 TG1, 8.2.6 TG2, 8.2.6 EM3, 8.2.6 TG4, 8.2.6 TG7,
8.2.7 PU1, 8.2.7 PU2, 8.2.7 PU3, 8.2.7 TG1, 8.2.7 TG2, 8.2.7 TG3,
9.3.3 K2, 9.3.3 K4, 9.3.5 K3
Termination: f = 12/45
Examples
5.5.1, 5.5.2, 8.2.1, 8.2.6 TG1, 8.2.6 TG2, 8.2.6 EM4, 8.2.6 TG7,
8.2.7 BH1, 8.2.7 PU1, 8.2.7 PU2, 8.2.7 TG1, 8.2.7 TG3
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According to the statistics in Table 10.2.1 and referring back to tables 7.3.1, 8.3.1,
and 9.4.1 in the preceding chapters, a prototypical complex course of development both
within turns by one speaker and across speakers and turns can be characterized as
progressing in the following manner.
Vocal Verbal

Nonvocal Nonverbal

Vague, General
Expressions

Torso / Avoidance / Self-touch
Movements or Expressions

More Precise /
Specific Expressions

Hand / Head Movements or
Expressions

Either more Precise/
Specific or more
Vague/General

Hand / Head / Torso
Movements or Expressions

Initiation

Mediation

Termination

Initially, vocal verbal information of an indefinite and underdetermined nature is
accompanied by nonvocal body shifts, avoidance behavior, or interindividual feedback givers
such as head nods. Medially, vocal verbal information of an increasingly definite and
determined nature is accompanied by illustrative and symbolic hand and head gestures which
also serve to emphasize and highlight information. Interindividual feedback eliciting
eyebrow raises can also occur medially. Terminally, vocal verbal information which
reformulates or recapitulates the information introduced in the initiation and mediation stages
is accompanied by either illustrative, symbolic, and emphatic hand and/or head gestures, or
some interindividual feedback eliciting eyebrow raise or transition signal such as a body shift
and/or avoidance behavior.
There is then, typically, a cyclical movement which takes place within a complex
course of development in an incremental development of vocal and nonvocal information
from indicative and display or nonrepresentational, to signal and symbolic or representational
information in the initiation and mediation stages with a return to indicative and display
information in the termination or transition to the next course of development.
A course of development is seen to consist of a combination of vocal verbal and
nonvocal nonverbal properties which characterize it as a natural unit of processing activity in
face-to-face interactive argumentation. The notion of course of development as it has been
explicated in chapter 5 and illustrated in the examples from the television debate, television
interview, and conversational discussion, may provide us with a better answer to the question
of what type of information speaker/listeners are using to organize their ongoing activity in
interactive argumentation. For instance, a good candidate for a turn completion unit of
conversational analysis (cf. sec. 1.3.1) or a move or minimal game in the language game
model (cf. sec. 1.3.2) would be at least a simple course of development. Also the notoriously
difficult notion of discourse topic or topic shift of discourse analysis might be better
characterized in terms of more or less complex courses of development consisting of the
realization of abstract discourse operations by a combination of vocal and nonvocal
expressions.
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10.2 The Television Debate, Television Interview, and Conversational
Discussion as Types of Information Processing Systems
Table 10.2.2 below contains a schematic comparison of the television debate, television
interview and conversational discussion as information processing systems. The comparison
is made on the basic of the characteristic properties of each of these information processing
systems as illustrated in the examples presented in the previous chapters of the thesis.
Table 10.2.2: Comparison of Television Debate, Television Interview,
and Conversational Discussion as Information Processing Systems
OPERATING SYSTEMS
Debate
Turn-taking
conditions

Interview

Discussion

Mechanistic

Non-mechanistic

Organic

National
Referendum
on Nuclear
Energy

National
Referendum
on Nuclear
Energy

Project on
Natural Resources

Control Factors
Setting

Context
Nationwide
Television
Broadcast

Nationwide Studio recorded
Television
discussion
Broadcast

Goals
Influence of
voting behavior
of viewing
audience
Presentation
and evaluation
of energy
policies

1) Evaluation
of Energy Policy
2) Presentation
of Energy Policy

Explore ways of
combining nature
and technology

Established
roles of
Chairman,
Representative,
(audience)

Established roles
of Interviewer &
Interviewee,
Expert, (audience)

No preestablished
roles

Roles
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PROCESSING OPERATIONS
Methods
Action
Vocal &
Vocal &
Nonvocal
Nonvocal
Discourse
Discourse
Operations
Operations
Hierarchical
Less hierarchical
recursively
recursively
structured
structured
within COD's
within COD's
in turns by
in turns by
speakers
speakers
(cf. table 7.5) (cf. table 8.5) (cf. table 9.6)
Feedback
Interindividual
Little
Intraindividual
Much Possible
(cf. table 7.5)

Vocal &
Nonvocal
Discourse
Operations
Least hierarchical
recursively
structured
within COD's
in turns by
speakers

More

Much

Less Possible
(cf. table 8.5)

Least Possible
(cf. table 9.6)
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Tactics
Complex COD's
(S=T) Analytic
> Synthetic
COD's
(cf. table 7.5)

Simple COD's
Simple COD's(S=T)
(S=T) Complex
Simple COD's
COD's (S=T) (Ss/T) Complex
Complex COD's
COD's (Ss/Ts)
(Ss/Ts)
Synthetic COD's
EM: Analytic
(cf. table 9.6)
COD's
BH: Synthetic
COD's
(cf. table 8.5)

Examination of
Justificational
& Explanatory

Examination of
Examination of
Justificational
Justificational
& Explanatory
&

Strategies

Explanatory
criteria;
criteria;
Recursive
Recursive
Decomposition
Decomposition
of Problems
of Problems
High level
Lower level
action plans
action plans
in turns and
in turns and
across turns
across turns
by speakers
by speakers
Long range
Medium range
strategy
strategy
(cf. table 7.5) (cf. table 8.5) (cf. table 9.6)

criteria;
Recursive
Decomposition
of Problems
Low level
action plans
in turns and
across turns
by speakers
Short range
strategy

Table 10.2.2 shows that there are certain basic similarities between the debate, the
interview, and the discussion as concern the choice of processing strategies. The same
discourse operations are used in the three situations but in more or less complex
combinations depending on the turn-taking conditions. More or less the same types of
justificational and explanatory criteria are used in the three situations. The main difference
lies in how the processing of information is realized in terms of courses of development
under the different turn-taking conditions. More organic or less mechanistic turn-taking
allows (encourages) more simple courses of development within a turn by a speaker and
more complex courses of development distributed across speakers either within or across
turns.
In the television debate, because there is a chairman who regulates the turn-taking
and the order of turns has been determined in advance, the development of information may
take place in long and complex courses of development within turns by the speakers. The
development of the argumentation as a collective problem solving endeavor takes place by
way of a coordination of high level long range action plans that are executed by speakers
within the individual turns and distributed over their turns for the span of the entire debate.
The presentation and evaluation of arguments in search of a solution or an answer are seen to
proceed incrementally within courses of development within individual turns by speakers in
the debate, both vocally and nonvocally, from a more indeterminate and less definite
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introductory phase to a more determinate and more definite interpretation phase within the
courses of development.
In the television interview there is no pre-determined order of speakers. There is,
however, a basically asymmetrical power relation between the interviewers and the
interviewees where the interviewers bear a greater amount of the responsibility for the
progress of the interaction. The interviewers also have the right and/or the obligation of
interrupting the interviewees. Solutions to problems and answers to questions are sought by
the application of logical and semantic discourse operations in courses of development that
may stretch over a number of speakers and turns. The collective problem solving progresses
by way of coordination of lower level medium range action plans that are executed by the
speakers within turns or across a series of turns that constitute subsections or episodes within
the overall argumentation in the interview. In the interview the possibility of being able to
develop one theme (or more than one theme) completely within a turn by one speaker,
depends on the interviewing style adapted by the interviewer. Under more competitive
interviewing techniques, there is less room for complete complex courses of development
within one turn by one speaker. A search strategy resembling backtracking is exhibited in the
examples from the interview.
In the conversational discussion the turn-taking is organic and negotiable. Any
speaker may take or make a claim for the turn at any point in the interaction. Under these
turn-taking conditions, solutions and answers are generated and evaluated in courses of
development that stretch over several speakers and turns. There is a minimum of chance for a
complex course of development being confined to one turn by one speaker. The collective
problem solving progresses by the coordination of low level short range action plans
executed by speakers within turns, across speakers within a turn, and across speakers and
turns. In this situation there is a maximum of interindividual development of information
effected in the same basic patterned relationship between vocal and nonvocal information
that was witnessed in the television debate and the television interview. Indeterminate and
indefinite body movements accompany indeterminate and indefinite vocal expressions, and
vice versa. In this situation there is also a maximum of interindividual feedback elicitors and
givers.
What this means in terms of information processing and problem solving is, in the
first place, that the debate has more the character of a presentation of solutions or answers in
rhetorical monologues. Information gathered in the previous processing is not utilized to any
great degree in the further processing. The interview has more the character of an on-line
working out of a solution or answer during the ongoing interactive argumentation.
Information gathered in the previous search is used to direct further search. The interview
with roles of interviewer and interviewee can be characterized as a dialectical dialogue. The
conversational discussion is characterized to an even greater degree by on-line working out
of a solution or answer where information gathered in previous search is used to direct
further search. The conversational discussion can be characterized as a partly dialectical but
mostly explorative dialogue.
In the second place, everyday argumentation often deals with rather ill-defined
problems or questions. The more well-defined a problem or question is, the greater chance
there is of finding a verifiable solution or answer. Much of the problem solving activity in
everyday argumentation is therefore devoted to making the problems or questions more welldefined.
As concerns the relative problem solving power, a combination of problem solving
effectiveness and efficiency, of the three types of turn-taking conditions the following can be
said. Due to the antagonistic roles and the vested interests of the representatives in the debate
and the weak cooperation that characterizes the interaction, plus the fact that the contributions to the debate have the character of rhetorical monologues where information
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gathered in previous processing is not utilized in any great degree to guide further
processing, if the problem to be solved is ill-defined to begin with, the chances of making the
problem more well-defined are very slight.
In the conversational discussion, which is characterized by strong cooperation in a
basically egalitarian explorative dialogue where information gathered is employed in the
guidance of the processing, the chances of making a problem more well-defined are much
greater. In the interview where information gathered is also used to guide further processing,
the antagonistic goals and the vested interests of the interviewers and the interviewees and
the weaker cooperative nature of the argumentation, leave relatively less room for definitions
of problems and questions than in the conversational discussion.
A ranking of the three types of interactive argumentation according to problem
solving power would therefore be the following.
1. The Conversational Discussion
2. The Television Interview
3. The Television Debate
10.3 Discussion
This section contains a discussion of the results and conclusions of the thesis in relation to
earlier research on spoken interaction and argumentation referred to in chapter 1. The
discussion is divided into three subsections corresponding to the subsections in chapter 1
although not in the same order.
10.3.1 Spoken Interaction and Body Movement
The findings and conclusions from the thesis concerning the relation between vocal and
nonvocal expressions in face-to-face interactive argumentation confirm the earlier findings
by Scheflen (1964), Kendon (1972), Beattie (1981), and others. The hierarchy of body
movements postulated by Kendon (cf. sec. 1.4) is found to hold good for the examples taken
from different conditions of turn-taking. In this thesis this hierarchical order of information is
given a semantic and pragmatic interpretation to complement the syntactically oriented
interpretation found in Kendon's study.
Body movements such as posture shifts, headshakes, head nods, eyebrow raises, etc.
are also seen to function as control actions helping to regulate and coordinate the ongoing
interaction in the argumentation under non-mechanistic and organic turn-taking conditions.
This confirms earlier findings (e.g. Argyle 1967, Rosenfeld 1978) on the interaction management function of nonvocal information in spoken interaction. In the thesis these body
movements have been shown to be integrated with the vocal expressions in the general
development of information in the collective problem solving activity of the interactive
argumentation.
10.3.2 Models of Spoken Interaction
The findings in the thesis for the conversational discussion and in part for the interview are in
conformity with the conversational analysis model of spoken interaction (cf. sec. 1.3.1). In
the model of interactive argumentation as a collective problem solving activity, however,
speakers are seen to be opting for different lines of action based on feedback from other
speakers at certain strategic points in abstract action plans that they are pursuing. The
ascription of action plans to the speakers portrays them more in the light of moral social
agents than is usually the case in the conversational analysis school of ethnomethodology.
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Also the thesis has shown that the integration of the vocal and nonvocal expressions can
account for the development of argumentative interaction on a level of semantic content and
pragmatic function which is missing from current conversational analysis accounts.
The conclusions and findings of the thesis are also basically compatible with
Severinson Eklundh's language game model (cf. sec. 1.3.2). The model of interactive
argumentation argued for in the thesis presupposes, however, less conscious intentionality,
responsibility, and expectation on the part of the participants than is the case in the language
game model. The possibility of argumentation progressing on low levels of intentionality,
responsibility, and expectation is especially evidenced in the emergent argumentation under
the organic turn-taking conditions of the conversational discussion. Also in the problem
solving model, in contrast to the language game model, the interaction is not seen as
progressing according to rules but rather as developing incrementally as the result of choices
in systems of options in action plans that are being pursued or executed by the participants in
accordance with the constraints of the control factors which constitute the turn-taking
conditions and control actions on different levels in the hierarchies of options in the action
plans of the participants. The problem solving model also allows a place for chance, i.e. some
unexpected lucky or unlucky occurrence or event of a causal nature that may influence the
outcome of the interaction by fulfilling some function, to play a role in the interactive
argumentation.
The information processing problem solving model for interactive argumentation
proposed in the thesis shares many characteristics with but is difficult to map directly onto
Allwood's activity language model for spoken interaction (cf. sec. 1.3.3). The control
factors of the operating system correspond more or less to the global-collective determining
parameter, control actions in the processing operations correspond more or less to the localcollective determining parameter. High order action plans correspond more or less to the
global-individual determining parameter and low order action plans correspond to the localindividual determining parameter.
The differences in the two models becomes most apparent when one tries to map
aspects of the problem solving model onto the determined parameters of the activity
language model. All aspects of the problem solving model are seen in some sense to have
control or determining power in the development of the interaction (cf. sec. 2.3.2). The
execution and coordination of action plans on different levels of hierarchical complexity in
terms of simple or complex courses of development by speakers within turns or across
speakers and turns in harmony with the turn-taking conditions do not correspond in any
straightforward way with the global-collective/individual or local-collective/individual
parameters of the activity language model. What is seen in the activity language model as a
difference between types of parameters is seen basically in the information processing
problem solving model as a difference in degree of hierarchical complexity and concreteness
in the execution or realization of action plans, methods, tactics, and strategies. The
information processing model is more oriented toward giving a strategic dynamic account of
how the interaction develops step-by-step in a self-modifying manner than the more declaratively oriented parametric account found in the activity language model.
The activity language model is a good tool when it comes to giving a high level
abstract characterization of the components that must be reckoned with when comparing
activity languages either within one linguistic community or across linguistic communities. It
is, however, less suitable when the object, as it is in this thesis, is to give a detailed step-bystep characterization of the ongoing development of information in spoken interaction on
very low levels of abstraction.
The problem solving model proposed in the thesis differs from other information
processing models of discourse (cf. sec. 1.3.4) in that it includes the nonvocal aspects as an
integral part of the information processing. Also the approach used in the problem solving
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model to account for the informational content is more inclusive than those normally found
in informational processing models. The notions of interpretations or understandings used in
the model in the thesis are not necessarily proposition-based but incorporate aesthetic and
emotive elements as intrinsic components (cf. Ex. 4.1.5). The problem solving model also
allows for associative primary processing and is in general more sympathetic to a conception
of rational consciousness that allows for gradation rather than something that is either
categorically present or absent.
10.3.3 Models of Argumentation
The information processing problem solving approach to interactive argumentation
incorporates elements of other approaches to argumentation. It, however, also differs from
these other approaches in certain important respects.
In the rhetorical tradition, argumentation is viewed as an attempt to persuade or sway
an audience (cf. Oléron 1983: 4). The problem solving approach shares with the rhetorical
tradition in focusing on the basically communicative function of argumentation. The
rhetorical view of argumentation, however, tends to ignore the basically cooperative aspects
of argumentation that are found in interactive argumentation. The problem solving approach
stresses the striving by the parties in the argumentation to cooperate, at least in a weak sense,
in the search for an acceptable solution or answer. In the rhetorical tradition, there is also an
ascription of some, usually premeditated, manipulative intention, either benevolent or malevolent, to the arguer. The problem solving approach allows for the participants in the
argumentation to be innocent of such premeditated manipulative intentions.
The information processing problem solving approach shares with the logical
tradition in the analysis of argumentation in focusing on the search for support for
prospective solutions or answers. An important aspect of the problem solving involves the
evaluation of prospective solutions or answers as to their logical coherence. However, in the
logical tradition, argumentation is viewed as a technique used to formally or informally
establish a thesis or claim (cf. Copi 1978, Toulmin 1964). This way of viewing
argumentation is in a sense 'putting the cart before the horse'. Argumentation as the
demonstration of a thesis or claim assumes that the arguer already has a solution to the
problem or an answer to a question. The demonstration is simply making explicit the reasons
why this solution or answer is the right one. The problem solving approach allows arguers to
search by trial and error heuristic methods for tentative defeasible solutions. In the logical
tradition it is also usually assumed that the concepts used in the argumentation are clear and
unambiguous. Everyday argumentation usually uses concepts that are neither clear nor
unambiguous. Within the problem solving approach, part of the problem to be solved is that
of clarifying concepts and reducing ambiguity.
The problem solving approach shares with recent more descriptive empirical studies
of interactive argumentation inspired by work in conversational analysis (cf. Jacobs, S. &
Jackson, S. 1982) an interest in the ongoing nature of interactive argumentation. The focus of
interest in the problem solving approach is however shifted from a description of adjecancy
pairs and sequences of speech acts toward an explanation of the structure of the ongoing
argumentation in terms of goal directed processing of information both vocal and nonvocal
on various levels of structural decomposition.
The problem solving approach to interactive argumentation shares with normal
information processing approaches in cognitive psychology (cf. Lindsay, P.H. & Norman,
D.A. 1977) an interest in the procedural aspects of reasoning. However, the normal
information processing approaches usually focus entirely on the individual and tend to ignore
or at least give little attention to the intersubjective aspects of reasoning that are found in
face-to-face interactive argumentation.
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The problem solving approach shares an interest with empirical semantic approaches
to argumentation (cf. Naess 1971) in the basic semantic operations that can be employed to
increase specificity and precision of expressions used in argumentation. The problem solving
approach also incorporates the pro and contra reasoning that is proposed in Naess's model of
rational decision making within the examination and evaluation phase of the problem solving
activity. The problem solving approach differs however from Naess' in being basically
descriptive and explanatory rather than prescriptive. It also differs from this approach by
focussing on how the semantic operations can be applied as procedures in the ongoing
process of interactive argumentation.
The information processing perspective has very much in common with Hintikka's
(1987) formulation of argumentation as a type of knowledge seeking language game. The
problem solving framework, however, allows for the search for a solution to resemble more a
struggle with 'no holds barred' than a game carried out according to a set of rules and
regulations.
The problem solving approach shares with recent theories of argumentation in
dialogues (cf. Walton 1988) an interest in the basic dialectical and dialogical character of
interactive argumentation. However, the problem solving approach differs from these in
being basically descriptive rather than normative. Within the problem solving approach there
is also more room given to the non-cognitive aspects of interactive argumentation than are
found in these current normative cognitively oriented models.
The problem solving perspective tries to tread a middle ground between these various
perspectives on argumentation, taking what appears to be worthwhile for the study of
interactive argumentation while trying to avoid the restrictions or misconceptions that are
inherent in these other traditions and approaches.
10.4 Methodology revisited
It may appear that the results of the studies presented in the chapters of part two of the thesis
are not at all surprising, given the fact that the examples have been selected because they
were deemed to fulfill the characteristics of interactive argumentation that were to be
illustrated. This apparent circularity in the presentation is due chiefly to the mode of
presentation in the form of a scientific thesis. This mode of presentation distorts the actual
difference between the deductive accounting for a discovery and the inductive process of
making the discovery in the first place. Placing the theory first gives the impression that the
researcher had in a sense worked all of this out in advance and had only to select good
examples to confirm the theory. In actual practice almost the reverse was the case. The first
basic intuition was that speakers in the different situations were doing very much the same
thing over and over again either within turns or across turns to different degrees of
complexity. The next step was to select a limited number of good clear examples, also on a
rough intuitive basic, for a more detailed analysis to determine what characteristics were the
basis for the intuitive judgement of similarity. The operationalizations of the intuitive
similarities came therefore rather late in the analysis. The result of this analysis is the
theoretical model of interactive argumentation as a type of collective information processing
problem solving enterprise found in part one of the thesis which constitutes a hypothetical
explanatory account of the type of phenomena observed in the examples from the television
debate, the television interview and the conversational discussion.
This type of soft qualitative methodology of analysis of data may trouble researchers
more used to a methodology which relies on quantifiable data and statistical hypothesis
testing. However, I really do not see how this type of methodology could be rewardingly
applied to give theoretical insights at the current state of knowledge about spoken
interaction. There is simply too much about which we do not even have hypotheses that are
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worth testing. At the current state of knowledge more in-depth naturalistic studies are needed
to provide us with some good testable hypotheses.
Also, there is a deeper question at stake here which touches on the issues of
operationalization and reliability, and it is this - if we choose to view others as being moral
agents more or less like ourselves who have beliefs about rights and obligations, values,
desires, hopes, wishes, fears, and so on, then maybe the analysis of human behavior will
always in some essential way resist reduction to the paradigm for the empirical sciences of
hypothesis testing, prediction, and statistical confirmation or refutation. The analysis of
human behavior as meaningful and purposeful may always demand interpretation on the part
of the analyst. These interpretations rest ultimately in some act of understanding on the part
of the analyst where the analyst discovers the other(s) that are being studied to be meaningful
and purposeful. Such interpretations are hard to test in any strict sense. The methodology
chosen by the analyst depends basically on how he or she chooses to view him/herself.
In my view, every naturalistic scientific study is in some way an innovation in
methodology. There is no such thing as THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD that is applied more
or less mechanically to data to give rewarding theoretical insights. Rather, the methodology
of analysis of the data has to grow out of an intimate and prolonged acquaintance with the
data. There are, of course, historical precedence and guidelines to rely on in approaching the
data and organizing one's thoughts and ideas. However, when it comes to finding explanatory
hypotheses, for instance, hypotheses on the relation between general vs. specific and global
vs. local aspects of the development of information and the types of vocal and nonvocal
expressions, and how to report the support that is found in the data for these hypotheses, by
in-depth analysis of illustrative examples, for instance, the researcher is still very much on
his own. The researcher's judgements and decisions about how to deal with the data and how
to present his results will, in the final analysis, be made in consideration of how these
particular data are to be dealt with to give important theoretical results. Every new study
presents the researcher with new problems in methodology that call for creative solutions.
A method of testing or weakly confirming an analysis obtained by a soft qualitative
methodology of the type employed in this thesis that is used in certain areas of cognitive
psychology, artificial intelligence, economics, biology, theoretical physics, and ecology is
that of attempting simulations based on theoretical models. The closer the simulations
become to the observed reality the analyst is trying to account for, the more credible the
theoretical model that the analyst is working with becomes. The attempt to render interactive
argumentation as a type of problem solving in an information processing system consisting
of an operating system of control factors and a set of processing operations or methods on
different levels of complexity is at least a step toward formulating a theoretical model that
can be simulated on actual information processing systems.
The approach to the analysis of face-to-face interactive argumentation in this thesis
has of necessity been highly interdisciplinary. The study of how speech and body movement
work in combination to produce the total semantic and logical information in the
argumentation calls for drawing in relevant studies from the fields of nonverbal
communication, human and animal ethology, anthropology, psychiatry, interpersonal
psychology, cognitive psychology, information processing, cognitive science, artificial
intelligence, linguistics, sociology, operations research, cybernetics, management, rhetoric,
and philosophy (see bibliography).
Although practically everyone recognizes the need for interdisciplinary research,
there are, however, dangers involved in actually doing interdisciplinary research. Anyone
who does interdisciplinary research has to be prepared to disappoint a lot of people. Because
the study does not belong to any one particular area of specialization experts approaching the
study will each be looking for answers to questions that have been refined to a high degree
within their respective disciplines. Although these questions may be addressed in the
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interdisciplinary study, they probably do not receive the attention that the specialists would
desire or even require to be able to feel that adequate answers had been given to the
questions.
The interdisciplinary researcher must of necessity be a sort of jack-of-all-trades who
has a working knowledge of many different areas but expert competence in only one or two
of the areas which are involved in his or her research. The reward of good interdisciplinary
research can be an enlightening synthesis which puts the questions in different areas of
specialization in a new perspective and may even help to redefine the questions in the light of
their relevance to questions in other areas.
10.5 Perspectives for Further Research
Every investigation raises as many, if not more, new questions as it answers old ones. The
study of argumentation under the different turn-taking conditions of a television debate, a
television interview, and a conversational discussion, give rise to a number of perspectives
for further research.
The promise of the problem solving information processing approach needs to be
investigated further. How many important aspects of interactive argumentation can be dealt
with within this framework? What other problem solving strategies may be identified? What
must be revised or refined in the concept of information in the light of these findings? How
must linguistic theory be revised or refined to incorporate the nonvocal aspects of the
articulation of meaning? How can the findings be used to build simulation models of
interactive argumentation?
There is a need for more in-depth studies and comparison of argumentation in
different contexts. What are the naturalness conditions of different types of information
processing systems? We also need more research into the relation between vocal and
nonvocal aspects of information processing, especially the semantics of nonvocal aspects.
There is also a need for better explanations of the correlations between these aspects of
information processing.
There is need for comparative cross-cultural studies of methods of projection and
evaluation in interactive argumentation. Also more research into the relationship between the
heuristic exploratory methods of argumentation and the normative ideals of logic and
dialectic (cf. Scriven et al 1987) is needed. More conceptual and empirical work is needed to
determine the nature of the relationship between the notion of collective problem solving
power and the notions of truth, knowledge, equality and freedom of speech.
Lastly, naturalistic humanistic studies reveal a need for further research into the
methodology of investigation in linguistics as a science. How, for instance, are the hard
methods of statistical hypothesis testing to be combined with soft in-depth interpretative
studies of examples for justification of insightful explanatory theories?
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APPENDIX
SOME INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS
This appendix contains explanations of some of the fundamental concepts used in describing
information processing. The appendix is meant to orient readers who are not already familiar
with these concepts. The concepts are arranged from the least technical and general to the
more technical and precise. Not all of the concepts explained below are explicitly mentioned
in the text. However, the explanation of the concepts constitutes the required background
knowledge in the more technical aspects of information processing and forms the basis of
computational models of the problem solving or answer seeking approach adhered to in this
thesis (cf. sec. 2.2). The appendix closes with a speculative note on normal human
information processing.
Information Processing System:
An information processing system consists abstractly of a set of operations that are
applied to some input data or information to produce some output data or information. The
two basic components of an information processing system are the operating system and the
processing operations. The operating system supervises, coordinates, and schedules the
various processing operations of the system. It is therefore basically a set of procedures or
operations that control other operations or procedures.
Top-down processing:
In top-down processing or conceptually driven processing the processing proceeds
from a top level concept downward to a bottom level of derived concepts or information.
This is basically an analytic procedure where new bottom level information is derived from
the old (initial) top level information. An example of this type of processing might be a
search for the answer to the question 'What is a specific example of the human influence on
nature'?. In this search the processing would move from the top-level concept 'human
influence on nature' to more bottom-level specific instances such as 'strip mining' for
example.
Bottom-up processing:
In bottom-up processing the processing proceeds from bottom level concepts or
information towards a top level concept or information. New information is constructed out
of the original old bottom level data. This is basically a synthetic procedure where a covering
concept is being sought or where a specific situation is being ordered under a superordinate
heading. As an example one could take the search for the answer to the question as to
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whether or not 'strip mining' falls under the heading 'human influence on nature'. This is the
reverse of the top-down processing.
Top-down and Bottom-up:
Processing can also proceed in a top-down and bottom-up fashion simultaneously. In
this type of processing control strategy the preliminary results of the processing proceeding
in a bottom-up manner are constantly matched with a top-down goal specification of the
processing. In the example above the processing or search would proceed top-down from the
notion of 'human influence on nature' and bottom-up from the instance of 'strip mining' at the
same time.
Depth-first processing:
In depth-first processing or search the processing proceeds along the branches of a
tree-graph. In depth-first processing one branch of the tree is searched (one path of the graph
is pursued) at a time until the path is exhausted or the branch ends before a new path or
branch is explored. The depth of the processing or search may be to different degrees of
depth or shallowness depending on the overall control strategy for the processing (see
below). By restricting the depth to which a certain path of search may be pursued, there is an
increase in efficiency in the search process but also an increase in the risk of abandoning a
successful path too soon, unless there is reliable heuristic information that is utilized in the
decision.
Breadth-first processing:
In breadth-first processing the processing proceeds along a number of branches or
paths of a tree-graph at one level of depth before continuing the search or processing at the
next level of depth in the graph. In analogy with depth-first processing, breadth-first
processing may vary as to breadth or narrowness depending on the control strategy for the
processing. The narrower the search the more efficient will be the search strategy, but also
the greater the risk of missing a possible solution unless the search is guided by reliable
heuristic information.
Sequential processing:
Sequential or serial processing which is the normal state of affairs in actual computer
data processing, proceeds in a step by step fashion whereby the procedures or operations of
the process are executed one at a time one after the other until the process terminates.
Parallel processing:
In parallel processing a number of operations can be executed simultaneously or in
parallel during the running of a process. Parallel processing which is difficult to obtain on
real computer data processing systems is probably the normal state of affairs in
intrasubjective human information processing systems. In intrasubjective information
processing (what goes on in the mind or brain of the individual) many different types of
information, e.g. tactile, olfactory, visual, acoustic, etc., are constantly being processed
simultaneously on different levels of conscious awareness. An interesting question is to what
extent intersubjective information processing (what goes on in cooperation between
individuals in interaction) is parallel and/or sequential. Is the vocal information and the
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nonvocal information being processed in sequence or in parallel, and if the latter, then to
what extent?
Deterministic processing:
A process is characterized as deterministic if at any time, whatever is being done,
there is only one thing that can happen next. This means that the current activity of the
process is completely determined by the preceding activities of the process. To be effective a
deterministic process usually needs some kind of 'lookahead' mechanism where the
anticipated developments can be stored and evaluated in order to guide the control of the
processing.
Non-deterministic processing:
A process is characterized as non-deterministic not because it is random, but rather,
because the action to be performed at any moment is not uniquely determined by the current
state of the process and the current input symbol. Such a process makes a "best guess" at any
moment but may have to back up if the guess turns out later to be wrong (cf. Thompson &
Ritchie 1984:245). This procedure of backing up when confronted with failure is referred to
as backtracking. By allowing guessing and backtracking partial solutions to search or
processing problems can be pursued until the process is successful or until the possible
solutions have been exhausted. The possibility of introducing backtracking into a processing
task allows for a trial-and-error approach to the solution of a processing task.
Backtracking:
Whenever a task is such that it allows for decomposition into subtasks of the same
structure as the initial task so that partial solutions can be successively augmented to produce
a complete solution a recursive procedure of backtracking is a good control strategy for the
processing. This type of strategy is very useful in many problem solving situations, as when
searching for a path through a maze using a ball of string to keep track of the paths that have
been attempted or trying to place eight queens on a chess board in such a way that none of
the queens is attacking any other queen.
Branch-and-bound:
The process of solving the eight queen problem or puzzle can be described by an
exhaustive search tree whose nodes correspond to the partial solutions, e.g. possible
situations according to the rules of Chess. Going down in the tree corresponds to forward
progress towards creating a more complete solution; going up in the tree corresponds to
"backtracking" to some previously generated partial solution, from which point it might be
worthwhile to proceed forwards again down an alternative path. The general technique of
calculating bounds on partial solutions in order to limit the number of full solutions which
need to be examined is sometimes called branch-and-bound ( cf. Sedgewick 1983:519-20).
Best-first processing:
The calculating of bounds on partial solutions is guided by heuristic information
about which solutions are likely to be successful. The backtracking strategy can, however, be
used regardless of how much or how little knowledge is available to bear on selection of
procedures in the processing task. Of course, the backtracking process is more efficient if
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procedure selection is not arbitrary but is guided by information about what procedure might
be best according to some heuristic information. If this information is reasonably reliable,
then the appropriate procedure will usually be selected and there will be little need for
backing up (cf. Nilsson 1982:24-25). For instance, in their choice of moves, master Chess
and Go players appear to rely on more powerful heuristic information than is currently
available to computer programs for these games. The masters consider fewer possibilities
with greater rewards than do the programs that are forced to consider many more possibilities
with less success. This variety of depth-first processing is referred to as best-first processing
(cf. Bratko 1986:265ff). The backtracking control strategy can be described as a simple
recursive procedure which upon trial and failure of one method calls itself recursively to try
the next best method until the problem is solved or the methods are exhausted. A depth
bound can be placed on the recursion which limits the recursive calls that can be made by the
procedure. Any recursive call which exceeds its depth bound fails (cf. Nilsson 1982:55-57).
If the depth bound of the backtracking procedure is set too low, the process may not find a
solution although one exists. Backtracking and branch-and-bound are quite widely applicable
as general problem solving techniques. They form the basis for many programs which play
games such as chess or checkers where a partial solution is some legal positioning of all the
pieces on the board, and the descendant of a node in the exhaustive search tree is a position
that can be the result of some legal move. Ideally, it would be best if a program could
exhaustively search through all possibilities and choose a move that will lead to a win no
matter what the opponent does. Normally, however, there are far too many possibilities to do
this, so a backtracking search is typically done with quite sophisticated pruning rules so that
only "interesting" positions are examined (cf. Sedgewick 1983:519-20).
Recursion:
Recursion is basically a process of solving a problem by decomposing it into one or
more subproblems which are identical in structure to the original problem and somewhat
simpler to solve (Roberts 1986:1). The decomposition of the problem and subproblems
continues until a stage is reached where subproblems can be solved directly. This is referred
to as a simple case. Recursion is therefore a 'divide-and-conquer' processing strategy where a
problem is divided into several simpler subproblems which in turn can be divided into still
simpler ones until simple cases are reached. For example, let's say one wants a procedure that
will count the terminal nodes or leaves of a tree structure. A recursive solution to this
problem utilizes the fact that a tree structure is basically a structure of tree structures. The
component tree structures in the tree are referred to as subtrees. The problem of counting the
leaves of a tree structure therefore can be reduced to counting the leaves of the subtrees of
the tree, and the subtrees of subtrees until there are no subtrees left. The procedure therefore
goes through the tree structure from subtree to subtree keeping track of the leaves
encountered on these subtrees registering these as partial solutions. When the procedure
finally 'bottoms-out' in trees that have no subtrees, the procedure starts to move back up
through the tree structures combining all the partial results that have been registered along
the way into a total overall solution to the problem. The important point to note here is that
the same procedure is applied repeatedly (if necessary) to simpler and simpler problems in
the search for an overall solution. This means that a recursive procedure utilizes itself as a
subroutine applied to successively reduced components of the problem. The basic structure
of a recursive procedure is therefore the same as that of a recursive definition, i.e. the
concept to be defined appears on both sides of the definitional equation. For example, the
ancestor relation between A and B can be defined as follows (cf. Geach 1976:43).
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A is an ancestor of B if and only if
A is B's parent
or
A is a parent of an ancestor of B
The power function of a number, e.g. 9 to the power of 3, can be defined recursively
as follows.
Power (X,Y) = if Y = 0 , then power (X,Y) = 1;
otherwise, multiply X with the value of Power (X,Y-1).
This function will apply to the input of, for example, X = 9 and Y = 3, in a step by
step manner moving from top-to-bottom left-to-right in an attempt to deliver a result. This
can be illustrated ('traced') as follows (cf. Hofstadter 1983:412-13).
Power (9,3)
Power (X=9,Y=3)
Power (X=9,Y=2)
Power (X=9,Y=1)
Power (X=9,Y=0) ; at this point the process
Power (1)
bottoms-out and starts
Power (9)
to return results on
Power (81)
stored partial solutions
Power (729)
arriving at last at the
729
total solution.
The operation of multiplication utilized in the definition of the Power function is a
low-level operation referred to as a basic action of a processing system. Determining the
basic actions employed in higher-level operations is a crucial part of characterizing an
information processing system. Chapter 4 is in part devoted to a characterization of the lowlevel or basic operations in interactive argumentation. A recursive procedure is basically a
procedure that is repetitive but not purely so. It is not iterative in the sense that it does the
same thing over and over to the input information. Rather, it applies again and again to a
reduced set of input information but the results of the processing are not delivered until the
last input information has been processed. This means that a recursive procedure stores a
number of unfinished applications on its way through the initial input information which are
then combined with each other as the recursive procedure delivers its results. The procedure
chews its way through the input storing undigested partial solutions on a stack as it winds up.
When it reaches the last bit of input it starts to unwind combining the partial solutions on the
storage stack with each other to construct a total solution to the processing task. Recursive
procedures may contain several layers of recursiveness. In other words, a recursive procedure
may utilize a subroutine which is itself recursive. This means that the structure of such a
'trace' of the functioning of a recursive procedure need not be as simple as the example above
but depending on the internal structure of the recursive procedure and the input information
can resemble the fractal structure of a mountain range with many troughs and peaks between
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the initial application of the procedure and the final delivery of a result (cf. Hofstadter
1985:422).
Normal human information processing:
Normal human information processing is probably best characterized as parallel topdown and bottom-up nondeterministic processing with backtracking where the processing
proceeds in a shallow depth-first or a narrow breadth-first fashion and is successful in
proportion to the reliability of the heuristic information available. This is to say that we seek
solutions to problems with a combination of analytic and synthetic reasoning with the
possibility of going back to some previous point in the search if the results are negative, but
that our powers of attention (breadth-first processing) and concentration (depth-first
processing) have definite (not large) limits. The chances of success are also proportional to
the reliability and amount of experience relevant to the processing task.
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